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Abstract

A key challenge in Machine Learning (ML) is to design models able to learn efficiently from
graphs, characterized by nodes with attributes and a prescribed structure encoding their
relationships. Graph Representation Learning (GRL) aims to encode these two sources of
heterogeneity into a vectorial graph embedding easing downstream tasks. In this field, Optimal
Transport (OT) has been successful in providing meaningful comparison between graphs seen
as discrete probability distributions. This thesis focuses on GRL through the lens of OT, with
both concepts introduced in dedicated chapters.

Modern supervised GRL mostly relies on Graph Neural Networks (GNN) which implicitly
encode the graph topology via two main elements: node features embedding through message
passing, and aggregation with a specialized form of pooling. We introduce in this thesis a
novel point of view, which places distances to some learnable graph templates at the core of the
graph representation. This distance embedding is constructed by means of an OT distance:
the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance, which simultaneously handles feature and
structure dissimilarities by solving a soft graph-matching problem. We postulate that the
vector of FGW distances to a set of template graphs, has a strong discriminative power, which
is then fed to a non-linear classifier for final predictions. This distance embedding acts as a
new pooling layer called TFGW, and can leverage on existing message passing techniques to
promote sensible feature representations, learned in an end-to-end fashion. We empirically
validate our claim on several graph classification tasks, where our method outperforms both
kernels and GNN approaches in terms of expressivity and generalization abilities.

Another contribution of this thesis aims at making Dictionary Learning (DL) amenable
to graphs dataset analysis, a key tool for unsupervised representation learning. DL explains
vector data as a linear combination of a few basic elements, accessing the quality of learned
representations via dissimilarities associated with a single ambient space. Since graphs depict
their own spaces, we propose the first linear approach adapted to Graph Dictionary Learning
(GDL), using (F)GW as the data fitting term. In our work, graphs are modeled as convex
combination of graph atoms, estimated via an online stochastic algorithm. GDL is completed
by a novel upper-bound that can be used as a fast approximation of FGW in the embedding
space. We empirically show the interest of our approach for graphs clustering, classification,
completion and for online graph subspace estimation and tracking.

Finally, the mass conservation at the core of OT, imposing a coupling between all the
nodes from the two compared graphs, has specific implications in GRL. Learning structure
and feature representations via FGW is considerably sensitive to the nodes relative importance
induced by modeling graphs as probability distributions. Managing this extra degree of free-
dom, as we made possible, improves (F)GW-based models by adding minimal computational
cost in TFGW but significant model complexity for GDL. Thus we propose to address the
limits of mass conservation constraints in (F)GW, by introducing a novel OT-based discrep-
ancy, called the semi-relaxed (Fused) Gromov-Wasserstein divergence (sr(F)GW). srFGW
provides correspondences between two graphs, while searching for a reweighed subgraph in
the target graph at a minimum (F)GW distance from the input. The latter can be estimated
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more efficiently than (F)GW and competes with methods dedicated to graph partitioning
while being more generic. Moreover, estimating a srFGW "barycenter" induces a novel DL,
where graphs are embedded as reweighed subgraphs of a single graph atom. srFGW DL
competes favorably with other DL-based competitors on various unsupervised tasks, while
being considerably faster to compute.

Key words: Machine Learning, Graphs, Optimal Transport, Graph Representation
Learning.
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Résumé

Un défi majeur de l’apprentissage machine est de concevoir des modèles capables
d’apprendre efficacement à partir de graphes, constitués de noeuds dotés d’attributs et
d’une structure décrivant leurs relations. L’apprentissage de représentation de graphe (ARG)
vise à synthétiser ces deux sources d’hétérogénéité dans un vecteur, afin de simplifier son
traitement à postériori. Dans ce domaine, le Transport Optimal (TO) fournit des compara-
isons pertinentes entre graphes, vus comme des distributions discrètes de probabilité. Cette
thèse se concentre sur l’ARG à travers le prisme du TO, tous deux détaillés dans des chapitres
dédiés.

L’ARG supervisé s’appuie essentiellement sur les réseaux de neurones graphiques (RNG),
qui encodent implicitement la topologie du graphe par le raffinement des attributs nodaux via
l’information issue de leur voisinage, et l’agrégation de cette information à l’échelle du graphe.
Nous introduisons dans cette thèse un nouveau concept, qui considère comme représentation
du graphe, des distances à certains graphes templates apprenables. A cette fin, nous exploitons
la distance de Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) issue du TO, qui traite simultanément
les dissimilarités entre nœuds et structures, en résolvant un problème de correspondance de
nœuds entre les graphes. Ce vecteur de distances possède un fort pouvoir discriminant, qui
est ensuite transmis à un classifieur gérant les prédictions finales. Ce vecteur agit telle une
couche de RNG, appelée TFGW, et peut se superposer à leurs techniques de raffinement
d’attributs nodaux, le tout étant appris simultanément. Nous validons empiriquement notre
postulat sur de multiples tâches de classification de graphes, où TFGW surpasse les méthodes
à RNG et à noyaux en termes d’expressivité et de capacité de généralisation.

Le chapitre suivant étend l’apprentissage de dictionnaire (AD), un outil clé pour l’appren-
tissage non supervisé de représentation, à l’analyse de graphes. l’AD représente les données
vectorielles par des combinaisons linéaires de quelques éléments de base, accédant à la
qualité de ces dernières via des dissimilarités associées à un espace ambiant unique. Ainsi,
nous proposons la première approche linéaire adaptée à l’AD de graphes (ADG), en utilisant
(F)GW comme mesure de qualité. Nous modélisons les graphes tels des combinaisons convexes
d’atomes de graphes, estimés grâce à un algorithme stochastique. L’ADG est complété par
une nouvelle approximation, facilement calculable, de FGW dans l’espace des représentations.
Nous montrons empiriquement l’intérêt de notre approche pour le clustering, la classification,
la complétion de graphes, ainsi que le suivi en ligne de sous-espaces de graphes.

Enfin, la conservation de la masse au cœur du TO, imposant un couplage entre tous les
nœuds des deux graphes comparés, a des implications en ARG. L’apprentissage de structures
et d’attributs nodaux via FGW est sensible à l’importance relative des nœuds induite par la
modélisation des graphes tels des distributions de probabilité. La gestion de ces pondérations,
comme nous l’avons rendu possible, améliore les modèles susmentionnés basés sur (F)GW à des
coûts de calcul supplémentaires variables. Ainsi, nous modulons ce principe de conservation,
via l’introduction de la divergence de (Fused) Gromov-Wasserstein sémi-relachée (sr(F)GW).
srFGW fournit des correspondances entre deux graphes, tout en recherchant un sous-graphe
re-pondéré dans le graphe cible à une distance (F)GW minimale de l’entrée. Cette dernière
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rivalise, entre autres, avec les méthodes dédiées au partitionnement de graphes tout en étant
plus générique. De plus, l’estimation d’un "barycentre" de srFGW induit un nouvel AD, où
les graphes sont intégrés comme des sous-graphes re-pondérés d’un unique atome de graphe.
L’AD srFGW rivalise favorablement avec d’autres concurrents basés sur l’AD dans diverses
tâches non supervisées, tout en étant considérablement plus rapide à calculer.

Mots clés: Apprentissage statistique, Graphes, Transport Optimal, Apprentissage de
répresentation de graphes.
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Notations

Linear Algebra

[[n]] the subset {1, ..., n} of N.

x All vectors in Rn are written in bold and lower case, for all n > 1. The ith
coordinate is written xi for all i ∈ [[n]].

X All matrices in Rn×m are written in bold, for any n > 1 and m > 1. The
coordinate (i, j) will be written Xij , and unless specified otherwise the ith
row (resp. the jth column) will be denoted Xi,: (resp. X:,j).

In The identity matrix of Rn×n.

diag(x) The operator that transforms a vector x ∈ Rn into the diagonal matrix

D ∈ Rn×n such that ∀(i, j) ∈ [[n]]× [[n]], Dij =
{
xi if i = j

0 otherwise
.

� The Hadamard product between two matrices A and B in Rn×n, such that
A�B = (AijBij)ij ⊂ Rn×n. Also used as element-wise product between two
vectors.

� The element-wise division of two matrices A and B in R∗n×n, such that
A �B = (Aij/Bij)ij ⊂ Rn×n. Also used as element-wise division between
two vectors.

⊗K The Kronecker product of two matrices A ∈ Rn×m and B ∈ Rp×q, such that
A⊗K B = (AijB)ij ∈ Rnp×mq.

⊗ The tensor-matrix multiplication, such that for a tensor L ∈ Rn×m×p×q and
a matrix X ∈ Rp×q, L⊗X = (∑kl LijklAkl)ij ∈ Rn×m.

vec(X) The vectorization operator that stacks columns of a matrix X ∈ Rn×m into
a vector in Rnm.

Tr The trace operator for a matrix X ∈ Rn×m, such that Tr(X) = ∑
ij Xij .

‖ · ‖, 〈·, ·〉 A norm and an inner product that depend on the context.

lp The standard ‖ · ‖p norm.

‖ · ‖F The Frobenius norm of a matrix X ∈ Rn×m, ‖X‖F =
√

Tr(X>X) =√∑
ij X

2
ij .

〈·, ·〉F The Frobenius inner product between two matrices A and B in
Rn×m, 〈A,B〉F = Tr(A>B) = ∑

ij AijBij .

Sn The set of all permutations of [[n]] for all n ∈ N∗.

Πn The set of permutation matrices in Rn×n for all nN∗.
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Σn The set of probability vectors in Rn+ defined in equation (3.1).

αS The set of elements {x = αy|∀y ∈ S} induced by any set S for any scalar α ∈ R∗.

Measure Theory

δx The dirac measure on x ∈ Rd, such that y ∈ Rd, δx(y) =
{

1 if x = y

0 otherwise
.

supp(µ) The support of µ, see equation (3.2).

µ⊗ ν The product measure of two probability measures µ and ν, such that for
all measurable subsets A and B, µ⊗ ν(A×B) = µ(A)ν(B).

Bernoulli(p) The Bernoulli distribution with probability p.

N (m,Σ) The multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean m and covariance Σ.

U(h,h) The set of admissible couplings between two discrete probability measures
with respective probability vectors h and h, defined in equation (3.3).

Tc(µ, ν) The Kantorovitch cost between two probability measures µ and ν, defined
in equation (3.4).

Wp(µ, ν) The p-Wasserstein distance between two discrete probability measures µ
and ν, defined in equation (3.8).

GWp(µ, ν) The Gromov-Wasserstein distance of order p between two discrete proba-
bility measures µ and ν, defined in equation (3.21).

FGWp,α(µ, ν) The Fused Gromov-Wasserstein distance of order p with trade-off param-
eter α between two discrete probability measures µ and ν, defined in
equation (3.54).

Acronyms

OT Optimal Transport.

W, GW, FGW Stands respectively for Wasserstein, Gromov-Wasserstein, Fused
Gromov-Wasserstein.

LP, QP Stands respectively for Linear Program and Quadratic Program.

RL Representation Learning.

GRL Graph Representation Learning.

GNN Graph Neural Networks.

DL Dictionary Learning.
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1.1 Structured data in Machine Learning

1.1.1 Structured data

One of the main challenges in Machine Learning (ML) is the design of efficient algorithms that
are able to learn from structured data. The latter comes with a generic notion of structure
that encode relationships between entities composing an object, or in other words a data
instance. The entities are elements, that can be endowed with attributes, such as Rd vectors
highlighting the singularity of an element, or discrete values referring to their assignments to
certain categories. The structure then captures any type of relationship between the entities.
In their simplest form, these relations can be binary interactions between elements. In more
complex scenarios, they can be encoded as real-valued vectors in Rd′ (d′ ≥ 1), expressing
interactions of different nature or strength between components.
Typical instances of structured data encountered in this thesis are e.g. molecules, composed
of atoms as entities, which can be categorized via their position in the periodic table, or
characterized by certain chemical or physical properties such as their molecular mass. The
interactions taken into account to describe the structure of the molecule can be of increasing
complexity, ranging for example from covalent bonds to Van der Waals forces.

The manipulation of structured data relates to Relational Reasoning as detailed in
Battaglia et al. (2018), which points out that these structured representations require
"structured computations" dealing with entities and their composition as a whole. This
assumes that the global understanding of these objects is conditioned by a simultaneous
processing of their feature information and structure information, namely the knowledge
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contained in the entities and their interactions. To this end, the methods of reasoning vary
according to the nature of the structure.

Explicit structured data. A first natural type of structured data, on which this thesis
focuses, appears when the structure is given explicitly. The resulting object can be understood
in a broad sense as a graph G (Wu et al., 2020). Namely, a tuple G = (V,E), composed of
a discrete set of vertices or nodes V , and a set of edges E quantifying connections between
vertices. Nodes are usually indexed in [[n]] ⊂ N, where n denotes the number of nodes in
the graph and is often referred as the graph order. They can also be assigned to attributes
or features in Rd, which induces the distinction between unattributed graphs and attributed
ones. The edges usually assign a discrete or continuous value to pairs of nodes, which
can be undirected or directed from one vertex to another. If the edges are vectors, whose
components describe different individual interactions, the graph is called a multi-edged graph
or a multigraph. Finally, a temporal component can also be associated with a graph modifying
its nodes or interactions over time, which leads to the notion of dynamic graph (Ditzler et al.,
2015).

Notable instances of graph data are found in chemical compounds or molecules modeling
(Debnath et al., 1991; Sutherland et al., 2003; Borgwardt & Kriegel, 2005; Krichene et al.,
2015; Jumper et al., 2021), brain connectivity (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009; Ktena et al., 2017;
Heitmann & Breakspear, 2018), particle physics (Shlomi et al., 2020; Thais et al., 2022),
social networks (Banerjee et al., 2013; Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015; Yin et al., 2017) or
resources exchange (Yang & Leskovec, 2015). This family of explicit structured data also
encompasses trees (Day, 1985), whose structure consists in a depth-wise hierarchy on the
nodes. More traditional data can also be included, such as images (Shapiro et al., 2001) seen
as two-dimensional regular grids, or time series (Ralaivola & d’Alché Buc, 2005; Wei, 2013)
and text data (Chowdhary, 2020) whose structures are inherited from their sequential nature.

Implicit structured data. In many ML tasks, the prescribed data structure does not
adequately reflect the geometry of the problem, such as the regular grid (resp. line) naturally
associated with an image (resp. univariate time series). In order to learn from these objects,
one must first extract relevant representations from them. The latter can be seen as specific
instances of structured data with a more subtle or even implicit structure (Battaglia et al.,
2018). They may be initially formatted as a set of entities without relationships, resulting
e.g from a learning step, such as a word embedding (Goldberg, 2017; Otter et al., 2020), or
feature maps associated to an image (Santoro et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018) or one of its
segments (Harchaoui & Bach, 2007; Minaee et al., 2021).
The connections between these elements are relational inductive biases, resulting from struc-
tural priors on the object representations learned by a model. For instance, modern deep
learning architectures (Goodfellow et al., 2016) that stack building blocks or layers, impose
hierarchical relations between entities via their processing, by capturing increasingly long
range interactions among information in the input signal. These layers have a built-in induc-
tive bias chosen in accordance with the representation of their input object.
Typically, a layer in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN, LeCun et al. (1995)) processes a
pixel locally, assuming independence w.r.t. distant entities, in a translation invariant fashion
reflecting that convolutions remain relevant across different localities in the image (Bronstein
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Kondor & Trivedi, 2018). On the contrary, Recurrent layers
are adopted for sequence or text data to favor temporal invariance (Elman, 1990; Salehinejad
et al., 2017). More precisely, their inputs and hidden representations, forming the entities,
are related through the dependence of one step’s hidden state to both the current input and
its previous hidden state. This conditioning rule, carrying a bias for locality in the sequence
via its Markovian structure (Norris & Norris, 1998), is reused over each step across all input
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representations, resulting into temporal invariance. Finally, relations between elements can
be guided by additional dependencies to classes or logic rules (Hu et al., 2016). The latter
constrain the learned object representations, so that the associated embedding space has
better class separability, knowledge transferability or interpretability (Pan & Yang, 2010;
Courty et al., 2017b; Wang & Deng, 2018; Došilović et al., 2018; Garcez et al., 2019; Beaudouin
et al., 2020; Lamb et al., 2020; Ciravegna et al., 2023).

1.1.2 Learning structured data representations

A wide range of ML approaches involve learning representations of the data that encode useful
information in the construction of predictors, such as classifiers. Representation learning
(RL) has been shown to be effective in dealing with many types of unstructured data, such
as tabular data (Bengio et al., 2013). RL became particularly successful when operating on
images or sequences, whose respective grid or line structures are shared across samples, by
constraining (or guiding) the learned representations of these objects via structural priors
such as translation or temporal invariance.

This is in contrast to graphs whose structures (and orders) are specific to each of them.
These data therefore generally present a high degree of structural heterogeneity, to which
may be added a heterogeneity arising from the feature information. Consequently, graph-
structured data requires specific modeling which has recently given rise to the paradigm of
Graph Representation Learning (GRL) (Hamilton, 2020).
GRL aims to encode a graph into a vector representation called graph embedding, which eases
comparisons between graphs or any downstream Graph Machine Learning tasks. This can
be addressed by the design of effective (dis)similarity measures to compare graphs, such as
Graph Kernel methods (Kriege et al., 2020). The latter most often model a graph implicitly
through its pairwise relations to the other graphs composing the dataset. However, one
limit of kernel methods is that the graph embedding is most often fixed and cannot be
successfully adapted to certain complex datasets. On the other hand, Geometric deep learning
approaches (Bronstein et al., 2017) attempt to learn structured data representation by means
of deep learning (Scarselli et al., 2008; Perozzi et al., 2014; Niepert et al., 2016). For example,
some Graph Neural Networks generalize the notion of convolution applied to images to the
graph, by considering adjacent nodes on the basis of the graph structure, instead of a grid
surrounding a pixel (Gilmer et al., 2017; Kipf & Welling, 2016; Wu et al., 2020).

However, both kernel methods and many deep learning based representations for graphs
suffer from the fundamental pre-image problem, that prevents recovering actual graph objects
from the graph embeddings.

1.1.3 Graphs, incomparable spaces and Optimal Transport

Many GRL methods mainly focus on designing node embeddings that encode both the
structure and the feature information of a graph. This is legitimately motivated by the desire
to return to the classical framework of Machine Learning operating on vector data, that
associates a discrete probability measure µn to a collection of samples composing a dataset, or
in our setting, a collection of node embeddings composing a graph. This discrete probability
measure is expressed as µn = ∑n

i=1 hiδxi , where xi is a sample in Rd that composes the
support of µn, and hi ≥ 0 weights its relative importance in the dataset, while satisfying∑n

i=1 hi = 1. Modeling graphs as such allows, for instance, to compare two graphs via
well-known similarities between probability measures, assuming that their respective supports
belong to a common ambient space. The latter assumption comes down to model graphs as
clouds of node embeddings, living in this ambient space, which we hope encode the topology
of their respective graphs well enough. Note that a more simplistic representation of the
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graph is often obtained by averaging its node embeddings (i.e. computing the expectation of
µn).

Optimal Transport within a common space. However, even if this intermediate
modeling of graphs as point clouds allows the use of a multitude of classical ML tools, some
choices remain more relevant than others. For instance, few similarity measures are able
to compare distributions while taking into account the geometry of the underlying space,
while also providing correspondences between samples across the representations. Optimal
Transport (OT) is an elegant theory making both possible (Villani, 2009; Santambrogio, 2015;
Peyré & Cuturi, 2019), by addressing the problem of moving certain masses from one place
to another while minimizing the distance traveled.
OT has proved to be very useful for numerous ML tasks, such as image retrieval or analysis
(Rubner et al., 1998; Thorpe et al., 2017), NLP (Kusner et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016; Grave
et al., 2019), unsupervised learning (Arjovsky et al., 2017; Schmitz et al., 2018; Genevay
et al., 2018), signal processing (Kolouri et al., 2017), domain adaptation (Courty et al., 2014;
2017b). Finally, OT has also been used for the comparison of node embeddings in Graph
Kernels (Nikolentzos et al., 2017; Togninalli et al., 2019; Kriege et al., 2020), or within Graph
Neural Networks (Kolouri et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020a).

Optimal Transport across incomparable spaces. Nonetheless, since graphs are natu-
rally observed and characterized by pairwise interactions between their nodes, assuming the
existence of a node ambient space shared by graphs, seen as point clouds, might omit their
respective and heterogeneous topologies. This paradigm has motivated the extension of OT
limited to a single ambient space to OT across incomparable spaces (Mémoli, 2011; Sturm,
2012). One of the key ingredients in this case is to rely on the so called Gromov-Wasserstein
(GW) distance. GW results from an OT problem adapted to the scenario in which the
respective supports of the compared probability distributions lie in different metric spaces,
hence GW is particularly suited for comparing relational data (Peyré et al., 2016; Solomon
et al., 2016). GW has been extended to weighted directed graphs in Chowdhury & Mémoli
(2019), and to attributed graphs thanks to the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance in
Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020). In this setting, FGW, which will be detailed later, aims to find an
optimal coupling by minimizing an OT cost which is a trade-off of a linear OT cost between
the node features and a GW cost between the similarity matrices.

1.2 Manuscript outline and contributions

This thesis covers all the author’s (published) work and focuses on a single line of research
that is Graph Representation Learning by means of Optimal Transport across incomparable
spaces. This section provides a brief description of the other chapters of the manuscript, and
of the contributions published during this thesis.

Chapter 2: Introduction to Graph Representation Learning

This chapter aims to provide a short overview of Graph Representation Learning (GRL)
at the instance-level (namely, a graph is an observation). Since GRL lies at the crossroads
of different fields, we make an overview of GRL from two different perspectives, fitting the
contributions presented in the next chapters.

First, we introduce methods that rely on the design of effective (dis)similarity measures to
compare graphs (Section 2.1). The most common paradigm relies on Graph kernels (Kriege
et al., 2020) whose theoretical foundations are reported in Section 2.1.1. As these methods
might suffer from empirical limitations, we also briefly discuss a theory of learning with
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similarity functions developed by Balcan et al. (2008), that can be seen as a relaxation of
the former. Then we review typical kinds of Graph Kernels that we distinguish according to
whether they focus on local information within graphs (Section 2.1.2) or directly on their
global topologies (Section 2.1.3).

Second, we introduce in Section 2.2 a family of more flexible methods designed to learn
end-to-end graph representations, relying on Geometric Deep Learning (Bronstein et al.,
2021a) and Graph Neural Networks (Hamilton, 2020; Wu et al., 2020). Following an analog
pattern than in Section 2.1, for clarity, we first introduce predominant methods that focus on
node embedding schemes (Section 2.2.1), before discussing graph pooling approaches allowing
to extract global graph knowledge (Section 2.1.3).

Chapter 3: Introduction to Optimal Transport for graphs

We present here the theoretical foundations of Optimal Transport (OT) from an application
perspective related to Graph Machine Learning. Since graphs, seen as finite sets of nodes,
can be considered as an instance of discrete probability distributions, a first objective of this
chapter (Section 3.1) is to briefly present the discrete OT theory, both mathematically and
numerically (Villani, 2009; Santambrogio, 2015; Peyré & Cuturi, 2019), to compare point
clouds.

However, as graphs are naturally described by their own topologies, we introduce extensions
of OT across incomparable spaces. The latter is addressed in Section 3.2, whereas Section 3.3
deals with a mix of previous notions, allowing to compare attributed graphs thanks to the
Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance (Vayer et al., 2020).

OT problems across incomparable spaces will be complemented by our new contributions,
that concern estimations of "complete" barycentric graph distributions, thanks to novel
sub-gradient derivations with respect to the barycenter masses. These results were first
published in the following paper, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5:

- (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2021) Online Graph Dictionary Learning. Cédric Vincent-Cuaz,
Titouan Vayer, Rémi Flamary, Marco Corneli, and Nicolas Courty. In Proceedings of
the 38th International Conference on Machine Learning, ICML 2021.

Chapter 4: Optimal Transport distances for graphs meet Graph Neural
Networks

We propose in this work a novel point of view for Graph Neural Networks (GNN), which
places FGW distances to some graph templates, learned end-to-end, at the core of the graph
representation. This embedding of FGW distances can be seen as a new global pooling layer
(Section 2.2.2), and can leverage on existing message passing techniques to learn sensible
feature representations (Section 4.2). We empirically demonstrate the relevance of our
approach on several synthetic and real life graph classification datasets, where our method
surpasses kernel and GNN state-of-the-art approaches, both in terms of expressiveness and
generalization abilities (Section 4.3).

- (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2022c) Template based graph neural network with optimal
transport distances. Cédric Vincent-Cuaz, Rémi Flamary, Marco Corneli,
Titouan Vayer, and Nicolas Courty. In Advances in Neural Information Processing
Systems, NeurIPS 2022.

Chapter 5: Fused Gromov-Wasserstein Linear Dictionary of graphs
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This chapter focuses on unsupervised GRL through the lens of Dictionary Learning (DL).
DL consists into modeling the observed data as a linear combination of a few basic elements.
We make this analysis amenable to graph learning, by using the FGW distance for the data
fitting term. This novel Graph DL (GDL) models graphs as convex combination of graph
atoms, i.e. weighted sums, acting as graph embeddings, of pairwise similarity matrices and
corresponding feature matrices (Section 5.2).
We then provide (stochastic) solvers to estimate both the projection of an input graph onto
the dictionary, and the dictionary itself. Interestingly, we prove that the (F)GW distance in
this embedding is upper-bounded by a Mahalanobis distance over the space of embedding
weights, which is actually a reliable and fast approximation of (F)GW (Section 5.2.3). This
proxy can be efficiently used for clustering and classification of graphs datasets (Section
5.3.2). Furthermore, we empirically demonstrate the relevance of our approach for online
subspace estimation, subspace tracking by designing streams of graphs (Section 5.3.5) and
graphs completion (Section 5.2.6).

- (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2021) Online Graph Dictionary Learning. Cédric Vincent-Cuaz,
Titouan Vayer, Rémi Flamary, Marco Corneli, and Nicolas Courty. In Proceedings of
the 38th International Conference on Machine Learning, ICML 2021.

Chapter 6: Relaxing the Optimal Transport paradigm for unsupervised
Graph Representation Learning

We propose in this chapter a relaxation of the OT paradigm across incomparable spaces to
better address challenges of unsupervised GRL. At the core of OT is the idea of conservation
of mass, which imposes a coupling between all the nodes from the two compared graphs.
We argue in this chapter that this property can be detrimental for certain Graph ML tasks,
and introduce novel OT based divergences between (attributed) graphs, derived from the
(F)GW distances. We call them respectively the semi-relaxed Gromov-Wasserstein (srGW)
and semi-relaxed Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (srFGW) divergences.

After discussing srFGW properties and motivating its use in ML applications (Section
6.2.1), we propose efficient solvers for the corresponding optimization problem or regularized
versions (Section 6.2.2), which can benefit from modern parallel programming. We empirically
demonstrate the relevance of our divergence on diverse unsupervised tasks, by recovering
state-of-the-art performances at a significantly lower computational cost compared to methods
based on pure (F)GW.

- (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2022a) Semi-relaxed gromov-wasserstein divergence and
applications on graphs. Cédric Vincent-Cuaz, Rémi Flamary, Marco Corneli,
Titouan Vayer, and Nicolas Courty. In International Conference on Learning
Representations, ICLR 2022. Also presented at Conférence sur l’Apprentissage
automatique, CAp.

- (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2022b) Semi-relaxed gromov-wasserstein divergence for graphs
classification. Cédric Vincent-Cuaz, Rémi Flamary, Marco Corneli, Titouan Vayer
and Nicolas Courty. In XXVIIIème Colloque Francophone de Traitement du Signal et
des Images, GRETSI 2022.

Chapter 7: Conclusion

This last Chapter is a short conclusion to the manuscript. It summarizes the contributions
presented in this thesis, and discusses issues that I believe are important for future research
in the field.
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This chapter aims to provide a concise overview of Representation Learning (RL) based
approaches dedicated to graph-structured data, to operate at the instance-level. RL consists
in learning representations of the data that encode useful information when building clas-
sifiers or other predictors. To this end, many approaches have been proposed over the last
decades and have proven to be effective in dealing with many types of problems related with
vector data, images or texts (Bengio et al., 2013). Such data can be considered as discrete
probability distributions belonging to a common ambient topological space, unlike graphs,
which are intrinsically characterized by their own topologies. Consequently, graph-structured
data requires specific modeling which has recently given rise to the paradigm of Graph
Representation Learning (GRL).

In a nutshell, GRL aims to encode a graph, potentially endowed with node features, into
a vector representation called graph embedding, which eases downstream Graph Machine
Learning tasks. A flourishing body of research addresses this challinge drawing on various
graph-related fields, such as Graph Theory (Bollobás, 1998; West et al., 2001; Chung, 1997)
and non-Euclidean Geometry (Greenberg, 1993). These works relate to diverse types of
approaches, such as Signal Processing (Ortega et al., 2018), Bayesian Statistics (Stephenson,
2000), Kernel methods (Kriege et al., 2020) or Geometric Deep Learning (Bronstein et al.,
2017). They offer representations that are either implicit or explicit, and may focus on
node-level or instance-level knowledge. Thus, since GRL lies at the crossroads of different
fields, it is a hard task to give a systematic description of it. In the following we make an
overview of GRL from two different perspectives, well fitting the contributions of this thesis.

First, we introduce methods that rely on the design of effective (dis)similarity measures
to compare graphs (Section 2.1). Typical instances are Graph Kernel methods that refer
to ML algorithms learning from the comparison of data points (here graphs) using specific
pairwise similarities, i.e kernels (Kriege et al., 2020). Most often these approaches model
graphs implicitly through their pairwise relations, relying on the kernel trick (Theodoridis &
Koutroumbas, 2006, Section 4.19). However, the graph representations can also be expressed
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explicitly, in a specific Hilbert or Krein space, provided that the related feature maps
are tractable. Kernel-based methods lead to deterministic or probabilistic representations.
Pioneering work on learnable graph representations involves combining kernels in a convex
fashion (Rakotomamonjy et al., 2008). However, the resulting kernels are subject to overfitting
when the information contained in the composite kernels overlaps, making complex the choice
of the latter.

Second, we introduce in Section 2.2 a family of more flexible methods designed to learn
end-to-end graph representations. Such modern approaches relate to Geometric Deep Learning
(Bronstein et al., 2021a) and Graph Neural Networks (Hamilton, 2020; Wu et al., 2020),
that aim at extending the success of Deep Learning to graph data (Goodfellow et al., 2016;
Pouyanfar et al., 2018).

2.1 Similarity based approaches
We briefly summarize here various similarity based approaches operating on graphs. The most
common paradigm relies on kernels whose theoretical foundations are reported in Section
2.1.1. Then we review typical kinds of Graph Kernels that we distinguish according to
whether they focus on local information within graphs (Section 2.1.2) or directly on their
global topologies (Section 2.1.3).

2.1.1 On the theoretical foundations of kernel methods

General concepts. In the heart of (Graph) Kernel methods lies a kernel function k :
X × X → R which is continuous on the topological product space X × X 1. If this kernel
is symmetric positive definite (PD) on X 2, then the Moore-Aronszajn (Aronszajn, 1950)
and Riesz representation (Riesz, 1909) theorems allow to assign it a unique Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert space H, such that for any (x,x′) ∈ X × X , k(x,x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉H where
φ : X → H is called a feature map. So H is understood as the feature space. This relation
enables Kernel methods to operate in a high-dimensional (potentially infinite) feature space,
which can be let implicit to avoid untractable computation of representations φ(x), by simply
computing the inner products in H through k. This operation is known as the kernel trick
(Mohri et al., 2018, Chapters 5-6) and allows one to model complex data only through a
pairwise kernel similarity matrix.

Kernel methods have widely been adopted in Machine Learning. For instance, Support
Vector Machines (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995, SVM) will often be used for graph classification
in this manuscript. In binary classification, SVM look for a maximum-margin hyperplane
that linearly separate data points belonging to distinct classes. As data may often exhibit a
poor linear separability between classes in the input space X , SVM use implicit embedding
into the high-dimensional feature space H to promote it. Estimating a SVM comes down
to solve a constraint Quadratic Program whose Hessian depends on the Gram Matrix K =
(k(xi,xj))ij∈[[N ]] (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006, Section 4.18). Variants of these kernel-
based methods have later been derived for regression (Drucker et al., 1996) and clustering
(Ben-Hur et al., 2001). Finally, kernels have been studied in different frameworks than SVM,
e.g Gaussian processes (Rasmussen, 2003), Kernel PCA or K-means for unsupervised learning
(Schölkopf et al., 1997), and Kernel Density Estimation (Silverman, 2018).

Empirical limitations. In practice the design of PD kernels can be complex, especially for
data characterized by various local or global invariants like images, or graphs (Feragen et al.,

1Or equivalently, each component of the kernel defined on X is continuous.
2k is PD if for any n ∈ N, any elements {xi}i∈[[n]] ⊂ X and any scalars {ci}i∈[[n]] ⊂ R, we have∑
i,j≤n cicjk(xi,xj) ≥ 0
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2015). To ease a such design, research partly focused on finding specific kernel that could
be easily transformed into PD kernel. For instance, if a kernel ψ is conditionally negative
definite (CND) 3, then the kernel k = e−λψ is PD for all λ > 0 (Schoenberg, 1938; Feragen
et al., 2015, Theorem 5).

Many works also aimed at allowing the use of indefinite kernels. First, by proposing
specific QP solvers that aim at approximating solutions while seeing the indefinite kernel
as a noisy observation from an underlying positive definite signal (Luss & d’Aspremont,
2007; Chang & Lin, 2011). Second, by studying the theoretical foundations behind indefinite
kernels, that boils down to an extension of Reproducing Kernels to Krein Spaces (Loosli
et al., 2015, and references therein).

Although these inherent constraints on kernel methods may hinder their expressiveness,
they can in some ways be relaxed by the theory of learning with similarity functions developed
by Balcan et al. (2008). Authors proposed a natural general notion of a “good” similarity
functions, including many indefinite kernels, and prove that they are sufficient for learning in
classification problems. Specifically, they propose a two-stage approach where: i) a subset
(still potentially large) of data points called landmarks or templates are sampled; ii) each data
point is embedded into its similarities to the landmarks, forming a similarity vector. Standard
methods such as Logistic Regression or SVM can then be used to classify the embeddings.
Such approaches have been studied for graph geometric embeddings developed in Section
2.1.3 (Johansson & Dubhashi, 2015), and motivated some contributions of this manuscript
detailed in Chapter 4.

Focus on graph data. Before further detailing how kernels dedicated to graphs can be
built, we underline the omnipresence of invariants and symmetries in these data. Usually a
graph is modeled as a tuple G = (V,E), composed of a set of vertices V indexed in [[n]] ⊂ N
(potentially assigned to attributes in Rd), and a set of edges E quantifying connections
between vertices.

Since the node indexing is arbitrary, models operating on graphs must be invariant to
the permutation of nodes. Graph comparison methods, such as kernels, must therefore
themselves be permutation invariant. Furthermore, these data may be characterized by
specific substructures whose redundancy and/or variability must be taken into account in
some way when comparing them. With these remarks in mind, we present below various
graph kernels that rely on the identification and comparison of substructures with a specific
granularity (Section 2.1.2), before detailing kernels that rely instead on global patterns
(Section 2.1.3).

2.1.2 Substructure based Graph Kernels

Divide and Conquer strategies. A majority of graph kernels are instances of the so-
called convolution kernels. Building upon Haussler’s Convolution Framework (Haussler et al.,
1999), the methods compare graphs by first dividing them into substructures of various
granularity, e.g. vertices or subgraphs, and then evaluating base kernels between each pair of
such sub-instances. More formally, let us consider a space of K components C = C1 × ...× CK
such as any graph G, e.g. included in a dataset of graphs D, can be decomposed into elements
of C. Then consider a mapping R : C → D from components of C to graphs in D such as
R(c) = G if and only if the components c ∈ C build back up the graph G. Then the reciprocal
image of R, denoted R−1(G) = {c ∈ C|R(c) = G}, consists in the set of all components of a
graph G that we wish to compare. The R−convolution kernel between two graphs G and G is

3A symmetric kernel ψ is CND if: i) ∀x ∈ X , ψ(x, x) = 0; ii) For any n ∈ N, ∀{xi}i∈[[n]] ⊂ X , ∀{ci}i∈[[n]] ⊂
R s.t

∑
i
ci = 0, then

∑
ij
cicjψ(xi,xj) ≤ 0
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computed as follows:

kCV (G,G) =
∑

c∈R−1(G)

∑
c∈R−1(G)

K∏
i=1

ki(ci, ci) =
∑

c∈R−1(G)

∑
c∈R−1(G)

k(c, c) (2.1)

where ki is a kernel on the ith component space Ri.
The vertex label kernel kV L (Kriege et al., 2020) is a simple instance of R-convolution

for which the mapping R takes the attributes xu ∈ R of each vertex u ∈ V ∪ V composing
both compared graphs G = (V,E) and G = (V ,E), and maps them to the graph that u
is a member of. This kernel comes down to comparing graphs at a node-level such that
kV L(G,G) = ∑

xu∈{xu|u∈V }
∑
xv∈{xv |v∈V } k(xu, xv), where k is a base kernel.

Interestingly, if the kernels on substructures are invariant to orderings of nodes or edges,
so is the graph kernel. However, as such approaches rely on sums over all pairs of components,
they might suffer from several computational and expressiveness limitations. The latter
relates to the so called "diagonal dominance problem", that arises when sub-instances become
too specific, so each graph becomes increasingly similar to itself but no longer to any other
graph (Greene & Cunningham, 2006). First methods to tackle this problem mostly consists
in adding importance weights to the components (Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015; Aiolli
et al., 2015) or reducing the sum to predefined subset of pairs (Shin & Kuboyama, 2008).

Another paradigm aims at finding optimal assignments between selected substructures
leading to Optimal Assignment (OA) kernels (Fröhlich et al., 2005). For example, in the
first OA kernel, each node of both compared graphs is assigned to a label, acting as node
representation, which is associated to a base kernel. Then, the similarity between the two
graphs is computed based on a correspondence of their node representations, which maximizes
their pairwise similarities w.r.t the base kernel. More formally, assume that graphs G and G
are respectively decomposed as sets c = {c1, ..., cn} and c = {c1, ..., cn}, then for a given base
kernel k, the OA kernel between both graphs reads as

kOA(G,G) = max
σ∈Sn

n∑
i=1

k(ci, cσ(i)) (2.2)

These kernels have few drawbacks. First they usually do not lead to PSD kernels (Vert, 2008;
Vishwanathan et al., 2010), except for certain types of "strong" base kernels (Kriege et al.,
2016). Second they impose on the compared graphs to be decomposed into the same number
of components, e.g to have the same number of nodes if the division is node-wise. So they
require the use of padding operations to handle graphs of various orders. Finally, the OA
kernel can be extended by performing soft matching between any component sets, modeled
as probability distributions of n and n bins using Optimal Transport (Nikolentzos et al.,
2017). This latter paradigm, that will be further developed in Chapter 3, generally leads to
an indefinite kernel (Naor & Schechtman, 2007; Nikolentzos et al., 2017).

We know provide an overview of ways to decompose graphs into substructures of various
granularity.

Node embeddings via neighborhood aggregation. The most natural way to partition
a graph consists in considering the nodes that compose it. As node features are most often not
representative of the graph topology, some kernels build upon node embeddings or labels that
summarize information from the nodes neighborhood. One representative of such approaches,
for graphs potentially endowed with discrete node features, is the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL)
subtree kernel (Shervashidze et al., 2011), based on the 1-dimensional WL test of graph
isomorphism or color refinement algorithm (Weisfeiler & Leman, 1968). Let us consider
two attributed graphs G = (V,E) and G = (V ,E), plus a mapping l0 : V ∪ V → Y0 from
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their vertices to their node labels (or colors). At each iteration t ∈ [0, ..., T ] ⊂ N, the 1-WL
algorithm computes new label functions lt : V ∪ V → Yt, such that for any node v,

lt(v) = relabel ([lt−1(v), sort({{lt−1(u)|u ∈ N(v)}})]) (2.3)

where N(v) is the neighborhood of v. sort(S) orders the multiset S and relabel maps the
pair of the previous node label lt−1(v) and multiset of its neighbors {{lt−1(u)|u ∈ N(v)}}
to a unique new label in Yt ⊂ N/ ∪t−1

i=0 Yi. The algorithm might be stopped if t = T or if
the respective images of lt−1 and lt have the same cardinality. Finally for G (resp. G), the
feature vector φ(G) (resp. φ(G)) is the concatenation over t of counting vectors summarizing
occurrences of labels in Yt. Then this convolution-like graph kernel reads as

kWL(G,G) =
∑

i∈card(∪tYt)
1φ(G)i=φ(G)i (2.4)

Originally, the 1-WL test can detect that two graphs are not isomorphic at any iteration t if
color counts φ|Yt(G) and φ|Yt(G) are different. However, it can only identify whether graphs are
potentially isomorphic (see e.g. Sato (2020), Section 3.1, and references therein). Informally,
this is mostly due to the lack of memory over past iterations while iteratively looking at
multisets of colors at iteration t which implicitly merges knowledge of t-hop neighborhoods.
This process might suffer from overlaps when graphs are regular, or contain substructures like
cliques or cycles. Shervashidze et al. (2011) also proposed various ways to iteratively explore
or define node neighborhood, e.g with the WL edge or shortest-path kernels. These 1-WL
approaches can be extended to k-WL tests where the coloring is achieved on each tuple of k
nodes (Morris et al., 2017). Other methods rather focus on explicit depth-based propagation
to iteratively get node representations, often relying on the Shannon entropy of explored
subgraphs of depth t at iteration t (Bai et al., 2014; 2015). Finally different base kernels
and coloring schemes have been introduced to handle continuous node features (Morris et al.,
2016; Neumann et al., 2016).

Simple aggregation schemes as the one described in equation (2.4) have been improved
using optimal assignments or soft matchings (see e.g. Kriege et al. (2016); Togninalli et al.
(2019)).

Subgraphs based kernels. Another partition strategy is to consider graphs as sets of
subgraphs instead of sets of nodes or edges. For instance, Shervashidze et al. (2009) proposed
to count occurrences of subgraph patterns of a fixed size called graphlets. These refer to
canonical subgraph representations of a given order m, e.g graphlets of order m = 3 are
all possible equivalence classes composed of unattributed graphs with 3 nodes up to node
permutations.

Subgraphs detection allows to leverage direct encoding of a graph topology, but counting
graphlets is not trivial and their number grows exponentially with their order m. Efficient
heuristics have been proposed to detect those with small orders (Shervashidze et al., 2009;
Ribeiro et al., 2021; Hočevar & Demšar, 2014) or by relaxing the subgraph isomorphism
condition thanks to expressive but non-injective encoding schemes (Costa & De Grave, 2010).
Two main aspects have been studied to address the computational complexity of these
approaches. The first consists in estimating graphlet counts by diverse subgraph sampling
strategies (Ahmed et al., 2016; Chen & Lui, 2018; Bressan et al., 2017), whereas the second
aims at restraining the scope of searched graphlets, e.g. to cycles or trees (Horváth et al.,
2004; Ramon & Gärtner, 2003; Mahé & Vert, 2009).

As these kernels got more computationally tractable, some have been adapted to graphs
with discrete attributes just by endowing the subset of graphlets with all possible node labels.
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Naturally, graphs with continuous attributes require these kernels to be coupled with custom
base kernels handling vertices or subgraphs comparison (Kriege & Mutzel, 2012).

2.1.3 Global structure based kernels

Paths and walks. To circumvent the dependence of subgraph-based kernels on specific
sets of patterns, several works have proposed to compare graphs through sequences formed
by traversing their nodes. The two most common traversal schemes are based on shortest
paths (SP) or random walks (RW).

Borgwardt & Kriegel (2005) proposed the SP kernel, whose similarity between two graphs
G = (V,E) and G = (V ,E) is computed by comparing attributes and shortest path lengths
between all pairs of nodes respectively composing them. The base kernel defined on V 2 × V 2

fuses feature and topology knowledge, by multiplying outputs of a kernel on V ×V comparing
node features, and another kernel defined on V 2 × V

2 comparing shortest path lengths.
Interestingly, feature maps associated to this kernel can be computed explicitly.

A consequent part of the graph kernel literature considers random walks, i.e sequences
[u0, ..., ut, ut+1, ..., uT ] of nodes along with their labels, potentially with repetitions. These
are generated by iteratively traveling from a node ut to another node ut+1 randomly sampled
in its neighborhood N(ut). As such, graphs can be considered as Markov chains (Gärtner
et al., 2003; Kashima et al., 2003; Vishwanathan et al., 2010; Mahé et al., 2004). This is
supported by a probabilistic view of kernels related to the notion of marginalized kernels. The
feature space of the kernel derives from the infinite set of unbounded and possible sequences
produced by walks. Interestingly, these kernels often admit recursive formulations which at
the end of the day boils down to finding the stationary state of a Markov Chain, either given
by closed-form formula computed by matrix inversion, or estimated by fixed-point solvers
(Vogel, 2002).

Global graph embeddings and properties. Other approaches directly rely on specific
graph matrix representations to capture global knowledge of the graph topology. Famous
instances are variants of the Laplacian (PD) matrix, defined as

L = D −A (2.5)

where D is the diagonal matrix of node degrees and A the graph adjacency matrix.
These methods leverage a probabilistic interpretation of graphs, to model them as a discrete
probability distributions, easing their comparison (Kondor & Pan, 2016). Indeed one can
construct a Gaussian Markov random field over the nodes of the graph seen as random
variables (Rue & Held, 2005), such that two graphs G and G are respectively assigned to
distributions µ = N (0,L−1) and µ = N (0,L−1). Then both distributions can be compared
using for instance the Bhattacharyya kernel k(µ, µ) =

∫ √
µ(x)µ(x)dx that can be computed

in closed form for Gaussian distributions (Jebara & Kondor, 2003). Kondor & Pan (2016)
also studied the feature space associated to this Laplacian graph kernel, to derive multiscale
Laplacian kernels capturing from the relationships between their vertices but also between
subgraphs.

Related approaches aim at obtaining geometric embeddings of the nodes e.g. through
matrix decomposition of the Laplacian based matrices or the incidence matrix (Johansson
& Dubhashi, 2015). For instance, Johansson & Dubhashi (2015) proposed to use Cholesky
decompositions of the Laplacian or pseudo-inverse Laplacian to get such embeddings (Gentle,
1998). Authors also studied embeddings using orthonormal basis inherent to the computation
of the Lovász number (Johansson et al., 2014; Lovász, 1979, Definition 1) which is a graph
global statistic.
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Finally, global information about graph topologies and features can be obtained by
aggregating knowledge from various kernels, operating at any granularity, preferably if the
information they contain is not too redundant to avoid overfitting. Indeed, since positively
weighted sums of PD kernels still is a PD kernel, several works proposed to jointly learn
optimal kernel weights and support vectors (e.g. Rakotomamonjy et al. (2008)) to perform
graph classification (Kriege, 2019; Salim et al., 2020).

2.2 Graph Neural Networks
As discussed in Section 2.1, all kernel methods that historically constitute the foundations of
GRL, lead to representations which are either deterministic, or probabilistic, if a random
process underlies the kernel design. The multiple kernel learning paradigm that learns linear
combinations of kernels to benefit from their individual specificity can be considered as a
first axis of learnable graph representations. But one might argue that these methods lack of
flexibility and might rather seek for fully learnable graph representations. Nowadays, such a
goal is what is often understood as Graph Representation Learning (Hamilton, 2020) or, in a
slightly wider meaning, as Geometric Deep Learning (Bronstein et al., 2017). These refer to
emerging techniques attempting to extend Deep Learning models (Goodfellow et al., 2016;
Pouyanfar et al., 2018) to non-Euclidean domains, such as graphs, mainly relying on Graph
Neural Networks (GNN).

We provide next a short overview on this topic and refer the reader interested in more
details to the recent books (Hamilton, 2020; Bronstein et al., 2021a) and surveys (Wu
et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020; Kazemi et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2022). We first introduce
predominant methods that focus on node embedding schemes (Section 2.2.1) in the vein of
Section 2.1.2, before introducing graph pooling approaches that focus on more global graph
knowledge (Section 2.1.3).

Notice that such approaches mostly focus on encoding the graph topology and node
features to perform supervised or semi-supervised down-stream task, such as node or graph
classification, usually in an end-to-end fashion. However, they can also be directly plugged as
the encoder in a Deep Autoencoder architecture (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006) for graph
reconstruction or generation purposes, using simple heuristics directly over the latent space
as decoder (Wu et al., 2020, Section 6).

2.2.1 Node embeddings in GNN

GNN based methods aim at generating node representations that contain knowledge from
both the graph topology and features. Most of them do so thanks to a form of neural message
passing in which vector messages are exchanged between nodes and updated using neural
networks (Gilmer et al., 2017).

Message Passing Neural Networks (MPNN). Assume that we observe an input graph
G = (V,E), of order n, whose node features in Rd, are collected as rows in the matrix
F = (fu)u∈[[n]] ∈ Rn×d. For all nodes u ∈ V , the common message-passing (MP) at the lth

iteration in a GNN, consists in updating an hidden node embedding h(l)
u by aggregating

information from the node neighborhood N(u) encoded in {h(l−1)
v |v ∈ N(u)}. For one GNN

layer, this process can be expressed as follows (considering h(0)
u = fu):

h(l)
u = update(l−1)

(
h(l−1)
u , aggregate(l−1)(

{
h(l−1)
v |∀v ∈ N(u)

}
)
)

(2.6)

where ∀l ∈ [1, L], update(l) and aggregate(l) are arbitrary differentiable functions, typically
neural networks. The aggregation function takes as input the multiset of neighbor embeddings.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the mechanism of a MPNN. The update and aggregate functions are
summarized by an application φu parameterized by u that can be decomposed into L components or
layers.

As such, after L iterations or layers, the embeddings {h(l)
u } encode knowledge from the L-hop

neighbor structures and features, and can be used as such to perform e.g. node classification.
The mechanism of MPNN is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Initially, only the node embeddings from the last layer {h(L)
u }u∈V were considered as node

representations. However a common practice first proposed by Xu et al. (2018) and inspired
from skip-connections (Srivastava et al., 2015), consists in concatenating those layer-wise
node embeddings to form final node representations, to benefit from the encoding of various
neighborhood lengths. Overall this procedure clearly resembles the neighborhood aggregation
scheme used for the WL kernels (equation 2.3), except that differentiable operations are
applied. The diversity of these operations is what mostly forms the taxonomy of GNN whose
brief synthesis is provided in the following paragraphs

Spatial GNN. Methods that mostly rely on the adjacency of nodes are often referred as
Spatial GNN. Naturally they relate to the convolution operation of Convolutional Neural
Networks performed on grids such as images (LeCun et al., 1995). These methods then differ
depending on the chosen "update" and "aggregate" functions in equation (2.6).

A historically famous and efficient way to aggregate the neighborhood message is by
summation, i.e ∑v∈N(u) h

(l)
v . For instance, one first GNN proposed by Scarselli et al. (2008)

considers the update:

h(l)
u = σ

W (l)
selfh

(l−1)
u +W (l)

neigh

∑
v∈N (u)

h(l−1)
v + b(l)

 (2.7)

where (W (l)
self ,W

(l)
neigh) and b(l) are respectively trainable parameter matrices and bias, and σ

is a non-linear activation function (element-wise). A recent state-of-the-art method from Xu
et al. (2019c), the Graph Isomorphism Networks (GIN), considers the update

h(l)
u = MLP(l)

(1 + ε(l))h(l−1)
u +

∑
v∈N(u)

h(l−1)
v

 (2.8)

where ε(l) ≥ 0, and a MLP with two layers and non-linear activations is used for the embedding
update. We refer to Hamilton (2020), Section 5.1, for explanations regarding the asymmetric
processing of node self-embedding and neighbor embeddings.

A more involved concept incorporates an attention weight (Bahdanau et al., 2014) or
importance to each neighbor, using ∑v∈N(u) α

(l)
u,vh

(l)
v as aggregation function. A first instance

is the Graph Attention Network (Veličković et al., 2018, GAT) that defines the attention
weights as

α(l)
u,v =

exp{a>W (l)
[
h

(l−1)
u ,h

(l−1)
v

]
}∑

v′∈N (u) exp{a>W (l)
[
h

(l−1)
u ,h

(l−1)
v′

]
}

(2.9)

where for any (u, v) ∈ V ×V ,
[
h

(l−1)
u ,h

(l−1)
v

]
is the concatenation of both node embeddings at

layer (l − 1). Other variants consider bilinear inner operations or more involved mechanisms
(see e.g. Zhu et al. (2021) and references therein), potentially with multi-head attentions in
the vein of Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017).
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Many other principles exist, such as set aggregation that first applies a (non-linear)
MLP on neighbor embeddings before summation and provides a universal set function
approximator (Zaheer et al., 2017; Hamilton et al., 2017). Other methods directly see the
neighbor embeddings as sequences which are then processed and aggregated with Recurrent
Neural Networks (Li et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2020, Section 4).

Spectral GNN. A thorough analysis of the convolution operations from Euclidean to
Non-Euclidean domains, detailed in Bronstein et al. (2017; 2021a), motivated the use of graph
signal filters derived from the (normalized) Laplacian matrix (resp. operator) to operate on
graphs (resp. manifolds).
Since L is a PSD matrix it can be diagonalized in an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors
U = (ui)i∈[[n]] ⊂ Rn×n, called the Graph Fourier Transform operator, such that L = UΛU>.
Then in Graph Signal Processing (Ortega et al., 2018), a graph signal x ∈ Rn is a feature
vector of all nodes of a graph. Using the graph Fourier transform x→ U>x and its inverse
y → Uy, one can express the graph convolution of the input signal x with a parameterized
filter gθ ∈ Rn as x ?G gθ = U(U>x�U>gθ). Spectral CNN (Bruna et al., 2013) considered
fθ = diag(U>gθ) to factor the convolution as x ?G fθ = UfθU

>x, which can then be seen as
a message passing operation in a spectral domain.

Due to the eigen-decomposition of the Laplacian matrix, Spectral CNN suffers from
sensitivity issues, as any graph perturbation induces an eigenbasis change, and the learned
filters cannot be applied to a different graph structure. Moreover, the decomposition requires
O(n3) operations that prevents its application to large graphs. Several improvements were
made to overcome these limitations by using approximations and simplifications, e.g using K-
order polynomial functions (Defferrard et al., 2016, Chebnet) or first-order Taylor expansions
(Kipf & Welling, 2016, GCN). The latter methods respectively boil down to the aggregation
of K-hop and 1-hop neighborhood knowledge. As such, GCN is equivalent to a Spatial GNN
with non-parametric reweighed messages given by the following update rule:

h(l)
u = σ

W (l) ∑
v∈N (u)∪{u}

h
(l−1)
v√

|N(v)||N(u)|

 (2.10)

The expressive power of GNN. The most recent research on GNN has focused on the
expressiveness of the models, e.g. it has been shown that GIN is as expressive as a 1-WL test
(Xu et al., 2019c). These considerations deepen the roots of GNN methods in the literature
on Graph Kernels, Graph Theory and distributed local algorithmic. For instance, new GNN
models proposed to extend the neural message passing to higher-order neighborhoods modeled
as tuples, inspired from the k-WL tests or kernels (Morris et al., 2019; Maron et al., 2019a;
Chen et al., 2020c). Note that even if clear progress is observed on GNN expressiveness,
it is not necessarily coupled with improvements in terms of generalization capabilities, so
both aspects remain the biggest challenges of supervised Graph Machine Learning. We refer
the reader to the survey of Sato (2020) for a comprehensive overview of studies on GNN
expressiveness.

2.2.2 Graph pooling operations

While many methods for node embeddings have been studied (Section 2.2.1), less attention
has been devoted to Graph pooling layers (Xu et al., 2019c; Mesquita et al., 2020; Cheung
et al., 2020). These can be divided into two categories, namely global and hierarchical pooling
operators. Briefly, the first paradigm consists in factoring a graph as a vector to ease its
processing for down-stream tasks. Whereas, the second aims at reducing the size of a graph,
while preserving a graph structure, instead of reducing it to a simple vector.
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Notice that global and hierarchical pooling operators have different roles and both can be
part of the same graph-level GNN. The former compute graph embeddings to interface with
traditional Deep Learning layers, while the latter provide a multi-resolution representation of
the graph from which the GNN can gradually distill high-level properties.

Taxonomy. Grattarola et al. (2022) recently proposed the first taxonomy of Graph Pooling
operators, as combinations of three functions:

• The selection function (S) groups the nodes {vi}i∈[[n]] of the input graph G into subsets
{Sk}k∈[[K]], called supernodes, with K < n, such that Sk = {(vi, si)|si > 0} where the
value si scores how much node vi contributes to Sk.

• The reduction function (R) computes embedded (super)node attributes {v(1)
k }k∈[[K]] by

aggregating input node attributes selected in each supernode Sk.

• The connection function (C) links the embedded and reduced nodes {v(1)
k }k∈[[K]] with

(possibly attributed) edges and outputs the pooled graph G(1) = (V (1), E(1)), with
embedded edges E(1) and node features V (1) = {v(1)

k }k∈[[K]].
In this framework, a global pooling operation is a degenerate case where K = 1.

Global pooling operators. Usually for graph-level tasks, a first step consists in computing
node representation {hv}v∈[[n]] of a given graph G (see Section 2.2.1), then a readout function
provides the graph embedding:

hG = readout
(
{hv}v∈[[n]]

)
(2.11)

This representation hG is then fed e.g to a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) for graph classifica-
tion. The readout function, also called the global pooling operator, is usually a non-parametric
(un)weighted sum operation taken across nodes (Li et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018; Wu et al.,
2019; Atwood & Towsley, 2016; Bai et al., 2019), but can be more advanced and preferably
injective (Navarin et al., 2019; Corcoran, 2020). A parametric global pooling operation using
Optimal Transport (Chapter 3) distances constitute the main contribution of Chapter 4.

Hierarchical pooling operators. Grattarola et al. (2022) proposed to distinguish hi-
erarchical pooling methods based on the following criterion: trainability, computational
complexity (linear or quadratic), adaptivity of the pooled graph size.

These pooling methods, partly mentioned in Bruna et al. (2013), are popular graph
clustering algorithms that previously found applications in Computer Vision, like variants of
Independent Component Analysis (Coates & Ng, 2011; Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000), Spectral
Clustering (Von Luxburg, 2007; Bravo Hermsdorff & Gunderson, 2019; Ma et al., 2019;
Bianchi et al., 2020b), weighted or normalized graph cuts (Dhillon et al., 2007; Monti et al.,
2017; Fey et al., 2018; Levie et al., 2018), or other graph decomposition techniques (Luzhnica
et al., 2019; Noutahi et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2020a).

The state-of-the-art approaches consists in learnable operators that can dynamically adapt
to a particular task to compute optimal pooling. Some well-known are based on (potentially
hierarchical) clustering (Ying et al., 2018; Bianchi et al., 2020a) or other node selection
mechanisms (Gao & Ji, 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Ranjan et al., 2020).

2.3 Conclusion
This chapter introduced diverse methods to obtain representations of (attributed) graphs useful
for down-stream tasks such as node or graph classification. First, we detailed similarity based
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approaches (Section 2.1) that mostly relate to the design of Graph Kernels, or relaxations such
as Balcan’s theory. These methods commonly lead to deterministic graph representations that
might lack of flexibility and scalability. To circumvent such limitations we then introduced
in Section 2.2 some concepts from the modern and flourishing Geometric Deep Learning
literature to learn graph representations end-to-end. Note that Graph Kernels remain state-
of-the-art methods on some datasets suggesting that GNN have not yet reached their full
potential.

Next chapter (Chapter 3) will introduce a major focus of this thesis, namely Optimal
Transport (OT), that can provide distances between node embeddings or graphs, hence
directly linked to Section 2.1.
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This chapter presents the theoretical foundations of Optimal Transport (OT) from an
application perspective related to Graph Machine Learning. The OT theory originated in
the 18th century to solve an everyday problem of moving one finitely divisible object to
another according to the least effort principle. It resulted in an elegant way of comparing
probability distributions while taking into account the geometry of the underlying space.
Since graphs, seen as finite sets of nodes, are an instance of discrete probability distributions,
a first objective of this chapter (Section 3.1) is to briefly present the main results of discrete
OT theory, both mathematically and numerically. We refer the reader interested in complete
overviews of these two aspects to the books Villani (2009); Santambrogio (2015) and Peyré &
Cuturi (2019) respectively.

However, as graphs are naturally observed and characterised by pairwise interactions
between their nodes, the aforementioned modeling (assuming the existence of a node ambient
space shared by graphs) might omit their respective and diverse topologies. This paradigm has
motivated the extension of OT limited to a single ambient space to OT across incomparable
spaces (Mémoli, 2011; Sturm, 2012). The latter is addressed in Section 3.2 of this chapter,
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whereas Section 3.3 deals with a mix of both concepts (Vayer et al., 2020), more suitable for
graphs endowed with node features.

The introduction of the latter two OT problems across incomparable spaces will be
complemented by some of our new contributions to graph distribution learning (Vincent-Cuaz
et al., 2021), that will be used in the following Chapters. More specifically, we extend
the seminal Graph Representation Learning approaches based on the estimation of graph
barycenter using OT distances thanks to novel sub-gradient derivations provided in Theorems
5 and 7 (Sections 3.2.5 and 3.3.4).

3.1 Optimal Transport within a common space
In this section, we introduce the formulation of Optimal Transport between discrete measures
that is ubiquitous in this manuscript, namely the Kantorovich optimal transport problem (Sec-
tion 3.1.1). Then we detail how this formulation naturally leads to the definition of the
so-called Wasserstein distances (Section 3.1.2). After providing insights on the geometric and
statistical properties of these distances, we present several solvers for the optimization problem
inherent to their computation, with a focus on those used in the following Chapters (Section
3.1.3). Finally, we develop the notion of barycenter with respect to the Wasserstein distances,
before discussing some unsupervised representation learning approaches based on OT (Section
3.1.4).

3.1.1 Problem statements

The first mathematical formulation of the OT problem has been proposed in a Mémoire by
Gaspard Monge (Monge, 1781). It was a question of finding the most efficient way to move a
pile of sand, de facto subdivided into grains of limited granularity, from one place (déblais)
to another (remblais).

Discrete measures. A natural way to formally represent such amorphous objects is to use
discrete probability measures defined as follow. First, remark that we will use interchangeably
the terms probability vector and histogram for any element h ∈ Σn that belongs to the
probability simplex with n components:

Σn := {h ∈ Rn+|
∑
i

hi = 1} (3.1)

A discrete measure with masses {hi}i∈[[n]] ⊂ R+ encoded in vector form as h ∈ Rn+, and with
corresponding finite locations {x1, ...,xn} ⊂ X , reads as

µ =
∑
i

hiδxi (3.2)

where for all i ∈ [[n]], δxi is the Dirac measure at position xi, such that for any x ∈ X ,
δxi(x) = 1{xi=x}. The set of points {xi} composing µ is referred as its support supp(µ).
Such a measure µ describes a discrete probability measure as h ∈ Σn. Notice that it is a
specific case of an discrete positive measure whose total mass is constrained to be 1, instead
of any real positive value.1

From Monge to Kantorovich OT problems. Under such formalism, the original
problem can be cast as follows: given two probability distributions µ = ∑

i∈[[n]] hiδxi and
1We refer the reader to Peyré & Cuturi (2019), Remark 2.2, for a generic definition of measures to which

OT theory extends.
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Figure 3.1: Left: blue dots for measure µ and red dots from measure µ are pairwise equidistant.
Hence, either matching σ = (1, 2)(full line) or σ = (2, 1) (dotted line) is optimal. Right: a Monge map
can associate the blue measure µ to the red measure µ. The weights hi are displayed proportionally
to the area of the disk marked at each location. The mapping here is such that T (x1) = T (x2) = y2,
T (x3) = y3, whereas for i ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}, T (xi) = y1. Inspired from Peyré & Cuturi (2019).

µ = ∑
j∈[[n]] hjδyj of respectively n and n points, with potentially n 6= n, how do we transfer

all the mass of µ onto µ so that the overall effort of transferring this mass is minimized?
Henceforth the notions of transfer and effort are to be expressed. Several assumptions

were made to formalize such notions that led to various concepts of Optimal Transport. At
first, the aforementioned transfer relates to a map T (also called a Monge map) that associates
to each point xi a single point yj which must push the mass of µ towards µ’s one.
Then for this map to satisfy the least effort principle, it should minimize some trans-
portation cost from supp(µ) to supp(µ) according to a certain cost function c : (x,y) ∈
supp(µ)× supp(µ)→ R.

Seeing the notion of transfer as such leads to an oriented transportation problem, since
it might be impossible to find a Monge map satisfying the mass conservation constraints,
without allowing the probability mass hi at location xi to be sent to various target locations
{yj}j . We provide two instances of the described Monge’s OT problems in Figure 3.1. Remark
that assuming h = h = 1

n1n (thus n = n), as in the right plot with n = 2, the conservation of
mass implies that the Monge map defines a bijection on [[n]]. This emphasizes the complexity
of such an OT problem because, even in this simplified scenario with uniform distributions
of the same size, it seeks for an optimal solution among the non-convex and large set of
permutations Sn, satisfying card(Sn) = n!. Finally, the infeasibility of Monge problem can
be foreseen from the right plot of Figure 3.1 showing an optimal map from µ to µ where no
Monge map can be defined in the opposite direction. For instance, y2 with mass h2 can not be
assigned to any location {xi}i∈[[7]] while prohibiting mass splitting, as for all i ∈ [[7]], hi < h2.

Since Monge maps may not exist nor be unique, such a transportation paradigm remained
an open mathematical problem for over two centuries. Seminal results on discrete or continuous
Monge matchings were discovered by Appell (1887) but only for specific cases, until the
celebrated Brenier’s theorem (Brenier, 1991) which revealed an unexpected link between
Optimal Transport and Fluid Mechanics. This theorem provided the existence and the unicity
of Monge maps between distributions, with finite second moments and admitting density (in
source), while using the squared euclidean distance c(x,y) = ‖x− y‖22 as ground cost.

Kantorovich primal problem. Still, the transfer notion of Monge imposes a deterministic
nature to the transportation problem which might be detrimental e.g. to perform more general
allocation problems. Kantorovich (1942) then proposed to relax Monge’s transportation
problem by allowing the mass at any source point to be potentially split across several target
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points. In a figurative way, the transportation problem involving finitely subdivisible objects
initially, now concerns infinitely splittable ones. Formally, the matching problem switches
from deterministic to probabilistic, as it now seeks for a mapping modeling a joint distribution,
between the source and target distributions, that defines how the mass is transported.
The mapping is then encoded as a coupling matrix T ∈ Rn×n+ , whose entry Tij depicts the
amount of mass transported from xi to yj . To satisfy the mass conservation paradigm, an
admissible coupling must belong to the set

U(h,h) := {T ∈ Rn×n+ |T1n = h,T>1n = h}

= {T ∈ Rn×n+ |∀(i, j) ∈ [[n]]× [[n]],
∑
k

Tik = hi,
∑
k

Tkj = hj} (3.3)

Interestingly, the set of admissible coupling matrices U(h,h) defines a compact and convex
set, as a convex polytope resulting from n + n mass equality constraints.2 Hence the OT
problem in its relaxed form reads as

Tc(µ, µ) = min
T∈U(h,h)

〈C,T 〉F (3.4)

where C = (c(xi,yj))i,j∈[[n]]×[[n]]. So OT now relates to a convex linear problem constrained to
the convex set U(h,h). The resulting cost Tc(µ, µ) corresponds to the minimal total cost of
moving µ towards µ by potentially splitting their masses and transporting forward the pieces
according to the optimal coupling matrix T ∗. This linear OT formulation is also ubiquitous
in everyday resource allocation problems, as illustrated by the famous examples of supplying
raw materials from warehouses to factories (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019, Remark 2.10)(Kantorovich,
1942; Hitchcock, 1941), or distributing bread from bakeries to cafes in Manhattan (Villani,
2021).

Moreover, one can observe that the Birkhoff polytope U( 1
n1n,

1
n1n) (Birkhoff, 1946)

contains the set of permutation matrices Perm(n) scaled by a factor 1/n,

1
n
Perm(n) := {Pσ ∈ Rn×n|∀σ ∈ Sn,∀(i, j) ∈ [[n]]2, (Pσ)ij = 1

n
1{j=σ(i)}} (3.5)

which is in bijection with Sn. Thus the OT cost resulting from Kantorovich’s formulation
(3.4) necessarily bounds by below the one from Monge’s problem, or equivalently the optimal
assignment problem in this scenario. Actually, these two problems result in the same optimal
cost in such settings, i.e Kantorovich’s problem always admits a permutation matrix (up to
the scaling 1

n) as optimal coupling (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019, Proposition 2.1).

Kantorovich dual problem. A last observation on the primal Kantorovich’s problem
(3.4) lies in its relation to its dual problem. Indeed, as the primal problem is convex, strong
duality for Linear Programs holds (Bertsimas & Tsitsiklis, 1997, Theorem 4.4). So we have
the equality relation stated in the following Proposition 1:

Proposition 1 (Proposition 2.4, Peyré & Cuturi (2019)) The primal problem 3.4
admits the following dual formulation

Tc(µ, µ) = max
α,β∈R(C)

〈α,h〉+ 〈β,h〉 (3.6)

2as the convex hull of a finite set of matrices (Brualdi, 2006).
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where the set of admissible "Kantorovich’s dual potentials" is

R(C) := {(α,β) ∈ Rn × Rn|∀(i, j) ∈ [[n]]× [[n]], αi + βj ≤ Cij} (3.7)

This dual formulation of the optimal transport cost induces an elegant switch in interpretation,
from the aforementioned resource allocation problems, to profit maximization problems if
the allocations were to be handled by a third-party deliverer (see Peyré & Cuturi (2019),
Remark 2.21). Moreover in a Machine Learning perspective, this dual formulation could
be used to derive subgradients w.r.t probability vectors h or h in order to learn reweighed
representations, as the primal problem is not differentiable w.r.t these variables.

3.1.2 Wasserstein distances: definitions and properties

p-Wasserstein distances. The most notable scenario occurring in OT applications is
when the respective support of compared measures belongs to a Polish space3, denoted (X , d),
like an Euclidean space. In such cases, the ground cost c of the OT problem is naturally
defined from the distance d depicting the space topology. These considerations lead to the
definition of the so-called p-Wasserstein distances reading, for any p ∈ [1,∞] as a Kantorovich
problem (3.4) whose ground cost matrix C = Dp = (dp(xi,yj))(i,j)∈[[n]]×[[m]]:

Wp
p(µ, ν) := Tdp(µ, ν) = min

T∈U(h,h)
〈Dp,T 〉F (3.8)

This function satisfies all the axioms of a distance on the space of (discrete) probability
distributions with bounded p-moments as detailed in the next theorem, which can naturally
be adapted to continuous or semi-continuous settings:

Theorem 1 (Theorem 7.3, Villani (2021)) Let (X , d) be a Polish space, p ∈ [1,+∞]
and any discrete probability distributions µ and ν on X with finite p-moments. Then 0 ≤
Wp(µ, ν) < +∞ and

i) Wp(µ, ν) = Wp(µ, ν) (symmetry)

ii) Wp(µ, ν) = 0⇔ µ = ν (separation)

iii) Wp(µ, ν) ≤Wp(µ, ξ) + Wp(ξ, ν) (triangle inequality), with ξ a discrete probability
distribution on X with finite p-moments.

Proof sketch of Theorem 1. We refer the reader to Villani (2021), Theorem 7.3, for a
detailed proof of Theorem 1. We emphasize that the triangle inequality partly results from
the Gluing Lemma (Villani, 2021, Lemma 7.6) who provides an admissible and sub-optimal
coupling from µ to ν, composed of optimal couplings between both other matching problems. �

Insights on the Wasserstein distance properties. An appealing property of Wasserstein
distances lie in their abilities to compare probability measures while taking into account the
geometry of the underlying space, governed by the ground cost c. This contrasts with the
most commonly used f-divergences (Csiszár, 1967), like the Total Variation (TV) norm or the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, which compare these measures in a point-wise manner and

3A Polish space is a separable completely metrizable topological space. Namely, it contains a countable,
dense subset i.e there exists a countable sequence of elements of the space such that every nonempty open
subset of the space contains at least one element of the sequence. Moreover, there exists at least one metric d
on X such that (X, d) is a complete metric space and d induces the space topology.
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fail to capture the geometric nature of the problem.
As a result, the latter divergences do not metrize the weak convergence (or convergence in
law) and are unstable w.r.t deformations of the distributions’ supports. We recall that a
sequence (µn)n∈N of probability measures on X a Polish space, is said to converge weakly to
µ in X if for all continuous and bounded functions f : X → R we have∫

X
fdµn −−−−−→

n→+∞

∫
X
fdµ (3.9)

However, the Wasserstein distance metrizes the weak convergence of probability measures,
meaning that (µn) converges weakly to µ if and only if Wp(µn, µ)→ 0 (Villani, 2021, Theorem
6.9).
Note that other divergences metrize the weak convergence of probability measures, e.g the
Maximum Mean Discrepancies (MMD) resulting from the integration of kernels (Gretton et al.,
2006), but they do not necessarily induce the same geometry and statistical behavior on the
space of probability measures. Notably, MMD attaches "flat" geometry to this space whereas
Wp provides a geodesic one, which is important in order to derive dynamic formulations and
gradient flows (Ambrosio et al., 2005; Chizat & Bach, 2018).

However, this refined structure modeling generally comes with higher computational cost
for the distance estimation (see Section 3.1.3), and higher sample complexity or approximation
error when sampling from a distribution. To formalize this latter point, let us consider any
probability distribution µ on Rd and an empirical distribution µn = 1

n

∑
i∈[[n]] δxi composed

of the samples xi ∼iid µ, that is expected to be a good proxy for µ. In this case, the sample
complexity of the estimation of the Wasserstein distance is exponential in the ambient space:

E{Wp(µn, µ)} = O(n−1/d) (3.10)

So Wasserstein distances suffer from the curse of dimensionality (Dudley, 1969; Weed & Bach,
2019). Weed & Bach (2019) also showed a potential refinement of this result in O(n−1/p)
where p is the intrinsic dimension of the distribution. Still, these results highlight a major
bottleneck for the use of OT in high dimensions. We refer the reader interested in more
details on statistical aspects of OT to the thesis of Weed (2019).

Special cases. In some specific scenarios, the Wasserstein distances admit closed-form
solutions. One first relates to OT between empirical distributions whose supports lie on the
real line. Interestingly, the p-Wasserstein distance between both measures is given by the
lp norm between two vectors formed by sorting the support of each measure, which can be
computed in O(n log(n)) operations using e.g a merge sort (Knuth, 1973). This relation is
actually a simple consequence of the generic result detailed in Peyré & Cuturi (2019), Remark
2.30. Namely, the OT plan between two measures µ and µ supported on R, respects the
ordering of the elements given by the monotone rearrangement of both measures, given by
the distance induced by the lp([0, 1]) norm between their respective quantile functions. We
refer the reader to Santambrogio (2015), Chapter 2, for a detailed survey on OT over the real
line.

These easily tractable closed-form solutions motivated the definition of sliced OT distances
such as the Sliced Radon Wasserstein (Bonneel et al., 2015) that computes the expected value
of the Wasserstein distance over 1D linear projections integrated on the unit sphere Sd−1

(often approximated from finite random directions). This sliced distance has been used as a
fitting term for generative networks (Kolouri et al., 2018; Deshpande et al., 2018; Liutkus
et al., 2019) or e.g as a kernel for persistence diagrams (Carriere et al., 2017). The Sliced
Radon Wasserstein (SW) distances are intimately linked to the Radon transform (Radon,
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1986), whose generalization to non-linear 1D projections (Beylkin, 1984) leads to Generalized
SW distances (Kolouri et al., 2019).

A second scenario where OT admits closed-form solutions is when probability measures
respectively depicts Gaussian distributions of Rd, such as µ = N (m,Σ) and µ = N (m,Σ),
and c is the Euclidean norm. The 2-Wasserstein distance between such distributions can be
expressed using the Bures-Wasserstein metric between positive definite matrices, which can
be computed from simple matrix operations (Bures, 1969). We refer the reader to Peyré &
Cuturi (2019), Remark 2.31, for more details on the Bures-Wasserstein metric, and an explicit
derivation of the OT map in this setting. Interestingly, when only empirical estimates of
the means and covariances are available for both distributions, the formula applied in these
estimates approximates W2

2(µ, µ) with a sample complexity of O(n−1/2) as proven in Flamary
et al. (2019). Note that an analog close form solution to the 2-Wasserstein problem between
elliptical distributions which generalizes Gaussian ones can be found in Muzellec & Cuturi
(2018).

3.1.3 Solving for linear OT

In the following, we address the estimation of an optimal solution to the primal (equation
(3.4)), and/or dual (equation (3.6), Proposition 1), Kantorovich’s transport problems between
discrete probability distributions µ = ∑

i∈[[n]] hiδxi and µ = ∑
j∈[[n]] hjδyj . The problem can be

solved in many ways, so we essentially detail the approaches used in the remaining chapters
of this manuscript. Namely, the Network Flow algorithm seeking for exact solutions, the
Sinkhorn algorithm solving for an entropically regularized OT problem and the Proximal
Point algorithm acting as its exact counterpart.

Minimum-cost Network Flow algorithm. The Minimum-cost Network Flow problem is
a common optimization and decision process, to find the cheapest possible way of sending a
certain amount of mass through a flow network. The latter is simply a directed graph, whose
nodes correspond to the source and target locations, and whose edges are defined as the costs
of moving a certain amount of mass along a given pair of source and target nodes. This
problem exactly translates to OT and can be solved efficiently using the Network Simplex
algorithm.

Before briefly detailing the Network Flow algorithm, we emphasize that its motivation is
to couple updates of the primal and dual respective solution estimates, to reach optimality
on both problems simultaneously. To this end, we highlight certain relations between both
problems being a priori independent.

First, from the complementary slackness of the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions,
one can deduce that any optimal solutions T ∗ and (α∗,β∗) to their respective problem must
satisfy for all (i, j) ∈ [[n]]× [[n]],

T ∗ij(Cij − α∗i − β∗j ) = 0 (3.11)

Therefore, the dual feasibility (equation (3.7), Proposition 1) implies that if T ∗ij > 0 then
α∗i + β∗j = Cij , otherwise if T ∗ij = 0 necessarily α∗i + β∗j < Cij (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019,
Proposition 3.2). Then, we introduce the idea that variables T and (α,β), respectively
related to both problems, are complementary w.r.t C if ∀(i, j) ∈ [[n]]× [[n]] such that Tij > 0
then Cij = αi + βj (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019, Definition 3.1). This way, if a pair of variable
T and (α,β) are feasible and complementary then they are optimal (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019,
Proposition 3.3).

The Network Flow algorithm thus relies on two simple principles: to each feasible primal
solution T one can associate a complementary pair (α,β). If that pair is feasible, then
optimality is reached. Otherwise, one can consider a modification of T that remains feasible
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and whose complementary pair (α,β) is modified so that it becomes closer to feasibility. The
first principle imposes to provide an extremal primal solutions T as starting point, which
can be carried out using the North-West Corner Rule (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019, 3.4.2). Then
the association of a complementary pair of dual variables and the potential next update of
T are achieved thanks to heuristics requiring cycle detection and tree traversals within a
bipartite graph modeling the mass flow induced by T (Bertsekas & Eckstein, 1988). We refer
the reader to Peyré & Cuturi (2019), Section 3.5, for further details on each algorithm step.

Orlin (1997) provided the first algorithmic solution with proven polynomial worst-case
complexity of O

(
(n+m)2nm log((n+m)‖C‖∞)

)
, which was later improved by Tarjan (1997)

to O ((n+m)nm log(n+m) min{log((n+m)‖C‖∞), nm log(n+m)}) thanks to the use of
dynamic trees. Numerous variants of this algorithm exist with various update rules and
modeling of the spanning tree structure (Kovács, 2015). In the following, implementations of
various OT methods rely on the Network Flow solver from POT (Flamary et al., 2021), based
on an efficient C++ implementation operating on CPU of the network simplex algorithm
with a block search pivoting strategy (Bonneel et al., 2011; Kelly & ONeill, 1991). Recent
works (Ploskas & Samaras, 2014) focused on accelerating Network Flow algorithms on GPU,
which require advanced algorithmic considerations to leverage the parallelization potential
of these units. So an integration of such solver within common GPU accelerated Machine
Learning Library, e.g Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019), is still to come and can be (hopefully
temporarily) a bottleneck for OT based end-to-end models (see Chapter 4)

Entropic regularization of OT. One practice to approximate solutions of (3.4), made
popular by Cuturi (2013), consists in regularizing the OT problem thanks to the discrete
entropy of a coupling:

H(T ) = −
∑
ij

Tij (log(Tij)− 1) = −〈T , logT − 1n1
>
m〉F (3.12)

for any T ∈ U(h,h). H is 1-strongly concave on the set of admissible couplings, so the
regularized OT problem reading, for any ε > 0, as

T εc (µ, µ) = min
T∈U(h,h)

〈T ,C〉F − εH(T ) (3.13)

becomes ε-strongly convex, so admits a unique optimal solution. As proven in Peyré &
Cuturi (2019), Proposition 4.1, one can recover the unregularized OT cost (3.4) as ε→ 0, i.e
lim
ε→0
T εc (µ, µ) = Tc(µ, µ). In contrast, for large regularization coefficient, the solution to (3.13)

denoted Tε converges to the coupling with maximal entropy between both marginals, being
the joint probability between independent random variables respectively distributed as h and
h, i.e lim

ε→∞
T εc (µ, µ) = µ⊗µ = hh

>
. This regularization leads to an OT problem less sensitive

to small variations in the distributions, proportionally to the regularization strength, at the
cost of blurring the OT matrix that cannot be sparse for ε > 0, which negatively impacts
its interpretability. However, this behavior can improve the modeling of certain transport
problems, for example when studying traffic patterns, as human decision making tends to
produce diffuse paths for a given route (Wilson, 1969).

A simple analytic solution to (3.13) shown thanks to Lagrangian duality (Peyré & Cuturi,
2019, Proposition 4.3) takes the form T ∗ = diag(u)Kdiag(v) where K = e−C/ε (applied
element-wise) and u,v ∈ Rn+ × Rn+. The marginal constraints on T ∗ exhibit a well-known
matrix scaling problem parameterized by u and v (Nemirovski & Rothblum, 1999). The latter
can be solved using the iterative Sinkhorn algorithm (Sinkhorn & Knopp, 1967), detailed in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Sinkhorn algorithm solver for regularized OT problem (3.13)
1: Inputs: h,h,K = e−C/ε,v = 1n.
2: repeat
3: u← h�K>v (Update left scaling)
4: v ← h�Ku (Update right scaling)
5: until convergence
6: Return: T ∗ = diag(u)Kdiag(v).

Interestingly, the problem (3.13) is equivalent to searching for an OT matrix as close as
possible to a kernel K, in the sense of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) geometry:

min
T∈U(h,h)

DKL(T |K) (3.14)

where K = e−C/ε and DKL(T |K) = ∑
ij Tij log Tij

Kij
− Tij +Kij . This reformulation allows

the use of iterative Bregman projections (Bregman, 1967) to solve this problem, and to
analyze algorithms’ convergence (Benamou et al., 2015) as the resulting updates are actually
equivalent to those of Algorithm 1 (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019, Remark 4.8).

As the entropically regularized problem (3.13) (ε > 0) explicitly does not solve for the
unregularized OT problem (ε = 0), one can approximate solution of the latter using a
Proximal Point algorithm (PPA) with the KL metric while benefiting from the computational
simplicity of Algorithm 1 (Peyré, 2015; Schmitzer, 2019). The PPA comes down to solve
at each iteration t, a quite similar sub-problem than (3.13) using Sinkorn’s Algorithm 1, up
to a change of kernel K(t−1) = e−C/ε � T (t−1). The update of the OT matrix then reads
T (t) = diag(u(t))K(t−1)diag(v(t)). Moreover developing recursively this update rule from
the first to tth iterations exhibits the kernel e−C/(ε/t), so PPA can be seen as a Sinkhorn’s
algorithm with a decaying regularization strength ε/t.

From an application perspective, the entropic regularization of OT, either explicit or
implicit, has several computational advantages: the solvers only depend on matrix-vector
products, hence are particularly suited to modern GPU programming, in contrast to the exact
Network Flow solver. Moreover their theoretical computational complexity is lower. However,
these algorithms can suffer from stability issues when ε→ 0 (either fixed or adapted) as the
kernel K vanishes rapidly leading to divisions by 0 during the algorithms’ iterations, due to
the limited numerical precision. There are several ways to get around this problem, but often
at the cost of a slight loss in computation speed (Schmitzer, 2019; Feydy et al., 2019).

Moreover, this entropic regularization induces biases as T εc (µ, µ) 6= 0 (idem for µ) which
can be problematic for learning from T εc (µ, µ). Genevay et al. (2018) introduced the Sinkhorn
divergences resulting from correcting these biases, which enjoy appealing properties. They
define symmetric positive definite smooth functions on the space of probability measures,
which are convex in its inputs, and metrize the weak convergence (3.9) (Feydy et al., 2019).
They also act as an interpolation between Wasserstein distance and MMD (Gretton et al.,
2006), resulting in a lower sample complexity than Wasserstein’s one, i.e O(ε−d/2n−1/2)
compared to O(n−1/d) (Genevay et al., 2019).

Other OT solvers. Other regularizations in the vein of the entropic one have been ex-
plored for OT, notably smooth strictly convex ones (Dessein et al., 2018), so the resulting
optimization problem becomes strictly convex. In general, one also needs to project onto
the positive orthant so a more general Dikstra algorithm has to be used (Bauschke et al.,
2011, Chapter 29). Regularization has also been used to encode additional information as
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group-structure observed in data. To this end, Courty et al. (2014); Flamary et al. (2016a)
proposed a concave group-lasso like regularization to the entropic OT problem which can be
tackled using a Majoration Minimization algorithm (Hunter & Lange, 2004).
One generic way to solve for regularized OT, including non-convex regularizations, is Condi-
tional Gradient (CG) descent (Frank & Wolfe, 1956). This approach relies on optimizing at
each iteration a linearization of the objective function using non-regularized OT solvers (e.g
the Network Flow algorithm.) CG is highly flexible while being ensured to converge even for
non-convex objectives (Lacoste-Julien, 2016), but comes at the price of solving non-regularized
OT problems at each iteration which can be computationally intensive. A trade-off between
CG and Sinkhorn’s algorithm, leveraging entropy as a complementary regularization, can
be achieved using the Generalized Conditional Gradient algorithm (Bredies et al., 2009;
Rakotomamonjy et al., 2015).

A last notable line of works aims at coupling Stochastic optimization with known or
novel OT solvers to estimate OT plans between semi-discrete distributions, from sub-samples
of these distributions. These approaches are mostly dedicated to solve OT for large-scale
problems. As our studies reported in the remaining chapters of this manuscript focus on
discrete measures, we refer the reader seeking for details on these stochastic approaches to
e.g. Peyré & Cuturi (2019), Chapter 5; Genevay et al. (2016); Staib et al. (2017).

3.1.4 OT for unsupervised representation learning

Many ML applications focus on learning the support or the probability masses of a measure in-
volved in a Wasserstein problem. In this scenario, we model distributions, e.g µ = ∑

i∈[[n]] hiδxi
and µ = ∑

j∈[[n]] hjδxj , as tuples (X,h) and (X,h), where first X = [x1, ...,xn]> ∈ Rn×d

and X = [x1, ...,xn]> ∈ Rn×d gather locations of their respective measure in matrix forms.
While h ∈ Σn and h ∈ Σn are the corresponding probability vectors.

Minimizing for instance the transportation cost (3.8) w.r.t X, for a fixed OT matrix,
requires to differentiate through the pairwise cost matrix Dp(X,X). A classic choice is to
consider p = 2. In this way, the cost matrix can be computed with simple vector-matrix
operations, i.e D2(X,X) = X21d1

>
n + 1n1

>
dX

2 − 2XX> (power operations are taken
element-wise). And the minimization of the objective function w.r.t X, for a fixed transport
plan, can be expressed as a convex Quadratic Program with Hessian equals to diag(h)⊗K Id.4

Since manipulations of the 2-Wasserstein cost function, like the one described above, will
be ubiquitous in this manuscript, we introduce the following notations:

W2
2(µ, µ) := W2

2(X,h,X,h) := min
T∈U(h,h)

〈D2(X,X),T 〉 := min
T∈U(h,h)

EW (X,X,T ) (3.15)

With EW the 2-Wasserstein objective function for a given admissible transport plan T .

Wasserstein barycenters. A consequence of the geometry induced by the Wasserstein
distances is the definition of Wasserstein barycenters, that relates to specific weighted mean
of a set of probability distributions (McCann, 1997; Agueh & Carlier, 2011). The typical
Euclidean barycenter can be generalized to any metric space (X , d), then referred as Fréchet
(or Karcher) mean (Fréchet, 1948; Karcher, 2014). In the space of probability distribution
endowed with the Wasserstein geometry, a Fréchet mean µ of I ∈ N measures {µi}i ∈[[I]]
results from the following optimization problem:

min
µ

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi Wp
p(µi, µ) (3.16)

4As for any (i, j) ∈ [[n]]2 and (e, e′) ∈ [[d]]2, ∂2(·)
∂xie∂xje′

= 1(i,e)=(j,e′)hi.
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Where µ is the discrete measure arbitrarily formed of n locations, and {λi} are the barycentric
coordinates assigned to each input measure, such that ∀i ∈ [[I]], λi > 0, ∑i λi = 1.
We detail now this problem formulation for W2

2 according to our operative notations in
equation (3.15). First, we model each input measure µi as a tuple (Xi,hi) ∈ Rni×d × Σni .
Then (3.16) seeks for a measure µ, composed of n points, encoded as (X,h) ∈ Rn×d × Σn

such that

(X,h) = arg min
X,h

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi W2
2(Xi,hi,X,h)

= arg min
X,h

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi min
Ti∈U(hi,h)

EW (Xi,X,Ti)
(3.17)

Interestingly if X is fixed, for instance when distribution learning is performed on a grid,
the minimization problem w.r.t h is a Linear Program (Agueh & Carlier, 2011). Elegant
approaches exist to approximate this problem, such as the Bregman Projection algorithm
(Benamou et al., 2015), or convolution based algorithm when operating on regular grids
(Solomon et al., 2015). Even though there exist special easier cases (Peyré & Cuturi, 2019,
Section 9.2), finding a solution to the generic problem is complex. Cuturi & Doucet (2014)
proposed to solve (3.17) using a Block Coordinate Descent (BCD) algorithm which iterates,
until convergence, over the following steps:

i) Estimate OT matrices {Ti}, jointly with its corresponding dual potentials {(αi,βi)}
(Proposition 1), for the I independent OT problems between (Xi,hi) and fixed (X,h)
following Section 3.1.3.

ii) Update X at fixed Ti using the following closed-form (Cuturi & Doucet, 2014, Equation
8):

X = diag(1n � h)

∑
i∈[[I]]

λiT
>
i Xi

 (3.18)

iii) Update h according to Projected subgradient descent using KL geometry (Beck &
Teboulle, 2003), and proposition 1, as detailed in Cuturi & Doucet (2014), Algorithm 1.
This update rule prevents sparsity within h so equation (3.18) is well-defined. Another
possible way is to perform an Euclidean projection leading to sparse solution h, hence
reducing iteratively X to the activated components such as hi > 0.

If the set of input discrete measures {(Xi,hi)}i actually relates to a single measure
supported on a discrete subset of Rd, learning a barycenter with at most k points is equivalent
to the k-means problem (Canas & Rosasco, 2012). Indeed, the support of the barycenter
X is composed of the centroids output by k-means, and their masses h correspond to the
fraction of points assigned to each centroid. If input measures are rather samples drawn
independently from a single measure, the barycenter problem with uniform weights λ can be
seen as an empirical mean, that also asymptotically leads to the aforementioned equivalence.
We refer the reader to Peyré & Cuturi (2019), Remarks 9.2-9.3, and references therein for
further details on these matters. Remark that these considerations resonate with the method,
dedicated to graphs, that we will develop later in Chapter 6.

Barycenter estimations can be used for unsupervised Representation Learning, for example
by performing a k-means algorithm with respect to the Wasserstein geometry, considering k
Wasserstein barycenters. Overall, a such approach is rather limited regarding the learned
representations as a large amount of measures can be assigned to a single barycenter. On one
hand, it can induce interesting denoising properties, on the other hand, representing samples
with a unique centroid can result in a loss of intra-cluster variability potentially detrimental
to downstream tasks.
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OT based Dictionary Learning. One generic paradigm to factor a set of data points, while
preserving an interpretable description of the induced discrete manifold, is Dictionary Learning
(DL). DL aims at representing the input data as linear combination (or embedding) of basic
dictionary elements, called atoms, as faithfully as possible. This problem is usually formulated
as seeking for a dictionary of K atoms D ∈ Rd×K and embeddings W = (wi)i∈[[i]] ∈ RK×I

for the I data points composing X = (xi)i∈[[I]] ∈ Rd×I , such that X ≈ DW . Notable
special cases of linear DL are the Principal Component Analysis (Hotelling, 1933, PCA) and
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (Lee & Seung, 1999; 2000, NMF)

At first, most DL approaches using linear OT focused on histograms, i.e considered measure
supports fixed on a regular grid. In this scenario, the data is expressed as A = (ai)i∈[[n]] ∈ Σn

d ,
and DL seeks for embeddings W ∈ Σn

K and atoms D ∈ ΣK
d modeled as histograms, such

that A ≈DW . Hence divergences between histograms better suit this problem, e.g the KL
(Lee & Seung, 2000) or the Itakura Saito (Févotte et al., 2009) divergences, or finally the
Wasserstein distance (Sandler & Lindenbaum, 2011) which leads to the following optimization
problem:

min
{wi}⊂ΣK ,D∈ΣK

d

∑
i∈[[I]]

Wc(ai,Dwi) (3.19)

where the ground cost c encodes geometrical relationship between the histograms’ components
and can be fixed to any regular enough function, or learned (Cuturi & Avis, 2014). Problem
(3.19) has also been studied with entropic OT (equation (3.13)) to obtain smoother estimations
while speeding up the learning process (Rolet et al., 2016, and Section 3.1.3).

A more complex non-linear counter-part to (3.19), embedding data as weights within
Wasserstein barycenters was proposed by Schmitz et al. (2018). Observing that a linear
model Dw can be seen as an Euclidean barycenter weighted by w ∈ ΣK , the aforementioned
extension to Wasserstein geometry leads to the problem:

min
{wi}⊂ΣK ,D∈ΣK

d

∑
i

Wc(ai, B(wi,D)) with B(w,D) = arg min
b∈ΣK

∑
k

wk Wc(b,dk) (3.20)

This extension to nonlinear embedding on the Wasserstein simplex suggests diverse extensions
of non-supervised methods among which the Principal Component Analysis.

PCA seeks for directions that maximize the variance in the data and by definition,
the variance relates to the Euclidean geometry. The extension to geodesic spaces (as the
Wasserstein one) requires defining the notion of geodesic variance and projection as studied in
Fletcher et al. (2004), leading to the Principal Geodesic Analysis (PGA). PGA is complex to
achieve in practice as there is no analytical expression for the exponential or logarithmic maps
allowing one to travel to and from the corresponding Wasserstein tangent space. Efficient
solvers have only been proposed recently (Seguy & Cuturi, 2015; Cazelles et al., 2018; Courty
et al., 2017a).

As mentioned these methods are dedicated to histograms hence can not operate on generic
discrete measures, such as graphs seen as point clouds of their node embeddings (Chapter 2),
whose number of points can differ within a graphs’ dataset. Up to our knowledge, such DL
have first been envisioned as specific instances of Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (Vayer et al.,
2020) based DL that will be developed in Section 3.3 and Chapters 5-6.

3.2 Optimal Transport across incomparable spaces
Next we introduce another transport paradigm that extends the linear OT problem (Section
3.1) dedicated to a single ambient space, to OT across incomparable spaces. This allows
the comparison of graphs, seen as discrete probability measures, via Gromov-Wasserstein
distances (Section 3.2.1) whose properties are detailed in Section 3.2.3. We then present
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solvers for estimating these distances (Section 3.2.4) and approaches for learning GW-based
graph representations, such as GW barycenters (Section 3.2.5).

3.2.1 Problem statement

The linear OT problem assumes the existence of a ground metric space containing the supports
of compared measures, which may be a limitation. For instance, when the supports are
respectively in R3 and R2, a meaningful ground cost c : R3 × R2 → R is hard to define, and
it can not be a metric. Hence the linear OT problem endowed with a such ground cost
can no longer induce an OT distance between measures over distinct spaces. Besides, even
if measures lie in the same space, the Wasserstein distance is sensitive to a large class of
invariants such as isometries, which prevents its application to certain challenges like shape
matching.

The Gromov-Wasserstein problem. The Gromov-Wasserstein (GW) problem first
introduced in Mémoli (2007) overcomes the aforementioned limitations of linear OT. It was
first devoted to the matching of measurable metric spaces, i.e. when the respective geometry
of the compared spaces is induced by a metric (Mémoli, 2011). Then the GW problem has
been extended to gauged measure spaces (Sturm, 2012) where the inner geometries do not
necessarily satisfy the triangle inequality, to be adapted finally to the space of measurable
networks, where inner (dis)similarities between points can be asymmetric (Chowdhury &
Mémoli, 2019).5

The Gromov-Wasserstein problem is built upon a quadratic Optimal Transport problem,
instead of a linear one, which informally aims at quantifying the (dis)similarity distortion
when transporting points from one space to another. In the following we explicit the GW
problem between discrete measurable spaces and refer the reader to Mémoli (2011); Sturm
(2012); Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019) for a complete overview of the problem in any measurable
spaces.

In its generic form, the GW problem considers any pair of measurable networks (X , c, µ)
and (X , c, µ). Where (X , dX ) and (X , dX ) are polish spaces. Further endowed with continuous
measurable functions c : X × X → R and c : X × X → R, and probability measures µ
and µ, respectively supported on X and X . Then in a discrete scenario, each measurable
network can be encoded as a graph G = (C,h) composed of n = card(X ) nodes, where
C = (c(xi,xj))i,j∈[[n]] ∈ Rn×n is a matrix encoding the connectivity induced by c between
nodes, and h ∈ Σn is a probability vector resulting from µ modeling the relative importance of
the nodes within the graph. In the same way, we summarize (X , c, µ) as the graph G = (C,h)
composed of n nodes, with potentially n 6= n.

Notice that the conventional modeling of a graph G considers a tuple (V,E), composed
of a set of vertices or nodes V = {vi}i∈[[n]] and a set of edges E, i.e. connectivity relations
between vertices. Fitting this modeling to the one of the GW problem, comes down to
assuming the existence of an application s : V → X mapping a vertex vi ∈ V from the graph
to its structure representation xi = s(vi) in the structure space (X , c). So the graph is entirely
described by a fully supported probability measure over (X , c), denoted µ = ∑

i∈[[n]] hiδxi .
The GW problem between two graphs seeks for a matching between their nodes, being

as close as possible to an isometry. It does so by finding an optimal soft assignment matrix
between the nodes, solving

GWp
p(µ, µ) = GWp

p(C,h,C,h) := min
T∈U(h,h)

∑
ijkl

|Cij − Ckl|pTikTjl (3.21)

5Note that in both these last settings, compared spaces are still assumed to be Polish spaces, except that
the pairwise (dis)similarity between points (of the respective space) is decoupled from the theoretical topology
of the space.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the matching resulting from the GW2 problem (3.21) between two graphs
G and G depicting their respective measure networks, where points or nodes respectively colored in
red and blue are assigned to uniform probability masses h and h. The connections between nodes
in each space are colored with bold dark lines, whereas the node assignment resulting from the OT
matrix T are colored with finer dark lines.

An optimal coupling T ∗ ∈ U(h,h) (see Equation (3.3)) (if it exists) acts as a probabilistic
matching of nodes which tends to associate pairs of nodes that have similar pairwise relations
in C and C respectively, while preserving masses h and h through its marginals constraints.
An instance of such a GW matching can be found in Figure 3.2, where two graphs described by
their respective binary adjacency matrices are compared. These graphs respectively contain 2
clusters or communities, which are then matched by the OT matrix T resulting in a minimal
structure distortion of both graphs, hence a low GW cost.

Existence of solutions. In our discrete setting, a simple condition to avoid definition
issues of the GW problem (3.21) is to assume respective inner connectivity matrices C and C
to be bounded. As such the function T →∑

ijkl |Cij − Ckl|pTikTjl is lower-semi continuous,
so the Weierstrass theorem (Santambrogio, 2015, remark 1.1) ensures the existence of an OT
matrix, as U(h,h) is compact (i.e closed and bounded). We refer to Vayer (2020), Section
2.2, for a complete discussion on the existence of solutions to the GW problem (3.21).

On the regularity of OT maps. In the vein of Brenier’s theorem (Brenier, 1991), stating
that linear OT with euclidean ground cost admits OT maps given by the gradient of convex
functions, one may ask whether there are special cases of GW problems where the OT plans
also exhibit prescribed structures, or equivalently, regularities. Sturm first raised this question
of regularity as such: "Are there ’nice’ spaces in which we are able to prove Brenier’s results
for GW?" (Sturm, 2012, Challenge 3.6)

The first identified spaces of various dimensions, inducing regularity in their GW matching,
are those described by scalar products (Vayer, 2020, Theorem 4.2.3). Under mild regularity
conditions on the source probability distribution, author identified sufficient conditions to the
existence of a deterministic map resulting from the composition of a convex function and a
linear application acting as a global transformation "realigning" the probability measures in
the same space (Vayer, 2020, Theorem 4.2.3).
Another more challenging scenario is to compare spaces equipped with Euclidean norms as
inner costs. Seminal results with strong sufficient conditions were given in Sturm (2012),
Theorem 9.21, and Vayer (2020), Proposition 4.2.4. Only very recently, Dumont et al.
(2022) provided complete characterizations of OT maps for the GW problem between spaces
described by scalar products (Dumont et al., 2022, Theorem 4) and Euclidean norms (Dumont
et al., 2022, Theorem 5).
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the matching resulting from the GW2 problem (3.21) between two discrete
distributions µ ∈ P(R3) and ν ∈ P(R2) whose graphs are derived from the euclidean norm between
locations of the respective distribution. The OT matrix T is drawn with dashed lines. Inspired from
Vayer (2020).

These results are appealing for instance to compare point clouds, seen as discrete probabil-
ity distributions, that respectively belong to Rp and Rq (p 6= q). The most natural topology
to link samples within each space is its euclidean norm, forming then graphs whose node
pairwise connectivities are euclidean distance matrices. To illustrate such a scenario, Vayer
(2020) considered discrete probability distributions µ and ν, forming spirals whose modes
are generated thanks to Gaussian mixtures, respectively in R2 and R3. The estimated GW
matching of these two distributions is illustrated in Figure 3.3. We can see that a GW
matching between both distributions highlights the instinctive minimum transport distortion
of one measure over the other, since their respective modes are matched.
We emphasize that these theoretical results on the GW matching of euclidean distance
matrices can be relevant for graph matching, since euclidean representations can be derived
from a graph (potentially weighted) adjacency matrix, using for instance its sif distance
matrix (Bavaud, 2010).

3.2.2 Gromov-Wasserstein barycenter

Since the GW problem induces a distance, one can also define a notion of barycenter, in the
same vein as the Wasserstein barycenters (Section 3.1.4). This GW barycenter estimation
problem was first investigated in Peyré et al. (2016) for discrete probability measures, defined
over various spaces endowed with symmetric inner costs such as undirected graphs.

Learning the barycenter structure. Let us consider a dataset of graphs {Gi =
(Ci,hi)}i∈[[I]] seen as discrete measurable networks (Chowdhury & Mémoli, 2019), where for a
given graph, Ci is an arbitrary node pairwise connectivity matrix, and hi a probability vector
modeling the relative significance of the graph nodes. When the weighting of the barycenter
is fixed and given by λ ∈ ΣI , the GW barycenter problem in its first formulation seeks for
a target structure C ∈ Rn×n, composed on n nodes whose relative importance is fixed to
h ∈ Σn, solving

min
C∈Rn×n

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi GW2
2(Ci,hi,C,h) = min

C
min

{Ti∈U(hi,h)}i

∑
i∈[[I]]

λiEGW (Ci,C,Ti) (3.22)
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This problem is non-convex in general, however the minimization sub-problem w.r.t C, with
fixed OT plans, is convex while considering p = 2 in GW. Peyré et al. (2016) proposed to
solve for problem (3.44) using a BCD procedure which alternates between two steps:

i) Solving I independent GW problems, with respective estimated OT matrices Ti, from
inputs (Ci,hi), respectively to the fixed and common target structure C.

ii) Updating C for fixed Ti using a closed form formula for this minimization sub-problem.
Indeed, the gradient w.r.t to C of the objective function in (3.44) reads as

∇C(·) = 2
∑
i∈[[I]]

λi{C � hh
> − T>i CiTi} (3.23)

so the first optimality condition leads to the update

C ←
(∑

i

λiT
>
i CiTi

)
� hh> (3.24)

assuming that the entry-wise division by hh> is well-defined, i.e that h does not have a null
entry. Otherwise one can simply update the rows and columns of C whose corresponding
nodes have non-null probability mass. Note that any solver detailed in Section 3.2.4 can be
used to solve the inherent OT problems. This GW barycenter problem has also been studied
by leveraging the Riemannian geometry of the Gromov-Wasserstein space (Chowdhury &
Needham, 2020). The estimation of GW barycenters has recently found many applications for
instance for shape interpolation, image clustering (Peyré et al., 2016), graph clustering and
partitioning (Xu, 2020), graphon estimation (Xu et al., 2021a), large-scale GW estimation
(Xu et al., 2019a) and structured graph prediction (Brogat-Motte et al., 2022).

Fully learning the barycentric measure. This first formulation of the GW barycenter
problem (3.44) enforces a fixed probability vector h to the barycentric measure, despite
being unknown in practice, which can be detrimental to certain applications, for instance
those relying on partitioning of the input structures such as in Xu et al. (2019a). In that
paper, authors use a barycenter of small order as intermediate matching, to estimate the GW
matching between large input graphs without comparing them directly (divide and conquer
strategy). In this case, the mass conservation constraint impose to get partitions of the input
structures whose proportions suit entries of h.
As such, Xu et al. (2019a) proposed heuristics to estimate these proportions directly from
degree distributions of the input measures. However the resulting estimated h is most
likely limited in many applications. For instance, it is easy to generate synthetic graphs
from well-known Stochastic Block Models whose degrees would be uncorrelated to cluster
proportions. These considerations advocate for also learning the barycenter probability vector
h, solving for the following optimization problem:

min
C∈Rn×n,h∈Σn

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi GW2
2(Ci,hi,C,h) (3.25)

However, any first-order optimization procedure would require to compute a subgradient
of the GW distance w.r.t this parameter. To the best of our knowledge no theoretical results
existed in the literature for finding such subgradients. To this end, we provided in our paper
Vincent-Cuaz et al. (2021), fully reported in Chapter 5, a simple way to circumvent to this
limitation. Interestingly, subgradients with respect to the probability vectors involved in the
GW matching can be computed from subgradients of the well-known Wasserstein distance:
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Theorem 2 (subgradient w.r.t masses of GW problem) Let (C,h) and (C,h)
be two graphs. Let T ∗ be an optimal coupling of the GW problem between (C,h), (C,h).
We define the following cost matrix M(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ =

(∑
kl(Cik − Cjl)2T ∗kl

)
ij
.

Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the following linear OT problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (3.26)

Then µ∗(T ∗) (resp. ν∗(T ∗)) is a subgradient of the function GW2
2(C, · ,C,h) (resp.

GW2
2(C,h,C · )).

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 5. The detailed proof can be found in Annex (8.1.1). A
first step to prove Theorem 5 consists in relating a solution T ∗ of the GW problem to a
solution of the Linear Program (LP) given in Equation (3.48) using (Murty, 1988, Theorem
1.12), reported in Theorem 12. Denoting µ∗(T ∗) and ν∗(T ∗) an optimal solution to the dual
problem of (3.48), we have by strong duality

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 = 〈M(T ∗),T ∗〉F = GW(C,h,C,h)

(3.27)
Then the objective is to show that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q → GW(C,C,h, q) (by
symmetry the result will be true for µ∗(T ∗)). We will do so by leveraging the weak-duality
of the GW problem as described in the next lemma:

Lemma 1 For any vectors µ ∈ Rn,ν ∈ Rm we define:

G(µ,ν) := min
T≥0
〈L(C,C)⊗ T − µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

Let T ∗ be an optimal solution of the GW problem. Consider:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (3.28)

where M(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗ T ∗. Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the prob-
lem in (3.48). If G(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0 then ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q →
GW2(C,C,h, q)

After proving Lemma 2, we conclude the proof of Theorem 5 by showing that G(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) =
0 thanks to equation (3.49), where G is defined in Lemma’s equation (2) �

The proposition above shows that the subgradient of GW w.r.t. the probability vec-
tors can be found by solving a linear OT problem which relates to a Wasserstein dis-
tance. The ground cost M(T ∗) of this Wasserstein problem is moreover the gradient
w.r.t. the couplings of the optimal GW loss (up to a factor 2) when structure matrices
are assumed symmetric (see equation (3.39)). Theorem 5 can be equivalently written using
M(T ∗) = 1

2{L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ + L(C>,C>)⊗ T ∗}, to highlight the gradient of the GW loss in
the general case to include asymmetric structure matrices.
In practice, when the GW problem is solved with a Conditional Gradient algorithm (Section
3.2.4), the latter already requires to solve this linear OT problem at each iteration. Thus a sub-
gradient w.r.t. the weights can be extracted for free from the last iteration of the CG algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Projected Gradient Descent solver for extended GW barycenter problem
(3.47).
1: Inputs: Graphs {(Ci,hi)}, learning rates ηC and ηh.
2: repeat
3: Compute OT matrices with corresponding dual potentials (Ti,µi,νi) of independent

GW matching of (Ci,hi) and (C,h).
4: Perform the following updates ofC and h using gradients respectively given in equations

(3.45) and (3.52):

C ← C − ηC∇C and h← ProjΣn(h− ηh∇h) (3.31)

5: until convergence.

Therefore using Theorem 5, the computation of a subgradient w.r.t h of the objective
function of the extended GW barycenter problem (3.47) can be achieved, for a fixed C, using
the following primal-dual like relation:∑

i∈[[I]]
λi GW2

2(Ci,hi,C,h) =
∑
i∈[[I]]

λi
(
〈µi,hi〉+ 〈νi,h〉

)
(3.29)

where (µi,νi) are the dual potentials associated to the linear program given in equation
(3.48), for each independent GW matching between (Ci,hi) and (C,h). Note that any dual
optimum (µi,νi) is determined up to an additive constant, since for any real value x ∈ R the
pair (µi + x1ni ,νi − x1n) is also a feasible solution to the underlying linear problem (Cuturi
& Avis, 2014). As such, we consider a normalized version of νi which sums to zero, denoted
ν̃i, so that the subgradient w.r.t h reads as

∇h

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi GW2
2(Ci,hi,C,h)

 =
∑
i∈[[I]]

λiν̃i (3.30)

We then propose to solve for (3.47) using a projected (sub)gradient descent algorithm, sum-
marized in Algorithm 3. At each iteration, we first find an OT matrix Ti with corresponding
dual potential ν̃i for each GW matching from the input graph (Ci,hi) to (C,h). Then we
perform a projected gradient update of C and h, whose respective gradients are evaluated at
fixed pairs {(Ti, ν̃i)} by using the Envelope Theorem (Bonnans & Shapiro, 2000). In practice,
we suggest to use accelerated projected gradient descent using e.g. Adam optimizer (Kingma
& Ba, 2015).

Experiments on graph multi-partitioning. We briefly compare now both approaches,
namely the vanilla GW barycenter problem (3.44) and its extended version (3.47), on a simple
task of graph multi-partitioning. To this end, we design synthetic datasets of 10 homogeneous
graphs with orders varying in {20, 22, ..., 38}, generated via Stochastic Block Model (SBM,
Holland et al. (1983)). Each graph is composed of two clusters in imbalanced proportions
[30%; 70%], both with intra-cluster and inter-cluster connection probabilities of 0.8 and 0.2,
respectively.

To perform the simultaneous partitioning of the generated graphs, we first estimate a
GW barycenter (C,h), either fixing h to uniform (equation (3.44)) or learning it (equation
(3.47)), with as many nodes as the true number of clusters (i.e. n = 2). Then we recover the
OT matrix Ti from each GW problem between an input graph (Ci,hi) and the estimated
barycenter (C,h), already computed during the barycenter computation. Finally, the cluster
assignment of a node j for a given graph (Ci,hi) is taken as the argmax over the ith row Ti
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GW = 0.21
ARI = 0.38

GW = 0.21
ARI = 0.46

GW = 0.12
ARI = 1.00

GW = 0.14
ARI = 1.00

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the multi-partitioning tasks performed by learning barycenters of the
simulated graphs, either fixing h to uniform (top) or estimating it (bottom). Colors are given to nodes
of the barycenter, then node colors of the input graphs are assigned by transporting colors of the
barycenter nodes according to Ti and Tj respectively.

of the OT matrix. The quality of the multi-partitioning of the graphs is then measured by
means of Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), between the predicted cluster assignments and the
known ground truth, and taken on average over all graphs. For both barycenter problems,
we run these experiments on 5 simulated datasets, then the respective averaged ARIs and
estimated optimal loss values are reported in Table 3.2. Moreover, we provide an illustration
of the GW matchings of two simulated samples to the learned barycenters in Figure 3.6.

First, we can conclude that estimating the barycenter masses h is crucial to simultaneously
partition these graphs perfectly. As expected this approach also leads to a better overall
averaged GW reconstruction of input graphs, hence the learned representation (i.e the
barycenter) relates to a better understanding of the structures. Interestingly, the loss while
estimating weights exhibits a larger variance than while considering uniform weights. As
input graphs have a few nodes sampled from SBM, they naturally have more diversity in
their actual structures, which might explain this variance.

We postulate that our approach can also lead to improvement for the simultaneous
partitioning of heterogeneous graphs, as Xu et al. (2019a) studied for barycenters endowed of
fixed probability weights. In such scenario, the partitioning has to be performed recursively,
by iteratively learning a barycenter of graphs before splitting them into subgraphs.

However considering the broader paradigm of Graph Representation Learning (Chapter
2), representing graphs as a single structure like their GW barycenter might be too limiting
to perform well on down-stream tasks. As such, we proposed novel GW based Representation
Learning methods that will be developed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.2.3 Gromov-Wasserstein properties

We now develop the properties of the distortion cost resulting from the GW problem (3.21).
First, we detail invariants of the problem for any inner costs for which the matching problem
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Table 3.1: Graph Multi-partitioning Performances of both GW barycenter problems, namely with
fixed uniform weights (unif.) and estimated ones (est.).

GW bary. ARI loss
h unif 0.35(0.03) 2.07(0.01)
h est. 1.00(0.00) 1.39(0.09)
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of 3 weakly isomorphic (asymmetric) networks, respectively supported on
X ,Y and Z. Inspired from Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019).

is well-defined, before formalizing its resulting metric properties.

Invariants of the GW problem. The GW problem (3.21) allows to compare probability
distributions whose supports lie in different, potentially non-related, spaces by defining a
notion of equivalence between both compared measures.
Following the generic setup developed in Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019), a first query is that
the information contained in a graph (or network) should be unchanged under relabeling of
its nodes. When operating on graphs modeled as probability distributions (Section 3.2.1),
this invariance relates to the concept of strong isomorphism formalized in general as follows

Definition 1 (Strong isomorphism) Two measurable networks (X , c, µ) and (X , c, µ) are
strongly isomorphic if and only if there exists a Borel measurable bijection φ : X → X
satisfying both:

i) c(x, x′) = c(φ(x), φ(x′)) for all x, x′ ∈ X .

ii) φ#µ = µ.

Moreover if both X and X are finite of cardinality n and n, respectively, then the corresponding
graphs (C,h) and (C,h) are strongly isomorphic if and only if n = n and there exists a
permutation matrix P ∈ {0, 1}n×n such that (i) C = PCP> and (ii) Ph = h.

Therefore the notion of strong isomorphism corresponds to the existence of a measure
preserving map between both matched graphs. Moreover, if (X , c) and (X , c) are metric spaces,
the structure preservation constraint (i) is equivalent to the existence of an isometry between
both spaces, i.e a surjective map φ : X → X that preserves the distances, which is de facto
bijective on these metric spaces, since for φ(x) = φ(x′) we have c(φ(x), φ(x′)) = 0 = c(x, x′)
that implies x = x′.

The relaxation to non-metric inner costs also allows multiple nodes to have the same
internal and external perceptions, i.e they have the same incoming and outgoing edge weights.
Thus these nodes can be merged or split without information loss. This idea is formalized
with the notion of weak isomorphism:
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Definition 2 (Weak isormorphism) Two measurable networks (X , cX , µX ) and (Y, cY , µY)
are weakly isomorphic if there exists (Z, cZ , µZ) with supp(µZ) = Z and measurable maps
φ : Z → X and ψ : Z → Y such that

i) cZ(z, z′) = cX (φ(z), φ(z′)) = cY(ψ(z), ψ(z′)) for all z, z′ ∈ Z.

ii) φ#µZ = µX and ψ#µZ = µY .

The weak isomorphism highlights a "tripod structure" in which the equivalence between spaces
is defined through a third space Z. The latter can be seen as an irreducible factorization
of both matched graphs whose weakly isomorphic nodes are aggregated as a unique node.
An illustration of isomorphic graphs is provided in Figure 3.5, where the two first networks
on the first row of plots are weakly isomorphic, and admit as irreducible network the one
illustrated on the second row. This notion of isomorphism is mostly relevant for non-metric
inner costs, as for metric ones strong and weak isomorphisms are equivalent (Sturm, 2012,
Lemma 1.10).

Metric properties of GW. In the vein of the Wasserstein distances (Section 3.1.2) with
p-norms as ground cost, the Gromov-Wasserstein problems endowed with (x, y) ∈ R× R→
|x− y|p as ground cost on the real-line defines a (pseudo) metric w.r.t the aforementioned
notions of isomorphism. The following theorem aims at unifying the metric properties of GW
respectively addressed in Sturm (2012); Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019):

Theorem 3 (Metric properties of GW) Let (X , cX , µX ) and (Y, cY , µY) two mea-
surable networks and any p ∈ N∗,

i) GWp is symmetric, positive and satisfies the triangle inequality. So for any
measurable network (Z, cZ , µZ) we have:

GWp(µX , µY) ≤ GWp(µX , µZ) + GWp(µZ , µY) (3.32)

ii) GWp(µX , µY) = 0 if and only if (X , cX , µX ) and (Y, cY , µY) are weakly isomorphic.

iii) if cX and cY are metrics then for any q ≥ 1, GWp(µX , µY) = 0 if and only if
(X , cqX , µX ) and

(
Y, cqY , µY

)
are strongly isomorphic.

Proof of Theorem 3. The positiveness in (i) is straightforward. We refer the reader to
the proof of Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019), Theorem 16, for the symmetry, and the triangle
inequality partly proven thanks to the Gluing Lemma (Villani, 2021, Lemma 7.6) applied
across spaces. (ii) and (iii) are respectively proven in Theorem 18 of Chowdhury & Mémoli
(2019) and Lemma 9.2 of Sturm (2012). Interestingly, the proof for (ii) is also valid even if
cX and cY are not p-integrable. �

Theorem 3 has a lot of implications. First it can endow the space of all measurable
networks or the space of all measurable metric spaces with a topology, a geometric structure,
induced by Gromov-Wasserstein distances. However, this assertion holds if all pairwise GW
distances are finite. This requirement is handled by considering the intersection of both
aforementioned spaces to the space of measurable networks with finite Lp-size, defined for
any (X , c, µ) as

sizep(X , c, µ) =
(∫
X×X

|c(x, x′)|pdµ(x)dµ(x′)
)1/p

(3.33)

As such the main theorem on the metric properties of GW can be stated as:
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Theorem 4 (GW is a distance) For any p ∈ N∗,

i) GWp is a distance on the space of all metric measure spaces with finite Lp-size
quotiented by the strong isomorphisms.

ii) GWp is a distance on the space of all measurable networks with finite Lp-size
quotiented by the weak isomorphisms.

These theorems emphasize that GW is well suited for comparing objects while seeking for a
large class of invariants such as rotations, translations or permutations. Instances of related
applications are then shape matching where the orientation of a shape does not define its
nature or for graphs where node ordering is arbitrary.

Interestingly, the space of all measurable metric spaces endowed with the topology induced
by the GW distance has a nice geodesic structure (Ambrosio et al., 2005; Sturm, 2012), in
resonance with the geodesic structure of the space of probability measures equipped with the
Wasserstein distance (Subsection 3.1.2).

GW relations to other OT problems. Gromov-Wasserstein was first introduced in
Mémoli (2011) as a probabilistic relaxation of the Gromov-Haussdorf distance (Mémoli &
Sapiro, 2004; 2005) quantifying how two metric spaces are far from being isometric, and acts
as a "smoothing" of the latter that promotes computational tractability.

On one hand, The recent success and flexibility of linear or quadratic OT paradigms for
graph data processing has led to an interest in unifying various existing approaches, or even
theories. For instance, the growing appeal of Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) isomorphism tests and
Gromov-Wasserstein distances has prompted research into the relationship between these two
concepts. WL tests stand by their ability to potentially detect isomorphism in linear time,
thus inspiring, for instance, most recent designs of Graph Neural Networks (GNN, Section
2.2, Chapter 4). In the meanwhile, GW shines by its ability to quantify how far two graphs
are from being isomorphic, while providing interpretable soft assignments between nodes
of the graphs. Chen et al. (2022) recently proposed the WL distance between measurable
Markov Chains encompassing (attributed) graphs quantifying how far two such objects are
far from a dedicated notion of isomorphism. Then, authors identified a variant of GW suiting
their Markov Chain based formalism, that upper bounds the WL distance, as excepted from
their respective ability to detect isomorphism.

On the other hand, the broad class of invariants inherent to the GW problem may not
suit all matching problems. For instance, in unsupervised word translation resulting from
the alignment of embedded words known to belong to spaces invariant to rotations. In this
scenario, an explicit encoding of the desired invariants instead of treating all isomorphic
transformations, might lead to a better matching, e.g using Wasserstein Procrustes (Grave
et al., 2019) or other rotation invariant OT problems (Alvarez-Melis et al., 2019).

3.2.4 Solving Gromov-Wasserstein problems

We further detail the optimization problem inherent to the GW distance (3.21) between
measurable networks of finite support, before describing solvers used to estimate solutions of
the problem. We respectively encode these networks or graphs, as tuples (C,h) ∈ Rn×n ×Σn

and (C,h) ∈ Rn×n × Σn. Then the GW matching problem between both graphs aims at
solving :

GWp
p(C,h,C,h) = min

T∈U(h,h)

∑
ijkl

|Cij − Ckl|pTikTjl = min
T∈U(h,h)

〈L(C,C)p ⊗ T ,T 〉 (3.34)
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where we define L(C,C) as the tensor L(C,C) =
(
|Cik − Cjl|

)
i,j,k,l

= (Lijkl) and ⊗ is the
tensor-matrix multiplication, such that L⊗T = (∑kl LijklTkl)ij . In general, the optimization
problem (3.34) is a non-convex quadratic program which belongs to the class of NP-hard
problems (Loiola et al., 2007). It is therefore expected that its approximation is costly. De
facto an evaluation of the objective function depends on all comparisons of connections within
each graph inducing O(n2n2) operations, as the computation of L⊗ T .

The specific case of p = 2 attracted attention, partly because the tensor-matrix multipli-
cation can then be factored as

L(C,C)⊗ T = cC,C − 2CTC> (3.35)

where cC,C = C2h1>n + 1nh
>
C

2, which can be computed within O(n2n+ n2n) operations
(Peyré et al., 2016, proposition 1). Then the GW problem can be expressed as

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈cC,C ,T 〉 − 2〈CTC>,T 〉 (3.36)

which admits as equivalent classical QP formulation:

min
T∈U(h,h)

1
2vec(T )>Qvec(T ) + vec(cC,C)>vec(T ) (3.37)

where vec is the column-stacking matrix operator and Q = −4C⊗KC with ⊗K the Kronecker
product. Problem (3.37) is in general a non-convex QP, as its Hessian C ⊗ C admits for
eigenvalues the product of the eigenvalues of C and C.

GW as a generalized soft graph matching problem. Interestingly, the quadratic term
in the formulation (3.36) emphasizes the close intimacy between the GW problem and the
original Graph Matching problem which itself belongs to the class of Quadratic Assignment
Problems (QAP) (Berg et al., 2005; Loiola et al., 2007; Lyzinski et al., 2015; Maron & Lipman,
2018). Indeed, Graph matching problems aim at matching two graphs of the same order,
modeled as connectivy matrices C1 and C2 in Rn×n. These types of problem are often
addressed by solving:

min
P∈Πn

‖C1P − PC2‖2 ⇔ min
P∈Πn

−2〈C1PC
>
2 ,P 〉 (3.38)

where Πn is the set of permutation matrices. One way to approximate solution of (3.38) is
to relax the combinatorial nature of the problem, by expanding the constraint set to the
convex-hull of Πn, namely the set of doubly stochastic matrices DS = {X ∈ Rn×n|X1n =
1n,X

>1n = 1n,X ≥ 0n×n} (Aflalo et al., 2015; Kezurer et al., 2015; Dym et al., 2017;
Bernard et al., 2018). As such, the GW problem between two graphs of the same order, with
uniform probability measures such that h = h = 1n/n, is equivalent to the convex relaxation
of the original Graph Matching problem. Therefore, GW can be seen as a generalization to
graphs of any order n and n, which may differ from each other, while additionally inducing a
notion of relative importance between nodes through h ∈ Σn and h ∈ Σn.

Conditional Gradient algorithm. The GW problem expressed in its classical QP form
(3.37) might be treated as a Wasserstein problem (3.4) with a non-convex quadratic regu-
larization (Ferradans et al., 2014; Flamary et al., 2014). As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the
non-convexity of the regularization motivates the use of a generic Conditional Gradient (CG)
algorithm, a.k.a Frank-Wolfe algorithm (Frank & Wolfe, 1956). The algorithm then iterates
over the 3 following steps (Vayer et al., 2019a):
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i) Compute the first-order Taylor approximation of the GW cost evaluated at current
estimate T , given by its gradient:

G(T ) = L(C,C)⊗ T +L(C>,C>)⊗ T (3.39)

ii) Find a descent-direction by minimizing the computed linearization of the problem
(3.39):

X∗ ∈ arg min
X∈U(h,h)

〈G(T ),X〉 (3.40)

which is a classical linear OT problem, with G(T ) as cost matrix, efficiently estimated
e.g using a Network Flow algorithm (see Section 3.1.3).

iii) Update the coupling estimate with a line-search between T and X∗, which comes down
to a constraint minimization of a second degree polynomial function admitting closed
form solution. We refer the reader to Section 3.3 where this step is detailed in a more
generic scenario.

While the problem is non-convex, CG is known to converge to a local stationary point with
O( 1√

t
) rate, where t denotes the number of performed iterates (Lacoste-Julien, 2016). Steps i)

and iii) have numerical complexity O(n2n+nn2) using the factorization of L given in equation
(3.35). Whereas solving linear OT problem using the Network Flow algorithm consists in
O (V E log V min{log(V ‖G‖∞), E log V }) operations at each iteration (Tarjan, 1997), where
V = n+n is the number of nodes and E = O(nn) is the number of edges. So the latter is the
theoretical bottleneck of the method, even if an efficient C++ implementation exist (Bonneel
et al., 2011; Flamary et al., 2021).

Entropic Regularization. Adapting the well-known entropic regularization of the linear
OT problem (3.13) to the GW problem may also lead to computational benefits. To this end,
Peyré et al. (2016); Solomon et al. (2016) proposed to estimate solutions to (3.36) thanks to
the following optimization problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

EGW (C,C,T )− εH(T ) := min
T∈U(h,h)

EGWε (C,C,T ) (3.41)

This is a non-convex problem which was tackled using projected gradient descent using the
KL geometry for both gradient and projection steps (Peyré et al., 2016). More precisely, this
algorithm consists in iteratively updating the estimate T following

T ← ProjDKL
U(h,h)

(
T � exp(−τ∇EGWε (C,C,T ))

)
(3.42)

where first, the projection operator relates to the equation (3.14). Then τ > 0 is the step size
of descent, and the gradient satisfies ∇EGWε (C,C,T ) = G(T ) + ε log(T ) with G(T ) given in
equation (3.39). Peyré et al. (2016) suggested to set τ = 1

ε so the algorithm iterates (3.42)
are equivalent to solve for an entropically regularized linear OT problem with ground cost
G(T ), whose steps consist in

i) Computing the gradient G(T ) of the GW objective evaluated at the current estimate
T given by equation (3.39).

ii) Updating T as the unique solution of an entropic OT problem with kernel K =
exp (−G(T )/ε) using Sinkhorn’s algorithm (Algorithm 1).

From the discussion on the theoretical complexity of the entropic linear OT solver, assuming
n = n, step (ii) can be considered as having Õ(n2

ε2 ) polylogarithmic complexity (Dvurechensky
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et al., 2018). So for well chosen precision estimation ε of a GW solution, the overall theoretical
complexity of this algorithm in O(n3) is due to the gradient computation at step (i).
Like the linear OT case, the entropy term leads to diffuse mass displacements so the resulting
regularized OT matrix is not sparse, and only approximates an unregularized OT matrix
at precision ε. Moreover a trade-off guided by ε has to be taken into account, for instance
seeking for better precision (smaller ε) might posit convergence issues as the learning rate
τ = 1/ε gets higher.

Like entropic linear OT, the GW problem can be tackled using a Proximal Point algorithm
with KL geometry. This approach comes down to endow the aforementioned Projected Gradi-
ent algorithm with adaptive learning rates, by taking as Gibbs’ kernelK = exp (−G(T )/ε)�T
at each iteration (Xu et al., 2019b).

Other GW solvers. As the complexity of the existing solvers to approximate solutions to
the GW problem remains at least cubic in the number of nodes, several recent approaches
aim at reducing this computational cost to operate on large graphs.

Mémoli (2011) first proposed to estimate GW thanks to a lower bound resulting from
decoupling the action of the OT matrix from node pairs to nodes leading to the problem:

min
T (1)∈U(h,h)

∑
kl

 min
T (2)∈U(h,h)

∑
ij

|Cik − Cjl|pT
(2)
ij

T (1)
kl (3.43)

This problem is actually a Wasserstein of Wasserstein distances between 1D empirical
distributions on the lines of C and C, such that the inner OT (over T (2)) problems can be
solved with simple sort algorithms (see special cases mentioned in Section 3.1.2).

Other approaches seek for relevant upper-bounds to the original GW problem, leading to
easier optimization problems. A first paradigm consists in imposing specific properties to the
transport plans as being of low rank, hence admitting glued transport plans as decomposition
(Scetbon et al., 2021a;b). Another one rather focuses on partitioning the structures, hardly or
softly, to split their matching into the matchings of their respective sub-graphs. This divide-
and-conquer strategy was first studied using the GW matchings to a reference structure,
namely a GW barycenter (see next Section 3.2.5). As such, a soft partitioning of both
input structures is performed simultaneously, based on which nodes of the input graphs
are assigned to one or more nodes in the reference structure (Xu et al., 2019a). Then,
Chowdhury et al. (2021) formalized and extended this divide-and-conquer strategy. As a
result, authors proposed the quantized Gromov-Wasserstein distance which can rely on any
partitioning scheme (Parés et al., 2017), while also considering node representative of the
formed sub-graphs, selected e.g using maximal Page Rank (Brin & Page, 1998), to better
reconstruct the global OT estimate from the sub-graph matchings.

A last family of methods to approximate the GW distance, further from the scope of
this manuscript than the aforementioned approaches, investigate the use of iterative random
sampling strategies that take into account both structures and coupling estimate (Vayer et al.,
2019b; Kerdoncuff et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Fatras et al., 2021b).

3.2.5 Gromov-Wasserstein barycenter

Since the GW problem induces a distance, one can also define a notion of barycenter, in the
same vein as the Wasserstein barycenters (Section 3.1.4). This GW barycenter estimation
problem was first investigated in Peyré et al. (2016) for discrete probability measures, defined
over various spaces endowed with symmetric inner costs such as undirected graphs.
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Learning the barycenter structure. Let us consider a dataset of graphs {Gi =
(Ci,hi)}i∈[[I]] seen as discrete measurable networks (Chowdhury & Mémoli, 2019), where for a
given graph, Ci is an arbitrary node pairwise connectivity matrix, and hi a probability vector
modeling the relative significance of the graph nodes. When the weighting of the barycenter
is fixed and given by λ ∈ ΣI , the GW barycenter problem in its first formulation seeks for
a target structure C ∈ Rn×n, composed on n nodes whose relative importance is fixed to
h ∈ Σn, solving

min
C∈Rn×n

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi GW2
2(Ci,hi,C,h) = min

C
min

{Ti∈U(hi,h)}i

∑
i∈[[I]]

λiEGW (Ci,C,Ti) (3.44)

This problem is non-convex in general, however the minimization sub-problem w.r.t C, with
fixed OT plans, is convex while considering p = 2 in GW. Peyré et al. (2016) proposed to
solve for problem (3.44) using a BCD procedure which alternates between two steps:

i) Solving I independent GW problems, with respective estimated OT matrices Ti, from
inputs (Ci,hi), respectively to the fixed and common target structure C.

ii) Updating C for fixed Ti using a closed form formula for this minimization sub-problem.
Indeed, the gradient w.r.t to C of the objective function in (3.44) reads as

∇C(·) = 2
∑
i∈[[I]]

λi{C � hh
> − T>i CiTi} (3.45)

so the first optimality condition leads to the update

C ←
(∑

i

λiT
>
i CiTi

)
� hh> (3.46)

assuming that the entry-wise division by hh> is well-defined, i.e that h does not have a null
entry. Otherwise one can simply update the rows and columns of C whose corresponding
nodes have non-null probability mass. Note that any solver detailed in Section 3.2.4 can be
used to solve the inherent OT problems. This GW barycenter problem has also been studied
by leveraging the Riemannian geometry of the Gromov-Wasserstein space (Chowdhury &
Needham, 2020). The estimation of GW barycenters has recently found many applications for
instance for shape interpolation, image clustering (Peyré et al., 2016), graph clustering and
partitioning (Xu, 2020), graphon estimation (Xu et al., 2021a), large-scale GW estimation
(Xu et al., 2019a) and structured graph prediction (Brogat-Motte et al., 2022).

Fully learning the barycentric measure. This first formulation of the GW barycenter
problem (3.44) enforces a fixed probability vector h to the barycentric measure, despite
being unknown in practice, which can be detrimental to certain applications, for instance
those relying on partitioning of the input structures such as in Xu et al. (2019a). In that
paper, authors use a barycenter of small order as intermediate matching, to estimate the GW
matching between large input graphs without comparing them directly (divide and conquer
strategy). In this case, the mass conservation constraint impose to get partitions of the input
structures whose proportions suit entries of h.
As such, Xu et al. (2019a) proposed heuristics to estimate these proportions directly from
degree distributions of the input measures. However the resulting estimated h is most
likely limited in many applications. For instance, it is easy to generate synthetic graphs
from well-known Stochastic Block Models whose degrees would be uncorrelated to cluster
proportions. These considerations advocate for also learning the barycenter probability vector
h, solving for the following optimization problem:
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min
C∈Rn×n,h∈Σn

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi GW2
2(Ci,hi,C,h) (3.47)

However, any first-order optimization procedure would require to compute a subgradient
of the GW distance w.r.t this parameter. To the best of our knowledge no theoretical results
existed in the literature for finding such subgradients. To this end, we provided in our paper
Vincent-Cuaz et al. (2021), fully reported in Chapter 5, a simple way to circumvent to this
limitation. Interestingly, subgradients with respect to the probability vectors involved in the
GW matching can be computed from subgradients of the well-known Wasserstein distance:

Theorem 5 (subgradient w.r.t masses of GW problem) Let (C,h) and (C,h)
be two graphs. Let T ∗ be an optimal coupling of the GW problem between (C,h), (C,h).
We define the following cost matrix M(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ =

(∑
kl(Cik − Cjl)2T ∗kl

)
ij
.

Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the following linear OT problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (3.48)

Then µ∗(T ∗) (resp. ν∗(T ∗)) is a subgradient of the function GW2
2(C, · ,C,h) (resp.

GW2
2(C,h,C · )).

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 5. The detailed proof can be found in Annex (8.1.1). A
first step to prove Theorem 5 consists in relating a solution T ∗ of the GW problem to a
solution of the Linear Program (LP) given in Equation (3.48) using (Murty, 1988, Theorem
1.12), reported in Theorem 12. Denoting µ∗(T ∗) and ν∗(T ∗) an optimal solution to the dual
problem of (3.48), we have by strong duality

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 = 〈M(T ∗),T ∗〉F = GW(C,h,C,h)

(3.49)
Then the objective is to show that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q → GW(C,C,h, q) (by
symmetry the result will be true for µ∗(T ∗)). We will do so by leveraging the weak-duality
of the GW problem as described in the next lemma:

Lemma 2 For any vectors µ ∈ Rn,ν ∈ Rm we define:

G(µ,ν) := min
T≥0
〈L(C,C)⊗ T − µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

Let T ∗ be an optimal solution of the GW problem. Consider:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (3.50)

where M(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗ T ∗. Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the prob-
lem in (3.48). If G(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0 then ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q →
GW2(C,C,h, q)

After proving Lemma 2, we conclude the proof of Theorem 5 by showing that G(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) =
0 thanks to equation (3.49), where G is defined in Lemma’s equation (2) �
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Algorithm 3 Projected Gradient Descent solver for extended GW barycenter problem
(3.47).
1: Inputs: Graphs {(Ci,hi)}, learning rates ηC and ηh.
2: repeat
3: Compute OT matrices with corresponding dual potentials (Ti,µi,νi) of independent

GW matching of (Ci,hi) and (C,h).
4: Perform the following updates ofC and h using gradients respectively given in equations

(3.45) and (3.52):

C ← C − ηC∇C and h← ProjΣn(h− ηh∇h) (3.53)

5: until convergence.

The proposition above shows that the subgradient of GW w.r.t. the probability vec-
tors can be found by solving a linear OT problem which relates to a Wasserstein dis-
tance. The ground cost M(T ∗) of this Wasserstein problem is moreover the gradient
w.r.t. the couplings of the optimal GW loss (up to a factor 2) when structure matrices
are assumed symmetric (see equation (3.39)). Theorem 5 can be equivalently written using
M(T ∗) = 1

2{L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ + L(C>,C>)⊗ T ∗}, to highlight the gradient of the GW loss in
the general case to include asymmetric structure matrices.
In practice, when the GW problem is solved with a Conditional Gradient algorithm (Section
3.2.4), the latter already requires to solve this linear OT problem at each iteration. Thus a sub-
gradient w.r.t. the weights can be extracted for free from the last iteration of the CG algorithm.

Therefore using Theorem 5, the computation of a subgradient w.r.t h of the objective
function of the extended GW barycenter problem (3.47) can be achieved, for a fixed C, using
the following primal-dual like relation:∑

i∈[[I]]
λi GW2

2(Ci,hi,C,h) =
∑
i∈[[I]]

λi
(
〈µi,hi〉+ 〈νi,h〉

)
(3.51)

where (µi,νi) are the dual potentials associated to the linear program given in equation
(3.48), for each independent GW matching between (Ci,hi) and (C,h). Note that any dual
optimum (µi,νi) is determined up to an additive constant, since for any real value x ∈ R the
pair (µi + x1ni ,νi − x1n) is also a feasible solution to the underlying linear problem (Cuturi
& Avis, 2014). As such, we consider a normalized version of νi which sums to zero, denoted
ν̃i, so that the subgradient w.r.t h reads as

∇h

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi GW2
2(Ci,hi,C,h)

 =
∑
i∈[[I]]

λiν̃i (3.52)

We then propose to solve for (3.47) using a projected (sub)gradient descent algorithm, sum-
marized in Algorithm 3. At each iteration, we first find an OT matrix Ti with corresponding
dual potential ν̃i for each GW matching from the input graph (Ci,hi) to (C,h). Then we
perform a projected gradient update of C and h, whose respective gradients are evaluated at
fixed pairs {(Ti, ν̃i)} by using the Envelope Theorem (Bonnans & Shapiro, 2000). In practice,
we suggest to use accelerated projected gradient descent using e.g. Adam optimizer (Kingma
& Ba, 2015).

Experiments on graph multi-partitioning. We briefly compare now both approaches,
namely the vanilla GW barycenter problem (3.44) and its extended version (3.47), on a simple
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GW = 0.21
ARI = 0.38

GW = 0.21
ARI = 0.46

GW = 0.12
ARI = 1.00

GW = 0.14
ARI = 1.00

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the multi-partitioning tasks performed by learning barycenters of the
simulated graphs, either fixing h to uniform (top) or estimating it (bottom). Colors are given to nodes
of the barycenter, then node colors of the input graphs are assigned by transporting colors of the
barycenter nodes according to Ti and Tj respectively.

task of graph multi-partitioning. To this end, we design synthetic datasets of 10 homogeneous
graphs with orders varying in {20, 22, ..., 38}, generated via Stochastic Block Model (SBM,
Holland et al. (1983)). Each graph is composed of two clusters in imbalanced proportions
[30%; 70%], both with intra-cluster and inter-cluster connection probabilities of 0.8 and 0.2,
respectively.

To perform the simultaneous partitioning of the generated graphs, we first estimate a
GW barycenter (C,h), either fixing h to uniform (equation (3.44)) or learning it (equation
(3.47)), with as many nodes as the true number of clusters (i.e. n = 2). Then we recover the
OT matrix Ti from each GW problem between an input graph (Ci,hi) and the estimated
barycenter (C,h), already computed during the barycenter computation. Finally, the cluster
assignment of a node j for a given graph (Ci,hi) is taken as the argmax over the ith row Ti
of the OT matrix. The quality of the multi-partitioning of the graphs is then measured by
means of Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), between the predicted cluster assignments and the
known ground truth, and taken on average over all graphs. For both barycenter problems,
we run these experiments on 5 simulated datasets, then the respective averaged ARIs and
estimated optimal loss values are reported in Table 3.2. Moreover, we provide an illustration
of the GW matchings of two simulated samples to the learned barycenters in Figure 3.6.

First, we can conclude that estimating the barycenter masses h is crucial to simultaneously
partition these graphs perfectly. As expected this approach also leads to a better overall
averaged GW reconstruction of input graphs, hence the learned representation (i.e the
barycenter) relates to a better understanding of the structures. Interestingly, the loss while
estimating weights exhibits a larger variance than while considering uniform weights. As
input graphs have a few nodes sampled from SBM, they naturally have more diversity in
their actual structures, which might explain this variance.

We postulate that our approach can also lead to improvement for the simultaneous
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Table 3.2: Graph Multi-partitioning Performances of both GW barycenter problems, namely with
fixed uniform weights (unif.) and estimated ones (est.).

GW bary. ARI loss
h unif 0.35(0.03) 2.07(0.01)
h est. 1.00(0.00) 1.39(0.09)

Figure 3.7: Illustration of an attributed graph G (left) with node features {fi}i and node locations
{xi}i. The graph is further endowed with a mass vector h = (hi)i measuring the relative significance
of its nodes. As such G can be represented by a fully supported probability measure µ over the product
space of feature (Ω, dΩ) and structure (X , c) with respective marginals µΩ and µX .

partitioning of heterogeneous graphs, as Xu et al. (2019a) studied for barycenters endowed of
fixed probability weights. In such scenario, the partitioning has to be performed recursively,
by iteratively learning a barycenter of graphs before splitting them into subgraphs.

However considering the broader paradigm of Graph Representation Learning (Chapter
2), representing graphs as a single structure like their GW barycenter might be too limiting
to perform well on down-stream tasks. As such, we proposed novel GW based Representation
Learning methods that will be developed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.3 Optimal Transport across incomparable spaces endowed
with feature information

A Large class of Graph Machine Learning problems are composed of attributed graphs,
i.e nodes, depicted by their pairwise interactions designated as structure information, and
additionally endowed with feature information. The aforementioned Gromov-Wasserstein
(Section 3.2) or Wasserstein (Section 3.1) distances, that focus solely on structures and
features, respectively, are not able to exploit jointly both information. At least not without
dedicated pre-processing schemes.
To go beyond this limitation, Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020) proposed a new OT distance that
unveils the geometric nature of the attributed graphs space, leveraging both structure and
feature information and consequently called the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance.
In the following, we detail the OT problem inherent to FGW (Section 3.3.1) and its geometric
properties (Section 3.3.2). Then we introduce solvers designed for this problem (Section 3.3.3)
and the FGW barycenter estimation.
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3.3.1 Problem statement

In the OT context, attributed graphs of finite order are a specific instance of structured
objects defined over an ambient feature metric space, denoted here (Ω, dΩ), also designated
as feature space.

Attributed graphs as discrete probability measures. Let us consider an attributed
graph G modeled as a tuple (V,E), where V = {vi}i∈[[n]] refers to its set of vertices (or nodes)
and E to its edges. In the vein of Section 3.2.1, we detail next how to model G as a fully
supported measure illustrated in Figure 3.7.
First, assume the existence of an application s : V → X mapping a vertex vi ∈ V from
the graph to its structure representation xi = s(vi) in a structure space (X , c) where X is
assumed to be a Polish space, and c : X × X → R is a measurable cost function quantifying
the connectivity between the nodes in the graph. Second, we associate each vertex vi ∈ V to
a feature fi = a(vi) belonging to the feature space (Ω, dΩ), via a labeling function a : V → Ω.
Both mappings allow the graph to be entirely represented by a fully support probabil-
ity measure over the product of the structure (X , c) and feature (Ω, dΩ) spaces, as µ =∑
i∈[[n]] hiδ(xi,fi). For conciseness, we summarize node pairwise structural relations in the

matrix C = (c(xi,xj))i,j∈[[n]] ∈ Rn×n, and node features in F = (fi)i∈[[n]] ∈ Rn×d, assuming
Ω ⊂ Rd. Therefore the measure µ assigned to the graph G is encoded as the tuple (C,F ,h).

The Fused Gromov-Wasserstein problem. We now consider any pair of graphs G
and G, of any order n and n, with measures µ and µ respectively encoded as (C,F ,h)
and (C,F ,h). The Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) problem relates to a soft graph
matching problem associating pairs of structure and feature points, with similar connectivities
within each structure pair and with similar features. The FGW problem defined up to a
trade-off parameter α ∈ [0, 1], weighting linearly the importance of the structure and feature
information in the graph matching, reads as follow

FGWp
p,α(µ, µ) = FGWp

p,α(C,F ,h,C,F ,h)
= min
T∈U(h,h)

〈αL(C,C)p ⊗ T + (1− α)Dp(F ,F ),T 〉

= min
T∈U(h,h)

∑
ijkl

{α|Cij − Ckl|p + (1− α)dpΩ(fi,fk)}TikTjl
(3.54)

for any p ∈ N∗6. Where L(C,C) is the 4D tensor involved in the objective of the GW problem
(3.34), and D(F ,F ) = (dΩ(fi,f j))i,j∈[[n]]×[[n]] is the pairwise distance between features of
both matched graphs.
The objective function in problem (3.54) consists in a convex combination, guided by α, of
the GW cost (3.34) between structures C and C and a linear OT cost (3.8) between node
feature matrices F and F . To simply ensure the existance of an OT matrix, one can assume
both L and D to be bounded. Then, the OT matrix T minimizing equation (3.54) performs
the desired soft attributed graph matching, by simultaneously handling minimizations of the
structure transport distortion through the GW loss and of the transport of node features
F and F seen as point clouds in the metric space (Ω, dΩ). The latter metric dΩ can be
adapted to the feature nature of the matched graphs, for instance it can be taken as the
euclidean norm to compare continuous features of Rd or as the Hamming distance if features
are discrete.

6A more generic formulation of the FGW problem can be found Definition 3.5.7 of Vayer et al. (2020)
where fused ground costs are considered with exponents q ≥ 1, namely

(
α|Cij − Ckl|p + (1− α)dpΩ(fi, fk)

)q.
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3.3.2 Fused Gromov-Wasserstein properties

We now develop the properties of the matching cost resulting from the FGW problem (3.54).
Combining the studies of Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020) and Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019), we
detail invariants of the problem for any inner costs over structures for which the matching
problem is well-defined, before formalizing its resulting metric properties.

Invariants of the FGW problem. At first, Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020) introduced the Fused
Gromov-Wasserstein problem to operate on graphs whose structures are depicted by metric
inner costs. As the FGW and GW problems are closely related by definition, the generalization
of GW to measurable networks endowed with any structure representation investigated in
Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019) can also be envisioned for the FGW problem (Section 3.2.3).
Actually as such an adaptation is rather straigth-forward, we detail in the following the
properties of the FGW problem between any discrete measurable attributed networks, whose
inner structure costs might be metric or non-metric ones, hence also potentially asymetric.

First, the aforementioned strong isomorphism (Definition 1) relation stating invariance to
nodes permutation of unattributed graphs now reads as follows:

Definition 3 (Strong isomorphism between attributed graphs) Two measurable at-
tributed graphs (X ×Ω, c, µ) and (X ×Ω, c, µ) with finite orders n and n, respectively modeled
as (C,F ,h) and (C,F ,h), are said to be strongly isomorphic if and only if there exists a
permutation matrix P ∈ Rn×n such that

C = PCP>, F = PF and h = Ph. (3.55)

Second, the relaxation to non-metric inner structure costs allowing multiple nodes to
have the same incoming and outgoing edge weights, and also the same node features, induces
that such nodes can be merged or split without information loss. This idea is formalized with
the notion of weak isomorphism:

Definition 4 (Weak isormorphism between attributed graphs) Two measurable at-
tributed graphs (X × Ω, cX , µX ) and (Y × Ω, cY , µY) are weakly isomorphic if there exists
(Z × Ω, cZ , µZ) with supp(µZ) = Z and measurable maps φ : Z × Ω→ (φ1, φ2) ∈ X × Ω and
ψ : Z × Ω→ (ψ1, ψ2) ∈ Y × Ω such that for all (z, fz), (z′, f ′z) ∈ Z × Ω,

i) cZ(z, z′) = cX (φ1(z), φ1(z′)) = cY(ψ1(z), ψ1(z′)).

ii) dΩ(fz, f ′z) = dΩ(φ1(fz), φ1(f ′z)) = dΩ(ψ1(fz), ψ1(z′)).

ii) φ#µZ = µX and ψ#µZ = µY .

So the weak isomorphism still relates to a "tripod structure" including, both weakly isomorphic
attributed graphs (X × Ω, cX , µX ) and (Y × Ω, cY , µY), and a canonical graph representation
(Z ×Ω, cZ , µZ) resulting from the aggregation of weakly isomorphic nodes of both inputs. As
for unattributed graphs, this notion of isomorphism is mostly relevant for non-metric inner
structure costs, as for metric ones strong and weak isomorphisms are equivalent, which can
be easily deduce from the proof of Sturm (2012), Lemma 1.10.

Metric properties of FGW. The Fused Gromov-Wasserstein problem acts as a generaliza-
tion of the Wasserstein and Gromov-Wasserstein problems other many aspects. The fact that
FGW exhibits metric or pseudo-metric properties is one. The next Theorem aims at unifying
FGW metric properties mostly addressed in Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020) for metric inner
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structure costs that we genelarize to non-metric ones following recent findings of Chowdhury
& Mémoli (2019)7:

Theorem 6 (Metric properties of FGW) Let (X × Ω, cX , µX ) and (Y × Ω, cY , µY)
two measurable attributed networks. For any p ∈ N∗ and α ∈ [0, 1],

i) FGWp
p,α is symmetric and positive.

ii) FGWp
p,α(µX , µY) = 0 if and only if (X ×Ω, cX , µX ) and (Y × Ω, cY , µY) are weakly

isomorphic.

iii) if cX and cY are metrics, then FGWp,α(µX , µY) = 0 if and only if (X ×Ω, cX , µX )
and (Y × Ω, cY , µY) are strongly isomorphic.

iv) FGWp
p,α satisfies the triangle inequality if p = 1 and a relaxed triangle inequality

for p > 1. So for any measurable attributed network (Z × Ω, cZ , µZ) we have for
any p ∈ N∗:

FGWp
p,α(µX , µY) ≤ 2p−1{FGWp

p,α(µX , µZ) + FGWp
p,α(µZ , µY)} (3.56)

Proof of Theorem 6. The positiveness and the symmetry in (i) are rather straightforward.
Then, we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 3.2 in Vayer et al. (2019a) for the relaxed
triangle inequality (ii). A detailed inspection of the proof confirms that this property is
independent of any metric-like assumptions over inner structure costs, so Theorem 3.2 (Vayer
et al., 2019a) can be extended to non-metric costs cX , cY and cX , as Chowdhury & Mémoli
(2019) did for non-attributed networks. Finally, (iii) and (iv) can be easily deduced from
coupling Theorem 3.2 of Vayer et al. (2019a) and Theorem 18 of Chowdhury & Mémoli (2019).
�

Theorem 6 endows the space of all measurable attributed networks over (Ω, dΩ) with
a topology induced by Fused Gromov-Wasserstein distances. Similarly than for GW, this
assertion holds if both structure and feature measurable costs are finite, hence reducing the
space to measurable attributed networks with finite "sizes" (Vayer, 2020, Definition 3.5.2).
As such, Theorem 4 on the metric (resp. pseudo-metric) nature of Gromov-Wasserstein, over
quotient spaces induced by the notion of strong isomorphism (resp. weak isomorphism),
can be extended to Fused Gromov-Wasserstein if p = 1, otherwise if p > 1 their respective
semi-metric relaxations have to be taken into account (see Theorem 6, iv)).
Interestingly, the space of all measurable metric networks doted of the topology induced by
the FGW distance also allows the definition of constant speed geodesic (Vayer et al., 2020,
Theorem 3.6).

3.3.3 Solving Fused Gromov-Wasserstein problems

We detail now the optimization problem inherent to the FGW distance (3.21) between
measurable attributed networks of finite support, before describing solvers used to estimate
solutions of the problem, which are closely related to those for the GW distance (Section
3.2.4).
We respectively encode attributed graphs, as tuples (C,F ,h) ∈ Rn×n × Rn×d × Σn and
(C,F ,h) ∈ Rn×n × Rn ×d × Σn. In general, the optimization problem inherent to the FGW
distance (3.54) is a non-convex quadratic program which inherits its non-convexity and its

7Notice that for various OT problems such as GW and FGW, the triangle inequality can be proved from
the relaxed triangle inequality as stated in assertion iv), over the loss function taken with exponent p. The
proof is analogous to the one of the Minkowski inequality via Hölder’s inequality.
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Algorithm 4 Conditional Gradient algorithm for FGW estimation
1: Inputs: input graph (C,F ,h), target graph (C,F ,h), trade-off parameter α.
2: repeat
3: Compute the gradient ∇T EFGWα evaluated at current estimate T using equation (3.61).
4: Compute the descent-direction X, solving for the linear OT problem (3.40) with cost

matrix ∇T EFGWα

5: Optimal Line-search step using Algorithm 5: denoting Z(γ) = T + γ(X − T ) =
T + γ∆ T ,

γ? = arg min
γ∈(0,1)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,Z(γ)) = arg min
γ∈(0,1)

aγ2 + bγ + c (3.59)

with

a = −2α〈C∆TC>,∆T 〉F
b = 〈(1− α)D(F ,F ) + αcC,C ,∆T 〉F − 2α{〈CXC>,T 〉F + 〈CTC>,X〉F }

(3.60)

6: T ← Z(γ∗)
7: until convergence

computational complexity from the GW loss. As such the specific case p = 2, also benefits
from the advantageous factorization of the tensor-matrix multiplication given in equation
(3.35), calculable within O(n2n + n2n) operations (Peyré et al., 2016, proposition 1). In
this scenario, the FGW distance between (C,F ,h) and (C,F ,h) can be expressed for any
α ∈ [0, 1] as

FGW2
2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ,h) = min

T∈U(h,h)
〈αcC,C + (1− α)D(F ,F ),T 〉F − 2α〈CTC>,T 〉F

= min
T∈U(h,h)

EFGWα

(
C,F ,C,F ,T

)
(3.57)

where EFGWα refers to the FGW cost evaluated in any admissible coupling T . Then the
problem (3.57) admits as equivalent classical QP formulation:

min
T∈U(h,h)

1
2vec(T )>Qαvec(T ) + vec(αcC,C + (1− α)D(F ,F ))>vec(T ) (3.58)

with Qα = −4αC⊗KC emphasizing that the FGW problem (3.57) is in general a non-convex
QP, as its Hessian is the same for the GW problem up to a trade-off factor α, resulting from
the inclusion of feature information.

Adapting GW solvers to FGW ones. Exactly like the GW problem, the FGW problem
expressed in its classical QP form (3.58) can be treated as a Wasserstein problem with a
non-convex quadratic regularization (Ferradans et al., 2014; Flamary et al., 2014). As such,
most algorithms based on first-order derivatives of the GW cost EGW will be adapted to the
FGW cost EFGWα by simply changing the gradient computation step to the adequate one:

∇T EFGWα = α∇T EGW + (1− α)∇T EW

= α{L(C,C)⊗ T +L(C>,C>)⊗ T }+ (1− α)D(F ,F )
(3.61)
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Algorithm 5 Line-search for any second order polynom aγ2 + bγ + c.
1: Inputs: coefficients a and b.
2: If a > 0: γ∗ ← min

(
1,max

(
0, −b2a

))
3: Else if a+ b < 0 : γ∗ ← 1.
4: Else: γ∗ ← 0.

For instance, the Projected Gradient descent (PGD) algorithm proposed in Peyré et al. (2016)
to solve for the entropically regularized GW problem (3.41) with iterates given by equation
(3.42), comes down for FGW to

i) Compute the gradient ∇T EFGWα (T ) evaluated at current estimate T .

ii) Update T using Sinkhorn Algorithm 1 with kernel K = exp
(
−∇T EFGWα (T )/ε

)
where ε > 0 is the entropic regularization coefficient. FGW also admits as exact solver related
to the PGD, a Proximal Point algorithm, using the KL geometry, which comes down to
consider adaptive learning rates through the Gibbs’ kernel K = exp

(
−∇T EFGWα (T )/ε

)
� T

at each iteration (Xu et al., 2019b).
Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020) originally proposed to use an exact Conditional Gradient (CG)

solver allowing estimated solution to be sparse. The solver is detailed in Algorithm 4, which
resembles the one for GW. To complete previous explanations given in Section 3.2.4, we detail
the line-search step. It comes down to solving for the constraint minimization problem (3.59),
whose objective function can be expressed as a second degree polynomial function in γ with
coefficients given in equation (3.60). This problem admits closed form solutions computed
using the Algorithm 5. Let us mention that one can recover the detailed intermediate steps
of the Conditional Gradient solver for GW, simply setting α = 1 in Algorithm 4.

To conclude on the OT solvers for the FGW problem, the complexity of the existing
solvers to approximate solutions results from the GW term whose computation remains at
least cubic in the number of nodes. But the recent approaches detailed in Section 3.2.4 can
also be adapted to the FGW problem to reduce its computational complexity, e.g Scetbon
et al. (2021a); Xu et al. (2019a); Chowdhury et al. (2021).

3.3.4 Fused Gromov-Wasserstein barycenter

Since FGW has metric properties, Vayer et al. (2019a; 2020) proposed a notion of FGW
barycenter as a Fréchet mean of attributed graphs. Authors demonstrated the relevance of
this approach e.g. on graph denoising and the clustering of graphs and the nodes of the
graphs. Then in the vein of the GW barycenter problems (Section 3.2.5), we detail next
the FGW barycenter problem, first as introduced by fixing the barycentric distribution to
arbitrary probability weights h ∈ Σn(Vayer et al., 2019a), then while additionally learning
h ∈ Σn thanks to a novel result adapted from Theorem 5 to compute sub-gradients w.r.t.
this parameter (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2021).

Learning the FGW barycenter support. We consider a dataset of attributed graphs
{Gi = (Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[[I]] seen as discrete measures (Section 3.3.1). When the weighting of the
barycenter is fixed and given by λ ∈ ΣI , the FGW barycenter problem in its first formulation
seeks for target structure matrix C ∈ Rn×n and feature matrix, composed on n nodes whose
relative importance is fixed to h ∈ Σn, solving for

min
C∈Rn×n,F∈Rn×d

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi FGW2
2,α(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ,h) (3.62)
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This problem is non-convex in general, however for fixed transport matrices {Ti}i, the block-
minimization sub-problems w.r.t C and F are convex while considering FGW2,α. Vayer et al.
(2019a) then proposed to solve for problem (3.62) adapting the BCD procedure for GW of
Peyré et al. (2016) to FGW as follow:

i) Solving I independent FGW problem for a target structure C and node features F
with respective estimated OT matrices Ti.

ii) Updating C,F for fixed Ti using closed form formulas for both minimization sub-
problems w.r.t C and F . As the gradient w.r.t C of the FGW cost satisfies ∇CEFGWα =
α∇CE

GW whose latter is given by equation (3.45), then C admits the close form update
already given in equation (3.46). Then the update w.r.t F can be computed e.g with
Equation 8 of Cuturi & Doucet (2014):

F ← diag(1n � h)
∑
i∈[[I]]

λiT
>
i Fi (3.63)

Fully learning the FGW barycenter measure. This first formulation of the FGW
barycenter problem (3.62) enforces an a priori unknown probability vector h to the barycentric
measure, which can be detrimental to certain applications. For instance, those relying on the
simultaneous partitioning of input structures and node features, such as Xu et al. (2019a) one,
previously described for GW in Section 3.2.5. To this end we proposed to learn this target
distribution h ∈ Σn, adapting Theorem 5 to the FGW distance, which provides sub-gradients
w.r.t. the probability weights for the GW problem. Similarly than for GW, a subgradient
for FGW weights can be derived from subgradients of the well-known Wasserstein distance:

Theorem 7 (subgradient w.r.t masses of FGW ) Let (C, ,F ,h) and (C,F ,h) be
two attributed graphs. Let T ∗ be an optimal coupling of the FGW problem between
(C,F ,h), (C,F ,h). We define the following cost matrix M(T ∗) := αL(C,C)⊗ T ∗ +
(1−α)D(F ,F ) =

(
α
∑
kl(Cik − Cjl)2T ∗kl + (1− α)‖Fi,: − F j,:‖22

)
ij
. Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)

be the dual variables of the following linear OT problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (3.64)

Then µ∗(T ∗) (resp. ν∗(T ∗)) is a subgradient of the function FGW2
2,α(C,F , ·,C,F ,h)

(resp. FGW2
2,α(C,F ,h,C,F , ·)).

Proof of Theorem 7. The detailed proof can be found in Annex 8.1.2 and follows an analog
scheme than the proof for GW given in 8.1.1. �

The ground cost M(T ∗) of this Wasserstein problem is moreover the gradient w.r.t. the
couplings of the optimal FGW loss (up to a factor 2 for the term from the GW loss) when
structure matrices are assumed symmetric. Theorem 7 can also be equivalently written using
M(T ∗) = α

2 {L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ +L(C>,C>)⊗ T ∗}+ (1− α)D(F ,F ), to highlight the gradient
of the FGW loss in the general case to include asymmetric structure matrices.
Note that in practice the FGW problem is solved with a CG algorithm which already re-
quires to solve this linear OT problem at each iteration. In this way, after convergence, the
gradient w.r.t. the weights can be extracted for free from the last iteration of the CG algorithm.
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Then, one can endow the FGW barycenter problem of a learnable barycentric probability
vector h, solving for the following optimization problem:

min
C,F ,h

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi FGW2
2,α(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ,h) (3.65)

Therefore using Theorem 7, the computation of a sub-gradient w.r.t h of the objective
function in problem (3.65) can be achieved, for fixed C and F , using the following primal-dual
like relation: ∑

i∈[[I]]
λi FGW2

2,α(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ,h) =
∑
i∈[[I]]

λi
(
〈µi,hi〉+ 〈νi,h〉

)
(3.66)

where (µi,νi) are the dual centered potentials (Section 3.2.5) associated to the linear program
given in equation (3.64), for each independent FGW matching between (Ci,Fi,hi) and
(C,F ,h). Then the sub-gradient w.r.t h reads as

∇h

∑
i∈[[I]]

λi FGW2
2,α(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ,h)

 =
∑
i∈[[I]]

λiνi (3.67)

So as for GW, we propose to solve for (3.65) using a projected (sub)gradient descent algorithm,
adapting the previously detailed Algorithm 3. At each iteration, we first find an OT matrix Ti
with corresponding dual potential ν̃i for each FGW matching from the input graph (Ci,Fi,hi)
to (C,F ,h). Then we perform a projected gradient update of C, F and h, whose respective
gradients are evaluated at fixed pairs {(Ti, ν̃i)} by using the Envelope Theorem (Bonnans &
Shapiro, 2000)

3.4 Conclusion
We introduced in this chapter, the various OT distances that can be used to operate on
graphs potentially endowed with node attributes. First, the Wasserstein distances (Section
3.1) may be of use to compare graphs modeled as point clouds omitting the graph topology.
Then the Gromov-Wasserstein (GW, Section 3.2) and Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW,
Section 3.2) distances provide an interpretable way to compare graphs while taking into
account their respective structure information, and jointly with their feature information if
graphs also have node features.

These latter OT problems dedicated to graphs have shown seminal promising results on
Graph Representation Learning thanks to the estimation of barycentric measures, either
using the GW (Section 3.2.5) or FGW (Section 3.3.4) distances (Peyré et al., 2016; Vayer
et al., 2019a; Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2021). The next chapters, namely Chapters 4-5-6, aim at
developing novel (F)GW based models where the computation of dedicated (F)GW target
measures will be central to enhance desired properties of the learned representation, such as
interpretability or discriminatory capacity.
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This chapter presents the results from the paper Vincent-Cuaz et al. (2022c) which
focuses on Graph Representation Learning in the context of supervised machine learning
at the instance-level. From the observation of a dataset of several graphs assigned to
classes (classification task) or values to predict (regression task), the goal is to learn graph
representations which are discriminant with respect to these assignments.

The two most effective ways to address this problem nowadays are:

i) By designing kernels or discriminant similarity functions from distances or divergences
between graphs as detailed in section 2.1.

ii) By learning in an end-to-end fashion a vector representation of a graph, coming from the
aggregation of its node embeddings learned through a message-passing (see subsection
2.2) scheme which implicitly encodes the structural/topological information of the
graph.

We propose in this work a novel point of view, which places distances to some learnable graph
templates at the core of the graph representation. This distance embedding is constructed
thanks to the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance. We postulate that the vector of
FGW distances to a set of template graphs can have a strong discriminative power, which is
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then fed to a non-linear classifier for final predictions. Distance embedding can be seen as a
new pooling layer, and can leverage on existing message passing techniques to learn sensible
feature representations. Interestingly enough, in our work the optimal set of template graphs
is also learnt in an end-to-end fashion by differentiating through this layer. After describing
the corresponding learning procedure, we empirically validate our claim on several synthetic
and real life graph classification datasets, where our method is competitive or surpasses kernel
and GNN state-of-the-art approaches. We complete our experiments by an ablation study
and a sensitivity analysis to parameters.

4.1 Introduction
Attributed graphs are characterized by i) the relationships between the nodes of the

graph (structural or topological information) and ii) some specific features or attributes
endowing the nodes themselves. Learning from those data is ubiquitous in many research
areas (Battaglia et al., 2018), e.g. image analysis (Harchaoui & Bach, 2007; Bronstein et al.,
2017), brain connectivity (Ktena et al., 2017), biological compounds (Jumper et al., 2021) or
social networks (Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015), to name a few. Various methodologies
detailed in the chapter 2 approach the inherent complexity of those data, such as signal
processing (Shuman et al., 2013), Bayesian and kernel methods on graphs (Perrin et al., 2003;
Ng et al., 2018; Kriege et al., 2020) or more recently Graph Neural Networks (GNN) (Wu
et al., 2020) in the framework of the geometric deep learning (Bronstein et al., 2017; 2021b).

We are interested in this work in the classification of attributed graphs at the instance
level. One existing approach consists in designing kernels that leverage topological properties
of the observed graphs (Borgwardt & Kriegel, 2005; Feragen et al., 2013; Gärtner et al., 2003;
Shervashidze et al., 2009) (see Section 2.1). For instance, the popular Weisfeiler-Lehman
(WL) kernel (Shervashidze et al., 2011) iteratively aggregates for each node the features of
its k-hop neighborhood (Section 2.1.2). Alternative approaches aim at learning vectorial
representations of the graphs that can encode the graph structure (see Section 2.2). In this
domain, GNN lead to state-of-the-art performances with end-to-end learnable embeddings
(Wu et al., 2020). At a given layer, these architectures typically learn the node embeddings
via local permutation-invariant transformations aggregating its neighbour features (Gori
et al., 2005b; Maron et al., 2019b; Kipf & Welling, 2016; Hamilton et al., 2017; Xu et al.,
2019c). In order to obtain a representation of the whole graph suitable for classification,
GNNs finally operate a pooling (Knyazev et al., 2019; Mesquita et al., 2020) of the node
embeddings, either global (e.g summation over nodes (Xu et al., 2019c)), or hierarchical (e.g
by iteratively clustering nodes (Zhang et al., 2018; Ying et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019)).

Another line of works targets the construction of meaningful distances that integrate
simultaneously the structural and feature information, and that are based on optimal transport
(OT) (Villani, 2009; Peyré & Cuturi, 2019), as detailed in Chapter 3. Originally designed to
compare probability distributions based on a geometric notion of optimality, OT allows defining
very general loss functions between various objects, modeled as probability distributions. In
a nutshell, it proceeds by constructing a coupling between the distributions that minimizes a
specific cost. Some approaches dealing with graphs rely on non-parametric models that first
embed the graphs into a vectorial space and then match them via OT (Nikolentzos et al.,
2017; Togninalli et al., 2019; Kolouri et al., 2021; Maretic et al., 2019). Recently Chen et al.
(2020a) proposed the OT-GNN model, that embeds a graph as a vector of the Wasserstein
distances between the nodes’ embeddings (after GNN pre-processing) and learnt point clouds,
acting as templates.

Building further from OT variants, the Gromov-Wasserstein (GW) distance (see Sec-
tion 3.2) directly handles graphs through the symmetric matrix C that encodes the dis-
tance/similarity between each pair of nodes (e.g. adjacency, shortest path), and the weight
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<latexit sha1_base64="YSz8nRG5S4UwQpbWl8E8zQevEOI=">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</latexit>

Ci

<latexit sha1_base64="OrSMsMRrgHUPt/ZL1U4UtrGUmv0=">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</latexit>

Fi

<latexit sha1_base64="52qryXZ9OghUodYk+eRsHmqRIww=">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</latexit>

hi

<latexit sha1_base64="RknzooFXxck0ORZ4t/7xvKulIdA=">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</latexit>

�u

<latexit sha1_base64="rYFUUt5LlnvCPqGI2EDkWrhL61g=">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 NVsZwgZsjfpxORfBef1skCM1YuYc6R9bhBdBe87T1+p3XvD9VJy+7xWn0ZUuQi0Qc5YW+B1D1Z4LuW9TMFJl008KnvLv733cPLt3tNbgCbafXf7Jtv9V13+qJvXFpVVDPNGe5U2F7JrllFNdOcG2ZMZt+FlzuGjzjtsI9UgfKd5Ows16B2XQLl2x8/xdN0ty6Bcut6LJ1U2XU9bnRatQ0Snyb5bt5uk2kP9LgBc2+50rOt/zD/n99eWau/ra0/HK631z5rf/5sfeWbDf4m9+vkA/JPWAHTN3e+gbmqSw7wHO5n8gv5tf11u9cetX9k0Jdf4px3ifLTLv4PsB47Tw==</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="GU+tiJiCE5VUyONg5Z7jrmBQoPc=">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</latexit>

RK

<latexit sha1_base64="0Ie7h7Q8L/CPqIfLYzL2JCgwdac=">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</latexit>

MLP

<latexit sha1_base64="aG5qbHFsPyn7xKdSoxT8SDbwWDE=">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</latexit>

ŷi

<latexit sha1_base64="euOTlG/XJAK7zfNOlgSwY0tG2cE=">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</latexit>

 v

<latexit sha1_base64="fMtauA/v2TnZ5TQRUTLnVTd0mJ8=">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</latexit>

(Ci,�u(Fi),hi)

<latexit sha1_base64="33mI/TWIjbvM5CmCVhFsCPHuLPY=">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</latexit>

(CK ,FK ,hK)

<latexit sha1_base64="icEG+7OXYFdUBHK4KStEopr5Gls=">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</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="GU+tiJiCE5VUyONg5Z7jrmBQoPc=">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</latexit>

(C1,F1,h1)

<latexit sha1_base64="fQfEnL9/toqGNpEBg82nAgWovUk=">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</latexit>

(C2,F2,h2)

<latexit sha1_base64="idsXkJbLGaZc5sY9iADI5Avvhng=">AAAu33icrVpLbyPHEW47seOsX+sEyCUXxvICtrGmJW0M54EFvNKuKHulNVdvrbQWOMMhOdAMOZ4ZSqIInnMLcs3Rf8a5xsf8g/hfuLq6m9M9/ZogFiFppvr7qqurq6tfDLIkLsrV1f+88uovfvna679649d33nzr7Xfevfveb46KyTQPo8Nwkkzyk6BXREk8jg7LuEyikyyPemmQRMfB5SYtP76K8iKejA/KWRa9THvDcTyIw14Joou7f/3gPJ3lUX/+4fkEcFTN/HxzcbF+X3rfqr2P4P2jxQcXd1dW26v409If1vjDCuE/3cl7v/uenJM+mZCQTElKIjImJTwnpEcK+JyRNbJKMpC9JHOQ5fAUY3lEFuQOcKeAigDRA+kl/B3C2xmXjuGd6iyQHUItCfzmwGyRe8CZAC6HZ1pbC8unqJlKbbrnqJPaNoP/AdeVgrQkI5D6eALZlEfbUpIB+RO2IYY2ZSihrQu5lil6hVreklpVgoYMZPS5D+U5PIfIFH5uIafAtlPf9rD8v4ikUvoecuyU/Oi0svJuglZeAuoh8HLAR+T+UlrhHoL3El46RV69jNVwH54n8LlEb+WoeYItG0s1UO+MoE9Yi2kLBhghdxw2H0B0Ud4A9I0ln9oZA/TSGP0V87gK4DmA0sTBnMPfHPtjhPF748TSls+wH0snLgCPZFASk1vPeCjRYw/JOkhT8GgLfVqiPFXkCXquVGQ51DAEyyvpS2xRhOwI+2DmtDQENhu9EY4/O/Ka+2mAdbqQN8qIbj7umo9sH5LqSz09WWCsZM7+YZktx1739WIIPZJxCcuJGR8LdIy746oAeeD1rC/juEZHjDk3QWYGFg2WthY/gz/PEDPDGH2I9WQYVwHGYIy+KTAeSrRkCKgxju1IKgmhrESL5PxE56AYJAPUW0hZSZXVcwzLADHPV1Sv6IMe6OzzMpZRWWYO+dhlnBikbf7mHuuBJ9Yy+E/9neDIFv6mbb9Gz0bYfpr952BXxHsrRl9RHy1A/tgot+tR36mGg5rEzg3xOUfWJj5P0IdspnK1VIzlEueFBNt6D/LUCDNaRv5CPoVPiDPgGLxLdQ9BkoEO+l/n2+sqMb6maFnuGV8s4mn+cI+UOcbTEO2KG2QRhs6wbMpXSxPsQ3fEsFmTtaDwzIamfFpFSSSVUf/PsI/62Hfb0Oe7ZAefacQ/AOyDZftdOsT8X9fyOfkzfD6DkjUlgkKcb1Ls1T7gzhVLzvhsTuU2a1tkBXX6tVa2ufRWKFmzS/cEvDHAVp7zVUyO0Uh1ivXqfImq+sym74qwVV2f6xSxTfP8HKXutgr+wMgfePnHiDRxj73cF1buCy93F+fVpMZmsjmU+vh7Tv5eA77N9r0GUXCF2cQXBUcc5Y+Cp3zkuLQxzMKZA9R1yD3jrshmQ8BR9hEjj3cxWvzRmTs0DnFkR3z2aqYzxxYNnWO7ym6yziqfnSurD9Z6yu4vV4/0TUYtFDZbsbi5AqMyI77iT3BudvFVpKrltkH9t1L9Mncf14+ph12h1Jp3MB4DeHfzZZyqga0wfNZXKJVdNLK+UKyX+WWj2ktL7UNsla/2CqWyk4a+S6y+S3EHYGemOH7VFvd5XrPNLTK2g7gMvLeoyTuOWjsauljq+Wa5kpV1FQ5tNtaVpPPKoPPKq7PO6vHMQf3RQl/XR7lcHngzU4a7ADar6P4Wfq3XUp0sMBbbg5TKmYPOyjAP3nCOfdYQOFMO7Dj7lcq73OI7NeZI8czI0Ca5fKiVd7hPKkxHwzzRME80zPFyxjetAo4NfttxMnaMfnrm5DwzciLF8kiz43pZbopXdi4zNMTklaL3Siu/UcpvtPKZUj7Tyo+U8iOt/LHWK481zIaG2dAwuxpmV8Nsa5htDZNrmNzgszpG99tUw0w1zFMN89TQ8ycK4kTTcqqUnxoiVC7f0cr3tOwSLFetKvKRZK+aix4Z0BtW9IYB/ZUV/ZUB3bWiuwb0Jm+T3spN41jrWvEm7c+t6OdG7YdGuw+NWLYbq+dxJtUtKXGtqmJLHr8qkp2BmexosmLehM/XsKJaKHWVWF9V1kxHB7OqXc8nHOHb/U3AKzGU7tS0Feg/uZzuDooG9n1taONckrv5AayXTbvB2wbMayPz2su8se5Bb7zcyMqNvNyZlTvzcm+tXL+nCivX37+plZt6ud9aud96uQme1vn25gLl1tVxnll0vPwjJ//Iy3/i5IvVle+sgu6tUjynZmflVFbfLdq4MT89qEZojKM0Jm14b3tbMAB5D28z2Yk8O/9gOje9EZRKjBuLF04aRKKsZ2bRc+rVw05mMn6zOsTznJJr6y53YDZ2l6SWmrsN4qA+FgKp/1051jSGNr28zDr+MmkOtbH3EaXbu++td8gzM5uRXMhrwr6vQNE+bLHUu99Ac473zIKxR75sxBry3u3gqtiFfMx9Q29+EunEwu7NMbf9Av6OvT6McfaNcSXCTtRCDyPEuduXMQXK1/sFjhERAdW8Xsl97S0x6+jxF/CcecHj8ENC19bf8FnhI++8QGfgwjoKd7yWMUnGfSqeXYwTzE5ybez7DJdK3mJrRnYjOcJ82ecZZo45JiTitvIMVy/0WfQLPUu9B1pa8Dnn982MI24TPybiTLXCie91sO8kjJaIeaPbGmpdD88I1B6u5Iyf40rQriP1xpxA+fVdkqjB+b5AsbN2t0Y5cjOULwwxXZW4R8UAZ4rq9HuAUdzs/JzNm5S9vjw7n2IpbQ2bhaoepLPFGbxRrF83jTPanqFiHY2zP6AWKqHPL2vRSucz8+mKaQd34jyPOTEwTp2MUwPjhZPxwsDYdjK2DYxHToZpj75v3UfvG9Csf3wnhAxl2s0eOO07MNQ4wdhx1SbvxapT7Qnmp4jzq/s/9xigJ5sRz2RVLCeIGfLv04lIvo9P62SBGSuXMBfI2moQ3QVve4/faT34v+qkZQ94rb4MKXKR6IOcsG+B1D1Z4Hct62cKTLpo4FPfXfz/dg8v3+41uQFsptV/s2++1Xfd6Yu+cWlVUc00Z7hTYXslu2YV1UxzbpgxmX2XXu4YPuK0wz5SBcp3krO7XIPadQmUb3/8DE/T3boEyq1rSzqpsuvaanRatQMSnyb5bt5uk2kPtNWAub9c6dnWf5j/L+6urNW/ra0/HK231/7Y/uz5+soXG/yb3G+Q35P3YQW8Rj4nX8Bc1SWHYMV35F/k3+SHdq/9t/bf2/9g0Fdf4ZzfEuWn/c+fABRtSp0=</latexit>

FGW↵

<latexit sha1_base64="dV+a/5oLylDEuCfIyW4ISp1A2l4=">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</latexit>

FGW↵

<latexit sha1_base64="dV+a/5oLylDEuCfIyW4ISp1A2l4=">AAAuu3icrVrrbuPGFZ6kTZpuc9lNgPZH/6hxFkiKrWJ7G6QoYCBr71pu1t5offfaG0OkKIk1KTEkZVsW9DT5275G3iFvkLxFz5yZEWc4NwaNBdvUme87c+bMmTM3BlkSF+Xq6o9vvPmb37719u/e+f29P7z73vsf3H/w4XExmeZhdBROkkl+GvSKKInH0VEZl0l0muVRLw2S6CS42qLlJ9dRXsST8WE5y6LXaW84jgdx2CtBdHn/T59cbHdOLucX6SyP+vOLXpKNeovFJ5f3V1bbq/jT0h/W+MMK4T/dyYM//kAuSJ9MSEimJCURGZMSnhPSIwV8zskaWSUZyF6TOchyeIqxPCILcg+4U0BFgOiB9Ar+DuHbOZeO4TvVWSA7hFoS+M2B2SIPgTMBXA7PtLYWlk9RM5XadM9RJ7VtBv8DrisFaUlGIPXxBLIpj7alJAPyD2xDDG3KUEJbF3ItU/QKtbwltaoEDRnI6HMfynN4DpEp/NxCToFtp77tYflPiKRS+j3k2Cn52Wll5d0ErbwC1AbwcsBH5NFSWuE2wHsJL50ir17GangEzxP4XKG3ctQ8wZaNpRqod0bQJ6zFtAUDjJB7DpsPIboobwD6xpJP7YwBemmM/op5XAXwHEBp4mDO4W+O/THC+L11YmnLZ9iPpRMXgEcyKInJnWc8lOixDbIO0hQ82kKflihPFXmCnisVWQ41DMHySvoaWxQhO8I+mDktDYHNRm+E48+OvOF+GmCdLuStMqKbj7vmI9uHpPpST08WGCuZs39YZsux1329GEKPZFzCcmLGxwId4+64KkAeeD3ryziu0RFjzk2QmYFFg6Wtxa/gz3PEzDBGN7CeDOMqwBiM0TcFxkOJlgwBNcaxHUklIZSVaJGcn+gcFINkgHoLKSupsnqOYRkg5vmK6hV90AOdfV7GMirLzCEfu4wTg7TNv7nHeuCJtQz+U38nOLKFv2nbb9CzEbafZv852BXx3orRV9RHC5A/NcrtetTvVMNhTWLnhvicI2sLnyfoQzZTuVoqxnKJ80KCbX0IeWqEGS0j/ySfwyfEGXAM3qW6hyDJQAf9r/PtdZUYX1O0LPeMLxbxNH+4R8oc42mIdsUNsghDZ1g25aulCfahO2LYrMlaUHhmQ1M+raIkksqo/2fYR33sux3o8z2yi8804h8D9vGy/S4dYv6va1kjX5IvgBVCDpIjKMT5JsVe7QPuQrHknM/mVG6ztkVWALVooLWyzaW3QsmaXbon0K4BtvKCr2JyjEaqU6xX50tU1Wc2fdeErer6XKeIbZrn5yh1t1XwB0b+wMs/QaSJe+LlvrJyX3m5ezivJjU2k82h1Mffd/L3G/Bttu83iIJrzCa+KDjmKH8UPOcjx6WNYRbOHKCuQx4ad0U2GwKOso8YebyL0eKPztyhcYgjO+KzVzOdObZo6BzbVXaTdVb57EJZfbDWU3Z/uXqk32TUQmGzFYubKzAqM+Ir/gTnZhdfRapa7hrUfyfVL3MPcP2YetgVSq15F+MxgO9uvoxTNbAVhs/6CqWyi0bWF4r1Mr9sVHtpqX2IrfLVXqFUdtLQd4nVdynuAOzMFMev2uI+z2u2uUXGdhCXgfcWNXnHUWtHQxdLPd8uV7KyrsKhzca6lnReG3Ree3XWWT2eOag/Wujr+iiXywNvZspwF8BmFd3fwq/1WqqTBcZie5BSOXPQWRnmwVvOsc8aAmfKgR1nv1J5l1t8r8YcKZ4ZGdoklw+18g73SYXpaJhnGuaZhjlZzvimVcCJwW+7Tsau0U8vnJwXRk6kWB5pdtwsy03xys5lhoaYvFb0Xmvlt0r5rVY+U8pnWvmxUn6slT/VeuWphtnUMJsaZk/D7GmYHQ2zo2FyDZMbfFbH6H6bapiphnmuYZ4bev5UQZxqWs6U8jNDhMrlu1r5vpZdguWqVUU+kexVc9ETA3rTit40oL+2or82oLtWdNeA3uJt0lu5ZRxrXSvepP2lFf3SqP3IaPeREct2Y/U8zqS6JSWuVVVsyeNXRbIzMJMdTVbMW/D5BlZUC6WuEuuryprp6GBWtev5G0f4dn8T8EoMpbs1bQX6Ty6nu4OigX3fGNo4l+RufgDrZdNu8K4B88bIvPEyb6170FsvN7JyIy93ZuXOvNw7K9fvqcLK9fdvauWmXu53Vu53Xm6Cp3W+vblAuXV1nGcWHS//2Mk/9vKfOflideU7q6B7qxTPqdlZOZXVd4s2bsxPD6oRGuMojUkbvre9LRiAvIe3mexEnp1/MJ1b3ghKJcatxQunDSJR1jOz6Dnz6mEnMxm/WR3ieU7JtXWXOzAbu0tSS83dBnFQHwuB1P+uHGsaQ1teXmYdf5k0h9rYB4jS7T3w1jvkmZnNSC7kDWHvK1C0D1ss9R400JzjPbNg7JN/NWINee92cFXsQj7lvqE3P4l0YmH35pjbfgl/x14fxjj7xrgSYSdqoYcR4tzty5gC5ev9AseIiIBqXq/kvvaWmHX0+At4zrzkcfgpoWvrb/ms8Jl3XqAzcGEdhbtey5gk4z4Vzy7GKWYnuTb2PsOVkrfYmpHdSI4wX/Z5hpljjgmJuK08x9ULfRb9Qs9SH4KWFnwu+H0z44jbxL8ScaZa4cR7HeydhNESMW90W0Ot6+EZgdrDlZzxc1wJ2nWk3pgTKL++KxI1ON8XKHbW7tYoR26G8oUhpqsS96gY4ExRnX4PMIqbnZ+zeZOy15dn51Mspa1hs1DVg3S2OIdvFOvXTeOMtmeoWEfj7C+ohUro8+tatNL5zHy6YtrBnTrPY04NjDMn48zAeOVkvDIwdpyMHQPjiZNh2qMfWPfRBwY06x/fCSFDmXazh077Dg01TjB2XLXJe7HqVHuC+Sni/Or+zz0G6MlmxDNZFcsJYob8fToRyY/waZ0sMGPlEuYSWdsNorvgbe/xO63H/1edtOwxr9WXIUUuEn2QE/YWSN2TBb5rWT9TYNJFA5/67uJ/2T28fLvX5AawmVb/zb75Vt91py/6xqVVRTXTnOFOhe2V7JpVVDPNuWHGZPZdeblj+IjTDvtIFSjfSc7ecg1q1yVQvv3xCzxNd+sSKLeubemkyq5ru9Fp1S5IfJrku3m7TaY90HYD5sFypWdb/2H+v7y/slZ/W1t/OF5vr/29/cXL9ZWvNvmb3O+QP5OPYQVM39z5CuaqLjnCdf735D/kv+2Ndtj+dzth0Dff4JyPiPLTnv4P4ao7zw==</latexit>

FGW↵

<latexit sha1_base64="dV+a/5oLylDEuCfIyW4ISp1A2l4=">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</latexit>

TFGW layer

<latexit sha1_base64="lZ8heF8apKXgt/ChZ8VBiYIPhvM=">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</latexit>

Templates

<latexit sha1_base64="ZuOM7uDgCdxAlkj06gPKfuvPzIc=">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</latexit>

Learnable

<latexit sha1_base64="dKzPsIzrCKaSUbj7z90FzeyApjs=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed model. (left) The input graph is represented as a triplet
(Ci,Fi,hi) where the matrix Ci encodes the structure, Fi the features, hi the nodes’ weights. A GNN
φu is applied to the raw features in order to extract a meaningful node representations. (center) The
TFGW layer is applied to the filtered graph and provides a vector representation as FGW distances
to templates. (right) a final MLP ψv is applied to this vector in order to predict the final output of
the model. All objects red in are parameters that are learned from the data.

vector h, a probability mass function encoding the nodes’ relative importance. GW has proven
to be useful for tasks such as graph matching and partitioning (Xu et al., 2019a; Chowdhury
& Needham, 2021) or unsupervised graph dictionary learning (Xu, 2020; Vincent-Cuaz et al.,
2021; 2022a), which will be further addressed in the next chapters of this manuscript. GW
has been also extended to directed graphs (Chowdhury & Mémoli, 2019) and to attributed
graphs via the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW, Section 3.3) distance (Vayer et al., 2019a;
2020), that realizes a trade-off between an OT distance with a cost on node features and
the GW distance between the similarity matrices. Despite its recent successes on complex
unsupervised tasks such as graph clustering (Xu, 2020), FGW has never been explored as part
of an end-to-end model for graph classification. In this work, we fill this gap by introducing a
novel “layer” that embeds an attributed graph into a vector, whose coordinates are FGW
distances to few (learned) graph templates. While FGW can be performed directly on raw
data (i.e. the input structured graph without any pre-processing), we also consider the case
where features representations are learnt from a GNN, similarly to OT-GNN (Chen et al.,
2020a), and thus also realizing a particular type of aggregation.

Contributions. We introduce a new GNN layer, named TFGW for Template-based FGW
and illustrated in the middle of Figure 4.1 (Section 4.2.1). From an input graph, it computes
a vector of FGW distances to learnable graph templates. This layer can be seen as an
alternative to global pooling layers and can be integrated into any neural network architecture.
We detail the optimization strategy that enables learning simultaneously GNN pre-processing
layers and graph templates relevant for a downstream task in an end-to-end fashion (Section
4.2.2). Then we detail its properties and the associated invariances (Section 4.2.4). We
empirically demonstrate the relevance of our model in terms of performances compared
to several state-of-the-art architectures. Remarkably, we show that a simple GNN model
leveraging on our new layer can surpass state-of-the-art performances by a relatively large
margin (Sections 4.3.1 & 4.3.2). Finally, we also provide some illustrative interpretations of
our method and a sensitivity analysis of our model parameters (Sections 4.3.3 to 4.3.5).
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4.2 Template based Graph Neural Network with Optimal
Transport Distances

4.2.1 Model definition

Building upon the FGW distance and its properties, both detailed in Section 3.3, we
propose a simple layer for a GNN that takes a graph (C,F ,h) as input and computes its
FGW distances to a list of K template graphs G := {(Ck,F k,hk)}k∈[[K]] as follows :

TFGWG,α (C,F ,h) :=
[
FGW2

2,α(C,F ,h,Ck,F k,hk)
]K
k=1

(4.1)

We postulate that this graph representation can be discriminant between the observed
graphs. This claim relies on the theory of Balcan et al. (2008) detailed in Section 2.1.1,
allowing one to learn provably strongly discriminant classifiers based on the distances from
the observed graphs and templates that are sampled from the dataset. Notable instances of
such learning approach can be found e.g. in Rakotomamonjy et al. (2018) using OT distances,
and Johansson & Dubhashi (2015) combining the optimal assignment kernel and geometric
embeddings to operate on graphs.

However such an approach often requires a large amount of templates which might be
prohibitive if the distance is costly to compute. Instead, we propose to learn the graph
templates G in a supervised manner. In the same way, we also learn the trade-off parameter α
from the data. As such, the TFGW layer can automatically adapt to data whose discriminating
information can be discovered either in the features or in the structure of the graphs, or in
a combination of the two. Moreover, the template structures can leverage on any type of
input representation C since they are learnt directly from the data. Indeed, in the numerical
experiments we implemented the model using either adjacency matrices (ADJ) that provide
more interpretable templates (component Cij ∈ [0, 1] can be seen as a probability of link
between nodes) or shortest path matrices (SP) that are more complex to interpret but encode
global relations between the nodes.

The TFGW layer can be used directly as a first layer to build a graph representation
feeding a fully connected network (MLP) for e.g. graphs classication. In order to enhance
the discriminating power of the model, we propose to put a GNN (denoted by φu and
parametrized by u) on top of the TFGW layer. We assume in the remainder that this GNN
model φu is injective in order to preserve isomorphism relations between graphs (see Xu et al.
(2019c) and Section 2.2 for more details). With a slight abuse of notation, we write φu(F) to
denote the feature matrix of an observed graph after being processed by the GNN.

4.2.2 Learning problem and solver.

Learning with TFGW-GNN. We focus on a classification task where we observe a
dataset D of I graphs {Gi = (Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[[I]] with variable number of nodes {ni}i∈[[I]] and
where each graph is assigned to a label yi ∈ Y, with Y a finite set.1 The full model is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. We first process the features of the nodes of the input graphs via
the GNN φu, then use the TFGW layer to represent the graphs as vectors in RK . Finally we
use the final MLP model ψv : RK → Y parameterized by v, to predict the label for any input
graph. The whole model is learned in a end-to-end fashion by minimizing the cross-entropy

1We focused on graph classification because it is an archetypal graph-level task that is most common in the
literature. However, our framework can be easily adapted to, for example, multi-label graph classification or
graph regression by changing the loss function L and the final MLP model ψv.
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loss on the whole dataset leading to the following optimization problem :

min
u,v,{(Ck,F k,hk)},α

1
I

I∑
i=1
L
(
yi, ψv

(
TFGWG,α (Ci, φu(Fi),hi)

))
. (4.2)

Notable parameters of (4.2) are the template graphs in the embeddings {(Ck,F k,hk)}
and more precisely their pairwise node relationship Ck, node features F k, and finally the
distribution on the nodes hk on the simplex using Theorem 7. The last parameter reweighs
individual nodes in each template and performs nodes selection when some weights are exactly
0 as illustrated in the computation of FGW barycenters in Section 3.3.4. Finally, the global
parameter α is also learnt from the whole dataset. Although it is possible to learn a different
α per template, we observed that this extra level of flexibility is prone to overfitting, so we
will not consider it in the core of the experimental Section 4.3 and refer to the Annex 8.2.4
the reader interested in the results supporting this claim.

Optimization and differentiation of TFGW. We propose to solve the optimization
problem in (4.2) using stochastic gradient descent. The FGW distances are computed by
adapting the conditional gradient solver described in Section 3.2.4 and implemented in the
POT toolbox (Flamary et al., 2021), where graphs are assumed undirected as in most graph
classification problems.

The solver was designed to allow backward propagation of the gradients w.r.t. all the
parameters of the distance and was adapted to also compute the gradient w.r.t. the parameter
α. The gradients are obtained using the Envelop Theorem (Afriat, 1971) allowing to keep
T ? constant. We used Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017) to implement the model. The template
structure Ck, node weights hk and α are updated with a projected gradient respectively
on the set of symmetric matrices Snk(R+) (Snk([0, 1]) when Ci are adjacency matrices), the
simplex Σnk and [0, 1]. The projection onto the probability simplex of the node weights leads
to sparse solutions (Condat, 2016), therefore the size of each (Ck,F k,hk) can decrease along
iterations hence reducing the effective number of their parameters to optimize. This way the
numerical solver can leverage on the fact that many computations are unnecessary as soon as
the weights are set to zero.

Moreover, the optimal coupling T ? resulting from TFGW between (Ci, φu(Fi),hi) and
the template (Ck,F k,hk), will encode correspondances between the nodes of the graph and
the nodes of the template that will be propagated during the backward operation. The size
of the inputs, the size of the templates and their respective weight hk will play a crucial
role regarding this operation. Also note that, since the templates are estimated here to
optimize a supervised task, they will promote discriminant distance embedding instead of
graph reconstruction quality as proposed in other FGW unsupervised learning methods (Xu,
2020).

Note that the FGW solver from POT uses an OT solver implemented in C++ on CPU
which means that it comes with some overhead (memory transfer between GPU and CPU)
when training the model on GPU. Still the multiple FGW distances computation has been
implemented in parallel on CPU with a computational time that remains reasonable in
practice (see Section 4.3). While a GPU solver can be found when using entropy regularized
FGW, it introduces a new parameter related to the regularization strength which is more
cumbersome to set, and that we did not consider in the experiments. We refer the reader to
Section 3.2.4 for a more detailed discussion about these computational considerations.

4.2.3 TFGW as a generic OT based model.

One can observe that through the interpolation properties of the FGW distance regarding
the trade-off parameter α (see Theorem 3.1 in Vayer et al. (2019a) and Section 3.3.2), the
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model and its learning procedure described above can be adapted to the Wasserstein (resp.
Gromov-Wasserstein) distance template-based embedding by fixing α = 0 (resp. α = 1).

Wasserstein template-based pooling. As GNN comes with node embedding schemes
which takes implicitly into account the graph structure through message-passing (Section
2.2.1), a template based Wasserstein pooling (denoted TW) might be relevant to discriminate
point clouds outputed by GNNs φu, while operating on any graph. Notably, Chen et al.
(2020a) proposed the OT-GNN model which is exactly an instance of our TFGW model while
fixing α = 0. Defining by F the set of point cloud templates {(F k,hk)}k∈[[K]], the learning
problem stated for TFGW in equation (4.2) becomes for TW the following one:

min
u,v,{(F k,hk)}

1
I

I∑
i=1
L
(
yi, ψv

(
TWF (φu(Fi),hi)

))
. (4.3)

This approach mostly relies on the ability of the GNN pre-processing φu to produce discrimi-
nant node features aware of the graph structure. On the contrary, as the graph structure
is explicitly provided to the TFGW based templates, it may help the GNN pre-processing
to focus on producing discriminant node embeddings. Both approaches will be compared
extensively in the experimental section.

Gromov-Wasserstein template-based pooling. Adopting the Gromov-Wasserstein
distance within our distance embedding instead of Fused Gromov-Wasserstein could also be
of interest. Most likely, it would be relevant for graphs without node features and would lead
to an end-to-end model where the pre-processing step achieved by φu is omitted.

However, as illustrated in many works on graph kernels and GNNs, the common practice
is to augment such graphs with features encoding node properties, such as degree information
(e.g normalized degree distribution, one-hot encoding of node degree) or node centrality
measures (Saxena & Iyengar, 2020). Once graphs are augmented, most GNN approaches can
be integrated to embed node features and therefore advocates for the use of our TFGW layer
as the resulting graph representation is an attributed graph.

One unexplored way to reduce the number of templates’ learnable parameters by omitting
their node features, while learning on attributed graphs, would be to pre-process graphs using
Structure Learning (Li et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019b) approaches. This
paradigm is for now mostly studied for specific variant of GNN based on graph hierarchical
pooling (see Section 2.2). Structure Learning consists in learning node pairwise similarities
resulting from both the node features and the initial graph structure. More formally, from an
attributed input graph (Ci,Fi), it consists in an application φu applied in (Ci,Fi) outputing
an embedded structure C̃i = φu(Ci,Fi). Hence, once the graphs {(Ci,Fi)}i are pre-processed
by φu, one could aim at classifying them based on the Gromov-Wasserstein distances from
their embedding C̃i to learnable graph templates.

4.2.4 Model properties

Invariances of the TFGW layer. We now discuss invariance properties of the proposed
layer resulting from the properties of FGW (see Section 3.3). Let us start with the following
lemma whose proof can be found in Annex 8.2.3,

Lemma 3 (TFGW invariant 1) The TFGW embeddings are invariant to strong iso-
morphism.

This lemma directly stems from the fact that FGW is invariant to strong isomorphism of one
of its inputs, without any assumption on the involved structure matrices. This proposition
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implies that two graphs with any aforementioned representation which only differ by a
permutation of the nodes will share the same TFGW embedding.

Since as the more general concept of weak isomorphism between graphs intervene rarely in
such scenarios, Lemma 3 stating the invariance to strong isomorphism of the TFGW may be
enough for most real-world graph classification datasets. The invariance to weak isomorphism
might be needed when graphs have nodes which are exact duplicates from each other. These
considerations can be found in the proofs of (Chowdhury & Mémoli, 2019, Theorem 16)
in the restrained context of unattributed networks using the Gromov-Wasserstein distance.
Moreover they were emphasized in (Kerdoncuff et al., 2022, Theorem 1, Definition 1) which
introduced a notion of “canonical representations” which amounts to merging the nodes which
are exact duplicates and aggregate their respective masses. For the sake of completeness, we
discussed these considerations for attributed networks in Sections 3.2-3.3, and we extend here
Lemma 3 to any graph or network, in its most generic formulation as defined in Chowdhury
& Mémoli (2019), further endowed with node attributes:

Lemma 4 (TFGW invariant 2) The TFGW embeddings are invariant to weak iso-
morphism.

Lemma 4 shows that two attributed graphs G1 and G2 with any aforementioned representation
which are weakly isomorphic will share the same TFGW embedding. Moreover, the canonical
representation Gc of G1 and G2, which does not admit any duplicate node and is unique up to
any permutation of its nodes, will also share the same TFGW embedding. As this relation
of weak isomorphism is transitive and consists in splitting/aggregating masses of duplicates
nodes, we can first remark that there exists an infinite number of graphs weakly isomorphic
to Gc which share the same TFGW embedding. Second, as strongly isomorphic graphs are
consequently weakly isomorphic Lemma 3 can be seen as a corollary of Lemma 4.

The invariance property stated in Lemma 4 holds for any mapping φu, in particular for
an injective one, such as a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Hornik et al., 1989) or any GNN
with a sum aggregation scheme as described in Xu et al. (2019c) and as considered in our
end-to-end model presented in Subsection 4.2.2.

Perspectives. One primary concern of newly designed GNN is their expressivity (Balcilar
et al., 2021; Sato, 2020), or in other words, their ability to distinguish any non-isomorphic
graphs (see detailed discussion in Section 2.2). Accessing the expressivity of our TFGW
model consists in studying whether the converse of Lemma 4 holds true or not, i.e if two
graphs have the same TFGW embedding, are they isomorphic ? We let for future works
this theoretical question involving advanced concept of geometry and aim at addressing this
question empirically in Section 4.3.1.

Another recent concern emerging from the GNN literature relates to the generalization
abilities of these models (Knyazev et al., 2019; Garg et al., 2020). Also this point is addressed
empirically in Subsection 4.3.2.

Finally, it would be of interest to study whether our TFGW model satisfies a new kind of
universal approximation of functions (Hornik et al., 1989; Lu & Lu, 2020) defined directly on
graphs. Such property would check whether our class of models can approximate arbitrarily
well any real function defined on the product space of attributed graphs (see Section 3.3), e.g
the unknown function which assigns a graph from a dataset to its true label (Cybenko, 1989).
Although the notion of universality does not indicate how easy it is in practice to learn the
correct function, it can at least guarantee the absence of a fundamental bottleneck of our
model. We let this study, which may be well-guided by the seminal work of Brüel Gabrielsson
(2020), for future works.
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However, there exists encouraging results about universal approximation of functions defined
on point clouds of OT-GNN Chen et al. (2020a), being a specific instance of our TFGW
model. Indeed, authors showed that the standard architecture, i.e using sum pooling (see
Section 2.2), lacks a fundamental property of universal approximation of functions defined on
point clouds, and that their template-based Wasserstein pooling overcomes this limitation. To
state these results more formally, let us recall a characterization of universality. We consider
in the following, a kernel k : X 2 → R on a set X in its generic form, without any assumption
on its positivity or definiteness (see Subsection 2.1). We denote by X nd the set of point clouds
X = {xi}i∈[[n]] of size n of Rd.

Definition 5 (Universal kernels) A kernel k defined on X nd is said to be universal if for
any compact subset X ⊂ X nd , the set of functions of the form {

∑
j∈[[m]] αjσ(k(·, θj) +βj)|∀m ∈

N∗, (αj , βj) ∈ R2, θj ∈ X nd } 2 is dense in the set of continuous functions from X to R, w.r.t
the supremum norm defined on X .

Theorem 8 (Universality properties Chen et al. (2020a)) On X nd ,

i) The aggregation kernel defined for X,Y ∈ X nd by agg(X,Y ) = 〈∑i xi,
∑
j yj〉 is

not universal.

ii) The Wasserstein distance defines an universal kernel.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 8: i) Consider a function f ∈ C(X ) such that there
exists X,Y ∈ X , such that f(X) 6= f(Y ) and ∑i xi = ∑

j yj . Then any function of the
form ∑

i αiσ(agg(Wi, ·) + θi) would take equal values on X and Y and hence would not
approximate f arbitrarily well. ii) The proof is inspired from the proof of universality of
neural networks from Cybenko (1989). It consists in using that σ is discriminatory w.r.t to
a kernel (Cybenko, 1989, Definition 1) is a sufficient condition for the kernel universality
(Cybenko, 1989, Theorem 1). Then it remains to prove that σ is discriminatory w.r.t the
Wasserstein distance (Chen et al., 2020a, Lemma 2) �

Theorem 8 states that a priori the template-based Wasserstein model is more suitable
for graphs classification than other GNN models using sum or mean pooling. Nevertheless,
OT-GNN can only distinguish graphs that have distinct multi-sets of node embeddings, e.g.
all Weisfeiler-Lehman distinguishable graphs while using GNN as node pre-processing. To
empirically study these notions of universality, generalization and expressiveness, we will
extensively compare the various template-based distance (FGW or Wasserstein) pooling with
sum pooling in the following numerical experiments using similar node embedding schemes
φu.

4.3 Experimental results
This section aims at illustrating the performances of our approach for graph classification

in synthetic and real-world datasets. First, we showcase the relevance of our TFGW layer on
existing synthetic datasets known to require expressiveness beyond the 1-WL test (Section
4.3.1). Then we benchmark our model with state-of-the-art approaches on well-known real-
world datasets (Section 4.3.2). We finally discuss our results through a sensitivity analysis of
our models (Sections 4.3.3 to 4.3.5).

2Here σ is the sigmoid function defined as σ(x) =
(
1 + e−x

)−1
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4-CYCLES: sample (y=0) 4-CYCLES: sample (y=0) 4-CYCLES: sample (y=1) 4-CYCLES: sample (y=1)

Figure 4.2: Few samples with different labels y ∈ {0, 1} from the dataset 4-CYCLES.

SKIP-CIRCLES: sample (y=0) SKIP-CIRCLES: sample (y=3) SKIP-CIRCLES: sample (y=6) SKIP-CIRCLES: sample (y=9)

Figure 4.3: Unique sample from different labels y ∈ {0, 3, 6, 9} corresponding respectively to
{2, 5, 11, 16} hops from the dataset SKIP-CIRCLES.

4.3.1 Analysis of the expressiveness of template-based OT models

Synthetic datasets beyond WL test. Identification of graphs beyond the WL test is one
important challenge faced by the GNN community. In order to test the ability of TFGW to
handle such fundamentally difficult problems we consider two synthetic datasets: 4-CYCLES
(Loukas, 2020; Papp et al., 2021) contains graphs with (possibly) disconnected cycles where
the label yi is the presence of a cycle of length 4; SKIP-CIRCLES (Chen et al., 2019) contains
circular graphs with skip links and the labels (10 classes) are the lengths of the skip links
among {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16}.

Benchmarked methods. We compare the performances of the TFGW layer for embedding
such graphs with various kinds of GNN3:

i) GIN with sum pooling (Xu et al., 2019c) as baseline model proved to be at least as
expressive as the 1-WL test.

ii) GIN independently coupled with 3 augmentation techniques, which consist in adding
features to nodes or edges to make nodes with similar neighborhoods distinguishable,
provably enhancing GIN’s expressiveness: GIN-port adding port numbers on edges (Sato
et al., 2019), GIN-id adding unique IDs for nodes (Sato et al., 2021), GIN-rf adding
random features on nodes (Loukas, 2020).

iii) DropGIN (Papp et al., 2021) which for a given graph Gi drops out nodes randomly
several times forming multiple perturbed versions of Gi independently processed by
GIN and averaged to produce a finale representation of Gi.

iv) OT-GNN (Chen et al., 2020a) for which the same GIN architecture is considered except
for the pooling step, and the same number of templates than for TFGW is considered
(see below).

3More detailed description of most of these models and analysis of their expressiveness can be found in
Section 2.2.1
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Table 4.1: Accuracy on synthetic datasets beyond 1-WL tests averaged over 10 different runs. First
and second best methods highlighted in bold. We additionally report for each method the numerical
complexity to predict the label of a graph with n nodes whose maximum node degree is denoted dmax.

model complexity 4-CYCLES SKIP-CIRCLES
TFGW (ours) 0(n2nmax) 0.99(0.03) 1.00(0.00)

TFGW-fix (ours) 0(n2nmax) 0.63(0.11) 1.00(0.00)
OT-GNN 0(n2nmax) 0.50(0.00) 0.10(0.00)

GIN 0(ndmax) 0.50(0.00) 0.10(0.00)
GIN-port 0(ndmax) 0.84(0.07) 0.14(0.08)
GIN-id 0(ndmax) 0.58(0.07) 0.10(0.09)
GIN-rf 0(ndmax) 0.77(0.05) 0.16(0.05)

DropGIN 0(rndmax) 1.00(0.01) 0.82(0.28)
PPGN 0(n4) 1.00(0.01) 0.90(0.11)

v) PPGN (Maron et al., 2019a) that interleaves applications of standard MLP applied to
the feature dimension and matrix multiplication to be provably as expressive as a 3-WL
test.

We build upon the benchmark of Papp et al. (2021) by considering for all methods except
PPGN and TFGW, 4 GIN layers for 4-CYCLES, and 9 GIN layers for SKIP-CIRCLES as the
skip links can form cycles of up to 17 hops. For PPGN we kept the best performing model
among its 3 standard architectures fixing the learning rate to 0.001 and its decay to 0.5.
Since the graphs do not have features we use directly the TFGW on the raw graph repre-
sentation with α = 1 hence computing only the GW distance. The GNN methods above
artificially add a feature equal to 1 on all nodes as they have the same degree. For these
experiments we use adjacency matrices for Ci and we investigate two flavours of TFGW:

1) In TFGW-fix we fix the templates by sampling one template per class from the training
dataset (this can be seen as a simpler FGW feature extraction).

2) For TFGW we learn the templates from the training data (as many as the number of
classes) as proposed in the previous sections.

Results. Performances quantified by accuracy are averaged over 10 runs and reported
in Table 4.1. TFGW based methods perform very well on both datasets with impressive
results on SKIP-CIRCLE when GNN have limited performances. This is due to the fact
that different samples from one class of SKIP-CIRCLE are generated by permuting nodes
of the same graph and FGW distances are invariant to these permutations, so setting as
many templates as classes for this task makes the problem quite easy to handle for TFGW.
4-CYCLES has a more complex structure with intra-class heterogeneity and requires more
than two templates to perform as good as DropGIN. To illustrate this we have computed
the accuracy on this dataset as a function of the number of templates K in Figure 4.4. We
can see that a perfect classification is reached up to K = 4 for TFGW, while TFGW-fix still
struggles to generalize at K = 20. This illustrates that learning the templates is essential to
keep K (and numerical complexity) small while ensuring good performances.

Stress test on the number of templates. To further emphasize the discriminative
power of the TFGW embeddings, we report here additional experiments conducted on the
SKIP-CIRCLES simulated datasets. For adjacency (ADJ) and shortest-path (SP) matrices
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Figure 4.4: Test accuracy distributions by
number of templates either fixed or learned.
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Figure 4.5: Test accuracies on SKIP-
CIRCLES of TFGW-fix for K ∈ {2, ..., 10}.

as Ci, instead of using one template per class (K = 10), we stress the TFGW-fix models by
learning on K ∈ {2, ..., 10} fixed templates sampled from the dataset. We report in Figure
4.5, the test accuracies averaged over 10 simulations with the same other settings than for the
previously reported experiments. The averaged accuracies are illustrated in bold, while the
intervals between the minimum and the maximum accuracy across runs is illustrated with a
lower intensity. We can see that both methods perfectly distinguish the classes using at most
3 templates. Moreover only 2 suffice to achieve such performance using SP matrices, which is
not the case for ADJ matrices. As these toy experiments seem to highlight the importance of
a well-chosen input representation, both ADJ and SP will be considered in the next numerical
experiments (Subsections 4.3.2 - 4.3.5).

4.3.2 Graph classification benchmark

We now evaluate and compare the performances of our TFGW GNN with a number of
state-of-the-art graph classifiers, from kernel methods to GNN. The numerical experiments
are conducted on real life graph datasets to provide a fair benchmark of all methods on
several heterogeneous graph structures.

Datasets. We use 8 well-known graph classification datasets (Kersting et al., 2016): 5
bioinformatics datasets among which 3 have discrete node features (MUTAG, PTC, NCI1
(Kriege & Mutzel, 2012; Shervashidze et al., 2011)) and 2 have continuous node features
(ENZYMES, PROTEINS (Borgwardt et al., 2005)) and 3 social network datasets (COLLAB,
IMDB-B, IDBM-M (Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015)). In order to analyse them with all
methods, we augment unattributed graphs from social networks with node degree features.
Detailed description and statistics on these datasets are reported in Table 8.1 of the Annex.

Baselines. We benchmark our approaches to the following state-of-the-art baselines for
graphs classification, split into 3 categories:

i) kernel based approaches, including FGW (Vayer et al., 2019a) operating on adjacency
and shortest-path matrices, the WL subtree kernel (Shervashidze et al., 2011, WL) and
the Wasserstein WL kernel (Togninalli et al., 2019, WWL).

ii) OT based representation learning models, including WEGL (Kolouri et al., 2021) and
OT-GNN (Chen et al., 2020a).
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Table 4.2: Test set classification accuracies from 10-fold CV. The first (resp. second) best performing
method is highlighted in bold (resp. underlined).

category model MUTAG PTC ENZYMES PROTEIN NCI1 IMDB-B IMDB-M COLLAB
Ours TFGW ADJ (L=2) 96.4(3.3) 72.4(5.7) 73.8(4.6) 82.9(2.7) 88.1(2.5) 78.3(3.7) 56.8(3.1) 84.3(2.6)

TFGW SP (L=2) 94.8(3.5) 70.8(6.3) 75.1(5.0) 82.0(3.0) 86.1(2.7) 74.1(5.4) 54.9(3.9) 80.9(3.1)
OT emb. OT-GNN (L=2) 91.6(4.6) 68.0(7.5) 66.9(3.8) 76.6(4.0) 82.9(2.1) 67.5(3.5) 52.1(3.0) 80.7(2.9)

OT-GNN (L=4) 92.1(3.7) 65.4(9.6) 67.3(4.3) 78.0(5.1) 83.6(2.5) 69.1(4.4) 51.9(2.8) 81.1(2.5)
WEGL 91.0(3.4) 66.0(2.4) 60.0(2.8) 73.7(1.9) 75.5(1.4) 66.4(2.1) 50.3(1.0) 79.6(0.5)

GNN PATCHYSAN 91.6(4.6) 58.9(3.7) 55.9(4.5) 75.1(3.3) 76.9(2.3) 62.9(3.9) 45.9(2.5) 73.1(2.7)
GIN 90.1(4.4) 63.1(3.9) 62.2(3.6) 76.2(2.8) 82.2(0.8) 64.3(3.1) 50.9(1.7) 79.3(1.7)

DropGIN 89.8(6.2) 62.3(6.8) 65.8(2.7) 76.9(4.3) 81.9(2.5) 66.3(4.5) 51.6(3.2) 80.1(2.8)
PPGN 90.4(5.6) 65.6(6.0) 66.9(4.3) 77.1(4.0) 82.7(1.8) 67.2(4.1) 51.3(2.8) 81.0(2.1)

DIFFPOOL 86.1(2.0) 45.0(5.2) 61.0(3.1) 71.7(1.4) 80.9(0.7) 61.1(2.0) 45.8(1.4) 80.8(1.6)
Kernels FGW - ADJ 82.6(7.2) 55.3(8.0) 72.2(4.0) 72.4(4.7) 74.4(2.1) 70.8(3.6) 48.9(3.9) 80.6(1.5)

FGW - SP 84.4(7.3) 55.5(7.0) 70.5(6.2) 74.3(3.3) 72.8(1.5) 65.0(4.7) 47.8(3.8) 77.8(2.4)
WL 87.4(5.4) 56.0(3.9) 69.5(3.2) 74.4(2.6) 85.6(1.2) 67.5(4.0) 48.5(4.2) 78.5(1.7)

WWL 86.3(7.9) 52.6(6.8) 71.4(5.1) 73.1(1.4) 85.7(0.8) 71.6(3.8) 52.6(3.0) 81.4(2.1)
Gain with TFGW 4.3 4.4 2.9 4.9 2.4 5.3 4.2 2.9

iii) GNN models, with global or more sophisticated pooling operations, including PATCHY-
SAN (Niepert et al., 2016), DIFFPOOL (Ying et al., 2018), PPGN (Maron et al., 2019a),
GIN (Xu et al., 2019c) and its augmented version through structure perturbations
DropGIN (Papp et al., 2021).

For methods (i) that do not require a stopping criterion dependent on a validation set,
we report results using for parameter validation a 10-fold nested cross-validation (Vayer
et al., 2019a; Kriege et al., 2020) repeated 10 times. For methods (ii) - (iii), we adopt the
hyper-parameters suggested in the respective papers, but with a slightly different model
selection scheme, as detailed in the next paragraph.

Benchmark settings. Recent GNN literature (Maron et al., 2019b; Xu et al., 2019c; Maron
et al., 2019a; Papp et al., 2021) successfully addressed many limitations in terms of model
expressiveness compared to the WL tests. Within that scope, they suggested to benchmark
their models using a 10-fold cross-validation (CV) where the best average accuracy on the
validation folds was reported. We suggest here to quantify the generalization capacities of
GNN based models by performing a 10-fold cross validation, but measuring performances on
a holdout test set never seen during training. For each split, we track the accuracy on the
validation fold every 5 epochs, then the model whose parameters maximize that accuracy is
retained. Finally, the model used to predict on the holdout test set is the one with maximal
validation accuracy averaged across all folds. This setting is more realistic than a simple
10-fold CV and allows a better understanding of the generalization performances (Bengio
& Grandvalet, 2003). This point explains why some existing approaches have here different
performances than those reported in their original paper.

For all the TFGW based approaches we empirically study the impact of the input structure
representation by considering adjacency (ADJ) and shortest-path (SP) matrices Ci. For all
template based models, we set the size of the templates to the median size of the observed
graphs.

We validate the number of templates K in {β|Y|}β, with β ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} and |Y| the
number of classes. Only for ENZYMES with 6 classes of 100 graphs each, we validate
β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. All parameters of our TFGW layers highlighted in red in Figure 4.1 are
learned while φu is a GIN architecture (Xu et al., 2019c) composed of L = 2 layers aggregated
using the Jumping Knowledge scheme (Xu et al., 2018) known to prevent overfitting in global
pooling frameworks. For OT-GNN we validate the number of GIN layers in L ∈ {2, 4}.
Finally, we validate the number of hidden units within the GNN layers and the application of
dropout on the final MLP for predictions, similarly to GIN and DropGIN.
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Table 4.3: Number of parameters and averaged prediction time per graph in milliseconds when
running on CPU and GPU.

model PTC PROTEIN
parameters CPU runtimes GPU runtimes parameters CPU runtimes GPU runtimes

(ours) TFGW 25.1k 12.1 20.7 47.7k 45.9 21.8
OT-GNN 30.8k 7.6 8.8 95.2k 27.1 11.1

GIN 29.9k 0.19 0.06 45.9k 2.5 0.09
DropGIN 44.1k 14.3 2.1 45.9k 79.8 4.7

Results. The results of the comparisons in terms of accuracy are reported in Table 4.2.
Our TFGW approach consistently outperforms with significant margins the state-of-the-art
approaches from all categories. Even if most of the benchmarked models can perfectly fit
the train sets by learning implicitly the graphs structure (Xu et al., 2019c; Papp et al., 2021;
Maron et al., 2019a), enforcing such knowledge explicitly as our TFGW layer does (through
FGW distances) leads to considerably stronger generalization performances. On 7 out of 8
datasets, TFGW leads to better performances while operating on adjacency matrices (TFGW
ADJ) than on shortest-path ones (TFGW SP). Interestingly, this ranking with respect to
those input representations does not necessarily match the one of the FGW kernel which
extracts knowledge from the graph structures Ci through FGW, as our TFGW layer. These
different dependencies to the provided inputs may be due to the GNN pre-processing of node
features which suggests the study of its ablation. Finally to complete this analysis, we report
in Table 4.3 the number of parameters of best selected models across various methods, for
the datasets PTC and PROTEIN. Our TFGW leads to considerably better classification
performances while having comparable number of parameters than these competitors. We
also reported for these models, their averaged prediction time per graph. These measures
were taken both on CPUs (Intel Core i9-9900K CPU, 3.60 GHz) and a GPU Quatro RTX
4000, in order to fairly compare the numerical complexity of these methods, as OT solver
used in TFGW and OT-GNN are currently limited to CPUs (see the discussion in Subsection
4.2.2). Although the theoretical complexity of our approach is at most cubic in the number
of nodes, we still get in practice a fairly good speed for classifying graphs, in comparison to
the other competitive methods. More precisely, TFGW has approximately the same or lower
averaged prediction time per graph on CPU as recent DropGIN architecture. However, GIN
and DropGIN get a 3-30 times speedup on GPU when TFGW is slower on GPU for PTC
and 2x faster for PROTEIN (acceleration of matrix product for large graphs but overhead
time for transfering between CPU and GPU for small graphs). This shows that TFGW is
not yet accelerated on GPU but remains reasonable in practice, so one can still benefit from
it in the GNN and MLP models.

4.3.3 TFGW-GIN: Ablation study and embedding visualization

In this Section we inspect the role of some of the model parameters (α in FGW, weights
estimation in the templates, depth of the GNN φu) in terms of the classification performance.
To this end, we first conduct on all datasets an ablation study on the graph template weights
hk and the number of GIN layers in φu.

Ablation Study. Following the same procedure as in Section 4.3.2, we benchmark the
following settings for our TFGW models: for adjacency (ADJ) and shortest path (SP)
representations Ci, we learn the distance layers either directly, on the raw data (i.e. L =
0, φu = id), or after embedding the data with (L = 1) or (L = 2) GIN layers. For L = 0 we
either fix the graph template weights hk uniformly or learn them.
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Table 4.4: Classification results from 10-fold cross-validation of our TFGW models in various
scenarios: for L ∈ {0, 1, 2} GIN layers, we either fix templates weights hk to uniform distributions or
learn them. The first and second best performing method are respectively highlighted in bold and
underlined.

model inputs hk MUTAG PTC ENZYMES PROTEIN NCI1 IMDB-B IMDB-M COLLAB
TFGW (L=0) ADJ uniform 92.1(4.5) 63.6(5.0) 67.4(7.3) 78.0(2.0) 80.3(1.5) 69.9(2.5) 49.7(4.1) 78.7(3.1)

ADJ learnt 94.2(3.0) 64.9(4.1) 72.1(5.5) 78.8(2.2) 82.1(2.5) 71.3(4.3) 52.3(2.5) 80.9(2.7)
SP uniform 94.8(3.7) 66.5(6.7) 72.7(6.9) 77.5(2.4) 79.6(3.7) 68.1(4.4) 48.3(3.6) 78.4(3.4)
SP learnt 95.9(4.1) 67.9(5.8) 75.1(5.6) 79.5(2.9) 83.9(2.0) 72.6(3.1) 53.1(2.5) 79.8(2.5)

TFGW(L=1) ADJ learnt 94.8(3.1) 68.7(5.8) 72.7(5.1) 81.5(2.8) 85.4(2.8) 76.3(4.3) 55.9(2.4) 82.6(1.8)
SP learnt 95.4(3.5) 70.9(5.5) 74.9(4.8) 82.1(3.4) 85.7(3.1) 73.8(4.8) 54.2(3.3) 81.1(2.5)

TFGW (L=2) ADJ learnt 96.4(3.3) 72.4(5.7) 73.8(4.6) 82.9(2.7) 88.1(2.5) 78.3(3.7) 56.8(3.1) 84.3(2.6)
SP learnt 94.8(3.5) 70.8(6.3) 75.1(5.0) 82.0(3.0) 86.1(2.7) 74.1(5.4) 54.9(3.9) 80.9(3.1)

The results (test accuracy) are reported in Table 4.4. Learning the weights systematically
improves the generalization capabilities of our models of at least 1% or 2% for both ADJ
and SP graph representations. For a given number of graph templates, the weights learning
allows to better fit the specificities of the classes (e.g. varying proportion of nodes in
different parts of the graphs). Moreover, as weights can become sparse in the simplex during
training they also allow the model to have templates whose number of nodes adapts to the
classification objective, while bringing computational benefits as discussed in Section 4.2.2.
Those observations explain why we learnt them by default in the benchmark of the previous
Section.
Next, we see in Table 4.4 that using GNN layers as a pre-processing for our TFGW layer
enhances generalization powers of our models, whose best performances are obtained for
L = 2. Interestingly, for L = 0, TFGW with SP matrices outperforms TFGW with ADJ
matrices, meaning that the shortest path distance brings more discriminant information on
raw data. But when L ≥ 1 (i.e. when a GNN pre-processes the node features), TFGW
with ADJ matrices improves the accuracy. An explanation could be that the GNN φu can
somehow replicate (and outperform) a SP metric between nodes. This emphasizes that the
strength of our approach clearly exhibited in Table 4.2 lies in the inductive bias of our FGW
distance embedding. This last point is further reinforced by additional experiments reported
in Section 4.3.5 where GIN layers (used by default for our TFGW model) are replaced by
GAT layers from Veličković et al. (2018) (see also Section 2.2.1, equation (2.9)).

Visualizing the TFGW embedding. In order to interpret the TFGW embeddings, we
first illustrate in Figure 4.6 the PCA projection of our distance embeddings learned on PTC
with L = 0 and L = 2 and the number of templates K varying in {4, 8}.

For this experiment, we have chosen PCA because it allows to have a more interpretable
low dimensional projection that preserves the geometry compared to local neighbourhood
based embeddings such as TSNE (Van der Maaten & Hinton, 2008) or UMAP (McInnes et al.,
2018). As depicted in the figure, the learned templates are extreme points in the embedding
space of the PCA. This result is particularly interesting because existing unsupervised FGW
representation learning methods tend toward estimating templates that belong to the data
manifold, or to form a “convex enveloppe” of the data to ensure good reconstruction (Xu,
2020) (see Chapters 5 and 6 for this matter). On the contrary, the templates learned through
our approach seem to be located on a plane in the PCA space while the samples evolve
orthogonally to this plane (when the FGW distance increases). In a classification context,
this means that the learned templates will not actually represent realistic graphs from the
data but might encode “exaggerated” or “extreme” features in order to maximize the margin
between classes in the embedding. An instance of such learned templates are illustrated in
Figure 4.7. By comparing these templates (on the left) with samples from the dataset (on
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Figure 4.6: PCA projections of the template based embeddings for different models and number of
templates.

Template 1 Template 2

Template 3 Template 4

FGW templates for PTC
Class 0 Class 0 Class 0 Class 0 

Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 

Samples from PTC 

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the templates learned on PTC with K = 4 and L = 0 (on the left side),
and some samples from this dataset (on the right sight). The graph structures are represented using
the entries of Ck (resp. Ci) as repulsive strength and the corresponding edges are colored in shades
of grey (black being the maximum). The node colors are computed based on their features F k (resp.
Fi). The nodes size are made proportional to the weights hk (resp. hi).

the right), we can clearly see that the learned templates do not represent realistic graphs
from the data.

Finally, in Figure 4.7, the samples are coloured w.r.t. their class and the templates are
coloured by their predicted class. Interestingly, the classes are already well separated with 4
templates but the separation is clearly non-linear whereas using GNN pre-processing and a
larger number of templates leads to a linear separation of the two classes.

4.3.4 TFGW-GIN: Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we take a closer look at the estimated trade-off parameters α and provide
a sensitivity analysis w.r.t. the number of templates and the number of GIN layers for our
TFGW models.

Importance of the structure/feature aspect of FGW. To the best of our knowledge
we are the first to actually learn the trade-off parameter α of FGW in a supervised way. For
this matter, we verify that our models did not converge to degenerated solutions where either
the structure (α = 0) or the features (α = 1 ) are omitted.

To this end we report in Figure 4.8 the distributions of the estimated α for some models
learnt on datasets PTC and IMDB-B, where features are respectively existing in the dataset
or created using node degrees. We can see that for both kinds of input graph representations,
α parameters are strictly between 0 and 1. One can notice the variances of those distributions
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of estimated α on the PTC and IMDB-B datasets, using TFGW with L ∈
{0, 2} GIN layers while learning on adjacency (ADJ) or shortest-path (SP) input graph representations.

illustrating the non-uniqueness of this trade-off parameter coming from the non-convexity
of our optimization problem (a given value of α can potentially be compensated by the
scaling of the GNN output). Unfortunately, the analysis of the real relative importance
between structures and features can not be achieved only by looking at those values as the
node embeddings and templates are different across models and data splits. In order to be
exhaustive, we reported in Annex 8.2.4 the α distribution for each dataset of the best selected
TFGW models with L = 2 whose performances are given in Table 4.2.

Sensitivity to the number of GIN layers and templates. To illustrate the sensitivity
of our TFGW layer to the number of templates K and the number of GIN layers L in φu,
we learned our models on the PTC dataset with L varying in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. We follow the
same procedure than in the benchmark of Section 4.3.2 regarding the validation of K and
the learning process, while fixing the number of hidden units in the GNN layers to 16. The
test accuracy distributions for all settings are reported in Figure 4.9. Two phases are clearly
distinguishable. The first one for L ≤ 2, where for each L we see that the performance across
the number of templates steadily increases, and the second for L > 2 where this performance
progressively decreases as a function of L. Moreover, in the first phase performances are
considerably dependent on K to compensate for a simple node representation, while this
dependency is mitigated in the second which exhibits a slight overfitting. Note that these
deeper models still lead to competitive results in comparison with benchmarked approaches
in Table 4.2, with best averaged accuracies of 70.6 (L = 3) and 67.4 (L = 4). On one hand,
these observations led us to set our number of layers to L = 2 for all benchmarked datasets
which lead to strong generalization power. On the other hand, deeper models might be a way
to benefit from our FGW embeddings with very few templates which can be interesting from
a computational perspective on larger graph datasets.

To complete the sensitivity analysis given above, we also studied the dynamics of GIN
models with sum aggregation.

Sensitivity of GIN to the number of layers. For a number of GIN layers varying in
L ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6}, using analog settings and validation. The test accuracies of the validated
models for each L are reported in Figure 4.10. First, the model with L = 4 (default for the
method (Xu et al., 2019c)) leads to best performances on average. Whereas L = 5 leads to
worst performances but L = 6 leads to the second best model in this benchmark. Then, no
clear pattern of overfitting is observed when L increases when using sum pooling contrary to
our TFGW based pooling. Such behavior may come from the Jumping Knowledge scheme
(with concatenation) (Xu et al., 2018), as argued by the authors.
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Figure 4.9: Test accuracy distributions by number of templates K and number of GIN layers L,
using TFGW as pooling layer with K ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16} templates.
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Figure 4.10: Test accuracies on PTC of GIN using sum pooling with a varying number of layers
L ∈ {1, ..., 6}.

4.3.5 TFGW-GAT: sensitivity analysis

As we focused until here on the behavior of our models while using GIN layers, one remaining
question is how does TFGW behave with other GNN architectures than GIN? Our intuition
regarding this matter is that using our TFGW layer to obtain the graph representations
consistently leads to better performances than simple sum pooling over graph nodes, regardless
of the GNN architectures. Moreover, performances of both approaches should be correlated.
To support these affirmations, we investigate here the use of Graph Attention networks
(Veličković et al., 2018, GAT) for graph classification, either using a simple sum pooling or
using the TFGW layer.

GAT with sum pooling. First, as the GAT architecture was investigated by its authors
on node classification tasks and not graph-level ones, we study the behavior of GAT layers
within a comparable framework than the one proposed by GIN, on 3 bioinformatic datasets.
We use the same Jumping Knowledge scheme than GIN, i.e we concatenate features produced
at each GAT layer, then we sum them across all nodes to get the graph representation fed to
the final classifier ψv. To fit to the benchmark reported in Table 2 of the main paper, we
validate the features dimension in {16, 32} (using a single attention head in GAT layers) and
the dropout ratios applied to ψv in {0, 0.2, 0.5}, while considering L ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} GAT layers.
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Table 4.5: Test set classification accuracies from 10-fold CV. The first (resp. second) best performing
method is highlighted in bold (resp. underlined).

MUTAG PTC PROTEIN
GAT (L=1) 89.4(1.0) 53.1(3.4) 77.8(1.7)
GAT (L=2) 91.1(2.5) 52.0(4.0) 76.3(3.1)
GAT (L=3) 88.9(1.7) 53.4(3.8) 75.9(2.3)
GAT (L=4) 91.2(2.8) 50.9(5.8) 77.6(2.7)
GIN (L=4) 90.1(4.4) 63.1(3.9) 76.2(2.8)

Table 4.6: Test set classification accuracies from 10-fold CV of the TFGW models using GAT or
GIN as φu. The first (resp. second) best in bold (resp. underlined).

category model MUTAG PTC PROTEIN
Ours TFGW ADJ (L=2) 95.4(3.5) 68.7(5.8) 83.4(2.8)

TFGW SP (L=2) 96.2(3.0) 67.9(5.8) 82.6(2.9)
φu = GAT TFGW ADJ (L=1) 94.8(3.1) 66.9(5.4) 82.1(3.3)

TFGW SP (L=1) 96.4(3.3) 68.3(6.0) 82.3(3.1)
Ours TFGW ADJ (L=2) 96.4(3.3) 72.4(5.7) 82.9(2.7)

TFGW SP (L=2) 94.8(3.5) 70.8(6.3) 82.0((3.0))
φu = GIN TFGW ADJ (L=1) 94.8(3.1) 68.7(5.8) 81.5(2.8)

TFGW SP (L=1) 95.4(3.5) 70.9(5.5) 82.1(3.4)
sum GAT (L=4) 91.2(2.8) 50.9(5.8) 77.6(2.7)

pooling GIN (L=4) 90.1(4.4) 63.1(3.9) 76.2(2.8)

The results in terms of accuracy are reported in Table 4.5. GAT provides competitive
performances on MUTAG and PROTEIN datasets compared to GIN, while GIN largely
outperforms GAT on the PTC dataset. Also, it seems harder to find a consensus across
datasets on L for GAT-based architectures compared to GIN’s ones. Finally, we observed
that using multi-head attention was prone to overfitting and led to lower performances on
these graph classification tasks, so such suggestions from GAT’s authors on node classification
tasks seem to not hold for these graph-level tasks.

GAT with TFGW pooling. Finally, we investigate the use of our TFGW layer with GAT
layers, as φu to produce node embeddings. We follow a similar validation than for TFGW
coupled with GIN, setting L ∈ {1, 2}. The results are reported in Table 4.6. We can see that
TFGW with GAT leads to competitive performances compared to TFGW with GIN, at least
on MUTAG and PROTEIN. GAT clearly struggles on the PTC dataset, however with our
TFGW layer instead of a sum pooling, we observe a boost of performances from 53.4% to
68.7%. Even if TFGW coupled with GIN on PTC is still considerably better than TFGW
with GAT. Therefore, the choice of GNN architectures to produce node embeddings to feed
to the TFGW layer matters, but the gain from using TFGW seems to be independent of the
GNN architecture.

4.4 Discussion and conclusion
We have introduced a new GNN layer whose goal is to represent a graph by its distances to
template graphs, according to the optimal transport metric FGW. The proposed layer can be
used directly on raw graph data, i.e without node embedding step, as the first layer of a GNN.
Or it can also benefit from more involved node embedding using classical GNN layers, such as
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the studied ones, GIN (Xu et al., 2019c) and GAT (Veličković et al., 2018), or potentially any
other ones. In a graph classification context, we combined this TFGW layer with a simple
MLP model. We demonstrated on several benchmark datasets that this approach compared
favorably with state-of-the-art GNN and kernel based classifiers. A sensitivity analysis and
an ablation study were presented to justify the choice of several parameters explaining the
good generalization performances.

We believe that the new way to represent complex structured data provided by TFGW
will open the door to novel and hopefully more interpretable GNN architectures. From
a practical perspective, future works will be dedicated to combine TFGW with fast GPU
solvers for network flow (Shekhovtsov & Hlaváč, 2013). This would greatly accelerate our
approach and more generally OT based deep learning methods. We also believe that the
FGW distance and its existing extensions can be used with other learning strategies including
the semi-relaxed FGW divergence (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2022a;b) for sub-graph detection, as
detailed in Chapter 6.
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This chapter presents the results from the paper Vincent-Cuaz et al. (2021) which focuses
on unsupervised Graph Representation Learning (GRL) through the lens of Dictionary
Learning.
Dictionary Learning basically consists into modeling the observed data as a linear combination
of a few basic elements. Yet, this analysis is not amenable in the context of graph learning, as
graphs usually belong to different metric spaces. We fill this gap by proposing a new Graph
Dictionary Learning (GDL) approach, which either uses the Gromov-Wasserstein (Section 3.2)
or the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (Section 3.3) distance for the data fitting term, depending
on the presence of node attributes.

Contributions. In this chapter, we use OT distances between graphs encoded through
their nodes’ pairwise relations and features, to design a linear and online DL for graphs. This
novel factorization model relies on the (F)GW as data fitting term to model graphs as convex
combination of graph atoms i.e. dictionary elements. Our proposal is depicted in Figure 5.1
in the case of unattributed graphs.
We propose an online stochastic algorithm to learn the dictionary which scales to large
real-world data (Section 5.2), and uses extensively new derivations of sub-gradients of the
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(F)GW distance (Theorem 7, Section 3.3). An unmixing procedure projects the graph into
an embedding space defined w.r.t. the dictionary (Section 5.2.2).
Interestingly enough, we prove that the (F)GW distance in this embedding is upper-bounded
by a Mahalanobis distance over the space of unmixing weights, providing a reliable and fast
approximation of (F)GW (Section 5.2.3). Moreover, this approximation defines a kernel that
can be efficiently used for clustering and classification of graphs datasets (Section 5.3.2).
Finally, we empirically demonstrate the relevance of our approach for online subspace
estimation, subspace tracking by designing streams of graphs (Section 5.3.5) and graphs
completion (Section 5.2.6) over two datasets.

5.1 Introduction
The question of how to build machine learning algorithms able to go beyond vectorial

data and to learn from structured data such as graphs has been of great interest in the last
decades. Notable applications can be found in molecule compounds (Kriege et al., 2018),
brain connectivity (Ktena et al., 2017), social networks (Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015;
Brouard et al., 2011), time series (Cuturi & Blondel, 2018), trees (Day, 1985) or images
(Harchaoui & Bach, 2007; Bronstein et al., 2017).

Designing good representations for these data is challenging, as their nature is by essence
non-vectorial, and requires a dedicated modeling. Graph Representation Learning problems
have traditionally been handled using implicit representations such as graph kernels (Section
2.1), which may also leverage OT based distances (Section 3.2 and 3.3). However, one limit of
kernel methods is that the representation of the graph is fixed a priori and cannot be adapted
to specific datasets. On the other hand, Geometric deep learning approaches (Bronstein
et al., 2017)(see also Section 2.2) attempt to learn a representation of structured data by
means of deep learning (Scarselli et al., 2008; Perozzi et al., 2014; Niepert et al., 2016).
Graph Neural Networks (Wu et al., 2020) have shown impressive performance for end-to-end
supervised learning problems. However both kernel methods and many deep learning based
representations for graphs suffer from the fundamental pre-image problem, that prevents
recovering actual graph objects from the embeddings.

Here we attack the unsupervised graph representation learning problem, where additionally
the entirety of the data might not be known beforehand, and is rather produced continuously by
different sensors, and available through streams. In this setting, tackling the non-stationarity
of the underlying generating process is challenging (Ditzler et al., 2015). Good examples
can be found, for instance, in the context of dynamic functional connectivity (Heitmann &
Breakspear, 2018) or network science (Masuda & Lambiotte, 2020). As opposed to recent
approaches focusing on dynamically varying graphs in online or continuous learning (Yang
et al., 2018; Vlaski et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020), we rather suppose in this work that
distinct graphs are made progressively available (Zambon et al., 2017; Grattarola et al., 2019).
This setting is particularly challenging as the structure, the attributes or the number of nodes
of each graph observed at a time step can differ from the previous ones. We propose to tackle
this problem by learning a linear representation of graphs with online dictionary learning.

Dictionary Learning (DL). Dictionary Learning (Mairal et al., 2009; Schmitz et al.,
2018) is a field of unsupervised learning that aims at estimating a linear representation of the
data, i.e. to learn a linear subspace defined by the span of a family of vectors, called atoms,
which constitute a dictionary. These atoms are inferred from the input data by minimizing a
reconstruction error. These representations have been notably used in statistical frameworks
such as data clustering (Ng et al., 2002), recommender systems (Bobadilla et al., 2013) or
dimensionality reduction (Candès et al., 2011).
While DL methods mainly focus on vectorial data, it is of prime interest to investigate flexible
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and interpretable factorization models applicable to structured data. We aim at designing a
DL method overcoming such a limit relying on a vectorial representation in the dictionary,
and which also allows a direct reconstruction of interpretable graphs.

We also consider the dynamic or time varying version of the problem, where the data
generating process may exhibit non-stationarity over time, yielding a problem of subspace
change or tracking (see e.g. Narayanamurthy & Vaswani (2018)), where one wants to monitor
changes in the subspace best describing the data.

A recent contribution potentially overcoming the pre-image problem and also considering
the dynamic or time varying version of the problem is Grattarola et al. (2019). In that paper,
a variational autoencoder is indeed trained to embed the observed graphs into a constant
curvature Riemannian manifold. The aim of that paper is to represent the graph data into a
space where the statistical tests for change detection are easier. We look instead for a latent
representation of the graphs that remains interpretable as much as possible. In this work, we
propose to address both challenges of the pre-image problem and continuous learning thanks
to a novel DL relying on Optimal Transport (Chapter 3) as a fidelity term to compare these
structured data.

Optimal Transport for structured data. Optimal Transport (OT) theory (Chapter
3) provides a set of methods for comparing probability distributions, using, e.g. the well-
known Wasserstein distance (Section 3.1). It has been notably used by the machine learning
community in the context of distributional unsupervised learning (Arjovsky et al., 2017;
Schmitz et al., 2018; Peyré & Cuturi, 2019). Broadly speaking the interest of OT lies in
its ability to provide correspondences, or relations, between sets of points. Consequently,
it has recently garnered attention for learning tasks where the points are described by
graphs/structured data (see e.g. Niepert et al. (2016); Maretic et al. (2019); Togninalli et al.
(2019); Xu et al. (2019a); Chen et al. (2020a)). One of the key ingredient in this case is to
rely on the so called Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance (see Section 3.3) which is
an OT problem adapted to the scenario in which the supports of the probability distributions
lie in different metric spaces.

Graph Dictionary Learning meets Optimal Transport. Note that OT divergences
as losses for linear and non-linear DL over vectorial data have already been proposed in
Bonneel et al. (2016); Rolet et al. (2016); Schmitz et al. (2018) and further details on these
approaches can be found in Section 3.1.4. However the case of structured data remains quite
unaddressed.

In a recent work, Xu (2020) proposed a non-linear factorization of graphs using a regu-
larized version of (F)GW barycenters (Peyré et al., 2016) and called it Gromov-Wasserstein
Factorization (GWF). Given a dataset of I graphs {(Ci,hi)}i∈[[I]], authors propose to learn a
dictionary {Ck ∈ RNk×Nk}k∈[[K]] by solving the following DL problem

min
{wi}⊂ΣK ,{Ck}

∑
i∈[[I]]

GW2
2

(
B̃(wi; {Ck}),Ci

)
(5.1)

where B̃(wi; {Ck}) ∈ arg minB
∑
k wik GW2

2(B,Ck) is a non-linear GW barycenter (Section
3.2.5) of the learned graph atoms {Ck}k∈[[K]] and wi ∈ ΣK is the embedding of Ci in the
dictionary. As a consequence, the projection of Ci onto the dictionary requires solving a
complex bi-level optimization problem that is computationally expensive and might suffer
from a lack of interpretability. In these terms, we propose a novel linear Dictionary Learning
that we develop in the next Section 5.2, and whose relevance to overcome these two limitations
will be empirically verified in Section 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: From a dataset of graphs without node features with different number of nodes, our
method builds a dictionary of graph atoms with an online procedure. In this scenario, it uses the
Gromov-Wasserstein distance as data fitting term between a convex combination of the atoms and a
pairwise relations representation for graphs from the dataset.

5.2 Fused Gromov-Wasserstein Linear Dictionary Learning
on graphs

In this section, we first detail how we model graphs as convex combinations of graph
atoms (Section 5.2.1). An unmixing or projection step, studied in Section 5.2.2, is performed
to get linear approximations as faithful as possible. After proving interesting properties of
our model (Section 5.2.3), we propose an online algorithm to estimate optimal graph atoms
from dataset of graphs (Section 5.2.4). Then we propose an extended DL (Section 5.2.5) to
fully exploit the (F)GW formalism by estimating simultaneously the graph structures and
distributions. Finally, we study in Section 5.2.6 the generative abilities of our DL through
graphs completion.

5.2.1 Linear modeling of graphs

We propose to model a (labeled) graph as weighted sums of pairwise relation matrices
and node feature matrices. More precisely, given a graph G = (C,F ,h) and a dictionary
{(Ck,F k,hk)}k∈[K] composed of graph with the same order N , we want to find linear
representations of the graph topology C and its node features F , as faithful as possible. In a
first place, we assume that all graph atoms share the same node distribution, i.e ∀k ∈ [[K]],
hk = h ∈ ΣN . Linear representations are parameterized by w ∈ ΣK and are then expressed
as

C̃(w) =
∑
k∈[[K]]

wkCk and F̃ (w) =
∑
k∈[[K]]

wkF k (5.2)
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while their nodes relative significance is fixed to the shared probability vector h. Notice that
this assumption is consistent with the common choice of setting node distributions to uniform
ones.

The dictionary is made of pairwise relation matrices and feature matrices of labeled
graphs with order N . Thus, each tuple (Ck,F k) ∈ RN×N × RN×d is called an atom, and
w = (wk)k∈[K] ∈ ΣK is designated as embedding and denotes the coordinate of the graph G
in the dictionary as illustrated for unattributed graphs in Figure 5.1. We rely on the FGW
distance to assess the quality of our linear approximations and propose to minimize it to
estimate its optimal embedding.

In addition to being interpretable by linearity, the convex combination used to model the
graph structure can convey certain properties of the atom structures. For instance, when the
pairwise matrices C are adjacency matrices and the dictionary atom structures are weighted
adjacency matrices with components in [0, 1], the model C̃(w) provides a matrix whose
components can be interpreted as probabilities of connection between the nodes.
Moreover if atom structures are distance matrices, such as shortest-path matrices, the model
will also be a distance matrix (as diagonal entries will be null and its off-diagonal entries
will satisfy the triangle inequality). Inner product properties (symmetry, linearity, positive-
definiteness) of the atoms can also be inherited by the linear representations of the inputs,
however Euclidean distance properties can not (Section 3.3). Finally if atom structures are
positive semi-definite (PSD) matrices, the model C̃(w) will also be PSD matrices. These
last properties can be of interest when considering the optimization problem inherent to the
FGW distance (Section 3.3).

5.2.2 Fused Gromov-Wasserstein linear unmixing

We first study the unmixing problem that consists in projecting a graph on the linear
representation discussed above, i.e. estimate the optimal embedding w of a graph G. The
unmixing problem can be expressed as the minimization of the FGW distance between any
graph G = (C,F ,h) and its linear representations in the dictionary following equation (5.2):

min
w∈ΣK

FGW2
2,α

(
C,F ,h, C̃(w), F̃ (w),h

)
⇔ min

w∈ΣK ,T∈U(h,h)
EFGWα

(
C,F , C̃(w), F̃ (w),T

)
(5.3)

where the FGW cost EFGWα is given in equation (3.57) of Section 3.3. Once more, since h
is the same for all atoms and models, it does not depend on w. This is why we called it h,
instead of h̃.

Without any assumption over structures involved in the FGW matching, the sub-problem
w.r.t T is non-convex, as detailed in Section 3.3. The sub-problem w.r.t w is a convex
quadratic program as detailed in the following lemma proven in Annex 8.3.1:

Lemma 5 (FGW unmixing sub-problem w.r.t w) For any input graph (C,F ,h),
any dictionary {(Ck,F k,h)}k∈[[K]] and any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h), the unmix-
ing sub-problem

min
w∈ΣK

EFGWα

(
C,F , C̃(w), F̃ (w),T

)
(5.4)

is a convex problem which is equivalent to the following canonical quadratic program

min
w∈ΣK

w>Qαw +w>c (5.5)

where
Qα = 2

(
αMGW + (1− α)MW

)
(5.6)
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is PSD as a convex combination of the PSD matrices,MGW =
(
〈DhCp,CqDh〉F

)
p,q∈[[K]]2

and MW = (〈D1/2
h
F p,D

1/2
h
F q〉F )p,q∈[[K]]2 while denoting Dh = diag(h).

Finally, c = (ck)k∈[[K]] satisfies ck = −2α〈T>CT ,Ck〉F − 2(1− α)〈T>F ,F k〉F .

Algorithm 6 BCD for unmixing problem 5.3
1: Inputs: Input graph (C,F ,h), Dictionary {(Ck,F k,h)}k, trade-off parameter α.
2: Initialize w = 1

K1K
3: repeat
4: Compute OT matrix T of FGW2

2,α

(
C,F ,h, C̃(w), F̃ (w),h

)
, with CG Algorithm 4

of Section 3.3.
5: Compute the optimal w solving (5.3) for a fixed T with CG algorithm.
6: until convergence

Interestingly, the Hessian of this quadratic form depends on linear interactions between
the atom structures and features given by the matrices MGW and MW . However, even if
this sub-problem is convex, the overall problem is non-convex so we propose to tackle it using
a Block Coordinate Descent (BCD) algorithm (Tseng, 2001).

The BCD given in Algorithm 6 works by alternatively updating the OT matrix of the
FGW distance and the embeddings w. When w is fixed the problem is a classical FGW that
we solve using the Conditional Gradient (CG) algorithm (Jaggi, 2013) based on Vayer et al.
(2019a), further detailed in Section 3.3.3. Note that the use of an exact solver for FGW,
instead of a regularized proxy allowed us to keep a sparse OT matrix as well as to preserve
“high frequency” components of the graph, as opposed to regularized versions of GW (Peyré
et al., 2016; Solomon et al., 2016; Xu, 2020) that promotes dense OT matrices and leads to
smoothed/averaged pairwise matrices (Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3). For a fixed OT matrix T ,
we propose to estimate solution of the sub-problem w.r.t w using the CG solver reported in
Algorithm 7. The CG consists in 3 steps:

i) Computing the gradient w.r.t w of the FGW cost EFGW satisfying for all k ∈ [[K]](
∇wEFGWα

)
k

= 2α
{
〈Ck � C̃(w),hh>〉F − 〈T>CT ,Ck〉F

}
+ 2(1− α)〈DhF̃ (w)− T>F ,F q〉F

(5.7)

An efficient implementation consists in using operations on 3D tensors to leverage the
linearity of the gradient w.r.t w. At the BCD algorithm initialization, one can store
both PSD matrices MGW and MW (see Lemma 5) to reuse them as such to compute
both terms in the gradient which depends on w. Then terms depending on T can
also be stored at the first CG iteration to avoid redundant computation and used as
such to fasten the line-search described below. Therefore the overall computation of
the gradient comes with O

(
K(N2N +NN

2 +N
3)
)
operations made at initialization.

Then at next iterations, every gradient can be computed using O(K) operations. Such
scheme is efficient as we expect N and K to be small compared to N in a factorization
context.

ii) Solve the direction-finding subproblem in equation (5.9) which consists in minimizing
the linear approximation of the problem given by the first-order Taylor approximation
of EFGWα around w. This problem admits closed-form solutions x∗, given for instance
by finding the entries K ⊂ [[K]] s.t ∀k ∈ K, gk = minj gj and forming x∗ from entries
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Algorithm 7 CG for the sub-problem w.r.t w
1: Inputs: Input graph (C,F ,h), Dictionary {(Ck,F k,h)}k, trade-off parameter α.
2: repeat
3: Compute g, the gradient w.r.t w of EFGWα (C,F , C̃(w), F̃ (w),T ) following (5.7).
4: Direction-finding subproblem:

x? = arg min
x∈ΣK

xTg (5.9)

5: Line-search: denoting z(γ) = w + γ(x? −w) = w + γ∆w,

γ? = arg min
γ∈(0,1)

EFGWα (C,F , C̃(z(γ)), F̃ (z(γ)),T ) = arg min
γ∈(0,1)

aγ2 + bγ + c (5.10)

where a = α〈C̃(∆w)2,hh
>〉+ (1− α)〈DhF̃ (∆w), F̃ (∆w)〉

b = 2α{〈C̃(∆w)� C̃(w),hh>〉 − 〈T>CT , C̃(∆w)〉}
+ 2(1− α)〈DhF̃ (w)− T>F , F̃ (∆w)〉

(5.11)

6: w ← z(γ?)
7: until convergence

x∗k = 1
|K| , ∀k ∈ K. Note that the solution is unique if and only if the gradient g admits

a unique coordinate achieving minj gj .

iii) Determine the exact step-size to update w by solving the problem in equation (5.10)
admitting closed-form solutions given in Algorithm 5, Section 3.3.3. Coefficients a and
b can be computed in O(K2) operations using pre-computed terms detailed in (i).

Note that for non-convex problems the CG algorithm is known to converge to a local
stationary point (Lacoste-Julien, 2016, Theorem 1) at a rate O(1/

√
t), where t relates to the

number of algorithm iterations. Whereas for convex problems the CG algorithm is known to
convergence to a global optimum (Jaggi, 2013, Theorem 1) at a rate O(1/t).

We also propose to promote sparsity in the weights w similarly to sparse coding (Chen
et al., 2001). To this end, we propose to use a negative quadratic regularization promoting
sparsity on the simplex as discussed in Li et al. (2016), expanding the unmixing (5.3) problem
to the following one

min
w∈ΣK

FGW2
2,α

(
C,F ,h, C̃(w), F̃ (w),h

)
− λ‖w‖22 (5.8)

where λ ∈ R+. The BCD and the CG, respectively given in Algorithms 6 and 7, are straight-
forward to adapt to this regularized unmixing problem. However the sub-problem w.r.t
w becomes non-convex for large values of λ, which reduces our theoretical guarantees. In
practice, we observed for both unmixing problems (5.3) and (5.8) a typical convergence of
the CGs in a few tens of iterations. The BCD itself converges in less than 10 iterations.

5.2.3 Fast upper bound for GW

Interestingly, when two graphs belong to the linear subspace defined by our dictionary, there
exists a proxy of the FGW distance using a dedicated Mahalanobis distance as described in
the next:
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Theorem 9 (Fused Gromov-Wasserstein upper-bound in the embedding) For
two embedded graphs with node features, with embeddings w1 and w2 over the set of
pairwise relation matrices {(Ck,F k)}k∈[K] ⊂ RN×N ×RN×d, and a shared masses vector
h ∈ Σn, the following inequality holds ∀α ∈ [0, 1],

FGW2,α
(
C̃(w1), F̃ (w1), C̃(w2), F̃ (w2)

)
≤ ‖w1 −w2‖Qα/2 (5.12)

where Qα is the PSD matrix in equation (5.6), hence engenders a Mahalanobis distance
between embeddings.

Proof of Theorem 9. Let us consider two embedded graphs with node features, with
embeddings w1 and w2 over a dictionary {(Ck,F k)}s∈[[K]] ⊂ RN×N × RN×d, and a masses
vector h shared by linear models and dictionary atoms. We introduce for any admissible
coupling T ∈ U(h,h), the application providing the FGW cost given T between both
embedded graphs fT : w ∈ Σk → EFGW

(
C̃(w1), F̃ (w1), C̃(w), F̃ (w),T

)
. This function is

further characterized in Lemma 5. As fT is a second-order polynomial function, it satisfies
for any w ∈ ΣK ,

fT (w) = fT (w1) +∇wfT (w1)>(w −w1) + 1
2(w −w1)>Qα(w −w1) (5.13)

where Qα is given by Lemma 5 and for any k ∈ Σk,

∇wfT (w1)k = 2α{〈DhC̃(w1)Dh,Ck〉 − 〈T>C̃(w1)T ,Ck〉}
+ 2(1− α)〈DhF̃ (w1)− T>F̃ (w1),F q〉

(5.14)

following intermediate equations (8.77) and (8.81) of the lemma’s proof. Then denoting T ∗
the optimal coupling resulting from the FGW problem, we have T ∗ which minimizes the
application T ∈ U(h,h) → fT (w2). Therefore as Dh is an admissible coupling, we have
fT ∗(w2) ≤ fD

h
(w2), which can be expanded using equation (5.13) as

fT ∗(w2) ≤ fD
h
(w1) +∇wfD

h
(w1)>(w2 −w1) + 1

2(w2 −w1)>Qα(w2 −w1) (5.15)

Using equation (5.14) it is easy to see that ∇wfD
h
(w1) = 0. Moreover fD

h
(w1) = 0 as it

corresponds to the FGW distance between
(
C̃(w1), F̃ (w1),h

)
and itself. So using these

relations and the definition of fT ∗(w2), we have the desired upper-bound of equation (5.12). �

As detailed in equation (5.15) of the proof, the upper-bound given in Theorem 9 is obtained
by considering the FGW cost between the linear models calculated using the admissible
coupling Dh. The latter coupling assumes that both graph representations are aligned and
therefore is a priori suboptimal. As such, this bound is not tight in general. However, when
the embeddings are close, the optimal coupling matrix should be close to Dh so that Theorem
9 provides a reasonable proxy to the FGW distance into our embedding space. In practice,
this upper bound can be used to compute efficiently pairwise kernel matrices or to do retrieval
of closest samples (see numerical experiments, Section 5.3).

5.2.4 Dictionary learning and online algorithm

Assume now that the dictionary D = {Gk : (Ck,F k,h)}k∈[K] is not known and has
to be estimated from the data. We define a dataset D of I attributed graphs D =
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{Gi : (Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[I]. Recall that each graph Gi of order Ni is summarized by its pair-
wise relation matrix Ci ∈ RNi×Ni , its node feature matrix Fi ∈ RNi×d and weights hi ∈ ΣNi

over nodes, as described in Section 3.3.
The DL problem, that aims at estimating the optimal dictionary for a given dataset can

be expressed as:

min
{w(i)}i,{(Ck,F k)}k

I∑
i=1

FGW2,α
(
Ci,Fi,hi, C̃(wi), F̃ (wi),h

)
− λ‖wi‖22 (5.16)

where wi ∈ ΣK ,Ck ∈ RN×N and F k ∈ RN×d. Let us denote the objective function in
problem (5.16) by FD,λ({wi},D). The optimization problem above is a classical sparsity
promoting dictionary learning on a linear subspace but with the important novelty that the
reconstruction error is computed by means of the FGW distance. This allows us to learn a
graphs subspace of fixed order N using a dataset of graphs with various orders. The sum
over the errors in equation (5.16) can be seen as an expectation and we propose to devise an
online strategy to optimize the problem similarly to the online DL proposed in Mairal et al.
(2009).
The main idea is to update the dictionary {(Ck,F k}k with a stochastic estimation of the
gradients on a minibatch of B graphs B = {Gi}i. At each stochastic update the unmixing
problems providing optimal {(wi,Ti)}i are solved independently for each graph Gi of the
minibatch using a fixed dictionary {(Ck,F k)}k, according to the procedure described in
Section 5.2.2. Then one can estimate gradients w.r.t {(Ck,F k)}k of the objective function
FD,λ({wi},D) of our DL problem (5.16), by gradients computed over the minibatch, given
for each atom structure by

∇̃Ck
(
FD,λ({wi},D)

)
= 2α

∑
i∈[[B]]

wik{C̃(wi)� hh
> − T>i CiTi} (5.17)

and for each atom feature matrix by

∇̃F k
(
FD,λ({wi},D)

)
= 2(1− α)

∑
i∈[[B]]

wik{DhF̃ (wi)− T>i Fi} (5.18)

knowing that terms depending on Ti are already computed by unmixings solver. Note that if
the input graph structures {Ci} are symmetric (undirected graphs) and atom structures are
initialized as symmetric matrices, the updated atom structures following equation (5.17) will
remain symmetric. When operating on adjacency or shortest path matrices (see numerical
experiments in Section 5.3), we propose to add a projected gradient step to constraint atom
structures to be non-negative. The stochastic update of the proposed algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 8. This process can be used on a finite dataset with possibly several epochs on the
whole dataset or online in the presence of streaming graphs. We provide an example of such
subspace tracking in Section 5.3.5. We will refer to our approach as GDL in the rest of the
manuscript.

Numerical complexity The numerical complexity of GDL depends on the complexity
of each update. The main computational bottleneck is the unmixing procedure that relies
on multiple resolution of FGW problems. The complexity of solving a FGW with the CG
algorithm between two graphs of order N and M and computing its gradient is dominated by
O
(
N2M +M2N

)
operations (Peyré et al., 2016; Vayer et al., 2019a) (see details in Section

3.3.3). Thus given dictionary atoms of order N , the worst case complexity can be only
quadratic in the highest graph order Nmax = maxi∈[[I]]Ni in the dataset, in a factorization
context where N and K are assumed small compared to Nmax.
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Algorithm 8 GDL: stochastic update of atoms {(Ck,F k)}k∈[K]

1: Sample a minibatch of B graphs B := {(Ci,Fi,hi)} .
2: Compute optimal {(wi,Ti)}i∈[[B]] by solving B independent unmixing problems with

Algorithm 6.
3: Projected gradient step with estimated gradients ∇̃Ck and ∇̃F k given (5.17) and (5.18),
∀k ∈ [K]:

Ck ← ProjR+(Ck − ηC∇̃Ck) and F k ← F k − ηF ∇̃F k (5.19)

For instance, estimating embedding on dataset IMDB-M (Section 5.3.2) over 12 atoms
takes on average 44 ms per graph (on processor i9-9900K CPU 3.60GHz)1. Note that in
addition to scale well to large datasets thanks to the stochastic optimization, our method
also leads to important speedups when using the representations as input feature for other
ML tasks. For instance, we can use the upper bound of Theorem 9 to compute efficiently
kernels between graphs instead of computing all pairwise FGW distances. Moreover, we
show in Section 5.3.2 that our GDL representation technique compares favorably to the
non-linear GW based DL GWF (see equation (5.1)), both in terms of numerical complexity
and performance.

5.2.5 Learning the graph structure and distribution

Recent researches have studied the use of potentially more general distributions h on the
nodes of graphs than the naive uniform ones commonly used. Xu et al. (2019a) empirically
explored the use of distributions induced by degrees, such as parameterized power laws,
hi = pi∑

i
pi
, where pi = (deg(xi) + a)b with a ∈ R+ and b ∈ [0, 1]. They demonstrated the

interest of this approach but also highlighted how hard it is to calibrate, which advocates for
learning these distributions.
With this motivation, we extend our GDL model defined in equation (5.16) and propose
to learn atoms of the form {(Ck,F k,hk)}k∈[K]. In this setting we have two independent
dictionaries modeling the relative importance of the nodes via hk ∈ ΣN , and their pairwise
relations and node features through (Ck,F k). This dictionary learning problem reads:

min
{(wi,vi)}i,{(Ck,F k)}k

I∑
i=1

FGW2
2,α

(
Ci,Fi,hi, C̃(wi), F̃ (wi), h̃(vi)

)
− λ‖wi‖22 − ρ‖vi‖22 (5.20)

where wi ∈ ΣK and vi ∈ ΣK are the structure and distribution embeddings, and the linear
models are defined for any i ∈ [[I]] as

C̃(wi) =
∑
k∈[[K]]

wikCk, F̃ (wi) =
∑
k∈[[K]]

wikF k, h̃(vi) =
∑
k∈[[K]]

vikhk, (5.21)

with Ck ∈ RN×N , F k ∈ RN×d and hk ∈ ΣK . We denote the objective function in problem
(5.20) by FD,λ,ρ({wi,vi},D).

Here we fully exploit the FGW formalism by estimating simultaneously the graph dis-
tribution h̃, its geometric structure C̃ and its node features F̃ . The optimization problem
(5.20) can be solved by an adaptation of the stochastic Algorithm 8, detailed in Algorithm
10. It consists in the two following steps:

1To update with new implementation
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Algorithm 9 BCD for GDL extended unmixing problem providing optimal (wi,vi,Ti) for
input graph (Ci,Fi,hi).
1: Inputs: Input graph (Ci,Fi,hi) and dictionary {(Ck,F k,hk)}k.
2: Initialize embeddings such as wi = vi = 1

K1K
3: repeat
4: Compute OT matrix Ti of FGW2,α

(
Ci,Fi,hi, C̃(wi), F̃ (wi), h̃(vi)

)
, with CG algo-

rithm (Section 3.3). From the finale iteration of CG, get dual potentials (µi,νi) of the
corresponding linear OT problem (see (5.23)).

5: Compute the optimal v by minimizing (5.23) w.r.t v using closed-form solutions (5.24)
if ρ = 0 or using CG algorithm (5.25) if ρ > 0.

6: Compute the optimal wi solving (5.8) given T and v, setting h = ∑
k vikhk, with CG

algorithm 7.
7: until convergence

Algorithm 10 extended GDL: stochastic update of atoms {(Ck,F k,hk)}k∈[[K]]

1: Sample a minibatch of B graphs B := {(Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈I⊂[[I]] .
2: Compute optimal embeddings {(wi,vi)}i∈[[B]] coming jointly with the set of OT variables

(Ti, µi, νi) by solving B independent unmixing problems with BCD algorithm 9.
3: Projected gradient step with estimated gradients ∇̃Ck (5.26), ∇̃F k (5.27) and ∇̃hk (5.28),
∀k ∈ [[K]]:
Ck ← ProjR+(Ck − ηC∇̃Ck), F k ← F k − ηF ∇̃F k and hk ← ProjΣ

N
(hk − ηh∇̃hk)

(5.22)

i) Solve the extended unmixing problem. We estimate the structure/node weights
unmixings (wk,vk) over a minibatch of graphs with an extension of the BCD Algorithm 6.
This extended BCD is summarized in Algorithm 9. First, for fixed unmixings (wi,vi),
we compute the OT matrix Tk of FGW2,α(Ci,Fi,hi, C̃(wi), F̃ (wi), h̃(vi)) using a CG
algorithm (Section 3.3). At the last iteration of this CG, a Wasserstein problem is
solved providing Ti and its corresponding optimal dual variables µi and νi satisfying:

FGW2,α(Ci,Fi,hi, C̃(wi), F̃ (wi), h̃(vi)) = 〈µi,hi〉+ 〈νi, h̃(vi)〉 (5.23)

So we can optimize EFGWα w.r.t vi at fixed Ti and wi solving for

min
v∈ΣK

〈µi,hi〉+ 〈νi, h̃(v)〉 ⇔ min
v∈ΣK

v>c (5.24)

where c = (ck = 〈νi,hk〉)k∈[[K]]. This problem is a classic Linear Program under simplex
constraints which admits closed-form solutions, as discussed in Step 2 of Algorithm 7
(Section 5.2.2).
If we further promote sparsity of vi (ρ > 0) using the negative quadratic regularization
of equation (5.20), the unmixing sub-problem w.r.t vi at fixed Ti and wi becomes

min
v∈ΣK

−ρv>v + v>c (5.25)

which is a concave Quadratic Program that can be solved using a simple Conditional
Gradient algorithm.
Finally, once vi is updated for a fixed Ti and wi, we can update wi using the CG
Algorithm 7 by posing h = ∑

k vikhk in equations (5.7) and (5.10).
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Algorithm 11 GDL: graphs completion
1: Inputs: Observed graph Cobs, Dictionary {(Ck,F k,h)}, size of the imputed graph and

trade-off parameter α.
2: Initialize randomly the entries Cimp by iid sampling from N (0.5, 0.01) (In a symmetric

manner if Cobs is symmetric).2
3: repeat
4: Compute optimal (T ,w) of (Cest,Fest,h) into the dictionary (5.8).
5: Perform a projected gradient step on Cest and Fest using gradients from equations

(5.31) and (5.32).
6: until convergence.

ii) Stochastic gradient updates. Then once unmixing problems providing (wi,vi,Ti,µi,νi)
are solved independently, we perform simultaneously a projected gradient step update
of {Ck}k and {hk}k, and a gradient step update of {Ck}k. For which stochastic
gradients of the objective function FD,λ,ρ({wi,vi},D) of problem (5.20) read for each
atom structure,

∇̃Ck
(
FD,λ,ρ({wi,vi},D)

)
= 2
B

∑
i∈[[B]]

wik{C̃(wi)� h̃(vi)h̃(vi)> − T>i CiTi}, (5.26)

each atom feature matrices,

∇̃F k
(
FD,λ,ρ({wi,vi},D)

)
= 2
B

∑
i∈[[B]]

wik{diag(h̃(vi))F̃ (wi)− T>i Fi} (5.27)

and each atom distributions

∇̃hk
(
FD,λ,ρ({wi,vi},D)

)
= 1
B

∑
i∈[[B]]

vikνi (5.28)

5.2.6 GDL for graphs completion

The GDL dictionaries estimated using equation (5.16)3 on the datasetD = {(Ci,Fi,hi)}
are expected to capture a simplified semantic within D, that might be considered as the
hidden generative process from which observed graphs were sampled. This way the dictionary
can be used to infer/complete a new graph that is only partially observed and assumed to be
generated by the same generative process observed in D.
In this setting, we aim at recovering the full structureC ∈ RN×N and node features F ∈ RN×d,
while only a subset of relations and features among Nobs < N nodes are observed, denoted as
Cobs ∈ RNobs×Nobs and Fobs ∈ RNobs×d. This amounts to solving:

min
Cimp,Fimp

min
w

FGW2,α
(
Cest,Fest,h, C̃(w), F̃ (w),h

)
− λ‖w‖22 (5.29)

with

Cest =
[
Cobs

...
. . . Cimp

]
and Fest =

[
Fobs
Fimp

]
(5.30)

where only N2 −N2
obs coefficients collected into Cimp and (N −Nobs)d coefficients collected

into Fimp are optimized, and thus imputed.
3For simplicity, we consider here that the atoms share the same distribution h. The graph completion

procedure described in this Section can be extended to GDL with learned distributions simply using the
corresponding unmixing procedure.
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We solve the optimization problem (5.29) by a classical projected gradient descent. At
each iteration, we find an optimal pair of coupling and embedding (T ,w) by solving the
unmixing problem (5.8) for a fixed (Cimp,Fimp). Then (T ,w) is used to calculate the gradient
w.r.t (Cimp,Fimp) of the FGW loss between (Cest,Fest,h) and (C̃(w), F̃w,h). The latter
is obtained thanks to the imputed components of the gradient of the FGW cost function
evaluated at the fixed optimal coupling T and embedding w by using the Envelope Theorem
(Bonnans & Shapiro, 2000). The updates read as follow, for the imputed structure

Cimp ←
[
2α
(
Cest � hh> − T C̃(w)T>

)]
imputed i,j

(5.31)

and for the imputed feature matrix

Fimp ←
[
2(1− α)

(
DhFest − T F̃ (w)

)]
imputed i

(5.32)

A projection step for Cimp can be applied to enforce known properties of Cest, such as
positivity and symmetry based on the observed subgraph Cobs to impute.
In practice the estimated Cimp will have continuous values, so e.g is Cobs is an adjacency
matrix, one has to apply apply a thresholding with value 0.5 on Cimp to recover a completed
binary adjacency matrix.

5.3 Experimental results
This section aims at illustrating the behavior of the approaches introduced so far for both
clustering and classification of graph datasets (Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.4), online subspace
tracking (Section 5.3.5) and graphs completion (Section 5.2.6).

Implementation details. The base OT solvers that are used in the algorithms rely on the
POT toolbox (Flamary et al., 2021). For our experiments, we considered the Adam algorithm
(Kingma & Ba, 2015) as an adaptive strategy for the update of the atoms with a fixed dataset,
but used SGD with constant step size for the online experiments in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.1 GDL on simulated datasets

The GDL approach discussed in this section refers to equation (5.16) where the GW distance
is used as data fitting term (i.e. α = 1). First we illustrate it on datasets simulated according
to the well understood Stochastic Block Model (SBM, Holland et al., 1983; Wang & Wong,
1987) and show that we can recover embeddings and dictionary atoms corresponding to the
generative structure.

Datasets description. We consider two datasets of graphs, generated according to SBM,
with various orders, randomly sampled in {10, 15, ..., 60}:

1. The first scenario (D1) adopts three different generative structures (also referred to as
classes): dense (no clusters), two clusters and three clusters (see Figure 5.2). Nodes are
assigned to clusters into equal proportions. For each generative structure 100 graphs
are sampled.

2. The second scenario (D2) considers the generative structure with two clusters, but with
varying proportions of nodes for each block (see top of Figure 5.4), 150 graphs are
simulated accordingly.
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Figure 5.2: Visualizations of the embeddings of the graphs from D1 with our GDL on 3 atoms. The
positions on the simplex for the different classes are reported with no regularization (left) and sparsity
promoting regularization (right). Three simulated graphs from D1 are shown in the middle and their
positions on the simplex reported in red.
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Figure 5.3: Visualizations of the GDL atoms learned from the graphs from D1. Nodes of each graph
atom are colored according to the labels color of the corresponding atom given in Figure 5.2. Edges
are assigned with color intensities proportionally to the corresponding entries of the atom structure
matrices Ck.

In both scenarios we fix p = 0.1 as the probability of inter-cluster connectivity and 1− p as
the probability of intra-cluster connectivity. We consider adjacency matrices for representing
the structures of the graphs in the datasets and uniform weights on the nodes.

Results and interpretations. First we learn on dataset D1 a dictionary of 3 atoms of
order 6. The unmixing coefficients for the samples in D1 are reported in Figure 5.2. On the
left, we see that the coefficients are not sparse on the simplex but the samples are clearly
well clustered and graphs sharing the same class (i.e. color) are well separated. When
adding sparsity promoting regularization (right part of the figure) the different classes are
clustered on the corners of the simplex, thus suggesting that regularization leads to a more
discriminant representation. The estimated atoms for the regularized GDL are reported on
top of Figure 5.3 as both matrices Ck and their corresponding graphs. As it can be seen, the
different SBM structures in D1 are recovered.
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample 6

w= [0.0, 1.0] w= [0.2, 0.8] w= [0.4, 0.6] w= [0.6, 0.4] w= [0.8, 0.2] w= [1.0, 0.0]

Figure 5.4: On the top, random samples of simulated graphs from D2 (two blocks). On the bottom,
reconstructed graphs as linear combination of two estimated atoms (varying proportions for each
atom).

Figure 5.5: Plot of the pairwise distances in D1 and their Pearson correlation coefficients. GW
distance between graphs versus its counterpart between the models i.e. embedded graphs (left). GW
distance between graphs versus Mahalanobis distance between the embeddings (middle). GW distance
between the embedded graphs versus Mahalanobis between the corresponding embeddings (right).

Next we estimate on D2 a dictionary with 2 atoms of order 12. The interpolation between
the two estimated atoms for some samples is reported in Figure 5.4. As it can be seen, D2
can be modeled as a one dimensional manifold where the proportion of nodes in each block
changes continuously. We stress that the grey links on the bottom of Figure 5.4 correspond to
the entries of the reconstructed adjacency matrices. Those entries are in [0, 1], thus encoding
a probability of connection (see Section 5.2.1). The darker the link, the higher the probability
of interaction between the corresponding nodes. The possibility of generating random graphs
using these probabilities opens the door to future researches.

GW approximation in the embedding. We evaluate in Figure 5.5 the quality of the
Mahalanobis upper bound in Theorem 9 as a proxy for the GW distance on D1. On the left,
one can see that the linear model allows us to recover the true GW distances between graphs
most of the time. Exceptions occur for samples in the same class (i.e. "near" to each other
in terms of GW distance). The right part of the figure shows that the correlation between
the Mahalanobis upper bound (cf. Theorem 9) and the GW distance between the embedded
graphs is nearly perfect (0.999). This proves that our proposed upper bound provides a
nice approximation of the GW distance between the input graphs, with a correlation of 0.96
(middle of the figure), at a much lower computational cost.
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5.3.2 GDL for clustering of real-world datasets

We now show how our unsupervised GDL procedure can be used to find meaningful repre-
sentations for well-known graph classification datasets. The knowledge of the classes will be
employed as a ground truth to validate our estimated embeddings in clustering tasks.

Datasets and benchmark methods. We considered well-known benchmark datasets
divided into three categories, whose detailed descriptions are provided in Table 8.1 of the
Annex 8.2.4:

• IMDB-B and IMDB-M (Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015) gather graphs without node
attributes derived from social networks.

• Graphs with discrete attributes representing chemical compounds from MUTAG (Deb-
nath et al., 1991) and cuneiform signs from PTC-MR (Krichene et al., 2015).

• Graphs with real vectors as attributes, namely BZR, COX2 (Sutherland et al., 2003)
and PROTEINS, ENZYMES (Borgwardt & Kriegel, 2005).

We benchmark our GDL models for clustering tasks with the following state-of-the-art OT
models:

i) GWF (Xu, 2020) detailed in Section 5.1, using the proximal point algorithm to estimate
FGW (see Section 3.3) and exploring two configurations, i.e. with either fixed atom
order (GWF-f) or random atom order (GWF-r, default for the method).

ii) GW k-means (GW-k) which is a k-means algorithm using (F)GW distances and (F)GW
barycenters (Peyré et al., 2016) (see Section 3.3.4).

iii) Spectral Clustering (SC) (Shi & Malik, 2000; Stella & Shi, 2003) applied to the pairwise
GW distance matrices or the pairwise FGW distance matrices for graphs with attributes.

For both Dictionary Learning methods, namely GDL and GWF (i), we evaluate the
embeddings {wi} and the corresponding embedded graphs. Unlike GDL and GWF, GW-k
and SC do not require any embedding learning step. Indeed, GW-k directly computes (a
GW) k-means over the input graphs and SC is applied to the GW distance matrix obtained
from the input graphs. We complete these clustering evaluations with an ablation study of
the effect of the negative quadratic regularization proposed with our models. As introduced
in equation (5.16), this regularization is parameterized by λ, so in this specific context we
will distinguish GDL (λ = 0) from GDLλ (λ > 0).

Experimental settings. For the datasets with attributes involving FGW, we tested 15
values of the trade-off parameter α via a logspace search in (0, 0.5) and symmetrically (0.5, 1)
and select the one minimizing our objectives. Moreover adjacency matrices are used as
input representations for graphs and complementary results using shortest-path matrices are
reported in Annex 8.3.3.
For our GDL methods as well as for GWF, a first step consists into learning the atoms. A
variable number of K = βk atoms is tested, where k denotes the number of classes and
β ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}, with a uniform number of atoms per class. When the order N of each atom
is fixed, for GDL and GWF-f, it is set to the median order in the dataset. The atoms are
initialized by randomly sampling graphs from the dataset with corresponding order. GDL
atoms are learned for unattributed (resp. attributed ) graphs over 50 epochs (resp. 100
epochs) with 16 as batch size and 0.01 as initial learning rate. Whereas GWF atoms are
learned according to Xu (2020). We tested 4 regularization coefficients λ in for both methods,
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Table 5.1: K-means on GDL and GWF embeddings (see (a)), and on input graphs (see (ii)).
Clustering performances are measured by means of Rand Index. Best results (resp. second bests) are
highlighted in bold (resp.italic). GDL performance gains w.r.t. all competitors are reported on the
last row.

Models IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN
GDL (ours) 51.3(0.30) 55.1(0.28) 71.9(0.48) 51.5(0.36) 62.6(1.68) 58.4(0.52) 71.8(0.18) 60.2(0.30)
GDLλ (ours) 51.7(0.59) 55.4(0.20) 72.3(0.17) 51.9(0.54) 66.4(1.96) 59.5(0.68) 72.9(0.28) 60.5(0.71)

GWF-r 51.2 (0.02) 55.5(0.03) 68.8(1.47) 51.4(0.52) 52.4(2.48) 56.8(0.41) 72.1(0.19) 60.0(0.09)
GWF-f 50.5(0.34) 54.0(0.37) 59.0(1.91) 50.9(0.79) 51.7(2.96) 52.9(0.53) 71.6(0.31) 58.9(0.39)
GW-k 50.3(0.02) 53.7(0.07) 57.6(1.50) 50.4(0.35) 56.7(0.50) 52.5(0.12) 66.3(1.42) 50.1(0.01)

GDL gains +0.5 -0.1 +3.5 +0.5 +9.7 +2.7 +0.8 +0.5

which relate to the sparsity promoting regularization for GDL, whereas λ relates to an entropic
regularization for GWF.

The embeddings {wi} and the corresponding embedded graphs are then computed and
used as input for different clustering algorithms:

a) A k-means algorithm on the embeddings {wi} respectively produced by both DL
methods. However, whereas a standard Euclidean distance is used to implement k-
means over the GWFs embeddings, we use the Mahalanobis distances given in Theorem
9 for the k-means clustering of the GDLs embeddings.

b) A Spectral Clustering algorithm on the embeddings {wi} with the same geometry used
than in a).

c) A Spectral Clustering algorithm on the embedded graphs corresponding to embeddings
{wi}, i.e {(C̃(wi), F̃ (wi),h)} respectively given by equations (5.2) and (5.1) for GDL
and GWF. For each model, the pairwise FGW distance matrix between embedded
graphs is computed, then the kernel e−FGW is used to perform spectral clustering.

The procedures a) and b) are the most appealing as they do not require to compute an
expansive pairwise FGW distance matrix as in c). However in a factorization context, the
computation time of the FGW kernel for procedure c) can be greatly reduced compared to
the one to perform spectral clustering directly on input graphs.

The cluster assignments are assessed by means of Rand Index (RI, Rand, 1971), computed
between the true class assignment (known) and the one estimated by the different methods.
For each parameter configuration (number of atoms, number of nodes and regularization
parameter) we run each experiment five times, independently, with different random initial-
izations. The mean RI was computed over the random initializations and the dictionary
configuration leading to the highest RI was finally retained. We refer the interested reader to
Annex 8.3.4 where corresponding results measured by Adjusted Rand Index (Steinley, 2004,
ARI) are reported.

Results and interpretation. Clustering results achieved either by K-means algorithm
(a) and Spectral Clustering algorithms (b)-(c) can be respectively seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
The mean RI and its standard deviation are reported for each dataset and method.

Our model outperforms or at least is comparable to the state-of-the-art OT based
approaches for most of the datasets, independently of the chosen down-stream clustering
algorithm. Results show that the negative quadratic regularization proposed with our models
brings additional gains in performance.
Across all datasets, the evaluation of GDL thanks to Spectral clustering (SC) lead to an
absolute gain of 1% to 7% in comparison to K-means. Interestingly, applying SC to the graphs
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Table 5.2: Spectral Clustering on DL embeddings w (see (b)) and embedded graphs (C̃(w), F̃ (w)),
then on input graphs (C,F ) (see (ii)). Clustering performances are measured by means of Rand Index
(%). GDL performance gains w.r.t. all competitors are reported on the last row.

Models Inputs IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN
GDL (ours) w 51.9(0.19) 56.9(0.15) 75.1(0.12) 52.7(0.10) 66.5(0.01) 66.2 (0.15 ) 72.1(0.15) 61.3(0.17)
GDLλ (ours) w 52.2(0.24) 57.1(0.09) 75.1(0.05) 52.6 (0.24 ) 66.8(0.4) 66.2 (0.15 ) 73.4(0.37) 61.7(0.25)
GDL (ours) C̃(w), F̃ (w) 52.0 (0.08 ) 57.3 (0.21 ) 73.9(0.30) 52.6(0.18) 67.1 (0.05 ) 66.2 (0.15 ) 72.8(0.31) 61.9(0.20)
GDLλ (ours) C̃(w), F̃ (w) 52.2(0.06) 57.6(0.17) 74.5 (0.01 ) 52.4(0.35) 67.5(0.11) 66.3(0.01) 73.6(0.50) 62.4(0.23)

GWF-r w 51.6(0.07) 57.1(0.04) 71.6(0.18) 51.9(0.19) 55.1(0.18) 60.3(0.17) 72.7(0.12) 60.6(0.28)
GWF-f w 51.1(0.26) 55.9(0.28) 69.8(0.33) 51.4(0.07) 53.9(0.36) 58.3(0.28) 72.4(0.25) 59.7(0.21)
GWF-r C̃(w), F̃ (w) 51.0(0.19) 55.6(0.1) 70.5(0.59) 50.9(0.20) 52.9(0.15) 59.9(0.26) 71.5(0.87) 60.3(0.34)
GWF-f C̃(w), F̃ (w) 50.2(0.05) 54.3(0.23) 66.9(1.01) 50.9(0.31) 52.8(0.32) 58.5(0.46) 70.7(0.75) 60.2(0.40)
SC C,F 50.4(0.03) 55.7(0.09) 74.5 (0.01 ) 51.7(0.04) 53.1(4.95) 65.3(0.01) 71.2(1.00) 51.9(0.01)

GDL gains +0.6 +0.5 +3.5 +0.8 +12.4 +1.0 +0.9 +1.8

embedded by GDLλ (GDL-g) lead to better performances than when the algorithm is applied
to input graphs. Therefore GDL learned in an unsupervised way provides more discriminant
graph representations. Moreover, SC evaluated on GDL-w also leads to better results than
on input graphs and competes with GDL-g. So GDL-w provides the best trade-off between
computation speed and clustering performances as the kernel required to apply SC on GDL-g
is necessarily more expansive to compute.

To better understand these phenomenons, we report in Figure 5.6 the pairwise distribu-
tions between all considered distances, for the best selected models learned on MUTAG with
GDL and GDLλ. Both dictionaries are composed of 4 atoms and learned with α = 0.9997,
whereas λ takes value in {0, 0.01}.
On the right, one can see for both GDL and GDLλ that the linear models do not allow to
recover well the FGW distances between graphs (correlations of 0.48 and 0.56), unlike our
results on synthetic data sets. This was to be expected while factoring numerous graphs
with heterogeneous structures and features within simply 4 atoms. However, as SC on graph
models leads to comparable performances than on raw data for this dataset, the learned
representations remain discriminant using both GDL and GDLλ. We emphasize that in
this scenario, GDLλ projects very different input graphs a priori on the graph model while
clustering samples well, which highlights the denoising properties of the method.
In the middle, we can see that the Mahalanobis distances between embeddings is slightly
better correlated to FGW distances between graphs than the ones between graph models,
but the distributions are still quite different for the same reasons than above. Overall, both
kind of correlations shown on the left and middle plots emphasize that great reconstruction
and clustering performances are not that closely linked.
Finally, on the left we can observe that the correlation between the Mahalanobis upper
bound and the FGW distance between embedded graphs is almost perfect (0.97) for GDLλ
and consequently better than GDL one. So by promoting sparsity among unmixings, we
enforce graph models to be almost aligned while preserving various and discriminant graph
representations. Moreover, this plot for GDLλ shows that the Mahalanobis distance can
sometimes be lower than the FGW distances between embedded graphs estimated using the
CG solver in Algorithm 4, and then provide a better estimation of these FGW distances.
These aforementioned improvements in terms of correlations and estimations might explain
why the best clustering performances are achieved thanks to the SC on embeddings using the
Mahalanobis distance.

To conclude on our analysis, we report in Table 5.3 averaged runtimes for the same relative
precision of 10−4 to compute one graph embedding on learned dictionaries from datasets
of social networks IMDB-B and IMDB-M, using a 3.60GHz CPU (processor i9-9900K). As
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Figure 5.6: Plot of the pairwise distances and their Pearson correlation coefficients, for best GDL
models learned on MUTAG, without (resp. with) sparsity promoting regularization on the first row
(resp. second row). FGW distance between graphs versus its counterpart between the embedded
graphs (left). FGW distance between graphs versus Mahalanobis distance between the embeddings
(middle). FGW distance between the embedded graphs versus Mahalanobis between the corresponding
embeddings (right).

Table 5.3: Averaged runtimes over the whole dataset to compute embeddings {wi} respective to
each method.

dataset # atoms GDL* GWF GWF/GDL
IMDB-B 12 52 ms 123 ms 2.4

16 69 ms 186 ms 2.7
IMDB-M 12 44 ms 101 ms 2.3

18 71 ms 168 ms 2.4

reported in Table 8.1 of the annex, IMDB-B contains 1000 graphs of orders 12 to 136 with a
median order of 17. Whereas IMDB-M contains 1500 relatively smaller graphs of median
order 10, with minimum and maximum orders of 7 and 89 respectively. Overall we observe a
relative gain in speed of 2.3 to 2.7 for GDL. The best relative speed increase is achieved on
biggest graphs on average for largest tested number of atoms. This further supports the use
of GDL to factor datasets containing numerous and large graphs which may require larger
number of atoms to be well represented.

5.3.3 Illustration of GDL dictionaries on real-world datasets

In the following, we first illustrate the graph atoms learned by GDL using the FGW distance
on graphs with discrete node features from MUTAG. Then we show the relevance of our
GDL extension, where a dictionary on the graph atom distributions is added, for learning
representations of social networks from IMDB-B.

GDL model on attributed graphs. We represent in Figure 5.7 the atoms and correspond-
ing closest graph samples based on their respective unmixings wi for the GDL model leading
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Figure 5.7: Atoms and their closest samples according to embeddings from GDL model learned on
MUTAG with 4 atoms and α = 0.9997. The corresponding FGW reconstruction errors are added next
to samples.

to best clustering performances on MUTAG. To recover labels for learned node features,
we perform a K-means algorithm on the features of graph models and retain the number
of clusters whose clustering maximizes the Silhouette score. Interestingly, 3 clusters are
identified, for which true node classes are recovered with an ARI of 97%, which coincides with
the true class imbalance where 3 classes among 7 represent 98% of the node class distribution.
That is why in Figure 5.7, node colors of the samples are assigned using true node classes,
while those of the atoms are assigned using the overlap of the true and predicted node classes.
Note also that the same procedure as in Figure 5.3 is used for edge colors.

This way we can see that all atoms capture rather well the ramifications composed
of orange and green nodes, and the denser structures composed of blue nodes. Also the
atoms recover substructures of blue nodes whose connectivity tend to be proportional to the
inverse of the number of cycles and the inter-cycles connectivity in the samples. These last
patterns are interesting as they involve notions of proportions which advocate learning atom
distributions to enhance their interpretability. As this analysis is tedious in the presence of
node features, we demonstrate how this distribution learning can be relevant in the following
simplified scenario.

Extended GDL model on IMDB-B dataset. We illustrate in Figure 5.8 the interest
of the extension of GDL with estimated weights for IMDB-M dataset. We can see in the
middle-left part of the figure that, without estimating the weights, GDL can experience
difficulties producing a model that preserves the global structure of the graph because of the
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Figure 5.8: Modeling of two real life graphs from IMDB-M with our GDL approaches with 8 atoms
of order 10. (left) Original graphs from the dataset, (middle left) linear model for GDL with uniform
weights as in equation (5.16), (middle right) linear model for GDL with estimated weights as in
equation (5.20) and (right) different hs on the estimated structure.

uniform weights on the nodes. In opposition, simultaneously estimating the weights brings a
more representative modeling (in the GW sense), as illustrated in the middle-right columns.
The weights estimation can re-balance and even discard non relevant nodes, in the vein of
attention mechanisms.

5.3.4 GDL for classification of real-world datasets

We show in this section that the embeddings {wi} and corresponding models {C̃(wi), F̃ (wi)}
provided by GDL can be beneficial to down-stream supervised classification tasks.
To this end, we train Support Vector Machines (SVM) on the embeddings and models using
exponential kernels e−d where d is respectively a Mahalanobis distance and a FGW distance.
For each GDL configuration, one dictionary is randomly chosen among the 5 existing ones
used for the clustering benchmark (Section 5.3.2). The embeddings and the Mahalanobis
distance associated to the dictionary are used to form a first kernel. Then we compute a
FGWα kernel on corresponding embedded graphs, using the same α than for the DL. In the
following, we denote GDL-w the SVM derived from then embeddings {wi}. Whereas GDL-g
denotes the SVM derived from the embedded graphs {C̃(wi), F̃ (wi)}.

Benchmark methods and settings. To consistently benchmark the proposed supervised
evaluation of GDL embeddings, we consider the following state-of-the-art models:

i) First we benchmark our models to several graph kernel methods (see Section 2.1):
(FGWK) The kernels e−FGW derived from FGW (Section 3.3) distances computed on
input graphs using either adjacency (ADJ) or shortest-path (SP) matrices as graph
structures; (SPK) denotes the shortest path kernel (Borgwardt & Kriegel, 2005); (RWK)
the random walk kernel (Gärtner et al., 2003); (WLK) the Weisfeler Lehman kernel
(Vishwanathan et al., 2010); (GK) the graphlet count kernel (Shervashidze et al., 2009);
(HOPPERK) the HOPPER kernel (Feragen et al., 2013); (PROPAK) the propagation
kernel (Neumann et al., 2016). We build upon the GraKel library (Siglidis et al., 2020)
to construct the kernels and perform the same hyperparameter validations as in Vayer
et al. (2019a).
For all kernel methods under various configurations, as real graph datasets commonly
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Table 5.4: Classification results measures by means of accuracy. Best results are highlighted in bolt
independently of the model categories, and the best performances from not end-to-end supervised
methods are reported in italic.

Models IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN
GDL-w ADJ (ours) 70.1(3.1) 49.0(3.7) 81.1(7.8) 55.3(8.0) 87.3(3.6) 76.6(3.2) 70.7(3.4) 72.1(3.1)
GDL-w SP (ours) 65.4(3.7) 48.0(3.8) 84.6(6.7) 55.1(6.0) 84.0(5.5) 75.9(3.8) 70.0(5.0) 73.0(3.7)
GDL-g ADJ (ours) 72.1 (4.1 ) 50.6 (4.4 ) 85.8(6.9) 58.5(7.7) 87.8 (4.3 ) 78.1(5.1) 71.4(4.2) 74.6(5.0)
GDL-g SP (ours) 68.24(4.4) 48.47(4.2) 87.1 (6.3 ) 57.1(6.6) 84.6(5.9) 76.9(4.9) 71.5(6.0) 74.9 (4.4 )
FGWK ADJ 70.8(3.5) 48.9(3.9) 82.6(7.2) 56.2(8.9) 85.6(5.2) 77.0(4.2) 72.2(4.0) 72.4(4.7)
FGWK SP 65.0(3.7) 47.8(3.8) 84.4(7.3) 55.4(7.0) 84.2(6.4) 76.5(4.7) 70.5(6.2) 74.3(3.3)
GWF-r ADJ 65.1(2.9) 47.5(3.2) - - 83.6(5.0) 75.3(4.2) 72.5 (5.4 ) 73.6(2.5)
GWF-f ADJ 64.7(2.3) 47.2(3.0) - - 83.7(5.1) 75.0(4.0) 72.1(5.0) 73.1(2.1)
GK (K=3) 57.1(3.5) 41.9(4.5) 82.9(7.9) 57.1(7.2) NA NA NA NA

SPK 56.2(2.9) 39.1(4.9) 83.3(8.0) 60.1(6.4) NA NA NA NA
RWK NA NA 79.5(7.9) 55.7(6.9) NA NA NA NA
WLK NA NA 86.4(8.0) 63.1 (6.6 ) NA NA NA NA

HOPPERK NA NA NA NA 84.5(5.2) 79.7(3.5) 46.2(3.8) 72.1(3.1)
PROPAK NA NA NA NA 80.0(5.1) 77.8(3.8) 71.8(5.8) 61.7(4.5)

GIN 64.3(3.1) 50.9(1.7) 90.1(4.4) 63.1(3.9) - - 62.2(3.6) 76.2(2.8)
TFGW ADJ 78.3(3.7) 56.8(3.1) 96.4(3.3) 72.4(5.7) - - 73.8(4.6) 82.9(2.7)

used in machine learning literature show a high variance considering structure, we
perform a nested cross validation (using 9 folds for training, 1 for testing, and report
the average accuracy of this experiment repeated 10 times) by keeping same folds across
methods. All splits are balanced w.r.t labels. In the following results, parameters of
SVM are cross validated within C ∈ {10−7, 10−6, ..., 107} and γ ∈ {2−10, 2−9, ..., 210},
using SVM implementation from Scikit-Learn (Buitinck et al., 2013).

ii) Then we include in the benchmark the end-to-end model derived from GWF (Xu, 2020).
The model consists in minimizing a weighted sum of the DL reconstruction error (see
equation (5.1)) and a classification loss, e.g cross-entropy. For a fixed dictionary state,
the unmixings are computed then used to feed a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with
non-linearities achieving final label predictions. Then the MLP and the graph atoms are
optimized using automatic differentiation. Similarly than for the clustering benchmark
we refer again to GWF-r and GWF-f when their dictionary atoms have random size
(default for the method) or when we fix it to match GDL ones. We followed authors’
choices for the validation of MLP architectures and trade-off hyperparameter to weight
reconstruction and classification losses.

iii) Finally we include SOTA GNN models by reporting few results from Chapter 4, such
as GIN with sum pooling (Xu et al., 2019c) and TFGW (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2022c)
which uses GIN as backbone and FGW distances from learnable graph templates as
pooling layer while learning from ADJ or SP input graph representations.

Results on supervised classification. The benchmark results measured by means of
accuracy are reported in Table 5.4. First, we observe as anticipated that the model TFGW
(see Chapter 4) always outperforms other methods by significant margins, except on the
dataset ENZYMES where the gains are less significant.
Interestingly (F)GW kernels over the embedded graphs (GDL-g) built thanks to our GDL
approach consistently improve performances (from 1% to 3%) of (F)GW kernels over input
graphs (FGWK), independently of the chosen input representations (ADJ or SP). Hence, it
supports that our dictionaries (learned in an unsupervised way) are able to properly denoise
and/or capture discriminant patterns of these graphs. GDL-g outperforms other models
except GNN on all datasets except 2, PTC and COX2 where kernel methods WLK and
HOPPERK lead respectively to the best performances.
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Sample from class (A) Sample from class (B)

Figure 5.9: GDL online experiments on dataset TWITCH-EGOS: illustration of a typical sample
from class A (left plot) and class B (right plot).

Moreover the kernels based on Mahalanobis distances over embeddings w (GDL-w) lead
to performances comparable to FGWK. These results peculiarly support the use of our
embedding schema as pre-processing for classification as GDL-w comes at a considerably
lower expense than FGWK. Indeed to classify a new graph sample G of order N , GDL-w
requires to first embed G within O(N2N) operations, then to compute Mahalanobis distances
of its embedding to all I embeddings of the train dataset at a cost O(IK) where K is the
number of atoms in the dictionary. Whereas FGWK requires to compute all FGW distances
from G to the I graphs composing its train dataset coming within O(∑i∈I N

2Ni + N2
i N)

operations.

5.3.5 Online graph subspace estimation and change detection

In the following, we experiment on GDL for online graph subspace estimation on simulated
and real life datasets. We show that our approach can be used for subspace tracking of graphs
as well as for change point detection of subspaces.

Datasets and experiments. We consider here two new large graph classification datasets:
TWITCH-EGOS (Rozemberczki et al., 2020) containing social graphs without attributes
belonging to 2 classes and TRIANGLES (Knyazev et al., 2019) that is a simulated dataset of
labeled graphs with 10 classes.

Here we investigate how our approach fits to online data, i.e in the presence of a stream
of graphs. The experiments are designed with different time segments where each segment
streams graphs belonging to the same classes (or group of classes). The aim is to see if the
method learns the current stream and detects or adapts to abrupt changes in the stream,
simulated according to the following processes:

• For TWITCH-EGOS, we first streamed all graphs of a class (A), then graphs of the
other class (B), both counting more than 60.000 graphs. All these graphs consist in a
unique high-frequency (a hub structure) with sparse connections between non-central
nodes (sparser for class B). A typical sample from each class is illustrated in Figure 5.9.

• For TRIANGLES, the stream follows the three groups A,B and C, with 10,000 graphs
each, where the labels associated with each group are: A = {4, 5, 6, 7}, B = {8, 9, 10}
and C = {1, 2, 3}.

Results and discussion The online (F)GW losses and a running mean of these losses are
reported for each dataset on the left part of Figure 5.10. On the right part of the figure, we
report the average losses computed on several datasets containing data from each stream at
some time instant along the iterations.
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Figure 5.10: Online GDL on dataset TWITCH-EGOS with 2 atoms of 14 nodes each (top) and on
TRIANGLES with 4 atoms of 17 nodes each (bottom).

First, the online learning for both datasets can be seen in the running means with a clear
decrease of loss on each time segment. Also, note that at each event (change of stream) a
jump in terms of loss is visible suggesting that the method can be used for change point
detection.

Finally it is interesting to see on the TRIANGLES dataset that while the loss on Data
B is clearly decreased during Stream B it increases again during Stream C, thus showing
that our algorithm performs subspace tracking, adapting to the new data and forgetting old
subspaces no longer necessary.

5.3.6 Applications to graph completion

Finally, we present graph completion results on the real world datasets IMDB-B and MUTAG,
using the approach proposed in Section 5.2.6.

Experimental setting. Since the datasets do not explicitly contain graphs with missing
nodes, we proceed as follow: first we split the dataset into a training dataset (Dtrain) used
to learn the dictionary and a test dataset (Dtest) reserved for the completion tasks. For
each graph of (C,F ) ∈ Dtest, we created incomplete graphs (Cobs,Fobs) by independently
removing 10% and 20% of their nodes, uniformly at random. The partially observed graphs
are then reconstructed using the procedure described in Section 5.2.6 and the performance of
each method averaged over all imputed graphs is computed.
Note that the continuous versions of the imputed graphs (Cimp,Fimp) are not necessarily
aligned with their ground truth (C,F ). So a final step to access completion performances
consists in aligning the imputed graphs with their respective ground truth thanks to the OT
matrix T obtained by solving the (F)GW problem between both graphs. Then we apply
a threshold to the aligned imputed structures T>CimpT to recover an adjacency matrix
estimating C, and we estimate F with the aligned imputed features T>Fimp.

The hyperparameters of the dictionaries (learned exclusively on Dtrain) are validated in
the same way than in the clustering benchmark (Section 5.3.2), except that extreme values
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Figure 5.11: Completion experiments with GDL on IMDB-B dataset where 10% (right plot) and
20% (left plot) of the nodes are to be imputed, while dictionaries are learned over varying train/test
dataset proportions.

0 and 1 for α are omitted. Then the unmixings inherent to our completion algorithm are
computed using the same settings than the DL. By default, we initialize entries of Cimp by
iid sampling from N (0.5, 0.01). For IMDB-B composed of social networks, we propose to
leverage information from node degrees within Cobs to initialize connections between the
observed nodes and the imputed ones. Specifically, new connections to a node p are sampled
from N ( dp

maxq dq , 0.01) where for all q, dq denotes the degree of node q observed within Cobs.
Finally for MUTAG, imputed features are initialized uniformly at random in the range of
observed features.

Results on IMDB-B dataset. The completion results of unattributed graph from the
IMDB-B datasets measured by accuracy are reported in Figure 5.11. Both GDL and GDLλ
lead to comparable performances and are able to complete graphs with 10% (resp 20%) of
nodes to impute with an averaged accuracy of 93%-95% (resp. 92%-93%). We observe small
and gradual decreases in accuracy as the proportion of graphs used to learn the dictionaries
also decreases from 90% to 50%, but these losses in performance remain reasonable. Finally,
the sparsity promoting regularization seems beneficial to infer more nodes as GDLλ becomes
slightly but consistently better than GDL across variable test dataset proportions. Since more
complex structures have to be imputed when more nodes are removed, these gains support
the fact that our regularized GDL leads to more refined atoms allowing such reconstruction.

Results on MUTAG dataset. We postulate for attributed graphs that the respective
completions of their node connectivities and features must be performed jointly to be efficient.
To this end, we propose to evaluate our completion performance on the MUTAG dataset
by considering a non-preferential loss, i.e. one that equally considers completions of graph
structures and features. This non-preferential loss reads as the mean of the accuracy taken
over structures and the Pearson’s linear coefficient of determination r2 taken over features.

The performances quantified by our non-preferential losses, with the corresponding
accuracies and r2 coefficients are reported in Figure 5.12. First as for the IMDB-B dataset,
we can see in these scenarios that both methods lead to good performances for this novel
task of graph completion, while being rather robust to the proportion of graphs used to learn
the dictionaries. Interestingly, GDL now slightly outperforms GDLλ considering all tested
settings. This performance gap seems to grow as the proportion of nodes to be imputed
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Figure 5.12: Completion experiments with GDL on MUTAG dataset where 10% (right plot) and
20% (left plot) of the nodes are to be imputed, while dictionaries are learned over varying train/test
dataset proportions.

Table 5.5: Best α for each test dataset proportions for experiments on MUTAG dataset.

10 % imputed nodes 20 % imputed nodes
test dataset proportions (%) 10 20 30 40 50 10 20 30 40 50

GDL (α) 0.5 0.999999 0.75 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.25 0.9 0.9 0.9
GDLλ (α) 0.1 0.995 0.9 0.25 0.995 0.75 0.9 0.75 0.75 0.75

increases, which tends to contradict our previous analysis on the IMDB-B dataset. Since the
regularized GDL can provide more refined atoms, the bottleneck for imputing more complex
graphs such as attributed ones might lie in our choice of preserving the same regularization
coefficient λ for the iterative unmixings in our completion scheme than in our DL. Such
considerations are let for future works.

To complete our analysis, we report in Table 5.5 the trade-off parameters α leading to best
performances depending on the test dataset and imputed nodes proportions. We observe that
quite variable values of α are selected depending on completion settings, which advocates for
the validation of this hyperparameter also in these completion tasks. Moreover, these values
are not the same as the ones leading to most discriminant dictionaries (see Annex 8.3.4).

5.4 Discussion and conclusion
We introduced a new linear Dictionary Learning approach for graphs with different orders

relying on the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) divergence, where graphs are modeled as
convex combination of graph atoms.
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Such modeling requires a projection step onto the dictionary for which we provided an
efficient Block Coordinate Descent algorithm. Then We design an online stochastic algorithm
to efficiently learn our dictionary and propose a computationally light proxy to the (F)GW
distance in the described graphs subspace.

Our experiments on discriminant tasks demonstrate the relevance of our DL, e.g to lead to
state-of-the-art performances for the clustering of graphs dataset and to produce discriminant
representations for down-stream classification tasks using Support Vector Machines. Moreover,
our numerical results show the relevance of our unsupervised graph representation learning
approach for online subspace tracking and graphs completion.

We envision several extensions to this work. Notably in the context of graph denoising
or graph inpainting to observe whether our novel DL can be bring improvements. Then in
a practical way for all tasks, it can be interesting to study new solvers for our GDL, e.g
using entropically regularized solvers to allow faster parallelization on GPUs and potentially
smooth the learning process (see Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3).

Finally, several theoretical future works can be envisioned for GDL. For instance, a
light-proxy to (F)GW in the embedding space when learning graph distributions is yet to
be found, and its search is particularly motivated by the encouraging results provided by
our proxy to (F)GW when enforcing these distributions to be equal. Our proofs of concept
for online subspace tracking and graphs completion motivate further investigations on these
matters.
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Chapter 6

Relaxing the Optimal Transport
paradigm for unsupervised Graph
Representation Learning
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This Chapter presents the results of the papers Vincent-Cuaz et al. (2022a;b) where we
proposed a relaxation of the Optimal Transport paradigm (Chapter 3) to better address
challenges of unsupervised Graph Representation Learning.

Comparing structured objects such as graphs, potentially endowed with node attributes,
is a fundamental operation involved in many learning tasks. To this end, the Gromov-
Wasserstein (GW, Section 3.2) and Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW, Section 3.3) distances,
based on Optimal Transport (OT), have proven to be successful in handling the specific
nature of the associated objects (see e.g. Chapters 4 and 5). More specifically, through the
nodes connectivity relations, GW and FGW respectively operate on graphs and attributed
graphs, seen as probability measures over specific spaces. At the core of OT is the idea of
conservation of mass, which imposes a coupling between all the nodes from the two considered
graphs. We argue in this chapter that this property can be detrimental for tasks such as
graph dictionary (Chapter 5) or partition learning (Section 3.2.5).
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Contributions. We introduce novel Optimal Transport based divergences between graphs
or attributed graphs, respectively derived from the GW and FGW distances. We call them
respectively the semi-relaxed Gromov-Wasserstein (srGW) and semi-relaxed Fused Gromov-
Wasserstein (srFGW) divergences. Like FGW for GW, srFGW acts as a generalization of
srGW, via a parameter (α) linearly weighting the importance between graph structure and
feature information. Thus, in this chapter we focus on the more generic srFGW for attributed
graphs. srGW (operating on unattributed graphs) will only be used to provide some insights
in simplified scenarios.

After discussing srFGW properties and motivating its use in ML applications (Section
6.2.1), we propose efficient solvers for the corresponding optimization problem or regularized
versions (Section 6.2.2). Our solvers better fit to modern parallel programming than exact
solvers for FGW do. We empirically demonstrate the relevance of our divergence for graph
partitioning (Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2), Dictionary Learning (DL), clustering (Section 6.4.3)
or classification (Section 6.4.4) of graphs, and graph completion tasks (Section 6.3.2). With
sr(F)GW, we recover or surpass SOTA performances on these tasks, at a significantly lower
computational cost compared to methods based on pure (F)GW.

6.1 Introduction
As illustrated so far in this thesis, learning from graph data is an omnipresent challenge
in a number of ML tasks. A first one relates to Graph Representation Learning (Chapter
2), that either relies on meaningful notions of similarity between graphs (Section 2.1) or
graph embeddings produced by Graph Neural Networks (Section 2.2). Finally, it is often
of interest either to establish meaningful structural correspondences between the nodes of
different graphs, also known as graph matching (Zhou & De la Torre, 2012; Maron & Lipman,
2018; Bernard et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2016) or to find a representative partition of the nodes
of a graph, which we refer to as graph partitioning (Chen et al., 2014; Nazi et al., 2019;
Kawamoto et al., 2018; Bianchi et al., 2020a).

6.1.1 Optimal Transport for structured data

Based on the theory of Optimal Transport (OT) (Chapter 3), novel approaches to graph
modeling have recently emerged from a series of works, partially covered in Chapters 4 and 5.
Informally, the goal of OT is to match two probability distributions under the constraint of
mass conservation and in order to minimize a given matching cost. OT originally tackles the
problem of comparing probability distributions whose supports lie on the same metric space,
by means of the so-called Wasserstein distance (Section 3.1).

Extensions to graph data analysis were introduced by either embedding the graphs in a
space endowed with Wasserstein geometry (Nikolentzos et al., 2017; Togninalli et al., 2019;
Maretic et al., 2019) or relying on the (Fused) Gromov-Wasserstein distances (Sections 3.2 and
3.3). The latter are variants of the classical OT in which one aims at comparing probability
distributions whose supports lie on different spaces, such as graphs, potentially endowed
with node features (Section 3.2). Consequently, the (F)GW distance computes both a soft
assignment matrix between nodes of the two compared graphs and a notion of similarity
between them (see the left part of Figure 6.1). These properties have proven to be useful
for a wide range of tasks such as graph matching and partitioning (see e.g. experiments in
Section 3.2.5), estimation of nonparametric graph models (graphons, Diaconis & Janson,
2007; Xu et al., 2021a) or for graph Dictionary Learning (Chapter 5).
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6.1.2 On the limitations of Optimal Transport distances for graphs

Despite those recent successes, applications of (F)GW to graph modeling still have several
limitations. First, computing the (F)GW distance remains challenging, as it boils down to
solving a difficult non-convex Quadratic Program (equations (3.37) and (3.58)), which, in
practice, limits the size of the graphs that can be processed (Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3). A
second limit naturally emerges when a probability mass function is introduced over the set
of the graph nodes. The mass associated with a node refers to its relative importance and,
without prior knowledge, each node is either assumed to share the same probability mass or
to have one proportional to its degree (Xu et al., 2019a).

OT for graph partitioning. The challenge of partitioning the nodes of a graph (a.k.a
graph partitioning), by means of a GW matching, perfectly highlights the need to choose the
distributions meticulously (Section 3.2.5). To further detail how this is achieved, let us recall
that in the GW context, a graph G of order n is modeled as a pair (C,h) (Section 3.2.1).
Where C ∈ Rn×n is a matrix encoding the relationships between nodes in the topology of
the graph (i.e. adjacency), and h ∈ Σn is a probability vector, referred here as distribution,
modeling the relative importance of the nodes within the graph.
In the GW sense, the node partitioning of such a graph relies on its matching to an ideal
graph atom G = (D,h) of m nodes, with one node corresponding to a cluster (m << n) and
whose structure is encoded by a matrix D ∈ Rm×m, representing the cluster’s connections,
and its distribution h estimates the proportion of the nodes in each cluster (Xu et al., 2019a).
The OT plan between a graph G = (C,h) to the ideal graph G can be used to recover the
node clusters in G. The graph partitioning is expected to be good, at least if the (true)
number of clusters corresponds to the number of nodes in G, and the proportions of the
clusters correspond to the node weights h. Xu et al. (2019a) suggested to empirically refine
both graph distributions, by choosing h based on power-law transformations of the degree
distribution of G and to deduce h from h by linear interpolation. Chowdhury & Needham
(2021) proposed to use heat kernels (e−λL, λ ∈ R+) from the Laplacian L of G (equation
(2.5)), instead of its adjacency binary representation, and proved that the resulting GW
partitioning is closely related to the well-known Spectral Clustering (Fiedler, 1973).

(F)GW for unsupervised Graph Representation Learning. (F)GW has also been
used as a data fitting term for unsupervised Graph Representation Learning by means of
Dictionary Learning (DL) (Chapter 5). In a nutshell, DL applied to graphs datasets consists
in factorizing them as composition of graph primitives (or atoms) encoded as {(Ck,hk)}k∈[[K]].
The first approach proposed by Xu (2020) consists in a non-linear DL based on entropic
GW barycenters (see equation (5.1)). On the other hand, we presented in Chapter 5 a
linear graph DL method (GDL), by modeling graphs as a linear combination of graph
atoms thus reducing the computational cost. We also observed limitation of GDL to obtain
representative modeling for certain graphs when considering uniform weights on the nodes
of graph atoms (Section 5.3.3). To this end, we extended GDL to simultaneously handle
structure and distribution learning via respective and independent linear dictionaries (Section
5.2.5). In all cases, the embedding problem that consists in the projection of any graph on
the learned graph subspace requires solving a computationally intensive optimization problem.

In this chapter, we argue that the mass conservation paradigm inherent to the (F)GW
distance is detrimental to many applications, as the aforementioned ones, and de facto
should be relaxed, with the additional benefit of lowering the computational complexity.
Notice that various relaxations of this notion of conservation in OT exist, among which the
Unbalanced (F)GW problems (Séjourné et al., 2021; Chapel et al., 2019) most resembles
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GW(C, h, C, h) = 0.219 srGW(C, h, C) = 0.05 srGW(C, h, C) = 0.113

Figure 6.1: Comparison of the GW matching (left) and asymmetric srGW matchings (middle and
right) between graphs C and C with uniform distributions. Nodes of the source graph are colored
based on their clusters. The OT from the source to the target nodes is represented by arcs colored
depending on the corresponding source node color. The nodes in the target graph are colored by
averaging the (rgb) color of the source nodes, weighted by the entries of the OT plan.

our novel semi-relaxed (F)GW problems, which can be considered as an unexplored extreme
scenario of the latter.

As a comparison between GW and our semi-relaxed version srGW, consider Figure 6.1:
on the left image, the GW matching is given between two graphs, with respectively two
and three clusters, associated with uniform weights on the nodes. By relaxing the weight
constraints over the second (middle image) or first graph (right image) we obtain different
matchings, that can better preserve the structure of the source graph by reweighing the target
nodes and thus selecting a meaningful subgraph.

6.2 The semi-relaxed Fused Gromov-Wasserstein divergence
In what follows, we formally introduce our novel OT-based divergences between graphs and
investigate their properties (Section 6.2.1). Then, we propose solvers to tackle the optimization
problem inherent to the computation of these divergences and of some regularized versions
(Section 6.2.2).

6.2.1 Definition and properties

Problem formulation. Given two observed attributed graphs G = (C,F ,h) and G =
(C,F ,h) of n and n nodes, we propose to find a correspondence between them while relaxing
the weights h on the second graph. To this end we introduce the semi-relaxed Fused Gromov-
Wasserstein divergence as :

srFGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ) = min
h∈Σn

FGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ,h) (6.1)

for any α ∈ [0, 1], which might be referred as srFGW in the following for conciseness. Note
that a more generic setting relates to srFGWp,α, derived from FGWp,α (Section 3.3.1), for
any p ∈ N?. Here we adopt p = 2 for computational reasons as discussed in Section 3.3.3.

Problem (6.1) means that we search for a reweighing of the nodes of G leading to an
attributed graph with structure C and node features F , with minimal FGW distance from
G. We emphasize that setting α = 1 in Equation (6.1) comes down to minimizing the GW
distance between (C,h) and (C,h) w.r.t h. Hence this latter problem will be referred as the
semi-relaxed Gromov-Wasserstein divergence, denoted srGW.

While the optimization problem (6.1) above might seem complex to solve, the next
Proposition states that it is actually equivalent to a FGW problem where the mass constraints
on the second marginal of T are relaxed.
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Proposition 2 (srFGW equivalent problem) Problem (6.1) is equivalent to the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

srFGW2
2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ) = min

T∈Un(h)

∑
ijkl

{
α|Cij − Ckl|2 + (1− α)‖Fi − F k‖22

}
TikTjl

(6.2)
where Un(h) denotes the set of admissible coupling with first marginal h and relaxed
second marginal:

Un(h) =
{
T ∈ Rn×n+ |T1n = h

}
(6.3)

Proof of Proposition 2. See annex 8.4.1.

From an optimal coupling T ? of problem (6.2), the optimal weights h? expressed in
problem (6.1) can be recovered by computing T ?’s second marginal, i.e h? = T ?>1n. This
reformulation with relaxed marginal has been investigated in the context of the Wasserstein
distance (Rabin et al., 2014; Flamary et al., 2016b) and for relaxations of the GW problem
in Schmitzer & Schnörr (2013) but was never investigated for the GW distance itself. To the
best of our knowledge, the most similar related work is the Unbalanced (F)GW (Séjourné
et al., 2022; Thual et al., 2022; Séjourné et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2020; Chapel et al., 2019).
Briefly, the unbalanced OT problems consist in relaxing the mass conservation constraints
inherent to balanced problems (like GW or FGW), hence allowing mass creation or destruction
in the matching. This is achieved by seeking for a coupling U ∈ Rn×n+ , that minimizes a
transportation cost penalized by two divergence terms (e.g. Kullback-Leibler divergences),
quantifying the deviations of U ’s marginals from prior marginals, and respectively weighted
by coefficients ρs and ρt. Thus one could recover sr(F)GW with different weighting over the
marginal relaxations (ρs =∞ on the first marginal and ρt = 0 on the second) but this specific
case was not discussed nor studied in those (or previous) works.

Properties. A first interesting property of srFGW is that since h is optimized in the
simplex Σn, its optimal value h? can be sparse. As a consequence, parts of the graph G can
be omitted in the comparison, similarly to a partial matching. This behavior is illustrated
for srGW in the Figure 6.1, where two unattributed graphs with uniform distributions and
structures C and C forming respectively 2 and 3 clusters are matched. The GW matching
(left) between both graphs forces nodes of different clusters from C to be transported on
one of the three clusters of C, leading to a high GW cost where clusters are not preserved.
Whereas srGW can find a reasonable approximation of the structure of the left graph either
though transporting on only two clusters (middle) or finding a structure with 3 clusters in a
subgraph of the target graph with two clusters (right).

A second natural observation resulting from the dependence of srFGW2,α to only one in-
put distribution is its asymmetry, i.e. srFGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ) 6= srFGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ).
Interestingly, srFGW2,α shares similar properties than FGW as described in the next
lemma:

Lemma 6 (srFGW properties) For any attributed graphs G1 = (C1,F1,h1) and
G2 = (C2,F2,h2), the following assertions hold true for any α ∈ [0, 1]

i) srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) = 0 iff there exists a reweighed sub-graph of G2 which
is weakly isomorphic to G1 (Definition 4).

ii) If C1 and C2 are distance matrices then srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) = 0 iff there
exists a reweighed sub-graph of G2 which is strongly isomorphic to G1 (Definition 3)
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Then considering any third attributed graph G3 = (C3,F3,h3), and α ∈]0, 1[,

iii) For any optimal reweighing h?(1|2) from srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2), we have

srFGW2
2,α(C1,F1,h1,C3,F3) ≤ 2( srFGW2

2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2)
+ srFGW2

2,α(C2,F2,h
?
(1|2),C3,F3))

(6.4)

iv) For any optimal reweighing h?(1,2) from srGW(C1,h1,C2), we have

srGW2
2(C1,h1,C3) ≤ 2

(
srGW2

2(C1,h1,C2) + srGW2
2(C2,h

?
(1|2),C3)

)
(6.5)

Proof of Lemma 6. See Annex 8.4.2.

In other words the assertions i) and ii) say that srFGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ) vanishes iff
there exists a reweighing h? ∈ Σn of the nodes of the second graph which cancels the FGW2,α
distance. When it is the case, the induced graphs (C,F ,h) and (C,F ,h?) are weakly or
strongly isomorphic depending on the set of structure matrices considered (see Definitions 3
and 4 in Chapter 3). Then assertions iii) and iv) resemble (relaxed) triangular inequalities,
up to the fact that they depend on a specific reweighing h∗(1|2) of the intermediate graph G2
as (C2,F2,h

∗
(1|2)) given from the srFGW projection of G1 onto G2. Overall these assertions

suggest that sr(F)GW could define a quasi-metric onto the space of measurable networks
quotiented by a specific subgraph isomorphism notion. However, a such assertion is for the
moment a mere conjecture that requires further investigation left for future works. In the
following, we rather focus on the benefits springing from our divergences in applications.

6.2.2 Optimization and algorithms

In this section we discuss the computational aspects of the srFGW divergence and propose
an algorithm to solve the related optimization problem (6.2). We also discuss variations
resulting from entropic or/and sparse regularization(s) of the initial problem.

Solving for srFGW. First, notice that the srFGW problem (6.2) is equivalent to the
following non-convex Quadratic Program:

min
T∈Un(h)

α vec(T )>
(
C

2 ⊗K 1n1>n − 2C ⊗K C
)

vec(T )+(1−α) vec(D(F ,F ))> vec(T ) (6.6)

where D(F ,F ) =
(
‖Fi − F j‖22

)
i,j∈[[n]]×[[n]]

is the matrix of pairwise Euclidean distances
between node features. Hence the srFGW problem is a non-convex Quadratic Program similar
to the one of FGW with the important difference that the linear constraints are independent.

Consequently, we propose to solve problem (6.2) with a Conditional Gradient (CG)
algorithm (Jaggi, 2013) that can benefit from those independent constraints and is known to
converge to local stationary point on non-convex problems (Lacoste-Julien, 2016).
This algorithm (Algorithm 12), consists in solving at each iteration (t) a linearization
X ∈ Un(h) → 〈X,G(t)〉 of (6.2), given by equation (6.7), where G(t) is the gradient of
the objective in (6.2). The solution of the linearized problem provides a descent direction
X(t) − T (t). Then a line-search is performed, and the optimal step size γ∗ can be found in
closed form, adapting the line-search step used in the CG solver for FGW (See Algorithms 4
and 5).
While both srFGW and FGW CG require at each iteration the computation of a gradient with
complexity O(n2n+n2n) (Section 3.2.4), the main source of efficiency of our algorithm comes
from the computation of the descent directions (6.7). In the FGW case, one needs to solve
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Algorithm 12 CG solver for srFGW
1: Inputs: Input graph (C,F ,h), target graph (C,F ), trade-off parameter α.
2: repeat
3: G(t) ← Compute gradient w.r.t T of (6.1) given by equation (3.61).
4: Find the descent direction solving:

X(t) ← min
X1m=h
X≥0

〈X,G(t)〉F (6.7)

5: T (t+1) ← T (t) + γ?(X(t) − T (t)) with γ? ∈ [0, 1] from exact-line search detailed in
Annex 8.4.3.

6: until convergence.

an exact linear OT problem, while in our case, one just needs to solve several independent
linear problems under a simplex constraint:

∀i ∈ [[n]], X
(t)
i,: ← min

x∈hiΣn
〈x,G(t)

i,: 〉2 (6.8)

This simply amounts to finding minimum over each row G
(t)
i,: of G(t), as discussed e.g in

Section 5.2.2, within O(nn) operations, that can be parallelized with GPUs. Performance
gains are illustrated in the experimental Sections 6.4.1, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4.

Entropic regularization. Recent OT applications have shown the interest of adding an
entropic regularization to the exact problem (6.2), e.g. Cuturi (2013); Peyré et al. (2016).
It makes the optimization problem smoother and more robust while densifying the optimal
transport plans from the unregularized problem. Similarly to Peyré et al. (2016); Xu et al.
(2019b); Xie et al. (2020b), we can use a Mirror-Descent (MD) scheme w.r.t. the Kullback-
Leibler divergence (KL) to solve entropically regularized srFGW.
The problem boils down to find, at iteration (t), the coupling T (t+1) ∈ Un(h) that minimizes
the first-order approximation of the FGW cost function EFGWα (see equation 3.57) evaluated
at T (t), with an added KL proximity term:

T (t+1) ← arg min
T∈Un(h)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T (t)) + 〈T − T (t),G(t)〉F + εKL(T |T (t)) (6.9)

Where ε > 0, G(t) denotes the gradient of the FGW loss at iteration (t) and KL(T |T (t)) =∑
ij Ti,j log( Ti,j

T
(t)
i,j

)− Ti,j + T
(t)
i,j is the KL divergence between the variable T and the current

estimate T (t). Problem (6.9) can be reduced to the next equivalent problem:

T (t+1) ← arg min
T∈Un(h)

〈T ,G(t)〉F + εKL(T |T (t)) (6.10)

Let us denote the Entropy of any T ∈ Rn×m+ by H(T ) = −∑ij Tij(log Tij − 1), then the
following relation can be proven

〈G(t),T 〉F − εH(T ) = εKL
(
T | exp(−G

(t)

ε
)
)
⇔ εKL(T |G(t)) = 〈−ε logG(t),T 〉F − εH(T )

(6.11)
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Algorithm 13 MD solver for entropic srFGW.
1: Inputs: Input and target graphs, trade-off parameter α, entropic parameter ε.
2: repeat
3: G(t) ← Compute gradient w.r.t T of (6.1) given by equation (3.61) and applied in

T (t).
4: Compute the matrix K(t)(ε) following equation (6.14).
5: Get T (t+1) with the scaling of K(t)(ε) following equation (6.15).
6: until convergence based on the loss relative variation between steps (t) and (t+ 1).

and leads to this equivalent formulation of equation (6.10):

T (t+1) ← arg min
T∈Un(h)

〈G(t) − ε logT (t),T 〉F − εH(T ). (6.12)

Denoting M (t)(ε) = G(t) − ε logT (t), overall we end up with the following iteration

T (t+1) ← arg min
T∈Un(h)

〈M (t)(ε),T 〉F − εH(T ). (6.13)

which is equivalent to

T (t+1) ← arg min
T∈Un(h)

εKL(K(t)(ε)|T ) where K(t)(ε) := exp{−M (t)(ε)/ε}. (6.14)

in force of equation (6.11). Following the seminal work of Benamou et al. (2015), an optimal
solution T (t+1) to problem (6.14) is given by a simple scaling of the matrix K(t)(ε) reading as

T (t+1) = diag
(

h

K(t)(ε)1n

)
K(t)(ε). (6.15)

The resulting mirror-descent algorithm is summarized in Alg.13. This approach is adapted to
srGW by simply changing the gradient accordingly.

Even if the objective function of the srFGW problem is not convex, one can prove the
following convergence guaranty of our MD algorithm:

Proposition 3 (Mirror-Descent convergence) For any attributed graphs G and G,
the Mirror-Descent algorithm 13 converges to a stationary point non-asymptotically.

Proof of Proposition 3. The proof reported in Annex 8.4.4 provides the non-asymptotic
stationary convergence of the MD algorithms for a slightly more generic objective which
encompasses various sr(F)GW regularized objectives:

min
T∈Un(h)

〈aL(C,C)⊗ T + bD,T 〉F , (6.16)

where (a, b) ∈ R2
+ denote any positive scalar constants, L(C,C) is a 4D tensor (see e.g.

problem (3.34)) and D any matrix in Rn×n. This proof of convergence relies on sufficient
conditions provided by Scetbon et al. (2021a), Proposition 2, among which the smoothness of
the generic objective function in equation (6.16), relatively to the entropy H on the set Un(h).
The proof of the relative smoothness of our objective function is handled by using a sufficient
condition given by Zhang et al. (2020), which boils down to proving the next Lemma:
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Lemma 7 For any (a, b, ε) ∈ R3
+ and T ∈ Un(h), we denote the reduced objective

function from equation (6.16) by

Fa,b,ε(T ) = a〈C2
,hh

>〉F − 2a〈TCT>,C〉F + b〈D,T 〉F − εH(T ) (6.17)

Then for all T1 and T2 in Un(h), we have

‖∇Fa,b,ε(T1)−∇Fa,b,ε(T2)‖F ≤ LC,C,a,ε‖∇H(T1)−∇H(T2)‖F (6.18)

where LC,C,a,ε = a{n‖C2> +C2‖F + 4‖C‖F ‖C‖F }+ ε.

Overall, Algorithm 13 ensures the convergence to a local optimum T ∗ of the regularized
srFGW problem, that lies in the interior of the set Un(h), as T ∗ can not have null entries.
As such, the entropic regularization of srFGW problem induces a bias as srFGWε(G,G) 6= 0,
in the vein of the linear OT problem Genevay et al. (2018). We empirically investigate the
effect of these biased solutions (Section 6.4), and let the study of unbiased versions for future
works.

Sparsity promoting regularization. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, srGW naturally leads
to sparse solutions in h. To compress even more the localization over a few nodes of C,
we can promote the sparsity of h through a penalization Ω(T ) = ∑

j

√∑
i Tij = ∑

j

√
hj

which defines a concave function in the positive orthant Rn×n+ . This results in the following
optimization problem:

min
T∈Un(h)

EFGWα (C,F ,h,C,F ,T ) + λgΩ(T ) (6.19)

with λg ∈ R+ an hyperparameter. Note that an analog procedure can be applied when an
entropic regularization is already enforced. In both scenarios, we adapt the Majorisation-
Minimisation (MM) of Courty et al. (2014) that was introduced to solve classical OT with a
similar regularization. MM consists in iteratively minimizing an upper bound of the objective
function which is tight at the current iterate (Hunter & Lange, 2004). With this procedure,
the objective function is guaranteed to decrease at every iteration. To this end we only need
to major the penalty term Ω(T ) to obtain a tractable function. Consequently, we consider
the concavity of the composite functions hj →

√
hj of Ω, using the tangent inequalities:

√
hj ≤

√
h

(t)
j + 1

2
√
h

(t)
j

(hj − h
(t)
j ) (6.20)

for all j ∈ [[n]]. This essentially linearizes the regularization terms at h(t) whose contributions
can then be absorbed into the inner product inherent to EFGWα (see equation (3.54)), leading
to the intermediate optimization problem:

min
T∈Un(h)

〈αL(C,C)⊗ T + (1− α)D(F ,F ) +R(t),T 〉 (6.21)

where R(t) = λg
2

(
h

(t)−1/2
j

)
i,j∈[[n]]×[[n]]

. This way our MM algorithms summarized in Algorithm
14 consist at each (t) in the two steps:

i) Solving the srFGW problem or its entropically regularized version srFGWε, with the
additional linear OT term from the local linearization given in Equation (6.21) at
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Algorithm 14 MM solver for srFGWg and srFGWe+g

1: Inputs: Input and target graphs, trade-off parameter α, sparsity promoting parameter λ
and entropic parameter ε if using srGWe+g.

2: Set R(0) = 0.
3: repeat
4: Get optimal transport T (t) with second marginal h(t) from CG solver (Alg. 12)

(srFGWg) or MD solver (Alg. 13) (srFGWe+g) with additional linear OT term R(t−1).
5: Compute R(t) = λg

2 (h(t)
j )−1/2

ij the new local linearization of Ω(T (t)).
6: until convergence.

srGW(C, h, C, h) = 0.05 srGWe(C, h, C) = 0.06 srGWg(C, h, C) = 0.39

Figure 6.2: Comparison of the srGW matchings resulting respectively from the unregularized
problem (6.2) (left) and its regularized versions, namely entropic regularization srGWε (6.10) (middle)
and sparsity promoting regularization srGWg (6.19) (right). Nodes of the source graph are colored
based on their clusters. The OT from the source to the target nodes is represented by arcs colored
depending on the corresponding source node color. The nodes in the target graph are colored by
averaging the (rgb) color of the source nodes, weighted by the entries of the OT plan.

iteration (t− 1), adapting Alg. 12 or Alg. 13 accordingly. This step provides the new
estimate T (t).

ii) Updating the penalty term R(t) = λg
2

(
h

(t)−1/2
j

)
i,j

from T (t) with second marginal h(t).

Comparison of srGW solvers. We illustrate in Figure 6.2, the optimal couplings associ-
ated to the computation of the srGW divergence, and its regularized versions, from a graph
(C,h) with two communities, to a graph with structure C composed of three communities. We
show on the left plot the unregularized srGW (6.2) matching between both graphs estimated
using the CG Algorithm 12. The natural sparsity induced by the constraint set Un(h) results
in an optimal solution that highlights a subgraph of C containing two clusters as (C,h).
Then, we illustrate in the middle plot the effect of entropic regularization (6.10) using our
Mirror-Descent Algorithm 13, that prevents optimal couplings from srGWε to be sparse.
Consequently, all nodes of the target structure C are assigned a strictly positive mass. How-
ever, looking at the nodes with larger masses, two clusters are still clearly identifiable. So the
high-frequencies in an embedding h can still preserve discriminant structure properties of the
input graph, while imposing the consideration of the complete target structure.
Finally, the right plot shows the effect of sparsity promoting regularization into the srGW
problem (6.19). The optimal coupling estimated using our Majorization-Minimization Algo-
rithm 14 finds a smaller sub-structure in C than the one found by the unregularized srGW
problem, that still represents well the input graph. As such, srGWg lead to denoised or
compressed embeddings.
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Algorithm 15 Stochastic update of the srFGW dictionary atom (C,F )
1: Sample a minibatch of B graphs B := {(Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[[B]].
2: Get OT matrices {T ?i }i∈[[B]] from srFGW(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ) with any solver discussed in

Section 6.2.2.
3: Compute sub-gradients ∇̃C

(
FD(C,F )

)
and ∇̃F

(
FD(C,F )

)
of srFGW, respectively

given in Equations (6.24) and (6.25) for fixed OT matrices, to finally perform the next
projected gradient steps:

C ← ProjS(Rn×n+ )(C − ηC∇̃C
(
FD(C,F )

)
) and F ← F − ηF ∇̃F

(
FD(C,F )

)
(6.22)

6.3 The semi-relaxed (Fused) Gromov-Wasserstein barycenter
as a natural Dictionary Learning problem

A dataset of I attributed graphs D = {(Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[[I]], with heterogeneous structures,
features and a variable number of nodes denoted by {ni}i∈[[I]] is now considered. In the
following, we introduce a novel graph Dictionary Learning (DL) whose peculiarity is to learn
a unique dictionary element. Then we discuss how this dictionary can be used to perform
graph completion, i.e. jointly reconstruct the full structure and node features of a graph
from an observed attributed subgraph.

6.3.1 A novel Graph Dictionary Learning

Semi-relaxed Fused Gromov-Wasserstein embedding. We first discuss how an ob-
served graph can be represented in a dictionary with a unique element (C,F ) (or atom), with
structure C ∈ Rn×n and node features F ∈ Rn×d, both assumed to be known or designed
through expert knowledge.
First, for a given input graph (Ci,Fi,hi), one computes srFGW2

2,α(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ) using
the algorithmic solutions and regularization strategies detailed in Section 6.2.2. From the
estimated optimal coupling T ?i , the optimal weights for the target graph (C,F ) are recovered
by h?i = T ?>i 1ni . The graph (C,F ,h?i ) can be seen as a projection of (Ci,Fi,hi) on (C,F )
in the FGW sense and the probability vector h?i is an embedding of (Ci,Fi,hi). Representing
a graph as a vector of weights h?i on a graph (C,F ) is a new and elegant way to define a
graph subspace that is orthogonal to other DL methods, that either rely on GW barycenters
(Xu, 2020) or linear representations as those introduced in Chapter 5. One particularly
interesting aspect of this modeling is that when h?i is sparse, only the subgraph of (C,F )
corresponding to the nodes with non-zero weights in h?i is used.

srFGW Dictionary Learning and online algorithm. Given a dataset of attributed
graphs D = {Gi := (Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[I], we propose to learn the graph dictionary (C,F ) ∈ Rn×n
from the observed data, by optimizing:

min
C∈Rn×n,F∈Rn×d

1
I

I∑
i=1

srFGW2
2,α(Ci,Fi,hi,C,F ). (6.23)

for any α ∈ [0, 1]. Let us denote FD(C,F ) the objective function in equation (6.23). This
problem is denoted as srFGW Dictionary Learning. It can be seen as a srFGW barycenter
problem (Peyré et al., 2016) where we look for a graph structure (C,F ) for which there exist
node weights (h?i )i∈[[I]] leading to a minimal FGW error. Interestingly this DL model requires
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only to solve the srFGW problem to compute the embedding h?i since it can be recovered
from the solution T ?i of the problem.

We solve the non-convex optimization problem above with an online algorithm similar to
the one first proposed in Mairal et al. (2009) for vectorial data and adapted by Vincent-Cuaz
et al. (2021) for graph data (Section 5.2.4). The core of the stochastic algorithm is depicted
in Algorithm 15.
The main idea is to update the dictionary (C,F ) with a stochastic estimation of the gradients
on a minibatch of B graphs B = {Gi}i. At each stochastic update, we solve the embedding
problems {h∗i := T ∗>i 1ni}i∈[[B]] (Section 6.2.2), independently for each graph in the mini-batch,
using a fixed dictionary (C,F ).
Then, we estimate sub-gradients w.r.t. the srFGW DL objective function FD(C,F ). These
estimates computed over the mini-batch are given, for the atom structure by

∇̃C
(
FD(C,F )

)
= 2α

∑
i∈[[B]]

{C � h∗ih
∗>
i − T ∗>i CiT

∗
i } (6.24)

and for the atom feature matrix by

∇̃F
(
FD(C,F )

)
= 2(1− α)

∑
i∈[[B]]

{
diag(h∗i )F − T ∗>i Fi

}
(6.25)

Remark that according to equations (6.24) and (6.25), an input Gi only contributes to the
update of the entries of (C,F ) that have non-null values in the embedding h∗i . Finally given
these sub-gradient estimates, we perform a projection on the set S(Rn×n

+ ) of symmetric
non-negative matrices to update C, while operating on adjacency or shortest-path input
matrices {Ci}i∈[[I]]. In practice we use Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) in all our
experiments.

Numerical complexity. The complexity of this stochastic algorithm is mostly bounded
by computing the gradients, which can be done in O(n2

in+ nin
2) (Section 6.2.2). Hence, in

a factorization context i.e. maxi (ni) >> n, the overall learning procedure has a quadratic
complexity w.r.t. the maximum graphs size. Since the embedding h?k is a by-product of
computing the different srFGW, we do not need an iterative solver to estimate it. Consequently,
it leads to a speed up on CPU of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude compared to our main competitors
(see Section 6.4) whose DL methods, instead, require such iterative scheme.

Relation with FGW barycenters. A specific scenario relates to considering a unique
input graph (I = 1) in the DL problem (6.23). In this setting, our srFGW Dictionary Learning
problem is equivalent to fully estimating the support of a FGW barycenter, as studied in
Section 3.3.4 (see equation (3.62)).
We originally proposed to solve the latter FGW problem using a Projected Gradient Descent
algorithm whose iterate consists in: i) solving a FGW problem given the current FGW
barycenter estimation (C,F ,h). ii) Performing projected gradient steps to update C, F ,
and finally h whose sub-gradient is given by Theorem 7. Therefore, Algorithm 15 to estimate
the srFGW DL provides a novel solver to this specific problem with I = 1, that benefits from
our relaxation of the mass conservation paradigm.

6.3.2 DL-based model for graphs completion

As with GDL (Section 5.2.6), the dictionary atom (C,F ) estimated on the dataset D can
be used to infer/complete a new graph from the dataset that is only partially observed. In
this setting, we aim at recovering the full structure C ∈ Rn×n and feature matrix F ∈ Rn×d,
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Algorithm 16 srFGW: graphs completion
1: Inputs: Observed graph Cobs, Dictionary (C,F ), size of the imputed graph and trade-off

parameter α.
2: Initialize randomly the entries Cimp by iid sampling from N (0.5, 0.01) (In a symmetric

manner if Cobs is symmetric).
3: repeat
4: Compute optimal transport T ∗, with second marginal h

∗, from
srFGW2,α(Cest,Fest,h,C,F ).

5: Perform projected gradient steps on Cest and Fest using gradients from Equations
(6.28) and (6.29).

6: until convergence.

while only a subset of relations and features among nobs < n nodes is observed, denoted as
Cobs ∈ Rnobs×nobs and Fobs ∈ Rnobs×d. This boils down to solve:

min
Cimp,Fimp

srFGW2
2,α

(
C̃, F̃ ,h,C,F

)
(6.26)

with

Cest =
[
Cobs

...
. . . Cimp

]
and Fest =

[
Fobs
Fimp

]
(6.27)

where only n2−n2
obs coefficients collected into Cimp and (n−nobs)d coefficients collected into

Fimp are optimized (and thus imputed).
We solve the optimization problem above by a classical Projected Gradient Descent

algorithm. At each iteration we find an optimal coupling T ? of srFGW that is used to
calculate the gradient of srFGW w.r.t Cimp and F imp. The latter is obtained as the gradient
of the srFGW cost function evaluated at the fixed optimal coupling T ? by using the Envelope
Theorem (Bonnans & Shapiro, 2000). The updates read as follows, for the imputed structure

Cimp ←
[
2α
(
Cest � hh> − T ∗CT ∗>

)]
imputed i,j

(6.28)

and for the imputed feature matrix

Fimp ←
[
2(1− α)

(
diag(h)Fest − T ∗F

)]
imputed i

(6.29)

The projection step is here to enforce known properties of C, such as positivity and symmetry.
In practice the estimated Cimp will have continuous values, so one has to apply a thresholding
(with value 0.5) on Cimp to recover a binary adjacency matrix.

6.4 Numerical experiments
This section aims at illustrating the behavior of the sr(F)GW divergence (Section 6.2) and
the resulting Dictionary Learning (Section 6.3) on synthetic and real-world problems. We
first investigate the use of srGW on the task of unattributed graph partitioning, that focuses
on the processing of a single graph (Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2). Then we test our srGW and
srFGW dictionaries for both clustering and classification of graph datasets (Sections 6.4.3 &
6.4.4), and graphs completion (Section 6.3.2).
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6.4.1 Graph partitioning: Benchmarks

As discussed in Section 6.1.2, it is possible to achieve graph partitioning via OT by estimating
a GW matching between the graph to partition G = (C,h) (n nodes) and a smaller graph
G = (IQ,h), with Q � n nodes. The atom IQ is set as the identity matrix to enforce the
emergence of densely connected groups (i.e. communities). The distribution h estimates the
proportion of nodes in each cluster. We recall that h must be given to compute the GW
distance, whereas it is estimated with srGW.

All partitioning performances are measured by Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI, Vinh
et al., 2010). These measures will be completed thanks to the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) on
real-world datasets. AMI and ARI compare the nodes partition provided by the OT matrix
in srGW with the "true" (it would be wiser to say the "annotated") one available with the
datasets analyzed. The comparison between ARI and AMI has been thoroughly investigated
in Romano et al. (2016) and led to the following conclusion: ARI should be used when the
reference clustering has large equal sized clusters; AMI should be used when the reference
clustering is unbalanced and there exist small clusters.

On srGW algorithm initialization. Chowdhury & Needham (2021) discussed the sensitiv-
ity of GW solvers to the initialization depending on few choices of input graph representations.
This way it is arguable to compare GW and srGW by using the product hh>, usually
chosen as default initialization, but methods to select better starting points have not been
investigated yet in the GW literature.

However for these partitioning tasks we should/can not initialize the transport plan of
our srGW solver using the product of h ∈ ΣN with a uniform target distribution h(0) = 1

Q1Q,
leading to T (0) = 1

Qh1>Q. Indeed, for any symmetric input representation C of the graph,
the partial derivative of our objective w.r.t the (p, q) ∈ [[N ]]× [[Q]] entries of T , satisfies

∂EGW

∂Tpq
(C, IQ,T (0)) = 2

∑
ij

(Cip − δjq)2T
(0)
ij = 2

Q

∑
ij

(C2
ip + δjq − 2Cipδjq)hi

= 2
Q
{Q

∑
i

C2
iphi + 1− 2

∑
i

Ciphi}
(6.30)

This expression is independent of q ∈ [[Q]], so taking the minimum value over each row in the
direction finding step of our CG Algorithm 12, will lead to X = T (0). Then the line-search
step involving, for any γ ∈ [0, 1], Z(0)(γ) = T (0) + γ(X − T (0)) will be independent of γ
as Z(0)(γ) = T (0). This implies that the algorithm would terminate with optimal solution
T ? = T (0) being a non-informative coupling.

Nevertheless, we observed for srGW that using an initialization based on the hard
assignments of a K-means performed on the rows of the input representations (up to the
left scaling diag(h)), leads to better srGW estimation and graph partitioning performances.
Hence we applied this scheme for our method in the next graph partitioning benchmarks.
We will illustrate later in this section, how srGW refines these hard assignments by soft ones
through OT, on real-word graph datasets.

Experiments on simulated data. In Figure 6.3, we illustrate the behavior of GW and
srGW partitioning on a toy graph, simulated according to SBM (Holland et al., 1983) with
3 clusters of different proportions. We see that miss-classification occurs either when the
proportions h do not fit the true ones or when q 6= 3. On the other hand, clustering from
srGW can simultaneously recover any cluster proportions (since it estimates them) and can
select the actual number of clusters, using the sparse values in h.
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GW(C, h, I3, h) = 0.235
 (ami=0.66)

GW(C, h, I4, h) = 0.274
 (ami=0.54)

srGW(C, h, I3) = 0.087
 (ami=1.0)

srGW(C, h, I4) = 0.087
 (ami=1.0)

Figure 6.3: GW vs srGW partitioning of G = (C,h = 1n/n) with 3 clusters of varying proportions
to G = (Iq,h) where h is fixed to uniform for GW (left) and estimated for srGW (right) for Q = 3 and
Q = 4. Nodes of G are colored based on their cluster assignments while those of G are interpolated
based on linear interpolation of node colors of G linked to them through their OT (colored line between
nodes) if these links exist, otherwise default nodes color is black. Node sizes of both graphs G and G
are proportional to their respective masses h and h (except for black nodes of zero mass).

Table 6.1: Partitioning benchmark: Datasets statistics.

Datasets # nodes # communities connectivity rate (%)
Wikipedia 1998 15 0.09
EU-email 1005 42 3.25
Amazon 1501 12 0.41
Village 1991 12 0.42

Real-world datasets. In order to benchmark the srGW partitioning on real (directed and
undirected) graphs, we consider 4 datasets (whose statistics are provided in Table 6.1), using
the same pre-processing routine as in Chowdhury & Needham (2021):

1. A Wikipedia hyperlink network (Yang & Leskovec, 2015, Wikipedia), preprocessed by
choosing 15 webpage categories and extracting their induced directed subgraphs.

2. A directed graph of email interactions between departments of a European research
institute (Yin et al., 2017, EU-email).

3. An Amazon product network (Yang & Leskovec, 2015, Amazon), where the subgraph
induced by top 12 product categories was selected.

4. A network of interactions between indian villages (Banerjee et al., 2013, Village)

For the directed graphs (Wikipedia & EU-email), we also construct symmetric versions
following the procedure described in Chowdhury & Needham (2021) that consists in adding
the reciprocal edges.

Benchmark settings. Our main competitors are the two GW based partitioning methods
proposed by Xu et al. (2019b) and Chowdhury & Needham (2021). The former (GWL) relies
on adjacency matrices, the latter (SpecGWL) adopts heat kernels on the graph normalized
laplacians (SpecGWL). The GW solver of Flamary et al. (2021) was used for these methods.
For fairness, we also consider these two representations for srGW partitioning (namely srGW
and srSpecGW). All these OT based methods depend on hyperparameters which can be
tuned in an unsupervised way (i.e. without knowing the ground truth partition) based
on modularity maximization (Chowdhury & Needham, 2021). Following their numerical
experiments, we considered as input distribution h for the observed graph the parameterized
power-law transformations of the form hi = pi∑

i
pi

where pi = (deg(i)+a)b, with deg(i) the i-th
node degree and real parameters a ∈ R and b ∈ [0, 1]. If the graph has no isolated nodes we
chose a = 0 and a = 1 otherwise. b is validated within 10 values {0, 0.0001, 0.005, ..., 0.1, 0.5, 1}
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Table 6.2: Partitioning performances on real datasets measured by AMI. We see in bold (resp. italic)
the first (resp. second) best method. NA: non applicable.

Wikipedia EU-email Amazon Village
asym sym asym sym sym sym

srGW (ours) 56.92 56.92 49.94 50.11 48.28 81.84
srSpecGW 50.74 63.07 49.08 50.60 76.26 87.53

srGWe 57.13 57.55 54.75 55.05 50.00 83.18
srSpecGWe 53.76 61.38 54.27 50.89 85.10 84.31

GWL 38.67 35.77 47.23 46.39 38.56 68.97
SpecGWL 40.73 48.98 45.89 49.02 65.16 77.85
FastGreedy NA 55.30 NA 45.89 77.21 93.66
Louvain NA 54.72 NA 56.12 76.30 93.66
InfoMap 46.43 46.43 54.18 49.10 94.33 93.66

srGW gain +10.7 +7.77 +0.57 -1.07 -9.23 -6.13

which progressively transform the input distribution from the uniform to the normalized
degree ones. An ablation study of this parameter is reported in Table 6.6. The heat parameter
for SpecGWL and srSpecGW is tuned for each dataset within the range [1, 100] by recursively
splitting this range into 5 values, find the parameter leading to maximum modularity, and
repeat the same process on the induced new interval with this best parameter as middle point.
This process is stopped based on the relative variation of maximum modularity between two
successive iterates of precision 10−3. A similar scheme can be used to fine-tune the entropic
parameter.

Finally, three competing methods specialized in graph partitioning are also considered:
FastGreedy (Clauset et al., 2004), Louvain (with validation of its resolution parameter,
Blondel et al., 2008) and Infomap (Rosvall & Bergstrom, 2008).

Results on real-world datasets. The graph partitioning performances, measured by
means of AMI and ARI, are respectively reported in Table 6.2 and 6.3. Our method
srGW always outperforms the GW based approaches for a given type of input structure
representations (adjacency vs heat kernels), moreover the entropic regularization seems to
improve the performance on these applications. One can also observe that the choice of
performance metric (AMI or ARI) leads to slight variations of rankings, which seem to occur
more often for methods explicitly based on modularity maximization. We want to stress
that our general purpose divergence srGW outperforms methods that have been specifically
designed for nodes clustering tasks on 3 (based on AMI) or 4 (based on ARI) out of 6 datasets.

Runtimes comparison on real datasets. To complete our analysis we report in Table
6.4 the runtimes on CPUs for the partitioning benchmark on real datasets. For the sake of
comparison, we re-ran the srGW partitioning experiments using CPUs instead of a GPU
(Tesla K80). In this setting, we can observe that GW partitioning of raw adjacency matrices
(GWL) is the most competitive in terms of computation time (while being the last in terms
of clustering performances), on par with InfoMap. Overall, our srGW partitioning methods
seem slower than GW based ones in terms of speed, even if we remain in the same order
of complexity. This might be due to several practical aspects. The linear OT problems
involved in each CG iteration of GW based methods are solved thanks to a C solver (POT’s
implementation (Flamary et al., 2021)), whereas our srGW CG solver is fully implemented
in Python. This can compensate the computational benefits of srGW solver regarding
GW solver. So the computation time became mostly affected by the number of computed
gradients. We observed in these experiments that for the same precision level, srGW needed
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Table 6.3: Partitioning performances on real datasets measured by ARI, corresponding to best
configurations reported in Table 6.2. We see in bold (resp. italic) the first (resp. second) best method.
NA: non applicable.

Wikipedia EU-email Amazon Village
asym sym asym sym sym sym

srGW (ours) 33.56 33.56 30.99 29.91 30.08 67.03
srSpecGW 32.85 58.91 32.76 31.28 51.94 80.36

srGWe 36.03 36.27 35.91 36.87 31.83 69.58
srSpecGWe 37.71 57.24 38.22 30.74 75.81 74.71

GWL 5.70 13.85 19.35 26.81 24.96 48.35
SpecGWL 25.23 30.94 26.32 30.17 46.66 67.22
FastGreedy NA 55.61 NA 17.23 45.80 93.97
Louvain NA 52.16 NA 32.79 42.64 93.97
InfoMap 35.48 35.48 16.70 16.70 89.74 93.97

srGW gains +2.23 +3.3 +21.52 +4.08 - 13.93 -13.61

Table 6.4: Runtimes (seconds) on real datasets measured on CPU for all partitioning methods and
corresponding best configurations.

Wikipedia EU-email Amazon Village
asym sym asym sym sym sym

srGW (ours) 4.62 4.31 4.18 4.22 4.31 4.68
srSpecGW 2.91 2.71 2.49 2.83 3.06 3.11

srGWe 2.69 2.48 2.31 2.81 2.87 2.53
srSpecGWe 2.35 1.96 2.15 2.03 2.16 2.58

GWL 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.16
SpecGWL 0.77 1.25 1.55 0.97 1.01 0.88
FastGreedy NA 0.56 NA 2.31 0.37 1.26
Louvain NA 0.52 NA 0.31 0.20 0.49
InfoMap 0.17 0.18 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.16

considerably more iterations to converge than GW. This might be due to the difference
in conditioning of the respective Quadratic Programs that respectively admit for Hessian(
C

2 ⊗K 1n1>n − 2C ⊗K C
)
and −2C ⊗K C. So using a non-informative structure C = IQ

might negatively impact the convergence speed of srGW, and advocate for further studies
regarding srGW based graph partitioning using more informative C.

srGW runtimes: CPU vs GPU. Finally, we stress that we observed runtimes 10 to 20
times slower for srGW using CPUs instead of a GPU. To illustrate this matter, we generated
10 graphs according to Stochastic Block Model with 10 clusters, a varying number of nodes
in {100, 200, ..., 2900, 3000} and the same connectivity matrix. We report in Figure 6.4, the
averaged runtimes of one CG iteration depending on the size of the input graphs. For small
graphs with a few hundreds of nodes, performances on CPUs or a single GPU are comparable.
However, operating on GPU becomes very beneficial once graphs of a few thousand of nodes
are processed.

6.4.2 Graph partitioning: Initialization and parameterization

In this section, we provide complementary insights on the specific choices that led to perfor-
mances reported in the previous Section 6.4.1, namely the initialization of srGW algorithms
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Figure 6.4: Runtimes of srGW’s CG algorithm over increasing graph sizes.

Table 6.5: Partitioning performances on real datasets measured by AMI. Comparison between srGW
and K-means whose hard assignments are used to initialize srGW.

Wikipedia EU-email Amazon Village
asym sym asym sym sym sym

srGW (ours) 56.92 56.92 49.94 50.11 48.28 81.84
srGWe 57.13 57.55 54.75 55.05 50.00 83.18

Kmeans (adj) 29.40 29.40 36.59 34.35 34.36 60.83
srGW gains +27.73 +28.15 +18.16 +20.7 +25.64 +22.35

using a K-means algorithm, and the (validated) parametrization of the input graph distribu-
tions according to power laws.

Initializations. As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, for the srGW based graph partitioning
that uses a non-informative structure, we proposed to initialize its CG and MD solvers
using a K-means algorithm. The latter is applied over the rows of the rescaled input graph
structures diag(h)C if it is symmetric, or its symmetrization diag(h)(C +C>)/2 otherwise.
As this initialization already leads to a partitioning of the graph, we compare the K-means
performances with the ones of the srGW algorithms that aim at refining these solutions. For
the K-means algorithm an analog validation than for srGW methods over h is performed to
select the best graph partitioning. The performances measured by means of AMI, while using
the adjacency matrix for C, are reported in Table 6.5. These support the use of our srGW
methods for graph partitioning that improve the K-means solution from 18 to 28 points of
AMI.

Parameterized input distributions: Ablation study. To conclude on our graph
partitioning benchmark, we perform an ablation study of the parameter b ∈ [0, 1] introduced
on the input graph distributions, first suggested by Xu et al. (2019a). The results in terms
of AMI are reported on all tested datasets in Table 6.6. In most scenarios and in every OT
based methods, a parameter b ∈]0, 1[ leads to best AMI performances (except for the dataset
Village), while the common assumption of uniform distribution remains competitive. The use
of raw normalized degree distributions consequently reduces partitioning performances of all
methods. Hence these results first indicate that further research on the input distributions
could be beneficial. They also suggest that the commonly used uniform input distributions
provide a good compromise in terms of performances while being parameter-free.
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Table 6.6: Partitioning performances on real datasets measured by AMI: Ablation study of the
parameter involved in the power-law transformations parameterized by b ∈ [0, 1] of normalized degree
distributions for srGW and GW based methods. We denote different types of transformation by ’unif’
(b = 0), ’deg’ (b = 1) and ’inter’ (0 < b < 1). We see in bold (resp. italic) the first (resp. second) best
model. We also highlight distributions leading to the first (bold) and the second (italic) highest scores
across all methods.

Wikipedia EU-email Amazon Village
asym sym asym sym sym sym

unif deg inter unif deg inter unif deg inter unif deg inter unif deg inter unif deg inter
srGW (ours) 52.7 47.4 56.9 52.7 47.4 56.9 49.7 43.6 49.9 49.5 39.9 50.1 40.8 42.7 48.3 74.9 62.0 81.8
srSpecGW 48.9 44.8 50.7 58.2 55.4 63.0 47.8 44.3 49.1 46.8 43.6 50.6 75.7 69.5 76.3 87.5 78.1 86.1

srGWe 54.9 48.5 57.1 54.3 47.8 57.6 53.9 48.6 54.8 53.5 42.1 55.1 48.2 42.9 50.0 83.2 69.1 82.7
srSpecGWe 51.7 45.2 53.8 59.0 54.9 61.4 52.1 47.9 54.3 47.8 43.2 50.9 83.8 76.9 85.1 84.3 77.6 83.9

GWL 33.8 8.8 38.7 33.15 14.2 35.7 47.2 35.1 43.6 37.9 46.3 45.8 32.0 27.5 38.5 68.9 43.3 66.9
SpecGWL 36.0 28.2 40.7 29.3 33.2 48.9 43.2 40.7 45.9 48.8 47.1 49.0 64.5 64.8 65.1 77.3 64.9 77.8

6.4.3 Clustering of graphs datasets

We now show how the embeddings {h?i }i∈[[I]] provided by the sr(F)GW Dictionary Learning
can be particularly useful for the task of clustering a dataset of graphs D = {(Ci,Fi,hi)}i∈[[I]].

Datasets and methods. We consider here three types of datasets, which were already
studied in Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 5:

i) Social networks without node attributes from IMDB-B and IMDB-M (Yanardag &
Vishwanathan, 2015).

ii) Graphs with discrete features representing chemical compounds from MUTAG (Debnath
et al., 1991) and cuneiform signs from PTC-MR (Krichene et al., 2015)

iii) Graphs with continuous features, namely BZR, COX2 (Sutherland et al., 2003) and
PROTEINS, ENZYMES (Borgwardt & Kriegel, 2005).

Our main competitors are the following OT-based SOTA models:

i) GDL (Vincent-Cuaz et al., 2021) and its regularized version GDLλ, both introduced in
Chapter 5.

ii) GWF (Xu, 2020), with both fixed (GWF-f) and random (GWF-r, default setting for
the method) atom size.

iii) GW kmeans (GW-k), a K-means algorithm equipped with (F)GW distances and
barycenters (Peyré et al., 2016; Vayer et al., 2019a).

Experimental settings. For all experiments we follow the benchmark proposed in Vincent-
Cuaz et al. (2021). The clustering performances are measured by means of Rand Index
(RI, Rand, 1971). This metric, that comes down to an accuracy up to class rearrangement,
is chosen to provide a comparison with the performances measured via accuracy for the
supervised evaluation of our embeddings given in Section 6.4.4. We refer the interested reader
to the Annex 8.4.5 for the performances comparison in terms of ARI and AMI.

The standard Euclidean distance is used to implement K-means over srGW and GWFs
embeddings, but we use for GDL the dedicated Mahalanobis distance as described in Theorem
8 introduced in Chapter 5. GW-k does not use any embedding since it directly computes (a
GW) K-means over the input graphs.

For DL based approaches, a first step consists into learning the atoms. srGW dictionary
sizes are tested in M ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, the atom is initialized by randomly sampling
its entries from N (0.5, 0.01) and made symmetric. The extension of srGW to attributed
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Table 6.7: Clustering performances on real datasets measured by Rand Index. In bold (resp. italic)
we highlight the first (resp. second) best method.

NO ATTRIBUTE DISCRETE ATTRIBUTES REAL ATTRIBUTES
MODELS IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN

srGW (ours) 51.6(0.10) 54.9(0.29) 71.3(0.39) 51.5(0.12) 62.6(0.96) 60.1(0.27) 71.7(0.12) 59.7(0.10)
srGWg 52.4(0.46) 56.7(0.34) 72.3(0.51) 51.8(0.39) 66.8(0.38) 62.2(0.27) 72.5(0.10) 60.7(0.29)
srGWe 51.8(0.56) 55.4(0.14) 74.4(0.84) 52.4(0.42) 67.6(1.17) 59.8(0.39) 70.9(0.33) 60.0(0.21)

srGWe+g 52.2(0.83) 55.9(0.68) 74.7(0.73) 52.5(0.47) 67.8(0.94) 60.5(0.36) 71.3(0.52) 60.8(0.43)
GDL (Chap.5) 51.3(0.27) 55.1(0.35) 71.9(0.48) 51.5(0.31) 62.8(1.60) 58.4(0.52) 69.8(0.33) 60.2(0.28)

GDLλ 51.7(0.56) 55.4(0.22) 72.3(0.17) 51.8(0.47) 66.3(1.71) 59.6(0.74) 71.0(0.36) 60.5(0.65)
GWF-r 51.0(0.30) 55.1(0.46) 69.1(1.02) 51.5(0.59) 52.5(2.41) 56.9(0.46) 72.1(0.21) 60.0(0.11)
GWF-f 50.4(0.29) 54.2(0.27) 59.1(1.87) 50.8(0.81) 51.8(2.84) 52.8(0.53) 71.6(0.31) 58.9(0.41)
GW-k 50.3(0.03) 53.7(0.07) 57.6(1.45) 50.4(0.33) 56.8(0.53) 52.5(0.13) 66.4(1.37) 50.1(0.01)

srGW gains +0.7 +1.3 +2.4 +0.7 +1.5 +2.6 +0.4 + 0.3

Table 6.8: Embedding computation times (in ms) averaged over whole datasets at a convergence
precision of 10−5 on learned dictionaries. (−) (resp. (+)) denotes the fastest (resp. slowest) runtimes
regarding DL configurations. We report here runtimes using FGW0.5 for datasets with nodes attributes.
Measures taken on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4510U CPU @ 2.00GHz.

NO ATTRIBUTE DISCRETE ATTRIBUTES REAL ATTRIBUTES
IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN
(-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (+)

srGW (ours) 1.51 2.62 0.83 1.59 0.86 1.83 0.40 1.01 0.43 0.79 0.51 0.90 0.62 0.95 0.46 0.60
srGWg 1.95 6.11 1.06 5.53 3.68 5.98 1.65 3.38 0.89 2.88 0.97 4.60 1.35 4.73 1.57 2.96
GWF-f 219 651 103 373 236 495 191 477 181 916 129 641 93 627 78 322
GDL 108 236 43.8 152 102 514 100 509 73.2 532 48.7 347 38 301 29 151

graphs, namely srFGW, is referred as srGW for conciseness. One efficient way to initialize
atoms features for minimizing our resulting reconstruction errors is to use a (Euclidean)
K-means algorithm seeking for n clusters on the nodes features observed in the dataset. For
GDL and GWF, the same validation of hyper-parameters (number of atoms, regularization
parameter) than detailed in Section 5.3.4 is performed. Note that for srGWg, srGWe and
srGWe+g, the sparsity promoting and/or entropic regularization coefficients are validated
within {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}.

For each parameter configuration (number of atoms, number of nodes and regularization
parameters) we run each experiment five times, independently. The mean RI over the five
runs is computed and the dictionary configuration leading to the highest RI for each method
is reported.

Results and discussion. Clustering performances and running times are reported in
Tables 6.7 and 6.8, respectively. All variants of srGW DL are at least comparable with the
SOTA GW based methods. Remarkably, the sparsity promoting variants always outperform
other methods. Notably Table 6.8 shows embedding computation times of the order of
the millisecond for srGW, two order of magnitude faster than the competitors. Moreover,
srGW computation times were measured on CPUs but could be greatly enhanced through
parallelization on GPUs, contrary to the second best performing method GDL. Overall, these
results clearly support the use of srGW for the clustering of graphs.

Complementary experiments could be considered to evaluate our embeddings, e.g. using
a Spectral Clustering algorithm on the pairwise FGW distances between embedded graphs
{(C,F ,hi)}i∈[[I]], as performed for GDL in Section 5.3.2. As these latter experiments lead to
rather analog rankings between OT methods, than when GDL embedded graphs are validated
in a supervised manner using SVM (Section 5.3.4), we only evaluate embedded graphs in this
supervised setting in Section 6.4.4.
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Visualizations of srGW embeddings. We provide in Figure 6.5 some examples of
graphs embeddings from the dataset IMDB-B learned on a srGW dictionary C of 10 nodes.
We assigned different colors to each nodes of the graph atom (forth column) in order to
visualize the correspondences recovered by the OT plan T ? resulting from the projection
of the respective sample (C,h) onto C in the srGW sense (third column). As the atom
has continuous values we set the edges intensity of grey proportional to the entries of C.
By coloring nodes of the observed graphs based on the OT to its respective embedding
(C)(second column) we clearly observe that key subgraphs information, such as clusters and
hubs are captured within the embedding.

Impact of the graph atom size. If we increase the size of the dictionary, our embeddings
are refined and can bring complementary structural information is brought at a higher
resolution e.g. finding substructures or variable connectivity between nodes in the same
cluster. We illustrate these resolution patterns in Table 6.6 for embeddings learned on the
IMDB-B dataset. We represent the embedded graph size distributions depending on the sizes
of the graph atom learned thanks to srGW and its sparse variant srGWg. For any graph
atom size, the mean of each embedded graph size distribution represented with a white dot
is below the atom size, hence embeddings are sparse and subparts of the atom are indeed
selected. Moreover, promoting sparsity of the embeddings (srGWg) lead to more concentrated
embedded graph size distributions with lower averaged sizes than its unregularized counterpart
(srGW), as expected. Finally, these distributions seem to reach a stable configuration when
the graph atom size is large enough. This argues in favor of the existence of a (rather small)
threshold on the atom size where the heterogeneity of all the graphs contained in the dataset
is well summarized in the dictionaries.
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Data sample Ci,hi Data sample (colored by T) Projected ̄C, h̄ ⋆ Dictionary ̄C

Data sample Ci,hi Data sample (colored by T) Projected ̄C, h̄ ⋆ Dictionary ̄C

Data sample Ci,hi Data sample (colored by T) Projected ̄C, h̄ ⋆ Dictionary ̄C

Data sample Ci,hi Data sample (colored by T) Projected ̄C, h̄ ⋆ Dictionary ̄C

Figure 6.5: Illustration of the embedding of different graphs from the IMDB dataset on the estimated
dictionary C. Each row corresponds to one observed graph and we show its graph (left), its graph
with nodes colored corresponding to the OT plan (center left), the projected graph on the dictionary
with optimal weight h? and the full dictionary with uniform mass (right).

6.4.4 Classification of graphs datasets

Benchmark settings. We now aim at analyzing if our unsupervised DL methods produce
discriminative graph representations. As the resulting (attributed) graph subspace is endowed
with the (F)GW geometry, we perform classification as a downstream task, using SVM with
(F)GW kernels computed on embedded graphs. For all experiments we mimic the benchmark
proposed in GDL classification benchmark (Section 5.3.4), using adjacency matrices as input
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Figure 6.6: On the left: Evolution of the embedded graph sizes over the graph atom size validated
in {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} for dictionaries learned with srGW and srGWg (with λ = 0.01). On the right:
Averaged ratios of input and corresponding embedded graph sizes using benchmarked DL methods.

Table 6.9: Classification performances on real datasets: We highlight the 1st (resp. 2nd) best method
in bold (resp. italic). Unfilled values (-) when methods are specific to certain type of graph features.

No attribute Discrete attributes Real attributes
Categories Models IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN
OT DL srGW (ours) 72.1(4.1) 49.2(3.6) 89.1(5.9) 64.5(7.8) 88.0(4.2) 77.7(2.7) 72.3(5.7) 72.9(5.1)

srGWg (ours) 73.2(4.3) 51.3(3.4) 90.3(5.4) 64.5(6.9) 88.5(3.9) 79.8(1.8) 73.6(4.3) 74.1(4.8)
GDL (Chap. 5) 70.1(3.3) 49.1(4.6) 87.4(5.0) 56.4(6.5) 85.9(4.3) 77.4(3.1) 70.7(3.9) 71.6(3.9)

GDLλ 71.5(4.1) 50.1(4.8) 88.1(7.8) 59.5(8.4) 86.5(5.4) 78.1(4.4) 71.5(4.2) 72.9(5.8)
OT kernel FGWK 70.8(3.5) 48.9(3.9) 82.6(7.2) 56.2(8.9) 85.6(5.2) 77.0(4.2) 72.2(4.0) 72.4(4.7)
Kernels SPK 56.2(2.9) 39.1(4.9) 83.3(8.0) 60.6(6.4) - - - -

WLK - - 86.4(8.0) 63.1(6.6) - - - -
HOPPERK - - - - 84.5(5.2) 79.7(3.5) 46.2(3.8) 72.1(3.1)
PROPAK - - - - 80.0(5.1) 77.8(3.8) 71.8(5.8) 61.7(4.5)

graph structures.
Hence, FGWK refers to (F)GW kernels between raw input graphs, and other methods are

SOTA graph kernels unrelated with OT.We perform 10-fold nested cross-validations repeated
over 10 train/test splits, using same folds across methods, and same validated values for
SVM’s hyperparameters.

Results. Classification performances measured by means of accuracy are reported in Table
6.9. All variants of srGW DL lead to more discriminant graph representations than those
of GDL, while consistently improving performances provided by FGWK opereting on raw
graphs represented by their adjacency matrix. Notably srGWg consistently outperforms all
benchmarked methods.

Moreover, our srGW DL naturally leads to embedded graphs of variable resolutions,
contrary to GDL, with considerably small number of nodes relatively to their input represen-
tations. This behavior illustrated on IMDB-B in the figure 6.6 helps to drastically reduce
the runtimes required to compute the GW pairwise matrices used in SVM, especially while
promoting sparsity of our embeddings, as reported in Table 6.10. Therefore, the coupled
discriminant denoising abilities and computational efficiency of our methods show that it
could even be considered as a pre-processing step for GW based analysis.
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Table 6.10: GW Kernel computation times (in ms) on different graph embeddings and input graphs,
averaged over all corresponding pairs of graphs (499500 symmetric pairs in IMDB-B).

Models Runtimes (ms)
min max

srGW (ours) 4.7 11.1
srGWg (ours) 1.7 3.7
GDL (Chap.5) 19.1 19.9

FGWK 24.7

6.4.5 Graphs completion

Finally, we present graph completion results on the real world datasets IMDB-B and MUTAG,
using the approach proposed in Section 6.3.2. We follow an analog procedure than in GDL
experiments on graph completion detailed in Section 5.3.6. Then we report the benchmark of
both GDL and srGW DL based completion methods.

Settings. The simulation of completion tasks on datasets IMDB-B and MUTAG are the
same for GDL and srGW DL. The hyperparameters of the dictionaries (learned exclusively
on Dtrain) are validated in the same way as in the clustering benchmarks (Sections 5.3.2 and
6.4.3), except that extreme values 0 and 1 for α are omitted. Then the unmixings inherent to
our completion algorithm are computed using the same settings than the DL. For both DL
methods, we initialize the entries of Cimp by iid sampling from N (0.5, 0.01). For IMDB-B
composed of social networks, we propose to leverage information from node degrees within
Cobs to initialize connections between the observed nodes and the imputed ones. Specifically,
new connections to a node p are sampled from N ( dp

maxq dq , 0.01) where for all q, dq denotes the
degree of node q observed within Cobs. Finally for MUTAG, imputed features are initialized
uniformly at random in the range of observed features.

Since the datasets do not explicitly contain graphs with missing nodes, we proceed as
follow: first we split the dataset into a training dataset (Dtrain) used to learn the dictionary
and a test dataset (Dtest) reserved for the completion tasks. We then considered two different
scenarios:

• Scenario 1: We vary the test dataset proportions from {10%, 20%, ..., 50%}. Then for
each graph of C ∈ Dtest, we created incomplete graphs Cobs by independently removing
10% and 20% of their nodes, uniformly at random.

• Scenario 2: We fix the proportion of the test dataset to 10% and make percentage of
imputed nodes vary in {10, 15, 20, 25, 30}.

For both scenarios, the partially observed graphs are then reconstructed using the procedure
described in Section 5.3.6 and the average performance of each method is computed for 5
different dataset splits.

Results. The graph completion results for Scenario 1 are reported in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.
Our srGW dictionary learning outperforms GDL consistently, when enough data is available
to learn the atoms. When the proportion of train/test data varies, we can see that the
linear GDL model that maintains the marginal constraints tends to be less sensitive to the
scarcity of data. This can come form the fact that srGW is more flexible thanks to the
optimization of h but can slightly overfit when few data is available. Sparsity promoting
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Figure 6.7: Completion performances for IMDB-B dataset, measured by means of accuracy for
structures, respectively averaged over all imputed graphs.
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Figure 6.8: Completion performances for MUTAG dataset, measured by means of accuracy for
structures and Mean Squared Error for node features, respectively averaged over all imputed graphs.

regularization can clearly compensate this overfitting and systematically leads to the best
completion performances (high accuracy, low Mean Squared Error).

The graph completion results for Scenario 2 are reported in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. Our
sr(F)GW dictionary learning and its regularized variants outperform GDL and GDLλ con-
sistently when the percentage of imputed nodes is not too high (< 20%), whereas this
trend is reversed for high percentage of imputed nodes. Indeed, as sr(F)GW dictionaries
capture subgraph patterns of variable resolutions from the input graphs, the scarcity of prior
information in an observed graph leads to a too high number of valid possibilities to complete
it. Whereas GDL dictionaries based on (F)GW lead to more steady performances as they
keep their focus on global structures. Interestingly, the sparsity promoting regularization
can clearly compensate this kind of overfitting over subgraphs for higher levels of imputed
nodes and systematically leads to better completion performances (high accuracy, low Means
Square Error). Moreover, the entropic regularization of srGW (srGWe and srGWe+g) can be
favorably used to compensate this overfitting pattern for high percentages of imputed nodes
(> 20%) and also pairs well with the sparse regularization (srGWe+g).
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Figure 6.9: Completion performances for IMDB-B dataset, measured by means of accuracy for
structures averaged over all imputed graphs.
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Figure 6.10: Completion performances for MUTAG dataset, measured by means of accuracy for
structures and Mean Squared Error for node features, respectively averaged over all imputed graphs.

6.5 Conclusion
We introduced in this chapter new transport based divergences between structured data
by relaxing the mass constraint on the second distribution of the Gromov-Wasserstein
and Fused Gromov-Wasserstein problems (Section 6.2.1). After designing efficient solvers to
estimate these divergences (Section 6.2.2), called the semi-relaxed (Fused) Gromov-Wasserstein
sr(F)GW, we suggest to learn a unique graph to describe a dataset of graphs in the sr(F)GW
sense. This novel modeling can be seen as a Dictionary Learning approach where graphs are
embedded as a subgraph of a single atom.
Numerical experiments highlight the interest of our methods for graph partitioning (Sections
6.4.1 and 6.4.2), and representation learning of graphs datasets whose evaluation is conducted
through clustering (Section 6.4.3), classification (Section 6.4.4) and completion (Section 6.4.5).

We believe that these new divergences will unlock the potential of (F)GW for graphs with
unbalanced proportions of nodes. The associated fast numerical solvers allow to handle large
size graph datasets, which was not possible with current (F)GW solvers. One interesting
future research direction includes an analysis of sr(F)GW to perform parameters estimation
of well-known random graph models such as Stochastic Block Models. Also, as relaxing
the second marginal constraint in the original optimization problem gives more degrees of
freedom to the underlying problem, one can expect dedicated regularization schemes, over
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e.g. the level of sparsity of h, to address a variety of application needs, including pooling in
Graph Neural Networks (See Chapters 2 and 4). Finally, our method can be seen as a special
relaxation of the subgraph isomorphism problem. It remains to theoretically understand in
which sense this relaxation holds.
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This last Chapter is a short conclusion to the manuscript. It summarizes the contributions
presented in this thesis, while discussing research directions that seem relevant according to
me.

7.1 Brief overview of the contributions
This thesis focuses on Graph Representation Learning (GRL) by means of Optimal Transport
(OT) across incomparable spaces, both introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 respectively.

7.1.1 Optimal Transport for Graph Representation Learning

OT provides a set of distances for comparing graphs, modeled as discrete probability measures,
where the nodes supporting them are whether assumed to belong to a common ambient space,
or legitimately left as such in their respective graph topology. Both paradigms relate to the
Wasserstein (Villani, 2009) and the (Fused) Gromov-Wasserstein ((F)GW) distances (Mémoli,
2011; Sturm, 2012; Vayer et al., 2020), respectively.
The latter carry a strong discriminant power for graph-level tasks (Vayer et al., 2019a), that
we successfully leveraged in our new Graph Neural Networks (GNN, Section 2.2), called
TFGW, presented in Chapter 4. Specifically, we showed that representing a graph via a vector
of its FGW distances to learnable templates, acting as a global pooling in GNN (Section 2.2.2),
enhances GNN expressivity and leads to state-of-the-art performances on graph classification
tasks (Section 4.3).

Another convenient aspect of these distances between a source distribution and a well-
chosen or estimated target one lie in the soft correspondences between nodes that they provide.
Overall these properties can be used for a myriad of graph ML tasks. For instance, an OT
matrix can be relevant for node-level tasks, such as the partitioning of a single graph (Xu
et al., 2019a; Chowdhury & Needham, 2021) or of multiple ones simultaneously (Section
3.2.5).
The distances, themselves, can be used as fidelity terms for unsupervised GRL, while their
intrinsic OT matrices, linking both input and learned graph representations, alleviate the
pre-image problem that most GRL approaches suffer from. We illustrated this in Chapter 5
by introducing a novel Graph Dictionary Learning (GDL), that models a graph as a convex
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combination of graph atoms. Learning such a dictionary from a given dataset provides a
linear graph subspace, where the graphs, once embedded, can for example be better clustered
or classified (Section 5.3). These downstream discriminative tasks are performed either by
using (F)GW over embedded graphs with reduced orders (in a factorization context), or by
using a dedicated Mahalanobis distance directly on embeddings that acts as a reasonable
proxy for (F)GW (Section 5.2.3).

7.1.2 Learning the graph distribution

Nevertheless, the mass conservation at the core of OT, imposing a coupling between all the
nodes from the two compared graphs, has specific implications in GRL. In many scenarios,
learning only the structure and feature representations of a graph limits the modeling potential.
The latter is fully exploited when the relative importance of nodes is also learned, as now
possible using sub-gradients provided in Theorems 5 and 7 (Sections 3.2.5 & 3.3.4). Managing
this extra degree of freedom inherent in OT has, e.g. improved the respective performance of
TFGW and GW-based graph multi-partitioning, with minimal additional computational cost.
We also extended GDL by adding a second and independent linear dictionary that models
the relative importance of the nodes (Section 5.2.5).
This second dictionary mitigates the fixed resolution enforced by the dictionary over the
structure, as node weights of the learned templates can become sparse. This way the
(simultaneous) node weights estimation of the embedded graph can re-balance and even
discard irrelevant nodes, in the vein of attention mechanisms, leading to a more representative
modeling of the input. However, this extension of GDL has some drawbacks. First, it
complicates both the unmixing mechanism and the estimation of dictionaries. Second,
the Mahalanobis distance introduced for the vanilla GDL model can no longer be used to
approximate (F)GW in the embedding space, so its potential generalization in this framework
remains an open question.

Finally, we proposed in Chapter 6 to fully embrace this distribution learning paradigm
by directly addressing the mass conservation constraint inherent in (F)GW. To this end,
we propose to find correspondences between two graphs, while searching for a reweighed
subgraph of the target graph at a minimum (F)GW distance from the input graph. This leads
to the definition of a novel OT-based discrepancy, called the semi-relaxed (Fused) Gromov-
Wasserstein divergence (sr(F)GW, Section 6.2). The latter can be estimated more efficiently
than (F)GW (Section 6.2.2), while e.g. consequently enhancing GW-based approaches to
partition a single input graph (Section 6.4.1). Moreover, considering a form of srFGW
barycenter problem induces a novel DL, orthogonal to other GW-based DL (Chapter 5),
where graphs are embedded as reweighed subgraphs of a single graph atom (Section 6.3).
The learned representations compete favorably with other DL-based competitors, e.g. for
graph clustering or classification, while being considerably faster to compute (section 6.4).

7.2 Perspectives for Optimal Transport on graphs
In the following, we discuss potential research directions motivated by an analysis of the pros
and cons of the models proposed in this manuscript, or of related approaches. We identify two
building blocks, where OT on graphs can lead to new models (or combinations thereof) that
are potentially relevant for addressing graph ML tasks, namely: i) Discriminant modeling; ii)
Dictionary Learning and generative modeling.

Notice that the computational complexity of OT on graphs is another fundamental
limitation, that prevents its use for large scale graph ML tasks. We refer the reader to Section
3.2.4 for a brief overview of approaches that could be useful to relax the computational burden
of (F)GW estimation in GRL.
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7.2.1 Discriminant modeling

The conclusive results obtained with our TFGW global pooling motivate further research on
its relevance to answer current questions of the GNN literature, e.g. regarding heterophily
(Zhu et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2022; Luan et al., 2022) and (over)smoothing (Topping et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2020b).
Both challenges, which are naturally dependent, relate to the neighborhood-based message-
passing mechanism used in most GNN, to produce discriminant node features that also encode
the graph topology. At present, these issues are mainly studied on node-level tasks, rather
than on potentially more complex graph-level tasks, since graphs in a dataset can exhibit
different levels of intra- and inter-class heterogeneity.

Heterophily in Graph Neural Networks. Graph heterophily points out that neighboring
nodes in a graph have different labels, or distant features. This property is often observed
in real-world scenarios, for example in molecular networks, as protein structures are more
often composed of different types of amino acids linked together (Zhu et al., 2020). Such an
information can be negatively affected, first by non-discriminant message passing scheme,
such as neighborhood mean aggregation (e.g. GIN (Xu et al., 2019c)), second by an overly
simplistic global pooling of the node embeddings. Addressing the first source of limitation has
been shown to be relevant for graph-level task (e.g. (Ye et al., 2022)), using mean pooling,
and might be further improved using OT. However the second source is still unexplored, and
global pooling schemes where the graph structure is explicitly provided, like TFGW, should
mitigate the information loss and be further studied theoretically.

Moreover, as discussed for TFGW in Section 4.2.2, the OT matrix encodes correspondences
between respective nodes of the input and a template that will be propagated during the
backward operation. So, enforcing or controlling the heterophily of template graphs, for
instance through regularization losses, can be a way to preserve such a signal in the input
graph.

Finally, exploring novel template-based global pooling using other graph (dis)similarities
from the OT literature could provide a better trade-off between computation speed, accuracy
and expressivity. For instance, it could be interesting to study this trade-off using srFGW.
More specifically, the second marginal of an OT matrix (hi = T>1n), from srFGW of an
input Gi onto a template graph Gk, can act as a relational global pooling. Learning from such
representations requires "differentiation" through the matrix T of the FGW loss, which can
be performed using e.g. our Mirror-Descent solver 13, whose iterations are auto-differentiable.
The latter could compete with TFGW while using less templates, as graph embeddings will
be nourished by knowledge from every sub-graphs contained in a template, instead of its
global structure.
One might also envision to perform global pooling via Graph Diffuse Wasserstein distances
(Barbe et al., 2021), from an input to graph templates encoded as

{
exp

(
−tkLk

)
F k

}
k∈[[K]]

,
where tk, Lk and F k, are respectively the heat parameter, the Laplacian and feature matrices
of a template. The use of Wasserstein discrepancies instead of FGW-based ones is interesting
to reduce the computational complexity of the pooling operation. However, the explicit
introduction of diffusion in the learned graph representations could also be subject to excessive
smoothing, detrimental to the encoding of a heterophilic behavior.

Over-smoothing in Graph Neural Networks. On the other hand, over-smoothing (i.e.
that GNN performances do not necessarily increase with the number of layers) also affect
GNN with TFGW pooling (see e.g. Figures 4.9 and 4.10).
Theoretical studies on this phenomenon are for now dedicated to node-level tasks, and seminal
results on linear GNN indicate that a trade-off in their depth has to be found (Keriven, 2022).
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Studying this phenomenon on graph-level tasks with linear GNN and TFGW pooling (finally
fed to a Logistic model), could be an interesting first step to better explain performances
reached in Chapter 4 and build upon it.
Analyses that consider non-linear GNN as GIN are for now only studied asymptotically
w.r.t the number of layers, tracking for instance the Dirichlet energy of node embeddings
across layers (Cai & Wang, 2020). The latter resonates with common energies used to define
special types of evolution equations as Gradient Flows to describe dynamical particle systems
(Kichenassamy et al., 1995; Santambrogio, 2017). De facto, several GNN have recently been
studied as discrete dynamical systems following specific energies (Di Giovanni et al., 2022),
and considering FGW as such might be of real interest.

Novel frameworks for graph pooling. One drawback of TFGW is that the learned
templates are not interpretable and correspond to extreme points of an envelop in the distance
embedding (Section 4.3.3). Learning templates as barycenters of inputs belonging to a given
class could enhance model interpretability. A distribution over classes can then be obtained
using a softmax over FGW distances of an input to the barycentric templates (Snell et al.,
2017).
However, iterative FGW barycenter estimation can have a prohibitive computational cost.
Relevant barycenters could rather be estimated from srFGW embeddings of a graph, onto a
(small) graph template that prescribes the barycenters’ topology. Even if FGW remains the
natural distance to compare the corresponding embedded graphs, establishing new relations
between FGW and e.g. a linear OT problem using the graph topology as ground-cost could
bring new theoretical and practical benefits. Notice that OT on a given graph metric space
has already been studied in various settings that might provide some leads (e.g. (Tong et al.,
2021; 2022; Le et al., 2022)).
Another perspective consists in using embedded graphs provided by the srFGW projection of
an input onto a template, directly as a learnable hierarchical graph pooling (Section 2.2.2).
Such an approach could bring a novel notion of "convolution" in the GNN literature.

7.2.2 Dictionary Learning and Generative modeling

On one hand, we addressed in Chapters 5 and 6 diverse unsupervised graph ML tasks, such
as graph clustering and completion, by means of Dictionary Learning (DL). These methods
come with their own limitations, such as their robustness, which would benefit from further
study. On the other hand, lots of novel Graph autoencoders (GAE) have emerged from
the GNN literature to learn network embeddings, mostly for node-level tasks, or generate
new graphs (Section 6, Wu et al. (2020)). GAE are deep neural architectures which map
nodes of a graph into a latent feature space and decode graph information from these latent
representations. The position of the two types of approaches is still unknown as to their
respective performances on these unsupervised tasks, plus the mixing of both paradigms is
almost unexplored, and should be investigated in a near future.

Going further on (sr)FGW-based DL. Classical OT to compare probability distributions
is known to be sensitive to outliers and missing data. Unbalanced OT, which compares
arbitrary positive measures whose total mass can vary, is a well studied way to limit these
sensitivity issues (Séjourné et al., 2022). This comparison translates to (F)GW which can
suffer from structural or feature noise naturally observed in real-world graphs. So we can
expect representations learned with our FGW based DL approaches to be sensitive to those.
The same holds to some extent for our srFGW DL, although it is an extreme case of unbalanced
FGW (UFGW, Thual et al. (2022)), the total amount of mass remains the same between
both distributions. So exploring novel settings in UFGW for graph DL could be a direct
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path to better and more robust representations, with promising relations to the literature on
inexact graph matching (Bunke & Allermann, 1983; Gori et al., 2005a).

Robustness could also be addressed thanks to a better understanding of the variations
of the OT matrix from (sr)FGW between two graphs, w.r.t common graph edits, like edge
removal or node feature transformations. The latter could lead to novel OT discrepancies,
where structural or feature perturbations can be directly included in the matching loss. At
a higher level, linear unmixing inherent in GDL, whose variations were partly studied in
Section 5.2.2, could also be made robust by including e.g. additive perturbations with a
bounded norm.

Finally, node feature embeddings which are ubiquitous in the GNN literature, deserve more
attention from FGW based DL methods, in my opinion. As most neighborhood aggregation
schemes are not invertible, such a feature processing is not relevant for DL, where one wants to
be able to reconstruct the graph from its embedding. Interestingly, a novel class of invertible
propagation schemes has been proposed for Graph Normalizing Flows (GNF) (Liu et al.,
2019). The latter could be used to define non-trivial multi-resolution DL, for instance by
learning a srFGW atom fitting well the graphs produced at each forward-pass in a GNF layer.
A consensus from unmixings computed at each resolution could outperform vanilla srFGW
DL on graphs clustering and completion.

FGW-based generative modeling. The seminal work of Xu et al. (2021a) made a first
link between GW barycenter estimation and generative graph models called (Lp) graphons
(Diaconis & Janson, 2007; Borgs et al., 2019). The latter are graph limits formalized as
(symmetric) measurable functions W : Ω2 → Y = [0, 1], with Ω a measurable space, satisfying
e.g. Ω = [0, 1] without loss of generality. Graphs of any order n can be sampled from a
graphon, first sampling n points {xi}i∈[[n]] uniformly in Ω = [0, 1] or using a predefined grid.
Then sampling the graph edges such that Aij ∼ Bernouilli(W (xi, xj)). Such a modeling is
known to produce dense graphs, and can be adapted to handle sparse graphs setting Y = R
and modifying the edge sampling (Borgs et al., 2016; Fabian et al., 2022).
Graphons can be approximated by step-functions, which can be estimated via a GW barycenter
of observed graphs (Xu et al., 2021a), whose structure and node weights dictate respectively
the graph edge sampling and the partitioning of Ω. Naturally, the barycenter order limits
the resolution of the graphon estimation. A first solution to this problem is to model the
GW barycenter implicitly via a neural network fθ : Ω2 → [0, 1] that outputs edge connections
from a pair of points sampled in Ω (Xia et al., 2022; Sitzmann et al., 2020).

Any GW-based DL can then be interpreted as a manifold of graphons from which graphs
can be sampled. This theory can also be extended to attributed graphs, and has been used
to derive a Graphon Autoencoder in Xu et al. (2021b). This paradigm allows to envision a
wide-range of novel generative models for unsupervised learning. And also might be used to
design adversarial training (Goodfellow et al., 2020; Miyato et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a;
Fatras et al., 2021a) of GNN so they can lead to more robust representations.

On the theoretical side, relations with GW barycenter and graphons as limits of random
graphs, motivates the investigation of (sr)GW-based parameter estimation of well-known
random graph models, being actually graphons, such as Stochastic Block Models (Holland
et al. (1983)), or even Random Geometric Graph Models (Araya Valdivia & Yohann, 2019).
Moreover, more generic class of graph limits called Graphexes have been recently proposed
(Borgs et al., 2021), so understanding their relations to GW, or more generally to OT, might
open a novel door to graph generative modeling.
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Chapter 8

Annexes

8.1 Proofs of Chapter 3

8.1.1 Proof of Theorem 5: subgradient w.r.t distributions of GW

In this section we will prove the following result:

Theorem 4 (subgradient w.r.t masses of GW problem) Let (C,h) and (C,h)
be two graphs. Let T ∗ be an optimal coupling of the GW problem between (C,h), (C,h).
We define the following cost matrixM(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗T ∗ =

(∑
kl(C1,ik − C2,jl)2T ∗kl

)
ij.

Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the following linear OT problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (8.1)

Then µ∗(T ∗) (resp ν∗(T ∗)) is a subgradient of the function GW2
2(C,C, · ,h) (resp

GW2
2(C,C,h, · )).

Before proving the Theorem 5, let us state the following theorem which relates a solution
of a Quadratic Program (QP) with a solution of a Linear Program (LP):

Theorem 12 (Murty (1988), Section 1) Consider the following (QP):

minx f(x) = cx+ xTQx
s.t. Ax = b, x ≥ 0 (8.2)

Then if x∗ is an optimal solution of (8.2) it is an optimal solution of the following (LP):

minx f(x) = (c + xT∗Q)x
s.t. Ax = b, x ≥ 0 (8.3)

Proof of the Theorem 4.

Step 1. In the following T ≥ 0 should be understood as ∀i, j Tij ≥ 0. Let (C,h) and
(C,h) be two graphs of order n and m with C1 ∈ Sn(R),C2 ∈ Sm(R) and (h,h) ∈ Σn ×Σm.
Let T ∗ be an optimal solution of the GW problem i.e. GW2(C,C,h,h) = 〈L(C,C) ⊗
T ∗,T ∗〉F . We define M(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗ T ∗. We consider the problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F = min
T∈U(h,h)

〈L(C,C)⊗ T ∗,T 〉F (8.4)

We will first show that the optimal coupling for the Gromov-Wasserstein problem is also
an optimal coupling for the problem (8.4), i.e minT∈U(h,h)〈M(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈M(T ∗),T ∗〉F .
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Applying Theorem 12 to our case gives exactly that:

T ∗ ∈ arg min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (8.5)

since T ∗ is an optimal solution of the GW problem and so minT∈U(h,h)〈M(T ∗),T 〉F =
〈M(T ∗),T ∗〉F .

Now let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be an optimal solution to the dual problem of (8.4). Then by
strong duality it implies that:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 = 〈M(T ∗),T ∗〉F (8.6)

Since 〈M(T ∗),T ∗〉F = GW2(C,C,h,h) we have:

GW2(C,C,h,h) = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 (8.7)

Step 2. To prove the Theorem 5 the objective is to show that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of
F : q → GW(C,C,h, q) (by symmetry the result will be true for µ∗(T ∗)). In other words
we want to prove that:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉 − 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q)− F (h) (8.8)

We will show in the following an equivalent formulation of this condition. The dual variable
ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q → GW2(C,C,h, q) if and only if:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q) (8.9)

Indeed ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient if and only if:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉 − 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q)− F (h) (8.10)

However using (8.7) and the definition of F we have:

F (h) = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 (8.11)

So overall:

〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉 − 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q)− (〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉)
⇐⇒ 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q)

(8.12)

Step 3. In order to prove Theorem 5 we have to prove that the equivalent condition
given by equation (8.12) is satisfied. We will do so by proving the following lemma leveraging
the weak-duality of the GW problem:

Lemma 1 For any vectors µ ∈ Rn,ν ∈ Rm we define:

F(µ,ν) := min
T≥0
〈L(C,C)⊗ T − µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

Let T ∗ be an optimal solution of the GW problem. Consider:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈M(T ∗),T 〉F (8.13)
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where M(T ∗) := L(C,C)⊗ T ∗. Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the prob-
lem in (8.13). If F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0 then ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q →
GW2(C,C,h, q)

Proof of lemma 1. Let q ∈ Σm be any weights vector be fixed. Recall that F : q →
GW2(C,C,h, q) so that:

F (q) = GW2(C,C,h, q) = min
T∈U(h,q)

〈L(C,C)⊗ T ,T 〉 (8.14)

The Lagrangian associated to (8.14) reads:

min
T≥0

max
µ,ν

L(T ,µ,ν) where L(T ,µ,ν) := 〈L(C,C)⊗ T ,T 〉+ 〈h− T1m,µ〉+ 〈q − T>1n,ν〉

(8.15)

Moreover by weak Lagrangian duality:

min
T≥0

max
µ,ν

L(T ,µ,ν) ≥ max
µ,ν

min
T≥0

L(T ,µ,ν) (8.16)

However:

max
µ,ν

min
T≥0

L(T ,µ,ν) = max
µ,ν
〈µ,h〉+ 〈ν, q〉+ min

T≥0
〈L(C,C)⊗ T − µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

= max
µ,ν
〈µ,h〉+ 〈ν, q〉+ F(µ,ν)

So by considering the dual variable µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) defined previously we have:

max
µ,ν

min
T≥0

L(T ,µ,ν) ≥ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ F(µ∗(F∗),ν∗(T ∗)) (8.17)

Now combining (8.16) and (8.17) we have:

min
T≥0

max
µ,ν

L(T ,µ,ν) ≥ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) (8.18)

Since F (q) = minT≥0 maxµ,ν L(T ,µ,ν) we have proven that:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) ≤ F (q) (8.19)

However equation (8.12) states that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F if and only if:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q) (8.20)

So combining (8.19) with (8.12) proves:

F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) ≥ 0 =⇒ ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F (8.21)

However we have F (h) = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉 + 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 by (8.11). So F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) ≤ 0
using (8.19) with q = h. So we can only hope to have F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0. �

Step 4. The previous lemma states that it is sufficient to look at the quantity F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗))
in order to prove that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F . Interestingly the condition F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) =
0 is satisfied as proven in the following:

We want to study:

F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = min
T≥0
〈L(C,C)⊗ T − µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν

∗(T ∗)>,T 〉
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We define H(T ) := 〈Ł(C,C) ⊗ T − µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν
∗(T ∗)>,T 〉. Since T ∗ is optimal

coupling for minT∈U(h,h)〈M(T ∗),T 〉F by (8.5) then for all i, j we have T ∗ij(M(T ∗)ij −
α∗i (T ∗)− β∗j (T ∗)) = 0 by the property of the optimal couplings for the Wasserstein problems.
Equivalently:

∀(i, j) ∈ [n]× [m], T ∗ij([L(C,C)⊗ T ∗]ij − α∗i (T ∗)− β∗j (T ∗)) = 0 (8.22)

Then:

H(T ∗) = Tr
(
T ∗>(L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ − µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν

∗(T ∗)>)
)

=
∑
ij

T ∗ij(L(C,C)⊗ T ∗ − µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν
∗(T ∗)>)ij

=
∑
ij

T ∗ij([L(C,C)⊗ T ∗]ij − α∗i (T ∗)− β∗j (T ∗)) = 0

(8.23)

Which proves F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0. �

8.1.2 Proof of Theorem 7: subgradient w.r.t distributions of FGW

In this section we will prove the following theorem 7 which extends the theorem 5 to the
FGW distance:

Theorem 6 (subgradient w.r.t masses of FGW ) Let (C, ,F ,h) and (C,F ,h) be
two attributed graphs. Let T ∗ be an optimal coupling of the FGW problem between
(C,F ,h), (C,F ,h). We define the following cost matrix Mα(T ∗) := αL(C,C)⊗ T ∗ +
(1−α)D(F ,F ) =

(
α
∑
kl(C1,ik − C2,jl)2T ∗kl + (1− α)‖Fi − F j‖22

)
ij
. Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)

be the dual variables of the following linear OT problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈Mα(T ∗),T 〉F (8.24)

Then µ∗(T ∗) (resp ν∗(T ∗)) is a subgradient of the function FGW2
2,α(C,F ,C,F , · ,h)

(resp FGW2
2(C,F ,C,F ,h, · )).

Proof of the Theorem 6.

Step 1. Let T ∗ be an optimal solution of the FGW problem i.e. FGW2,α(C,F ,C,F ,h,h) =
〈αL(C,C) ⊗ T ∗ + (1 − α)D(F ,F ),T ∗〉F . We define Mα(T ∗) := αL(C,C) ⊗ T ∗ + (1 −
α)D(F ,F ). We consider the problem:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈Mα(T ∗),T 〉F = min
T∈U(h,h)

〈αL(C,C)⊗ T ∗ + (1− α)D(F ,F ),T 〉F (8.25)

We will first show that the optimal coupling for the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein problem is also
an optimal coupling for the problem (8.25), i.e minT∈U(h,h)〈Mα(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈Mα(T ∗),T ∗〉F .
Applying Theorem 12 to our case gives exactly that:

T ∗ ∈ arg min
T∈U(h,h)

〈Mα(T ∗),T 〉F (8.26)

since T ∗ is an optimal solution of the FGW problem, we do have the desired relation
minT∈U(h,h)〈Mα(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈Mα(T ∗),T ∗〉F .
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Now let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be an optimal solution to the dual problem of (8.4). Then by
strong duality it implies that:

min
T∈U(h,h)

〈Mα(T ∗),T 〉F = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 = 〈Mα(T ∗),T ∗〉F (8.27)

Since 〈Mα(T ∗),T ∗〉F = FGW2,α(C,F ,C,F ,h,h) we have:

FGW2,α(C,F ,C,F ,h,h) = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 (8.28)

Step 2. To prove the Theorem 7 the objective is to show that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient
of F : q → FGW2,α(C,F ,C,F ,h, q) (by symmetry the result will be true for µ∗(T ∗)). In
other words we want to prove that:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉 − 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q)− F (h) (8.29)

Following the same development than for the step 2 of the proof of theorem 5, we have the
following result for FGW, which is equivalent to (8.12) for GW. The dual variable ν∗(T ∗) is
a subgradient of F : q → FGW2,α(C,F ,C,F ,h, q) if and only if:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q) (8.30)

Step 3. In order to prove Proposition 7 we have to prove that the equivalent condition
given by equation (8.30) is satisfied. To this end we will prove an analog result for FGW
than the one stated for the Lagrangian of GW in Lemma 1.

Let us define for any vectors µ ∈ Rn,ν ∈ Rm,

F(µ,ν) := min
T≥0
〈αL(C,C)⊗ T + (1− α)D(F ,F )− µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

= min
T≥0
〈Mα(T )− µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

Let µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) be the dual variables of the problem in (8.26). We will the fol-
lowing implication: If F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0 then ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F : q →
FGW2,α(C,F ,C,F ,h, q).

Let q ∈ Σm be any weights vector be fixed. The Lagrangian associated to the primal
problem giving F (q) reads

F (q) min
T≥0

max
µ,ν

L(T ,µ,ν) (8.31)

where

L(T ,µ,ν) := 〈αL(C,C)⊗ T + (1− α)D(F ,F ),T 〉+ 〈h− T1m,µ〉+ 〈q − T>1n,ν〉
= 〈Mα(T ),T 〉+ 〈h− T1m,µ〉+ 〈q − T>1n,ν〉

(8.32)

Moreover by weak Lagrangian duality:

min
T≥0

max
µ,ν

L(T ,µ,ν) ≥ max
µ,ν

min
T≥0

L(T ,µ,ν) (8.33)

However:

max
µ,ν

min
T≥0

L(T ,µ,ν) = max
µ,ν
〈µ,h〉+ 〈ν, q〉+ min

T≥0
〈Mα(T )− µ1>m − 1nν

>,T 〉

= max
µ,ν
〈µ,h〉+ 〈ν, q〉+ F(µ,ν)
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So by considering the dual variable µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗) defined previously we have:

max
µ,ν

min
T≥0

L(T ,µ,ν) ≥ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) (8.34)

Now combining (8.33) and (8.34) we have:

min
T≥0

max
µ,ν

L(T ,µ,ν) ≥ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) (8.35)

Since F (q) = minT≥0 maxµ,ν L(T ,µ,ν) we have proven that:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) ≤ F (q) (8.36)

However equation 8.30 states that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F if and only if:

∀q ∈ Σm, 〈ν∗(T ∗), q〉+ 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉 ≤ F (q) (8.37)

So combining (8.36) with (8.30) proves:

F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) ≥ 0 =⇒ ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F (8.38)

However using the definition of F and the relation in 8.28, we have

F (h) = 〈µ∗(T ∗),h〉+ 〈ν∗(T ∗),h〉 (8.39)

So injecting (8.39) in (8.36) with q = h, we have F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) ≤ 0. So we can only
hope to have F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0. �

Step 4. The previous lemma states that it is sufficient to look at the quantity F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗))
in order to prove that ν∗(T ∗) is a subgradient of F . Interestingly the condition F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) =
0 is satisfied as proven in the following:

We want to study:

F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = min
T≥0
〈αL(C,C)⊗ T + (1− α)D(F ,F )− µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν

∗(T ∗)>,T 〉

We define H(T ) := 〈αŁ(C,C)⊗ T + (1− α)D(F ,F )− µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν
∗(T ∗)>,T 〉. Since

T ∗ is optimal coupling for minT∈U(h,h)〈M(T ∗),T 〉F by (8.26) then for all i, j we have
T ∗ij(M(T ∗)ij − µ∗i (T ∗) − ν∗j (T ∗)) = 0 by the property of the optimal couplings for the
Wasserstein problems. Equivalently:

∀(i, j) ∈ [n]× [m], T ∗ij(α[L(C,C)⊗ T ∗]ij + (1− α)D(F ,F )ij − µ∗i (T ∗)− ν∗j (T ∗)) = 0
(8.40)

Then:

H(T ∗) = Tr
(
T ∗>(αL(C,C)⊗ T ∗ + (1− α)D(F ,F )− µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν

∗(T ∗)>)
)

=
∑
ij

T ∗ij(αL(C,C)⊗ T ∗ + (1− α)D(F ,F )− µ∗(T ∗)1>m − 1nν
∗(T ∗)>)ij

=
∑
ij

T ∗ij(α[L(C,C)⊗ T ∗]ij + (1− α)D(F ,F )ij − µ∗i (T ∗)− ν∗j (T ∗)) = 0

(8.41)

Which proves F(µ∗(T ∗),ν∗(T ∗)) = 0.
�
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8.2 Proofs and additional results of Chapter 4

8.2.1 Notations and preliminaries

Notations An undirected attributed graph G with n nodes can be modeled in the OT
context as a tuple (C,F ,h), where C ∈ Sn(R) is a matrix encoding relationships between
nodes, F = (f1, ...,fn)> ∈ Rn×d is a node feature matrix and h ∈ Σn is a vector of weights
modeling the relative importance of the nodes within the graph (Figure 1 of the main paper).
We always assume in the following that values in C and F are finite. Let us now consider
two such graphs G = (C,F ,h) and G = (C,F ,h), of respective sizes n and n (with possibly
n 6= n). The Fused Gromov-Wasserstein (FGW) distance is defined for α ∈ [0, 1] as Vayer
et al. (2020; 2019a):

FGWα(C,F ,h,C,F ,h) = min
T∈U(h,h)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T ) (8.42)

with U(h,h) := {T ∈ Rn×n+ |T1n = h,T>1n = h}, the set of admissible coupling between h
and h. For any T ∈ U(h,h), the FGW cost EFGWα can be decomposed as

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T ) = αEGW (C,C,T ) + (1− α)EW (F ,F ,T ) (8.43)

which respectively refers to a Gromov-Wasserstein matching cost EGW between graph struc-
tures C and C reading as

EGW (C,C,T ) =
∑
ijkl

(Cij − Ckl)2TikTjl (8.44)

and a Wasserstein matching cost EW between nodes features F and F ,

EW (F ,F ,T ) =
∑
ik

‖fi − fk‖22Tik (8.45)

Preliminaries Given two graphs G and G, we first provide a reformulation of each matching
costs EGW and EW through matrix operations which will facilitate the readability of our
proof.

By first expanding the GW matching cost given in 8.44 and using the marginal constraints
over T ∈ U(h,h), EGW can be expressed as

EGW (C,C,T ) =
∑
ij

C2
ijhihj +

∑
kl

C
2
klhkhl − 2

∑
ijkl

CijCklTikTjl

= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2
,hh

>〉 − 2〈T>CT ,C〉

= 〈T>C2T ,1n×n〉+ 〈TC2
T>,1n×n〉 − 2〈T>CT ,C〉

(8.46)

where power operations are applied element-wise and 1p×q is the matrix of ones of size p× q
for any integers p and q.

Then through similar operations EW can be expressed as

EW (C,F ,h,C,F ,h,T ) =
∑
i

‖fi‖22hi +
∑
k

‖fk‖22hk − 2
∑
ik

〈fi,fk〉Tik

= 〈F 21d,h〉+ 〈F 2
1d,h〉 − 2〈FF>,T 〉

= 〈T>F 2,1n×d〉+ 〈TF 2
,1n×d〉 − 2〈F>T ,F>〉

(8.47)
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8.2.2 Proof of Lemma 3: TFGW invariance to strong isomorphism

Lemma 2 (TFGW invariance to strong isomorphism) The TFGW embeddings
are invariant to strong isomorphism.

Proof of Lemma 2. First, as our TFGW embeddings can operate after embedding the
nodes feature of any graph, let us also introduce such an application. Given any feature
matrix F = (f1, ...,fn)> ⊂ Rn×d, we denote by φ : Rn×d → Rn×d′ an application such that
φ(F ) = (ϕ(f1), ..., ϕ(fn))> with ϕ : Rd → Rd′ .

Let us now consider any pair of graphs G1 = (C1,F1,h1) and G2 = (C2,F2,h2) defined
as in Subsection 8.2.1. Assume that G1 and G2 are strongly isomorphic. This is equivalent to
assuming that they have the same number of nodes n and there exists a permutation matrix
P ∈ {0, 1}n×n such that C2 = PC1P

>, F2 = PF1 and h2 = Ph1 (Vayer et al., 2019a;
Chowdhury & Mémoli, 2019).

First observe that the application φ preserves the relation of strong isomorphism. Indeed,
as φ operates on each node independently through ϕ, we have φ(F2) = Pφ(F1) i.e,

φ(F2) = (ϕ(F2,1), ..., ϕ(F2,n)) = P (ϕ(F1,1), ..., ϕ(F1,n)) = Pφ(F1) (8.48)

Therefore the embedded graphs (C1, φ(F1),h1) and (C2, φ(F2),h2) are also strongly isomor-
phic and are associated by the same permutation P linking G1 and G2.

Let us consider any graph template G = (C,F ,h). We will prove now that the FGW cost
from (C1, φ(F1),h1) to G applied in T is the same than the FGW cost from (C2, φ(F2),h2)
to G applied in PT . To this end we will prove that analog relations hold for the Gromov-
Wasserstein and the Wasserstein matching costs independently (in this generic scenario), then
we will conclude thanks the equation (8.43) which expresses FGW as a linear combination
between both aforementioned costs.

First using the reformulation of EGW of equation (8.46), we have

EGW (C1,C,T ) = 〈T>C2
1T ,1n×n〉+ 〈TC2

T>,1n×n〉 − 2〈T>C1T ,C〉

= 〈T>P>C2
2PT ,1n×n〉+ 〈TC2

T>,P>1n×nP 〉 − 2〈T>P>C2PT ,C〉

= 〈(PT )>C2
2PT ,1n×n〉+ 〈PTC2(PT )>,1n×n〉 − 2〈(PT )>C2PT ,C〉

= EGW (C2,C,PT )
(8.49)

where we used C2
1 = (P>C2P )2 = P>C2

2P and the invariance to permutations of 1n×n.
Then, for EW similar operations using equation (8.47) and φ(F2)2 = (Pφ(F1))2 = Pφ(F1)2

lead to,

EW (φ(F1),F ,T ) = 〈T>φ(F1)2,1n×d〉+ 〈TF 2
,1n×d〉 − 2〈φ(F1)>T ,F>〉

= 〈T>P>φ(F2)2,1n×d〉+ 〈TF 2
,P1n×d〉 − 2〈φ(F2)>PT ,F>〉

= 〈(PT )>φ(F2)2,1n×d〉+ 〈PTF 2
,1n×d〉 − 2〈φ(F2)>PT ,F>〉

= EW (φ(F2),F ,PT )

(8.50)
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Therefore, the same result holds for FGW using (8.43) and equations (8.49)-(8.50) as

EFGWα (C1, φ(F1),C,F ,T ) = αEGW (C1,C,T ) + (1− α)EW (φ(F1),F ,T )
= αEGW (C2,C,PT ) + (1− α)EW (φ(F2),F ,PT )
= EFGWα (C2, φ(F2),C,F ,PT )

(8.51)

Following an analog derivation than above, one can easily prove for T ∈ U(h2,h) that

EFGWα (C2, φ(F2),C,F ,T ) = EFGWα (C1, φ(F1),C,F ,P>T ) (8.52)

Using the relations (8.51) and (8.52), we will now prove the following equality

FGWα(C1, φ(F1),h1,C,F ,h) = FGWα(C2, φ(F2),h2,C,F ,h) (8.53)

First of all, the existence of optimal solutions for both FGW problems is ensured by
the Weierstrass theorem (Santambrogio, 2015). We denote an optimal coupling T ?1 ∈
U(h1,h) for FGWα(C1, φ(F1),h1,C,F ,h). Assume there exists an optimal coupling T ?2 for
FGWα(C2, φ(F2),h2,C,F ,h) such that

EFGWα (C2, φ(F2),C,F ,T ?2 ) < EFGWα (C2, φ(F2),C,F ,PT ?1 ) (8.54)

then using the equalities (8.52) for the l.h.s and (8.51) for the r.h.s, we have

EFGWα (C1, φ(F1),C,F ,P>T ?2 ) < EFGWα (C1, φ(F1),C,F ,T ?1 ) (8.55)

which contradicts the optimality of T ?1 . Therefore such T ?2 can not exist and necessarily PT ?1
is an optimal coupling for FGWα(C2, φ(F2),h2,C,F ,h). Finally, we can conclude using the
optimality of T ?1 and PT ?1 for their respective FGW matching problems and the equality
(8.51):

EFGWα (C1, φ(F1),C,F ,T ?1 ) = EFGWα (C2, φ(F2),C,F ,PT ?1 )
⇔ FGWα(C1, φ(F1),h1,C,F ,h) = FGWα(C2, φ(F2),h2,C,F ,h)

(8.56)

�

8.2.3 Proof of Lemma 4: TFGW invariance to weak isomorphism

Lemma 3 (TFGW invariance to weak isomorphism) The TFGW embeddings are
invariant to weak isomorphism.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let us consider any pair of graphs G1 = (C1,F1,h1) and G2 =
(C2,F2,h2) which are now assumed to be weakly isomorphic. According to the notion of weak
isomorphism, two nodes of a graph, e.g the nodes xi and xj (xi 6= xj) of G1, are informally the
same if they have the same "internal perception", i.e C1(xi, xj) = C1(xi, xi) = C1(xj , xj) =
C1(xj , xi) and F1(xi) = F1(xj), and the same "external perception", i.e all the incoming and
outgoing edge weights are the same. Therefore there exists a canonical representation of G1
and G2 referred as Gc = (Cc,Fc,hc) composed of C = | supp(hc)| nodes such that

• G1 and G2 are weakly isomorphic to Gc

• Gc does not admit any pair of nodes which have the same internal and external
perceptions referred as canonical nodes. Moreover the masses assigned to these canonical
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nodes correspond to the sum of masses of the corresponding nodes which have the same
internal and external perceptions in G1 and G2 respectively.

Therefore there exist membership matrices M1 ∈ {0, 1}n1×C and M2 ∈ {0, 1}n2×C , such that
for

∀k ∈ {1, 2}, Ck = MkCcM
>
k , Fk = MkFc (8.57)

but we cannot deduce hk from hc as the operation of summing masses of weakly isomorphic
nodes of Gk to form hc is not bijective. However it is easy to check that T ∗kc = diag(hk)Mk ∈
U(hk,hc) is an optimal coupling from Gk to Gc.

One can first observe that the application Φ preserves the relation of weak isomorphism
applied over Fk described in (8.57). Indeed as Φ operates on each node independently though
φ, we have Φ(Fk) = MkΦ(Fc) for k ∈ {1, 2} as,

Φ(Fk) = (φ(Fk,1), ..., φ(Fk,nk)) = Mk(φ(Fc,1, ..., φ(Fc,C))) = MkΦ(Fc) (8.58)

Let us consider any graph template G = (C,F ,h). We will prove now that the FGW cost
from (C1, φ(F1),h1) to G is the same than the ones from (C2, φ(F2),h2) to G, i.e.

FGWα(C1, φ(F1),h1,C,F ,h) = FGWα(C2, φ(F2),h2,C,F ,h) (8.59)

Let us consider any k ∈ {1, 2} and Tk ∈ U(hk,h). We will now aim at expressing any
FGW cost between (Ck,Φ(Fk),hk) and G, as a FGW cost between (Cc,Φ(Fc),hc) and G.
First using the reformulation of EGW of equation (8.46), we have

EGW (Ck,C,Tk) = 〈T>k C2
kTk,1n×n〉+ 〈TkC

2
T>k ,1nk×nk〉 − 2〈T>k C1Tk,C〉

= 〈T>k MkC
2
cM

>
k Tk,1n×n〉+ 〈TkC

2
T>k ,Mk1C×CM

>
k 〉

− 2〈T>k MkCcM
>
k Tk,C〉

= 〈(M>
k Tk)>C2

cM
>
k Tk,1n×n〉+ 〈M>

k TkC
2(M>

k Tk)>,1C×C〉
− 2〈(M>

k Tk)>CcM>
k Tk,C〉

= EGW (Cc,C,M>
k Tk)

(8.60)

Where the second equality comes from the relations, C2
k = (MkCcM

>
k )2 = MkC

2
cM

>
k

and 1nk×nk = Mk1C×CM
>
k .

Then, for EW similar operations using equation (8.47), φ(Fk)2 = (Mkφ(Fc))2 = Mkφ(Fc)2

and M>
k 1nk×d = 1C×d lead to,

EW (φ(Fk),F ,Tk) = 〈T>k φ(Fk)2,1n×d〉+ 〈TkF
2
,1nk×d〉 − 2〈φ(Fk)>Tk,F

>〉

= 〈T>k Mkφ(Fc)2,1n×d〉+ 〈TkF
2
,M>

k 1n×d〉 − 2〈φ(Fc)>M>
k Tk,F

>〉

= 〈(M>
k Tk)>φ(Fc)2,1n×d〉+ 〈M>

k TkF
2
,1C×d〉 − 2〈φ(Fc)>M>

k Tk,F
>〉

= EW (φ(Fc),F ,M>
k Tk)

(8.61)

Therefore, the same result holds for FGW using (8.43) and equations (8.60)-(8.61) as

EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,Tk) = αEGW (Ck,C,Tk) + (1− α)EW (φ(Fk),F ,Tk)
= αEGW (Cc,C,M>

k Tk) + (1− α)EW (φ(Fc),F ,M>
k Tk)

= EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,M>
k Tk)

(8.62)
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Now our goal will be to express any FGW cost between (Cc,Φ(Fc),hc) and G, as a FGW
cost between (Ck,Φ(Fk),hk) and G. The procedure will be rather equivalent to the one to
get the opposite relation stated in equation (8.62), however to proceed we need to express
reciprocal relations than the one in (8.57) giving Ck (resp. Fk) depending on Cc (resp. Fc),
i.e we need to express Cc (resp. Fc) based on Ck (resp. Fk).

We can show that simple developments of the following products of matrices lead to the
following relations:

∀k ∈ {1, 2}, Cc = M̃>
k CkM̃k, Fc = M̃>

k Fk (8.63)

where M̃k = diag(hk)Mkdiag( 1
hc

) is a reweighed membership matrix.
First observe that for any coupling Tc ∈ U(hc,h), we have M̃kTc ∈ U(hk,h). Moreover

simple computations give M̃>
k C

2
kM̃k = C2

c and M̃>
k 1nk×nkM̃k = 1C×C . The latter relations

and the equation (8.63) lead to the following relation between the GW cost of Cc and Ck to
C:

EGW (Ck,C,M̃kTc) = 〈T>c M̃>
k C

2
kM̃kTc,1n×n〉+ 〈M̃kTcC

2
T>c M̃

>
k ,1nk×nk〉

− 2〈T>c M̃>
k CkM̃kTk,C〉

= 〈T>c C2
cTc,1n×n〉+ 〈M̃kTcC

2
T>c M̃

>
k ,1nk×nk〉 − 2〈T>c CcTk,C〉

= 〈T>c C2
cTc,1n×n〉+ 〈TcC

2
,1C×C〉 − 2〈T>c CcTk,C〉

= EGW (Cc,C,Tc)
(8.64)

Then, for EW similar operations using equation (8.47), equation (8.63), Φ(Fc)2 = M̃>
k Φ(Fk)2

and M̃>
k 1nk×d = 1C×d lead to,

EW (φ(Fk),F ,M̃kTc) = 〈T>c M̃>
k φ(Fk)2,1n×d〉+ 〈M̃kTcF

2
,1nk×d〉 − 2〈φ(Fk)>M̃kTc,F

>〉

= 〈T>c φ(Fc)2,1n×d〉+ 〈TcF
2
,1C×d〉 − 2〈φ(Fc)>Tc,F

>〉
= EW (φ(Fc),F ,Tc)

(8.65)

Therefore, the same result holds for the FGW cost using (8.43) and equations (8.64) and
(8.65),

EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,Tc) = EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,M̃kTc) (8.66)

Therefore denoting T ∗k an optimal coupling from (Ck,Φ(Fk),hk) to G and T ∗c an optimal
coupling from (Cc,Φ(Fc),hc) to G, we have from equations (8.62) and (8.66),

EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,T ∗k ) = EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,M>
k T

∗
k )

EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,T ∗c ) = EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,M̃kT
∗
c )

(8.67)

Thus, as M>
k T

∗
k is a suboptimal admissible coupling in U(hc,h), we have

EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,T ∗c ) ≤ EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,M>
k T

∗
k )

= EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,T ∗k )
(8.68)
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and similarly as M̃kT
∗
c is a suboptimal admissible coupling in U(hk,h), we have

EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,T ∗k ) ≤ EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,M̃kT
∗
c )

= EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,T ∗c )
(8.69)

Therefore for any k ∈ {1, 2},

EFGWα (Ck, φ(Fk),C,F ,T ∗k ) = EFGWα (Cc, φ(Fc),C,F ,T ∗c ) (8.70)

which implies the desired result i.e

FGWα(C1,Φ(F1),h1,C,F ,h) = FGWα(C2,Φ(F2),h2,C,F ,h) (8.71)

�

8.2.4 Complements on graphs classification benchmark

Description of datasets. We report in Table 8.1 some statistics on the datasets used for
various graphs classification or clustering benchmark.

Table 8.1: Statistics on real datasets considered in some classification and clustering benchmarks.

datasets features #graphs #classes mean #nodes min #nodes max #nodes median #nodes
MUTAG {0..6} 188 2 17.93 10 28 17.5
PTC-MR {0, .., 17} 344 2 14.29 2 64 13
NCI1 {0, ..., 36} 4110 2 29.87 3 111 27
BZR R3 405 2 35.75 13 57 35
COX2 R3 467 2 41.23 32 56 41
ENZYMES R18 600 6 32.63 2 126 32
PROTEIN R29 1113 2 29.06 4 620 26
IMDB-B None 1000 2 19.77 12 136 17
IMDB-M None 1500 3 13.00 7 89 10
COLLAB None 5000 3 74.5 32 492 52

Learning with an alpha per template.
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Table 8.2: Classification results from 10-fold cross-validation of our TFGW models in various
scenarios: for L ∈ {0, 1, 2} GIN layers, we either force the trade-off parameter α to be shared by all
templates (shared, default for the method), or we learn an α for each template (indep). We learn
the templates weights hk by default. The first and second best performing method are respectively
highlighted in bold and underlined.

model inputs α MUTAG PTC PROTEIN
TFGW (L=0) ADJ shared 94.2(3.0) 64.9(4.1) 78.8(2.2)

ADJ indep 94.1(3.4) 65.2(4.3) 79.1(2.6)
SP shared 95.9(4.1) 67.9(5.8) 79.5(2.9)
SP indep 94.7(2.9) 67.3(5.2) 79.9(3.2)

TFGW(L=1) ADJ shared 94.8(3.1) 68.7(5.8) 81.5(2.8)
ADJ indep 95.4(3.5) 69.5(5.6) 80.9(2.4)
SP shared 95.4(3.5) 70.9(5.5) 82.1(3.4)
SP indep 95.9(4.1) 70.2(5.6) 81.5(2.8)

TFGW (L=2) ADJ shared 96.4(3.3) 72.4(5.7) 82.9(2.7)
ADJ indep 94.2(3.8) 69.0(5.2) 80.5(3.1)
SP shared 94.8(3.5) 70.8(6.3) 82.0(3.0)
SP indep 94.1(3.4) 69.8(5.5) 80.3(2.5)

8.3 Proofs and additional results of Chapter 5

8.3.1 Proof of Lemma 5: convexity of the unmixing problem w.r.t the
embeddings

Lemma 4 (FGW unmixing sub-problem w.r.t embeddings) For any input graph
(C,F ,h), any dictionary {(Ck,F k,h)}k∈[[K]] and any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h),
the unmixing sub-problem

min
w∈ΣK

EFGWα

(
C,F ,h, C̃(w), F̃ (w),h

)
(8.72)

is a convex problem which is equivalent to the following canonical quadratic program

min
w∈ΣK

w>Qαw +w>c (8.73)

where Qα = 2(αMGW + (1 − α)MW ) is PSD as a convex combination of the PSD
matrices

MGW =
(
〈DhCp,CqDh〉F

)
pq

and MW = (〈D1/2
h
F p,D

1/2
h
F q〉F )pq∈[S]

(8.74)
denoting Dh = diag(h).
Finally, c = (ck)k∈[[K]] satisfies ck = −2α〈T>CT ,Ck〉 − 2(1− α)〈T>F ,F k〉.

Proof of Lemma 4. We start by developing the objective function

EFGWα (C,F , C̃(w), F̃ (w),T ) = αEGW (C, C̃(w),T ) + (1− α)EW (F , F̃ (w),T ) (8.75)
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for any embedding w ∈ ΣK and any admissible transport matrix T ∈ U(h,h). We do so by
first handling the GW cost EGW and then the Wasserstein cost EW :

EGW (C,
∑
s

wsCs,T ) =
∑
ij

C2
ijhihj +

∑
kl

(
∑
s

wsCs,kl)2hkhl − 2
∑
ijkl

Cij(
∑
s

wsCs,kl)TikTjl

=
∑
ij

C2
ijhihj +

∑
kl

∑
pq

wpwqCp,klCq,klhkhl − 2
∑
ijkl,s

wsCijCs,klTikTjl

(8.76)

Therefore the first derivates w.r.t w of the GW cost in the unmixing problem satisfies

∂EGW

∂wi
= 2

∑
kl,p

wpCi,klCp,klhkhl − 2
∑
ijkl

CijCi,klTikTjl

= 2{〈Ci � C̃(w),hh>〉 − 〈T>CT ,Ci〉}

(8.77)

Then the second derivatives read as

∂2EGW

∂wj∂wi
= 2〈Ci �Cj ,hh

>〉 (8.78)

Using Tr
(
(C1 �C2)>xx>

)
= Tr

(
(C1 �C2)xx>

)
= Tr

(
C>1 diag(x)C2 diag(x)

)
, we have

∂2EGW

∂wj∂wi
= 2 Tr{D1/2

h
C
>
i D

1/2
h
D

1/2
h
CjD

1/2
h
} (8.79)

Then using the relation Tr{A>B} = vec(A)>vec(B) (see e.g Petersen et al. (2008),
equation 521), we have the following factorization MGW

ij = 2vec(Bi)>vec(Bj), where
∀k ∈ [K],Bk = D

1/2
h CkD

1/2
h and vec is the vectorization operator of a matrix which

converts the matrix into a column vector by stacking the columns of the matrix A on top of
one another.
Hence with B = (Bk)k∈[[K]] ⊂ RN2×K , the Hessian associated to the GW cost, denoted
here MGW , admits for any w ∈ ΣK , the following PSD factorization MGW (w) = 2BTB.
Therefore MGW is a PSD matrix.

EW (F ,
∑
s

wsF s,h) =
∑
i

‖Fi‖22hi +
∑
j

‖
∑
s

wsF s‖22hj − 2
∑
ij

〈Fi,
∑
s

wsF s,j〉Tij

=
∑
i

‖Fi‖22hi +
∑
pq

wpwq
∑
j

〈F p,j ,F q,j〉hj − 2
∑
s

ws
∑
ij

〈Fi,F s,j〉Tij

(8.80)

Therefore the first derivates w.r.t w of the Wasserstein cost involved in the FGW unmixing
reads for any q ∈ [[K]] as

∂EW

∂wq
= 2

∑
p

wp
∑
j

〈F q,j ,F p,j〉hj − 2
∑
ij

〈Fi,F q,j〉Tij

= 2〈DhF̃ (w)− T>F ,F q〉
(8.81)
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Then the second derivates read as

∂2EW

∂wp∂wq
= 2

∑
j

〈F q,j ,F p,j〉hj = 2〈D1/2
h
F p,D

1/2
h
F q〉 (8.82)

Therefore the Hessian associated to the Wasserstein cost reads asMW (w) = 2
(
〈D1/2

h F p,D
1/2
h F q〉F

)
p,q∈[[K]]

.

MW is also a PSD matrix as it can be factorized asMW = 2B>B withB =
(
vec(D1/2

h F k)
)
k∈[[K]]

∈

RNd×K .
Therefore the Hessian M associated to the FGW cost reads as

M(w) = αMGW (w) + (1− α)MW (w) (8.83)

is also a PSD matrix as the convex combination of the PSD matrices MGW and MW . Thus
we can conclude that w → EFGWα (C,F , C̃(w), F̃ (w),T ) is a convex function.
�

8.3.2 Line-search of the Conditional Gradient solver for the unmixing
subproblem

For completeness, we detail here the factorization used in the line-search sub-problem of
Algorithm 7. As explicited in (5.10), the exact line-search comes down to solve for:

γ? = arg min
γ∈(0,1)

EFGWα (C, C̃(z(γ)),T ) (8.84)

where z(γ) = w + γ(x? −w) = w + γ∆w. This problem can be easily solved by observing
that the FGW loss EFGWα can be factored as a second-order polynomial function in γ,
f(γ) = aγ2 + bγ + c.

Indeed, following equations (8.46) and (8.47) we have

EFGWα (C,F , C̃(z(γ)), F̃ (z(γ)),T ) = αEGW (C, C̃(z(γ)),T ) + (1− α)EW (F , F̃ (z(γ)),T )
(8.85)

where

EGW (C, C̃(z(γ)),T )

= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C̃(z(γ))2,hh
>〉 − 2〈T>CT , C̃(z(γ))〉

= 〈C2,hh>〉 − 2
∑
p

(wp + γ∆wp)〈T>CT ,Cp〉+
∑
pq

(wp + γ∆wp)(wq + γ∆wq)〈Cp �Cq,hh
>〉

= 〈C2,hh>〉 − 2〈T>CT , C̃(w)〉 − 2γ〈T>CT , C̃(∆w)〉

+
∑
pq

(
wpwq + γ(wp∆wq + ∆wpwq) + γ2∆wp∆wq

)
〈Cp �Cq,hh

>〉

= 〈C2,hh>〉 − 2〈T>CT , C̃(w)〉+ 〈C̃(w)2,hh
>〉

+ 2γ{〈C̃(w)� C̃(∆w),hh>〉 − 〈T>CT , C̃(∆w)〉}

+ γ2〈C̃(∆w)2,hh
>〉

(8.86)

where power operations are applied element-wise. So one can define this GW cost as

EGW (C, C̃(z(γ)),T ) := aGWγ2 + bGWγ + cGW (8.87)
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where coefficients are given in equation (8.86).
Then through similar operations EW can be expressed as

EW (F , F̃ (zγ), ,T )
=
∑
i

‖fi‖22hi +
∑
j

‖f̃j(z(γ))‖22hj − 2
∑
ij

〈fi, f̃j(z(γ))〉Tij

= 〈F 21d,h〉+ 〈
(∑

p

(wp + γ∆wp)F p

)2

1d,h〉 − 2〈F
(∑

p

(wp + γ∆wp)F p

)>
,T 〉

= 〈F 21d,h〉+
∑
pq

(wp + γ∆wp)(wq + γ∆wq)〈F p � F q1d,h〉 − 2
∑
p

(wp + γ∆wp)〈FF
>
p ,T 〉

= 〈F 21d,h〉+ 〈F̃ (w)21d,h〉 − 2〈F F̃ (w)>,T 〉

+ 2γ
{
〈
(
F̃ (w)� F̃ (∆w)

)
1d,h〉 − 〈F F̃ (∆w)>,T 〉

}
+ γ2〈F̃ (∆w)21d,h〉

(8.88)

So one can define this Wasserstein cost as

EW (F , F̃ (z(γ)),T ) := aWγ2 + bWγ + cW (8.89)

where coefficients are given in equation (8.88).
Therefore, using equations (8.87) and (8.89), the FGW cost given in equation (8.85) can

be written as
EFGWα (C,F , C̃(z(γ)), F̃ (z(γ)),T ) := aγ2 + bγ + c (8.90)

with for all x ∈ {a, b, c}, x = αxGW + (1− α)xW .

8.3.3 Proof of Theorem 9: FGW upper-bound in the embedding

Theorem 8 (FGW upper-bound in the embedding) For two embedded graphs with
node features, with embeddings w(1) and w(2) over the set of pairwise relation matrices
{(Cs,F s)}s∈[S] ⊂ RN×N ×RN×d, and a shared masses vector h, the following inequality
holds ∀α ∈ [0, 1],

FGW2,α
(
C̃(w(1)), F̃ (w(1)), C̃(w(2)), F̃ (w(2))

)
≤ ‖w(1) −w(2)‖αMGW+(1−α)MW

(8.91)

with,
C̃(w) =

∑
s

wsCs and F̃ (w) =
∑
s

wsF s (8.92)

Where MGW =
(
〈DhCp,CqDh〉F

)
pq

and MW = (〈D1/2
h F p,D

1/2
h F q〉F )pq∈[S], and

Dh = diag(h), are PSD matrices and therefore their linear combinations being PSD
engender Mahalanobis distances between embeddings.

Didactic proof of Theorem 8. First, let us recall the decomposition of the FGW cost
applied in any T ∈ U(h,h) between any pair of graphs (C,F ,h) and (C,F ,h),

EFGWα

(
C,F ,C,F ,T

)
= αEGW

(
C,C,T

)
+ (1− α)EW

(
F ,F ,T

)
(8.93)
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for any α ∈ [0, 1], where the GW cost EGW and the Wasserstein cost EW are respectively
given in equations (8.44) and (8.45).
To bound by above the FGW distance between two embedded graphs (C̃(w(1)), F̃ (w(1)),h)
and (C̃(w(2)), F̃ (w(2)),h) with embeddings w(1) and w(2) in ΣS , we will consider both costs
EGW and EW independently.

Bounding the Gromov-Wasserstein distance.
Let us recall the formulation of the GW cost EGW previously given in equation (8.44), as

a Frobenius inner product (see e.g Peyré et al. (2016)). Let any pair of graphs (C,h) and
(C,h) and an admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h), we have

EGW
(
C,C,T

)
=
∑
ij

C2
ijhihj +

∑
kl

C
2
klhkhl − 2

∑
ijkl

CijCklTikTjl

= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2
,hh

>〉 − 2〈CTC>,T 〉
(8.94)

Then denoting any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h), the GW cost between these embedded
graph structures applied in T reads as

EGW
(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),T

)
= 〈(

∑
p

w(1)
p Cp)2 + (

∑
p

w(2)
p Cp)2,hh>〉+

− 2〈(
∑
p

w(1)
p Cp)T (

∑
q

w(2)
p Cq)>,T 〉

=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q }〈Cp �Cq,hh
>〉

− 2
∑
pq

w(1)
p w(2)

q 〈CpTC
>
q ,T 〉

(8.95)

With the following property of the trace operator:

Tr
(
(C1 �C2)xx>

)
= Tr

(
C>1 diag(x)C2 diag(x)

)
(8.96)

For conciseness let us introduce the diagonal operator x ∈ ΣK →Dx = diag(x). Then using
equation 8.96 we have the following relations,

〈Cp�Cq,hh
>〉 = Tr{(Cp�Cq)>hh>} = Tr{(C>p �C

>
q )hh>} = Tr{C>pDhCqDh} (8.97)

So we can rewrite the expression of the GW cost given in equation 8.95 as

EGW
(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),T

)
=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q }Tr{C>pDhCqDh}

− 2
∑
pq

w(1)
p w(2)

q Tr{CqT
>C
>
p T }

=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q }Tr{C>pDhCqDh}

− 2
∑
pq

w(1)
p w(2)

q Tr{C>p TCqT
>}

(8.98)

As the equation 8.98 is true for any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h), it is also true for the
optimal coupling T ∗ which minimizes T → EGW (C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),T ) and provides the GW
cost between both embedded graphs (C̃(w(1)),h) and (C̃(w(2)),h), if we omit for now their
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node features. Moreover as Dh is an admissible and sub-optimal coupling it satisfies,

GW
(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),h,h

)
≤ EGW

(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),Dh

)
(8.99)

Observed now that using the equation (8.98), we can expressive the GW cost applied in Dh

as

EGW
(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),Dh

)
=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q − 2w(1)
p w(2)

q }Tr{C>pDhCqDh}

=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q − 2w(1)
p w(2)

q }MGW
pq

= w(1)TMGWw(1) +w(2)>MGWw(2) − 2w(1)>MGWw(2)

(8.100)

where MGW = (MGW
pq )p,q∈[[K]] satisfies MGW

pq = Tr{C>pDhCqDh} = 〈DhCp,CqDh〉.
It suffices to prove that the matrix MGW is a PSD matrix to conclude that it defines a
Mahalanobis distance over the set of embeddings w which bounds by above the GW distance
between corresponding embedded graphs.
Let us reformulate any entry (p, q) of MGW as

MGW
pq = 〈DhCp,CqDh〉 = Tr{C>pDhCqDh} = Tr{D1/2

h C
>
pD

1/2
h D

1/2
h CqD

1/2
h }

= Tr{
(
D

1/2
h CpD

1/2
h

)>
D

1/2
h CqD

1/2
h }

(8.101)

Then using the relation Tr{A>B} = vec(A)>vec(B) (see e.g Petersen et al. (2008), equation
521), we have the following factorization MGW

pq = vec(Bp)>vec(Bq), where ∀n ∈ [S],Bn =
D

1/2
h CnD

1/2
h and vec is the vectorization operator of a matrix which converts the matrix

into a column vector by stacking the columns of the matrix A on top of one another. Hence
with B = (Bn)n ⊂ RN2×S , MGW admits the PSD factorization BTB and therefore is a
PSD matrix.

Bounding the Wasserstein distance.
We will now focus on the wasserstein cost EW involved in FGW and show that omitting

the graph structures, we can bound the Wasserstein distance between embedded node features
(F̃ (w(1)),h) and (F̃ (w(2)),h) which can be seen as point clouds. Let us first highlight a
suitable factorization of the Wasserstein cost between any pair of point clouds (F ,h) and
(F ,h). For any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h) we have

EW (F ,F ,T ) =
∑
ij

‖Fi − F j‖22Tij

=
∑
i

‖Fi‖22hi +
∑
j

‖F j‖22hj − 2
∑
ij

〈Fi,F j〉Tij

= 〈D1/2
h F ,D

1/2
h F 〉F + 〈D1/2

h F ,D
1/2
h F 〉F − 2〈FF>,T 〉F

(8.102)
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Therefore using equation (8.102), we can rewrite the Wasserstein cost between any two
embedded feature matrices as,

EW
(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),T

)
= 〈D1/2

h F̃ (w(1)),D1/2
h F̃ (w(1))〉+ 〈D1/2

h F̃ (w(2)),D1/2
h F̃ (w(2))〉

− 2〈F̃ (w(1))F̃ (w(2))>,T 〉

=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q }〈D
1/2
h F p,D

1/2
h F q〉

− 2
∑
pq

w(1)
p w(2)

q 〈F pF
>
q ,T 〉F

(8.103)

As the equation 8.103 is true for any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h), it is also true for
the optimal coupling T ∗ which minimizes T → EW

(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),T

)
and provides the

Wasserstein cost between both embedded point clouds (F̃ (w(1)),h) and (F̃ (w(2)),h), if we
omit for now their graph structure. Moreover asDh is an admissible and sub-optimal coupling
it satisfies,

W
(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),h,h

)
≤ EW

(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),Dh

)
(8.104)

Observed now that using the equation (8.103), we can expressive EW applied in Dh as

EW
(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),Dh

)
=
∑
pq

{w(1)
p w(1)

q + w(2)
p w(2)

q − 2w(1)
p w(2)

q }〈D
1/2
h F p,D

1/2
h F q〉

= w(1)TMWw(1) +w(2)>MWw(2) − 2w(1)>MWw(2)

(8.105)

whereMW =
(
〈D1/2

h F p,D
1/2
h F q〉F

)
pq∈[[S]]

which is also a PSD matrix as it can be factorized

as B>B with B =
(
vec(D1/2

h F s)
)
s∈[S]

∈ RNd×S , hence defines a Mahalonobis distance
between embeddings.

Bounding the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein distance.
As the equations (8.98) and (8.103) hold for any admissible coupling T ∈ U(h,h), it is

also true for the optimal coupling T ∗ which minimizes T → αEGW
(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),T

)
+

(1− α)EW
(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),T

)
and provides the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein cost between

both embedded graphs (C̃(w(1)), F̃ (w(1)),h) and (C̃(w(2)), F̃ (w(2)),h).
Moreover as Dh is an admissible and sub-optimal coupling it satisfies,

FGW2,α
(
C̃(w(1)), F̃ (w(1)), C̃(w(2)), F̃ (w(2))

)
≤ αEGW

(
C̃(w(1)), C̃(w(2)),Dh

)
+ (1− α)EW

(
F̃ (w(1)), F̃ (w(2)),Dh

)
(8.106)

Let us denote ∀α ∈ (0, 1),Mα = αMGW +(1−α)MW whereMGW andMW are respectively
defined in equations (8.100) and (8.105). Mα defines a PSD matrix as a convex combination
of PSD matrices MGW and MW , hence engender a Mahalanobis distance in the embedding
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space. Moreover following equations (8.100) and (8.105), we have for all α ∈ [0, 1],

FGW2
2,α

(
C̃(w(1)), Ã(w(1)), C̃(w(2)), Ã(w(2))

)
≤ w(1)>Mαw

(1) +w(2)>Mαw
(2) − 2w(1)>Mαw

(2)

= ‖w(1) −w(2)‖Mα

(8.107)

which concludes the proof of the theorem 8.
�

8.3.4 Clustering benchmark : additional results

Table 8.3: GDL configurations leading to best clustering performances using spectral clustering
on embeddings for benchmarked real-world datasets. K refers to the number of atoms and α to the
trade-off parameter inherent to the FGW distance (set to - if the GW distance is used). If several
configurations lead to the same performances, the one with the less atoms is reported.

GDL GDLλ
datasets K α K α λ

IMDB-B 16 - 16 - 0.01
IMDB-M 12 - 16 - {0.01, 0.001}
MUTAG 4 0.9997 4 0.9997 0.01
PTC 4 0.9997 4 0.9997 0.01

BZR (norm) 4 {0.5, ..., 0.9997} 4 {0.5, ..., 0.9997} {0.01, 0.001}
COX2 (norm) 8 0.9997 8 0.9997 0.01

Table 8.4: FGW configurations leading to best clustering performances using spectral clustering on
input graphs with node features.

datasets α

MUTAG {0.995, 0.9997}
PTC {0.9}

BZR (norm) 0.1
BZR (raw) 0.9997
COX (norm) 0.9997
COX (raw) 0.995

ENZYMES (norm) 0.995
ENZYMES (raw) 0.995
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8.4 Proofs and additional results of Chapter 6

8.4.1 Proof of Proposition 2: srFGW equivalent problems

Proposition 2 (srFGW equivalent problem) Problem (6.1) is equivalent to the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

srFGW2
2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ) = min

T∈Un(h)

∑
ijkl

{
α|Cij − Ckl|2 + (1− α)‖Fi − F k‖22

}
TikTjl

(8.108)
where Un(h) denotes the set of admissible coupling with first marginal h and relaxed
second marginal:

Un(h) =
{
T ∈ Rn×n+ |T1n = h

}
(8.109)

Proof of Proposition 2. Consider a solution of problem (6.1) denoted (h?1,T1) and note
that the definition implies that T1 ∈ U(h,h?1). Another observation is that given h?1, the
transport plan T1 also belongs to arg min

T∈U(h,h?1) E
FGW
α (C,F ,C,F ,T ) hence is an optimal

solution of FGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ,h?1).
Now consider a solution of problem (8.108) denoted T2 with second marginal h?2. By

definition the couple (h?2,T2) is suboptimal for problem (6.1) i.e

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T1) ≤ EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T2) (8.110)

And the symmetric also holds as T1 is a suboptimal admissible coupling for problem 8.108 i.e
,

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T2) ≤ EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T1) (8.111)

These inequalities imply that EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T1) = EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T2). Therefore we
necessarily have

T1 ∈ arg min
T∈Un(h)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T ) (8.112)

and
(h?2,T2) ∈ arg min

h∈Σn,T∈U(h1,h)
EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T ) (8.113)

Hence the equality, FGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ,h?1) = FGW2,α(C,F ,h,C,F ,h?2), holds true.
Therefore by double inclusion we have

arg min
T∈Un(h)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T ) = arg min
h∈Σm,T∈U(h,h)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,T ). (8.114)

Which is enough to prove that both problems are equivalent. �

8.4.2 Proofs of Lemma 6: sr(F)GW properties

Lemma 5 (srFGW properties) For any attributed graphs G1 = (C1,F1,h1) and
G2 = (C2,F2,h2), the following propositions hold true for any α ∈ [0, 1]

i) srFGW2
2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) = 0 iff there exists a reweighed sub-graph of G2 which

is weakly isomorphic to G1 (Definition 4).
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ii) If C1 and C2 are distance matrices then srFGW2
2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) = 0 iff there

exists a reweighed sub-graph of G2 which is strongly isomorphic to G1 (Definition 3)

Then considering any third attributed graph G3 = (C3,F3,h3), and α ∈]0, 1[,

iii) For any optimal reweighing h?(1,2) from srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2), we have

srFGW2
2,α(C1,F1,h1,C3,F3) ≤ 2( srFGW2

2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2)
+ srFGW2

2,α(C2,F2,h
?
(1,2),C3,F3))

(8.115)

iv) For any optimal reweighing h?(1,2) from srGW(C1,h1,C2), we have

srGW2
2(C1,h1,C3) ≤ 2

{
srGW2

2(C1,h1,C2) + srGW2
2(C2,h

?
(1,2),C3)

}
(8.116)

Proof of Lemma 5. Let us denote any attributed graphs G1 = (C1,F1,h1) and G2 =
(C2,F2,h2), and α ∈ [0, 1]. We prove in the following each assertion of Lemma 5.

proof of assertions i)-ii) The reasoning involved in this proof mostly relates on the defini-
tion of srFGW as minh∈Σn

FGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2,h).

(⇒) Assume that srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) = 0. Then we have FGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2,h
∗) =

0, for some h∗ ∈ Σn. By virtue of the Fused Gromov-Wasserstein properties [ref theo],
(C1,F1,h1) and (C2,F2,h

∗) are weakly isomorphic. Moreover, if C1 and C2 are distance
matrices, then both graphs are strongly isomorphic.

(⇐) Assume there exists reweighing h ∈ Σn of G2, such that (C1,F1,h1) and (C2,F2,h)
are weakly (resp. strongly) isomorphic. Then FGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2,h) = 0, so there
exists T ∗ ∈ U(h1,h) such that EFGW2,α (C1,F1,C2,F2,T

∗) = 0. Moreover as T ∗ ∈ Un(h1),
since U(h1,h) ⊂ Un(h1), and the same FGW cost is involved in both transport problems, we
have

0 ≤ srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) ≤ FGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2,h) = 0 (8.117)

which implies srFGW2,α(C1,F1,h1,C2,F2) = 0.

We now prove the assertion iv) before iii) as the proof follows analog steps with simpler
computations.

proof of assertion iv) To emphasize the action of srGW as a projection from a graph Gi
to another Gj , we denote here by h(i|j) an optimal reweighing of the nodes of Gj in the GW
sense. Moreover, as the following proof requires manipulation over indices of the matrices
composing a graph, the ith graph (Ci,Fi,hi) is denoted here (C(i),F (i),h(i)).

We consider now the following solutions to the corresponding srGW problems:

• (T (1|2),h
(1|2)) as optimal solutions of srGW(C(1),h(1),C(2))

• (T (1|3),h
(1|3)) as optimal solutions of srGW(C(1),h(1),C(3))

• (T (2|3),h
(2|3)) as optimal solutions of srGW(C(2),h(2),C(3))

We introduce a padded version h ∈ Σn(2) of h(1|2) satisfying for all i ∈ [[n(2)]],
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hi =

h
(1|2)
i if h(1|2)

i 6= 0
1 otherwise

(8.118)

Note that the constant 1 is arbitrary and could be set to any other scalar value c 6= 0.
Let us consider now the matrix S ∈ Rn(1)×n(3) defined as

S = T (1|2)diag(1/h)T (2|3) =

∑
k

T
(1|2)
ik T

(2|3)
kj

hk

 (8.119)

Let us check the marginals of S, starting for its right marginal

S1n(3) = T (1|2)diag
(
h
−1)

h
(1|2) = T (1|2)

(
1
h

(1|2)
j 6=0

)
j∈[[n(2)]]

= h(1) (8.120)

These equalities come from the respective right marginals of T (1|2) and T (2|3), and that
∀j ∈ [[n(2)]], h(1|2)

j = 0 =⇒ ∀i ∈ [[n(1)]], T (1|2)
ij = 0. Then using analog arguments for its left

marginal:

S>1n(1) = T (2|3)Tdiag(h−1)T (1|2)T1n(1) = T (2|3)Tdiag(h−1)h(1|2) = h
(2|3) (8.121)

So S ∈ Un(3)(h1) is a sub-optimal admissible coupling to the srGW projection of (C(1),h(1))
onto C(3). So we have:

srGW2(C(1),h(1),C(3)) = EGW (C1,C3,T
(1|3))

≤ EGW (C1,C3,S)

=
∑
ijkl

(C(1)
ij − C

(3)
kl )2SikSjl

=
∑
ijkl

(C(1)
ij − C

(3)
kl )2

∑
p

T
(1|2)
ip T

(2|3)
pk

hp

∑
q

T
(1|2)
jq T

(2|3)
ql

hq


=

∑
ijkl,pq

(C(1)
ij − C

(2)
pq + C(2)

pq − C
(3)
kl )2

T (1|2)
ip T

(2|3)
pk

hp

T (1|2)
jq T

(2|3)
ql

hq


(8.122)
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Then by using the convexity of x→ x2 or equivalently by using Holder inequality, we have

srGW2(C(1),h(1),C(3)) ≤ 2
∑
ijkl,pq

(C(1)
ij − C

(2)
pq )2

T (1|2)
ip T

(2|3)
pk

hp

T (1|2)
jq T

(2|3)
ql

hq


+ 2

∑
ijkl,pq

(C(2)
pq − C

(3)
kl )2

T (1|2)
ip T

(2|3)
pk

hp

T (1|2)
jq T

(2|3)
ql

hq


= 2

∑
ijpq

(C(1)
ij − C

(2)
pq )2

∑
k

T
(1|2)
ip T

(2|3)
pk

hp

∑
l

T
(1|2)
jq T

(2|3)
ql

hq


+ 2

∑
klpq

(C(2)
pq − C

(3)
kl )2

∑
i

T
(1|2)
ip T

(2|3)
pk

hp

∑
j

T
(1|2)
jq T

(2|3)
ql

hq


= 2

∑
ijpq

(C(1)
ij − C

(2)
pq )2T

(1|2)
ip T

(1|2)
jq + 2

∑
klpq

(C(2)
pq − C

(3)
kl )2T

(2|3)
pk T

(2|3)
ql

= 2EGW (C(1),C(2),T (1|2)) + 2EGW (C(2),C(3),T (2|3))
(8.123)

So we can conclude that

srGW(C(1),h(1),C(3)) ≤ 2
{

srGW(C(1),h(1),C(2)) + srGW(C(2),h
(1|2)

,C(3))
}

(8.124)

proof of assertion iv) For any α ∈]0, 1[, we consider now the following solutions to the
corresponding srFGW problems:

• (T (1|2),h
(1|2)) as optimal solutions of srFGW2,α(C(1),F (1),h(1),C(2),F (2))

• (T (1|3),h
(1|3)) as optimal solutions of srFGW2,α(C(1),F (1),h(1),C(3),F (3))

• (T (2|3),h
(2|3)) as optimal solutions of srFGW2,α(C(2),F (2),h(2),C(3),F (3))

In the same way as for the proof of Assertion iv), we introduce a padded version h ∈ Σn(2) of
h

(1|2) defined in equation (8.118), and the matrix S = T (1|2)diag(1/h)T (2|3) ∈ Un(3)(h1) (see
equation (8.119)).

So S ∈ Un(3)(h1) is a sub-optimal admissible coupling to the srFGW projection of
(C(1),F (1),h(1)) onto (C(3),F (3)). So we have:

srFGW2,α(C(1),F (1),h(1),C(3),F (3))
= EFGWα (C(1),F (1),C(3),F (3),T (1|3))
≤ EFGWα (C(1),F (1),C(3),F (3),S)
= αEGW (C(1),C(3),S) + (1− α)EW (F (1),F (3),S)

(8.125)

Using exactly the same inequalities than in equation (8.123) of the proof of assertion iv), one
has

EGW (C(1),C(3),S) ≤ 2
{
EGW (C(1),C(2),T (1|2)) + EGW (C(2),C(3),T (2|3))

}
(8.126)
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Next to handle the Wasserstein cost over feature matrices, we have by definition

EW (F (1),F (3),S) =
∑
ij

‖F (1)
i − F (3)

j ‖
2
2Sij

=
∑
ij

‖F (1)
i − F (3)

j ‖
2
2

∑
k

T
(1|2)
ik T

(2|3)
kj

hk


=
∑
ijk

‖F (1)
i − F (2)

k + F (2)
k − F (3)

j ‖
2
2
T

(1|2)
ik T

(2|3)
kj

hk

(8.127)

Then by applying the triangle inequality with the Euclidean norm of Rd, and using the
convexity of x→ x2, we have

EW (F (1),F (3),S) ≤ 2
∑
ijk

‖F (1)
i − F (2)

k ‖
2
2
T

(1|2)
ik T

(2|3)
kj

hk
+ 2

∑
ijk

‖F (2)
k − F (3)

j ‖
2
2
T

(1|2)
ik T

(2|3)
kj

hk

= 2
∑
ik

‖F (1)
i − F (2)

k ‖
2
2T

(1|2)
ik 2 +

∑
jk

‖F (2)
k − F (3)

j ‖
2
2T

(2|3)
kj

= 2EW (F (1),F (2),T (1|2)) + 2EW (F (2),F (3),T (2|3))
(8.128)

Therefore bounding each term in the rhs of (8.125), using the bounds on the GW cost and
the Wasserstein cost, given respectively in equations (8.126) and (8.128), we have

srFGW2,α(C(1),F (1),h(1),C(3),F (3))

≤ 2α
{
EGW (C(1),C(2),T (1|2)) + EGW (C(2),C(3),T (2|3))

}
+ 2(1− α)

{
EW (F (1),F (2),T (1|2)) + EW (F (2),F (3),T (2|3))

}
= 2

{
EFGWα (C(1),F (1),C(2),F (2),T (1|2)) + EFGWα (C(2),F (2),C(3),F (3),T (2|3))

}
= 2

{
srFGW2,α(C(1),F (1),h(1),C(2),F (2)) + srFGW2,α(C(2),F (2),h

(1|2)
,C(3),F (3))

}
(8.129)

�

8.4.3 Line-search of the Conditional Gradient solver for srFGW

For completeness, we detail here the factorization used in the line-search step of Algorithm
12. The exact line-search comes down to find:

γ? = arg min
γ∈(0,1)

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,Z(γ)) (8.130)

where Z(γ) = T + γ(X? − T ) = T + γ∆T . This problem can be easily solved by observing
that the FGW loss EFGWα can be factored as a second-order polynomial function in γ,
f(γ) = aγ2 + bγ + c.

Indeed, following equations (8.46) and (8.47) we have

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,Z(γ)) = αEGW (C,C,Z(γ)) + (1− α)EW (F ,F ,Z(γ)) (8.131)
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Then, denoting h(γ) = Z(γ)>1n = (T +γ∆T )>1n = h+γ∆h, the GW cost can be expressed
as

EGW (C,C,Z(γ))

= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2
,Z(γ)>1n1

>
nZ(γ)〉 − 2〈Z(γ)>CZ(γ),C〉

= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2
, (h+ γ∆h)(h+ γ∆h)>〉 − 2〈(T + γ∆T )>C(T + γ∆T ),C〉

= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2
,hh

>〉+ γ〈C2
,h∆h> + ∆hh>〉+ γ2〈C2

,∆h∆h>〉

− 2
{
〈T>CT ,C〉+ γ〈T>C∆T + ∆T>CT ,C〉+ γ2〈∆T>C∆T ,C〉

}
= 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2

,hh
>〉 − 2〈T>CT ,C〉

+ γ
{
〈C2

,h∆h> + ∆hh>〉 − 2〈T>C∆T + ∆T>CT ,C〉
}

+ γ2
{
〈C2

,∆h∆h>〉 − 2〈∆T>C∆T ,C〉
}

(8.132)

where power operations are applied element-wise. Then using properties of the Trace operator,
we have the relations

〈A,xy>〉 = Tr{A>xy>} = Tr{yx>A} = Tr{Ayx>} = 〈A>,yx>〉 (8.133)

and

〈T>C∆T ,C〉 = Tr{∆T>C>TC} = Tr{C∆T>C>T } = 〈∆T>C>T ,C〉 (8.134)

one has

EGW (C,C,Z(γ)) = 〈C2,hh>〉+ 〈C2
,hh

>〉 − 2〈T>CT ,C〉

+ γ
{
〈C2 +C2T

,h∆h>〉 − 2〈T>(C +C>)∆T ,C〉
}

+ γ2
{
〈C2

,∆h∆h>〉 − 2〈∆T>C∆T ,C〉
} (8.135)

So one can define this GW cost as

EGW (C,C,Z(γ)) := aGWγ2 + bGWγ + cGW (8.136)

where coefficients are given in equation (8.135).
Then through similar operations EW can be expressed as

EW (F ,F ,Z(γ))

= 〈F 21d,h〉+ 〈F 2
1d,h(γ)〉 − 2〈FF>,Z(γ)〉

= 〈F 21d,h〉+ 〈F 2
1d,h+ γ∆h〉 − 2〈FF>,T + γ∆T 〉

= 〈F 21d,h〉+ 〈F 2
1d,h〉 − 2〈FF>,T 〉+ γ

{
〈F 2

1d,∆h〉 − 2〈FF>,∆T 〉
} (8.137)

So one can define this Wasserstein cost as

EW (F ,F ,Z(γ)) := bWγ + cW (8.138)

where coefficients are given in equation (8.137).
Notice that only the GW cost leads to a second order polynom in γ. Therefore, using

equations (8.136) and (8.138), the FGW cost given in equation (8.131) can be written as

EFGWα (C,F ,C,F ,Z(γ)) := αaGWγ2 + bγ + c (8.139)
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with for all x ∈ {b, c}, x = αxGW + (1− α)xW .

8.4.4 Proof of Proposition 3: Convergence of srFGW Mirror-Descent
algorithm

Even if the objective function of the srGW problem and its variants is not convex, we prove
in the following the non-asymptotic stationary convergence of the MD algorithms for the
generic objective which encompasses every aforementioned ones:

min
T∈U(h,m)

〈aL(C,C)⊗ T + bD,T 〉, (8.140)

where (a, b) ∈ R2
+ denote any scalar constants.

The proof relies on Proposition 2 of Scetbon et al. (2021a). The following steps consist in
proving that the objective function in problem (8.140) satisfies the sufficient conditions of
Proposition 2, to conclude on the convergence of our MD algorithm. The main challenge,
addressed in Lemma 6, is to prove the relative smoothness of our objective w.r.t. the KL
divergence. This lemma proves a sufficient condition, following Zhang et al. (2020), to such a
relative smoothness.

Let us first recall some notions linked to the relative smoothness with respect to a convex
function. Let X a closed convex subset in an Euclidean space Rd. Given a convex function
H : X → R continuously differentiable, one can define the prox-function associated to H as

DH(x, z) := H(x)−H(z)− 〈∇H(z),x− z〉. (8.141)

Then the definition of the relative smoothness with respect to H is formally expressed as
follow:

Definition 6 (Relative smoothness) Let L > 0 and f continuously differentiable on X .
f is said to be L-smooth relatively to H if ∀x,y ∈ X ,

f(y) ≤ f(x) + 〈∇f(x),y − x〉+ LDH(y,x). (8.142)

Another definition of use for the following is:

Definition 7 (relative strong convexity) Let α > 0 and f continuously differentiable on
X . f is said to be α-strongly convex relatively to h if ∀x,y ∈ X ,

f(y) ≥ f(x) + 〈∇f(x), y − x〉+ αDh(y, x). (8.143)

We will use in the following this general result on the non-asymptotic stationary convergence
of the mirror-descent scheme defined by the following recursion:

xk+1 = arg min
x∈X

〈∇f(xk),x〉+ 1
γk
DH(x,xk) (8.144)

where (γk) is a sequence of positive step-size. Which is expressed for srFGW by equation
(6.10), for b = (1 − a) with a ∈ [0, 1] and D = D(F ,F ) the pairwise Euclidean distance
matrix between node features F and F . The latter can be easily adapted to include the
additional sparsity promoting regularization discussed in Section 6.2.2.

Proposition 2 (Scetbon et al. (2021a)) Let N ≥ 1, f continuously differentiable
on X and L-smooth relatively to H. By considering for all k ∈ [[N ]], γk = 1/2L and by
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denoting D0 = f(x0)−minx∈X f(x), we have

min
k∈[[N−1]]

∆k ≤
4LD0
N

, (8.145)

where for all k ∈ [[N ]],

∆k := 1
γ2
k

{DH(xk,xk+1) +DH(xk+1,xk)}. (8.146)

Let us now show that the generic objective function given in equation (8.140) is relatively
smooth with respect to the KL divergence, so we will conclude on the convergence of our MD
scheme directly using proposition 2.
Note that, without loss of generality, we omit in the definition of Fa,b,ε the term of the srFGW
objective that involves the constant vector h.

Lemma 6 Let (a, b, ε) ∈ R3
+. We denote for any T ∈ Un(h) with second marginal h

and ε ∈ R∗+, the reduced objective function:

Fa,b,ε(T ) = a〈C2
,hh

>〉F − 2a〈TCT>,C〉F + b〈D,T 〉F + εH(T ) (8.147)

where H(T ) = 〈T , logT − 1n1
>
n 〉F denotes the negative entropy of T .

Then for all T1 and T2 in U(h,m), we have

‖∇Fa,b,ε(T1)−∇Fa,b,ε(T2)‖F ≤ LC,C,a,ε‖∇H(T1)−∇H(T2)‖F (8.148)

where LC,C,a,ε = a{n‖C2> +C2‖F + 4‖C‖F ‖C‖F }+ ε.

Proof of Lemma 6. First of all we have for any T ∈ U(h,m),

∇TFa,b,ε(T ) = ∇T Tr{aT>1n1
>
nTC

2> − 2aT>CTC> + bD − εT>(logT − 1n1
>
n )}

= a1n1
>
nT (C2> +C2)− 2a{CTC> +C>TC}+ bD − ε{logT + 1n1

>
n − 1n1

>
n }

= a1n1
>
nT (C2> +C2)− 2a{CTC> +C>TC}+ bD − ε logT .

(8.149)

Therefore we have,

‖∇Fa,b,ε(T1)−∇Fa,b,ε(T2)‖F
= ‖a1n1>n (T1 − T2)(C2> +C2)− 2a{C(T1 − T2)C> +C>(T1 − T2)C} − ε(logT1 − logT2)‖F
≤ a‖1n1>n (T1 − T2)(C2> +C2)‖F + 2a{‖C(T1 − T2)C>‖F + ‖C>(T1 − T2)C‖F }
+ ε‖ logT1 − logT2‖F

(8.150)

By applying the triangle inequality. Then using the sub-multiplicativity of the Frobenius
norm, we have

a‖1n1>n (T1 − T2)(C2> +C2)‖F + 2a{‖C(T1 − T2)C>‖F + ‖C>(T1 − T2)C‖F }

≤ a{‖1n1>n ‖F ‖C
2> +C2‖F + 4‖C‖F ‖C‖F }‖T1 − T2‖F

(8.151)

Now we seek for a comparison between H and the Frobenius norm to conclude. Note that
H is equivalent to the sum of negative entropy functions over columns i.e T ∈ Un(h) →
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∑
j H̃(T:j) = H(T ). For any x ∈ Σn, denoting g : x→ −1

2x
>x− H̃(x), we have

∇g(x) = −x+ logx+ 1n − 1n = −x+ logx
=⇒ ∇2g(x) = diag(−1 + 1/x)

which is a PSD matrix onto the probability simplex leading to ∇2
xH̃|Σn < ∇2

x

(
−1

2‖.‖
2
2

)
|Σn

.

This property is equivalent to the 1-strong relative convexity of
(
−1

2‖.‖
2
2

)
with respect to H̃

as proven in Lu et al. (2018). Then we can conclude by linearity that
(
−1

2‖.‖
2
F

)
is 1-strongly

convex relatively to H, which provides from T1 to T2 the following inequalities resulting from
the aforementioned definition:

−〈T2,T2〉F
2 ≥ −〈T1,T1〉F

2 − 〈T1,T2 − T1〉F − 〈T2, logT2 − 1n1
>
n 〉F + 〈T1, logT1 − 1n1

>
n 〉F

+ 〈logT1,T2 − T1〉F

⇔ −〈T2,T2〉F
2 ≥ 〈T1,T1〉F

2 − 〈T1,T2〉F + 〈T2, logT1 − logT2〉F
(8.152)

using that 〈T1,1n1
>
n 〉F = 〈T2,1n1

>
n 〉F = 1. Then a simple rearrangement gives

1
2‖T2 − T1‖2F ≤ 〈T2, logT2 − logT1〉F . (8.153)

The analog computation from T2 to T1 gives that

1
2‖T2 − T1‖2F ≤ 〈T1, logT1 − logT2〉F . (8.154)

Adding both last inequalities, we obtain

‖T1 − T2‖2F ≤ 〈T1 − T2, logT1 − logT2〉F
≤ ‖T1 − T2‖F ‖ logT1 − logT2‖F

(8.155)

by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Which is equivalent to

‖T1 − T2‖F ≤ ‖ logT1 − logT2‖F . (8.156)

Finally, Putting equations 8.150, 8.151 and 8.156 all together, we have

‖∇Fa,b,ε(T1)−∇Fa,b,ε(T2)‖F ≤ a{n‖C
2> +C2‖F + 4‖C‖F ‖C‖F + ε}‖ logT1 − logT2‖F

= LC,C,a,ε‖∇H(T1)−∇H(T2)‖F
(8.157)

where LC,C,a,ε = a{n‖C2> +C2‖F + 4‖C‖F ‖C‖F }+ ε, as ∇H(T ) = − logT (see (8.149)).
This final result provides the desired inequality of Lemma 6.
�

Proposition 3 (Mirror-Descent convergence) For any attributed graphs G and G,
the Mirror-Descent algorithm 13 converges to a stationary point non-asymptotically.

Proof of Proposition 3. Using Lemma 6, we can conclude that the objective function
involved in equation (8.140) and Proposition 3 is LC,C,a,ε-smooth relatively to H. Therefore
all assumptions from Proposition 2 are satisfied. This allows to conclude on the convergence
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of our MD algorithm stated in Proposition 3, which then only requires to set appropriate
parameters in the generic equation (8.140) to match those of srFGW.
�

8.4.5 Complements on graphs clustering experiments

Table 8.5: Clustering performances on real datasets measured by Adjusted Rand Index(ARI. In
bold (resp. italic) we highlight the first (resp. second) best method.

NO ATTRIBUTE DISCRETE ATTRIBUTES REAL ATTRIBUTES
MODELS IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN

srGW (ours) 3.14(0.19) 2.26(0.08) 41.12(0.93) 2.71(0.16) 6.24(1.49) 5.98(1.26) 3.74(0.22) 16.67(0.19)
srGWg 5.03(0.90) 3.09(0.11) 43.27(1.20) 3.28(0.76) 16.50(2.06) 7.78(1.46) 4.12(0.12) 18.52(0.28)
srGWe 3.51(1.10) 2.18(0.05) 48.32(1.65) 4.60(0.91) 15.44(2.46) 5.71(0.93) 3.36(0.39) 16.81(0.17)

srGWe+g 4.56(1.62) 2.71(0.24) 48.77(1.47) 4.97(0.83) 16.38(2.15) 6.15(1.24) 3.98(0.62) 18.03(0.32)
GDL 2.67(0.52) 2.26(0.13) 39.62(0.49) 2.72(0.48) 6.43(1.42) 5.12(1.37) 3.39(0.31) 17.08(0.21)

GDLreg 3.44(1.09) 2.17(0.19) 40.75(0.23) 3.59(0.71) 14.83(2.88) 6.27(1.89) 3.57(0.44) 18.25(0.37)
GWF-r 2.09(0.61) 2.03(0.15) 37.09(1.13) 2.92(0.92) 2.89(2.66) 5.18(1.17) 4.27(0.31) 17.34(0.14)
GWF-f 0.85(0.57) 1.74(0.13) 18.14(3.09) 1.54(1.24) 2.78(2.41) 4.03(0.96) 3.69(0.28) 15.89(0.20)
GW-k 0.66(0.07) 1.23(0.04) 15.09(2.48) 0.66(0.43) 4.56(0.83) 4.19(0.58) 2.34(0.96) 0.43(0.06)

Table 8.6: Clustering performances on real datasets measured by Adjusted Mutual Information(AMI).
In bold (resp. italic) we highlight the first (resp. second) best method.

NO ATTRIBUTE DISCRETE ATTRIBUTES REAL ATTRIBUTES
MODELS IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC-MR BZR COX2 ENZYMES PROTEIN

srGW (ours) 3.31(0.25) 2.63(0.33) 32.97(0.57) 3.21(0.23) 8.20(0.75) 2.64(0.40) 6.99(0.18) 12.69(0.32)
srGWg 4.65(0.33) 2.95(0.24) 33.82(1.58) 5.47(0.55) 9.25(1.66) 3.08(0.61) 7.48(0.24) 13.75(0.18)
srGWe 3.58(0.25) 2.57(0.26) 35.01(0.96) 2.53(0.56) 10.28(1.03) 3.01(0.78) 7.71(0.29) 12.51(0.35)

srGWe+g 4.20(0.17) 2.49(0.61) 35.13(2.10) 2.80(0.64) 10.09(1.19) 3.76(0.63) 8.27(0.34) 14.11(0.30)
GDL 2.78(0.20) 2.57(0.39) 32.25(0.95) 3.81(0.46) 8.14(0.84) 2.02(0.89) 6.86(0.32) 12.06(0.31)

GDLreg 3.42(0.41) 2.52(0.27) 32.73(0.98) 4.93(0.49) 8.76(1.25) 2.56(0.95) 7.39(0.40) 13.77(0.49)
GWF-r 2.11(0.34) 2.41(0.46) 32.94(1.96) 2.39(0.79) 5.65(1.86) 3.28(0.71) 8.31(0.29) 12.82(0.28)
GWF-f 1.05(0.15) 1.85(0.28) 15.03(0.71) 1.27(0.96) 3.89(1.62) 1.53(0.58) 7.56(0.21) 11.05(0.33)
GW-k 0.68(0.08) 1.39(0.19) 9.68(1.04) 0.80(0.18) 6.91(0.48) 1.51(0.17) 4.99(0.63) 3.94(0.09)
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